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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the relationship between the acquisition and use of 
spoken English by migrant students in Queensland, and their construction and 
representation of social identity. It(seeks to)find new ways to look at these issues, by 
drawing together understandings from the fields of second language acquisition, 
discourse theory, and identity theory. The theoretical framing of the study therefore 
moves it beyond positions frequently associated with formal second language 
acquisition perspectives, to a broader and more political conception of language use. 
Language usejis a form of self-representation. As such, it constructs social 
identity, and implicates values, ideologies and the relations of discourse and power in 
social contexts. Linguistic minority students in Australian high schools need to achieve 
self-representation in dominant discourses, if they are to participate in mainstream social 
and academic contexts, renegotiate their identities in new places, and accrue the 
necessary symbolic capital to integrate into social institutions. 
Participants in the study werqten recently arrived high school age students from 
non-English speaking backgrounds.] They were tracked from arrival to integration in 
their chosen high schools for just over a year. A naturalistic qualitative form of inquiry 
was used in collecting and analysing data, which is presented in the form of case 
studies. Data sources included: videotaped focus groups, interviews in English and in 
the first language, observation in classrooms and in selected school events, talks with 
administration and teachers, as well as student diary writing and work samples. The 
interviews in EngUsh were viewed as instances of communicative competence in spoken 
EngHsh, but also as accounts of the students' positionings and insights into the social 
order of the school. A range of discourse analytic approaches was used in analysing the 
data. 
For the representation of identity, a key finding of the study was the significance 
of 'audibility' — or how one is heard by mainstream speakers. That is, how students 
were heard by other speakers was just as important as how they spoke. Furthermore, 
their moves towards audibility and self-representation were facilitated and constrained 
by institutional and social practices within and beyond the high schools. For these 
students, differences in language use powerfully structured their everyday experiences at 
school. It is argued that there is a need to challenge institutional practices which 
marginalise these students, and limit their opportunities for self- representation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
ORIENTATION 
Hank: So, are ya Chinese or Japanese? 
Kan: I live in California last twenty year but, ah, first come from Laos. 
Hank: Huh? 
Kan: Laos. We 're Laotian. 
Hank: The ocean? What ocean? 
Kan: We are Laotian, from Laos stupid. It's a landlocked country in 
southeast Asia, between Vietnam and Thailand, OK? Population 4.7 
million. 
Hank: So, are ya Chinese or Japanese? 
(King of the Hill, Twentieth Century Fox, 1997) 
1.0 OVERVIEW 
The scene depicted above in the animated TV series King of the Hill derives its humour 
from a situation famihar to many linguistic minority speakers, a situation which is often 
not funny at all. The role of Hank should be read with a thick southern US drawl. 
Kan, speaking with a light accent, is incomprehensible to Hank, who in the context of 
the episode represents the dominant discourse. Hank has two categories for Asians, 
Chinese and Japanese, and is unable to hear anything different. Kan is Laotian, and is 
neither understood nor heard. Part of the humour in the scene is that Hank's southern 
American accent renders his English almost incomprehensible to English-speaking 
viewers. 
As a result of relatively high levels of migration in Australia, schools are 
increasingly sites of convergence for a diversity of ethnic groups and cultures, for the 
everyday use of languages other than English, for the acquisition of English as a second 
language (ESL) and for the renegotiation and transformation of identity. McNamara 
(1997) suggests that the immigrant student's experience constitutes "a complex 
renegotiation of their social identity in the new society, a process that has profound 
implications for their attimdes to their own language and the learning of the majority 
group's language" (p. 561). He states further that the notion of social identity is 
increasingly a focus in research on language acquisition, reflecting "a renewed 
theoretical and political concern for the social dimension of language leaming"(p. 566). 
We cannot ignore social and ideological concems when looking at language acquisition 
and use. 
Linguistic minorities who have come to Australia as migrants or refugees face 
massive dislocation and change. These include physical distance from the home country, 
linguistic change, a change in social status, disruption in social and family ties, cultural 
upheaval, and the renegotiation of identity, along with new educational, political and 
social systems (Partington & McCudden, 1992; Trueba, 1989). For adults and older 
children the acquisition and use of English often poses major difficulties. Adolescence 
has been described by Baker (1982) as "a time of identity work, where one's biography 
becomes a topic of reflection" (p. 179). However for recently arrived migrants from non-
English speaking backgrounds, one's biography is more than a 'topic of reflection,' 
being regularly invoked in the ongoing identity work which takes place in everyday social 
interactions. Kan, in the excerpt above, used his biography to construct aspects of his 
identity, to say who he was, in this case to assert his nationality. In spite of this, his 
Laotian identity was still not 'bearable' to Hank. This exchange opens up one of the 
central issues to be explored in this thesis, namely the relationship between speaking and 
social identity. For some, speaking and identity are tied to how they are seen and heard. 
In this chapter I begin to explore the construction of social identity through 
language use, that is, through discourses. First, I provide an example to show how 
identity is discursively constructed, and I then relate this to the problem of linguistic 
minority migrant students, who must acquire discourses in a new language. I also 
suggest that speaking is itself a powerful means of representing identity. This is 
followed by a brief literature review of related studies. In the third section I outline the 
purpose of the study, along with its primary research questions and rationale. I then 
provide an overview of the background issues of migration and multiculturalism in the 
Australian context, and the representation of these phenomena in schools. This is linked 
to further discussion of discourse as a marker of inclusion and exclusion, and of the 
relationship between language use and ethnic identity. In the final sections of the 
chapter, I clarify the focus and significance of the smdy, and describe the chapter 
organisation of the thesis. 
1.1 BEING AUDIBLE, SAYING WHO WE ARE, AND 
CONSTRUCTING IDENTITY 
This study focuses on the acquisition and use of spoken English by high school age 
migrant students, and the ways in which these construct social identity. In 
concepmalising the study, I began by questioning how one represents identity when 
suddenly cut off from the primary communicative and sense-making resource, one's 
first language. To explain this point further, consider the following scenario. 
You are a fifteen year old female student named Kate, a high achiever at school, an 
aspiring singer and talented pianist. You have a heavy schedule of school 
assignments, music lessons and performance rehearsals, and you are also a keen 
writer, debater and voracious reader of both pulp fiction and the works of Jane 
Austen and the Brontes. In addition to these activities, you maintain a complex social 
network of girlfriends from several schools. School dances, city markets, hanging 
out in the mall, teen magazines, phone calls, movies, pop music, one or two TV 
soaps, junk food and a particular style of grunge-related fashion are vital to your 
existence. Family networks are also important, though complex, due to distance and 
divorce. You are insightful about people, and interested in psychology, often 
maintaining a cool analytical approach to problems and relationships. At only 15, 
you have a great deal of knowledge and considerable understandings about people, 
the world and yourself. This is communicated to all who have dealings with you 
through the medium of language, in which your many competencies, and some 
insecurities, are expressed. You are aware, without knowing the academic terms, of 
a range of discourses and genres appropriate to different situations — as shown in 
your talk with parents, brother, teachers, close friends and cooler acquaintances. 
Through some serious personal or political upheaval, you ftnd yourself in a new 
country. You do not speak the language. What of the above are you able to 
represent to others? Who are you, if you are unable to meaningfully communicate 
your sense of self to others? 
The implications of the phrase, "You do not speak the language" form part of the project of 
this study. Social identity hinges so firmly on our use of language that the self seems 
obliterated when we are unable to voice it. A simple experiment to validate this claim is to 
remain silent in a group social interaction where you would normally be highly verbal, 
particularly if strangers are present. To what extent can you be represented, heard and 
known, if you cannot represent yourself by speaking? The situation is also familiar to 
travellers in foreign countries, even though there are important differences between tourism 
and immigration. Where good will exists, we may be left smiling and shrugging. Where 
there is no good will, we may be assumed somehow deficient, or worse. 
In the scenario above, Kate had, in Bourdieu's (1991) terms, substantial culmral 
capital, much of which related to the use of her first language, English. When languages 
and cultures have no currency in another country or culture, a speaker may simply be 
unable to represent a sense of self, to identify a compatible 'other,' or to rely on any form 
of 'capital' other than cash. Such a speaker is "the stranger" in Schutz's (1971) terms, 
denied access to the basic assumptions and "thinking as usual" of the dominant group 
members, to whom the speaker appears "without a history" (p.29), and without a 
significant or valued place in the social order. This is frequently the position of students 
from ethnic or minority groups in schools. 
As mentioned above, schools are sites where ethnicity, culture, language use and 
the representation of identity are played out. For migrant students, this necessitates a 
renegotiation of social identity and attitudes to the first and second languages. Such a 
renegotiation is tied to theoretical, ideological and social concems in language use, 
concems also focal in cultural studies, such as the work of Giroux (1992), who claims 
that schools have silenced "the voices of subordinate groups whose primary language is 
not English and whose cultural capital is either marginalized or denigrated by the 
dominant culture of schooling" (p. 203). This poses serious problems for students 
struggling to acquire English and to integrate into the mainstream in schools. 
The concept of social identity has no single clear definition in the literature. There is 
general agreement however that identity is both fluid and fugitive, contextually realised and 
constantly shifting (Hall, 1996; McRobbie, 1996). What is more, the strong ties between 
identity and language use are well established in linguistic research (see Cummins, 1995; 
Gee, 1996; Hymes, 1996). When students and their families arrive in Australia with httie 
or no knowledge of English, identity seems tightiy bound to the first language (Clyne, 
1998). It is as if the students' identity is 'in Bosnian,' 'in Samoan,' 'in Mandarin' or 'in 
Spanish.' Even when the move to Australia was one of choice, rather than the result of 
violence or war, the rupture with all known social networks and settings is very often 
definitive. Establishing new networks and finding a place in new settings is part of the 
linguistic, cultural and social identity work which must be done by non-English speaking 
background (NESB) smdents. The speaking of English is a vital part of this process. 
1.1 .1 In search of the role of speaking 
Ships tiiat pass in the night, and speak each other in passing 
Only a signal shown and a distant voice in the darkness 
So on the ocean of life we pass and speak one other 
Only a look and a voice; then darkness again and a silence. 
(H.W. Longfellow, Tales of a Wayside Inn, Part 3 The Theologian's Tale) 
I have always attached importance to the sound of people's voices, to the act of speaking 
and to the ability to speak in a way that can be acknowledged by others. It fascinated 
but did not surprise me that someone's voice was such a unique and identifying feature 
that it could be used reliably by forensic science to determine a person's identity. One 
word on the phone, one 'hello' — and even after long periods of silence we know who 
is speaking. Since adolescence, I have felt intuitively that the way I spoke and sounded 
had a lot to do with who I was, the person I was recognised to be. In my mind, identity 
and speaking were thus inextricable. This is not to imply that someone physically 
unable to speak has no recognisable identity — for they find a voice by other means, 
just as writers articulate identities with words on the page. Yet for social subjects, 
speaking is the way to express not just what they have to say but who they are, whom 
they are with, what they are doing, and how they wish to be heard. I am reminded at 
this point of Gee's (1996) notion of Discourses, as "ways of being in the world, or 
forms of life" (p. 127). 
Speaking is also the primary means used to participate in social interaction. It 
involves others, and requires the collaboration of others, our hearers and coparticipants 
in conversation. In this sense, identity is not a passive preexisting resource that the 
speaker draws on and displays, but a resource for the speaker, actively and 
collaboratively achieved in different contexts and with different people (Widdicombe, 
1998). Chapter 2 looks at the theoretical perspectives on the links between language use 
and identity more closely. For now it is enough to note that it is by speaking that we 
represent ourselves and our positions to others, and that we participate with them 
socially. To recognise others as members of 'our group,' we need to hear them speak. 
to identify and possibly identify with what we are hearing. Speaking therefore allows 
us to represent ourselves, and to be recognised—we speak one another, as in 
Longfellow's well-worn poem. For many linguistic minority students, speaking 
English and being heard to be doing so is an ongoing challenge, requiring continuous 
risk-taking and uneven success. It will be suggested in this study that being audible to 
others is critical if one is to belong. 
The following piece by a Greek Australian performance poet provides some 
insight into the role and the importance of audibility, and the huge challenge it can 
represent for some. 
nobody calls me a wog, anymore 
nobody calls me a wog, anymore 
i'm respected as an australian 
an austrahan writer 
a poet. 
but 
it didn't just happen 
i had to assert myself 
as an australian 
as an artist 
stand up and scream it 
point the finger accusingly 
thump my fist demandingly 
assert my identity 
say, 'hey!' 
'aus tra h a!' 
'look at me!' 
'whether you like it or not 
i am one of you.' 
komninos (1991) 
The identity assigned to komninos was 'wog' — with its connotations of outsider, 
foreigner, migrant. To obtain recognition as a person, the writer had to "stand up and 
scream it," shout his claim to an identity. At the end of the poem, komninos wrote 
"look at me." But his poem is about speaking and what it takes to be heard. It could 
just as easily have ended with a plea to be heard rather than seen. 
'aus tra h a!' 
'listen to me!' 
'whether you like it or not 
i am one of you.' 
My interest here lies in how speakers are audible to and acknowledged by others; in how 
speaking enables the representation of self and others; and how identity is constituted 
through these representations. 
Since the study encompasses language acquisition, discourse theory, and the 
construction of identity, a conventional review of research would be a daunting and 
endless task. However it is pertinent at this point to briefly review some studies concemed 
with identity and second language acquisition and use. 
1.2 REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
In a study encompassing language acquisition, discourse, and the construction of 
identity, a conventional review of research is an impracticable undertaking. Relevant 
studies may be grouped into categories based on their primary focus, setting and/or 
participants, such as identity construction in culturally diverse settings (Leeman, 1997; 
Ryan, 1997), identity in classroom discourse (Grundy, 1994), cultural studies into 
ethnicity and gender (Matthews, 1997; Tsolidis, 1986; 1997), studies of specific ethnic 
groups (Bosher, 1997; Shaw Findlay, 1995; Wenner, 1990); and studies of ESL 
students' writing (Farrell, 1996; Hamp-Lyons, 1995). The Bilingual Interface Project 
in Australia (McKay, Davies, Devlin, Clayton, Oliver & Zammit, 1997) explored the 
relationship between first language development and second language acquisition in a 
range of school contexts, while McKay and Walsh (1997) investigated the role of 
English language proficiency in academic success. To situate this study and to provide a 
brief overview of recent research, I have chosen to discuss a sample of the studies 
mentioned here. 
Two recent studies which address the construction of identity in ethnically diverse 
schools are those by Leeman (1997) and Ryan (1997). Leeman was concemed with 
school as a domain of identity policy, and in particular with the influence of targeted 
intercultural education in Dutch schools. In her ethnographic study of 76 Dutch and 
immigrant students in nine Dutch schools, Leeman found that the intercultural lessons 

academic and social or "fashionable" identifications. Interestingly, the study also found 
no direct link between length of residency and academic success. 
Shaw Findlay's study of Hmong students in California had a language focus, 
namely the cultural implications of question-answer structures used in classrooms. He 
found that perceived deficits in the ways Hmong students responded or failed to respond 
to questions were culturally based. The case studies in the Bilingual Interface Project 
(McKay et al., 1997) focused on specific ethnic groups, but mostly in primary school 
contexts. The cases incorporated quantitative measures of proficiency in English, but 
did not address the nexus between language use and identity. 
Both Wenner (1990) and Matthews (1997) found that Asian girls have to deal with 
racist elements in Australian schools, and that one source of conflict was the devaluing 
by schools of the background cultures of the students. Wenner stresses however that 
the category 'Indo-Chinese girls' for example, is far too broad to cover the ethnic and 
cultural diversity represented by the group concemed. What goes unacknowledged by 
the school aiid other students is that this diversity is far greater than appears in terms of 
visible difference. In Matthews' ethnographic study of high school students in South 
Australia, it was found that even where Asian giris had resided for many years in 
Australia, interaction with Anglo-Australian smdents was minimal — seeming to 
indicate that for many, visible difference remains part of the basis of student association 
pattems. 
A number of studies focus on the writing of NESB students (Farrell, 1996; 
Hamp-Lyons, 1991). In the context of extemal examinations for tertiary entrance, 
Farrell demonstrated that criteria such as literateness, appropriateness and relevance 
disadvantage NESB writers, who used idiosyncratic discourse structures. She writes. 
It is only within the context of school literacy that these idiosyncratic 
structures take on important social meanings associated with the social and 
culmral construction of 'academic ability.' (p. 284) 
There has been an enormous volume of work done on the rating of non-native writing 
(Hamp-Lyons, 1991, 1995), but very few studies have focused on speaking. Of the 
studies on culturally diverse schools or on the identities of specific ethnic groups 
mentioned above, only Shaw Findlay's study places language in a central position. 
However it is concemed with a specific language feature rather than discourse. 
A recent Queensland study investigated the relationship between academic success 
and English language competence (McKay & Walsh, 1997). McKay and Walsh report 
case studies of five ethnic Chinese ESL smdents who were successful in their final year 
at school. Data included interviews with smdents and teachers, observation, 
questionnaires and smdent work samples, along with quantitative data relating to the 
assessment of the smdents' English using purpose-built proficiency scales (McKay, 
1995). This study was partially concemed with validating these scales, and smdents' 
speaking in interviews, their writing and results on listening and reading tests were rated 
using the scales. A correlation between academic success and high levels on the 
bandscales was established, along with other factors in success at school, such as prior 
English learning, home background, attitudes, study skills and limited social life. Of 
interest was the teachers' view that these smdents were weak in the subject English, 
whereas the smdents' actual results in English were not weak. 
It should be added that while qualitative interviewing was part of the research 
design of most smdies mentioned, the interview data did not constimte part of the 
phenomena being investigated. In other words, the use of language itself was not 
central to the analysis. While the McKay and Walsh (1997) study included interviews, 
these were primarily used to establish a rating for speaking, and no interview data was 
reported. It is proposed in this study to provide a focus on spoken discourse, not with a 
view to rating it, but to understand how linguistic minority smdents renegotiate their 
identities and construct their new social worlds through the use of spoken English. 
It is hoped that the present study will go some way towards filling a gap in the 
research base on linguistic minority smdents. It comprises case studies of individual 
students rather than large groups, and places spoken discourse and identity at the heart 
of the project. The study therefore privileges the voices of the students, while seeking 
to illuminate aspects of the relationship between language use and identity. 
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1.3 ACQUIRING THE DOMINANT DISCOURSE 
For linguistic minority students entering sites in a dominant culture, proficiency in the 
dominant language is essential, as it is the primary resource for sense-making, and for 
being seen and heard to make sense (Trueba, 1989). Changing countries and languages 
involves, to use Baker's (1982) terms, intense theoretical work, work which implicates 
making sense of and with language, self and social situations. The more interactions one 
has, the more chance to do this work and to make sense. The more isolated the student, the 
more difficult this work must be. It should be noted that one may also remain isolated 
from the majority language within a tight network of first (non-dominant) language 
speakers. That is, some students find themselves in a school where 30% of students are 
NESB, and a large number of these speak the same language, for example. Mandarin or 
Cantonese. For these students, the linguistic and identity work using English may be 
further complicated, or delayed. Moerman (1993) has noted that "the work of producing 
ethnicity and identity involves both durable culmre and momentary contingencies of 
interaction" (p. 85). The contingencies of interaction may offer a key to the issues of 
ethnicity, identity and language as developed in this study. 
The consideration of social contexts, language use and identity is made more 
complex by two different, but related factors. First, it has been argued by sociologists that 
multiculturalism has moved Australia beyond the assimilationist model, and towards 
acceptance, even celebration, of ethnic diversity (Bottomly, 1997; Castles, Kalantzis, Cope 
& Morrissey, 1992). Yet Partington and McCudden (1992) point out, "In Australia, 
schooling is almost solely assimilationist in its influence on ethnic minorities, and this is 
largely due to the disregard by the system for the culture of minority groups" (p. 209), a 
view supported by Grundy's (1994) study of the constmction of Australian identity in 
primary school classroom discourse. In their book on ethnicity in education in Australia, 
Partington and McCudden further claim that the lack of acknowledgment of ethnic 
languages and cultures may result in self-concept problems for adolescent linguistic 
minority students. 
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The second point is both an extension and a consequence of the first, and relates 
directly to language use. Where the first language of the smdent goes unrecognised, 
untapped and undeveloped, and where proficiency in English is or remains very limited, 
identity work in the public arena may be seriously affected. Working from the bilingual 
French/English context in Canada, Cummins and Swain (1986) make this point clearly in 
the following terms, "To be told, whether directiy or indirectly, explicitiy or implicitiy, that 
your language and the language of your parents, of your home and of your friends is non-
functional in school is to negate your sense of self (p. 101). Although a very strong 
version of this particular argument, Cummins and Swain make a good case not just for 
maintaining the home language, but for continuing education in the first language, as 
important for cognitive and identity work. However whether this is realistic in schools 
where up to fifty ethnic minority groups using thirty languages are represented, such as in 
one of the schools in this smdy, remains open to question. 
By way of contrast, while recognising that undervaluing the home language makes 
the acculmration of minority smdents more difficult, Tmeba (1989) also stresses the 
importance of acquiring the second or dominant language, since communicative ability 
(which includes linguistic, social, culmral and cognitive skills) "is critical in the process of 
self-redefinition and adjustment" (p. 26). The acquisition of English as a second language 
(ESL) is therefore vital to linguistic minority students in their on-going identity and 
membership work, and for mainstream integration. Being seen (and heard) to do this 
work is part of the process. Baker and Luke (1991) write, in relation to literate practice, 
"to not have acquired the look of a reader is a liability" (p. 261). I would argue further that 
in school, not to have acquired the sound of a speaker of English is equally a liability. 
Control over the use of the English language provides the entry ticket to the 
possibilities of self-representation, social interaction, academic success and aspects of the 
dominant culture — education and training, work, friends, and leisure pursuits. For high 
school students, in addition to using English in functional and social situations, acquiring 
academic or school English is a matter of priority for a smooth path through the integration 
process and for success in the mainstream. This means there are two related but different 
versions of English students must acquire, which relate primarily to the spoken and written 
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forms. It has been noted that migrant smdents often gain "peer appropriate grammatical 
skills, at least in the oral modality," provided there has been frequent and appropriate 
interaction in the second language (Cummins and Swain, 1986, p. 211). This proviso, it 
will be argued, is far from being a given in some schools. This study focuses on the 
complex practical activity of speaking, since this relates so directly to issues of self-
representation, social interaction, and identity, as well as providing the primary means for 
adapting to a new social and culmral setting. Equally important is the acquisition of written 
(academic) English (see Farrell, 1996), although this is not part of the primary focus of 
this study. 
It seems likely that linguistic and socioculmral learnings occur in tandem, and are 
mumally facilitating, as meanings and understandings are learned and shared. It seems 
also that redefining identity in a new context involves the ability to express one's sense of 
self in the new language, to say who you are, to be heard, understood and accepted. 
Trueba (1989), commenting on language minority children in the US, offers insights 
which require us to reflect on the NESB student's position in schools. He writes. 
If we take the perspective of the linguistic minority child, we realize that, 
without having any say in the matter, he or she is uprooted from a familiar 
environment, placed in a strange and often radically different leaming 
environment, and asked to leam a new language, acquire new values, and 
perform in competition with natives who already have significant 
advantages (particularly in the form of linguistic, social and cultural 
knowledge). As the linguistic minority child attempts to adjust, he or she 
finds it extremely stressful to communicate as well as to meet the 
expectations of adults and peers, (p.26) 
It should be added that as minority smdents must face this adjustment, both they and 'the 
natives' are positioning themselves in relation to each other as groups and as individuals. 
Within both groups, there is a real risk of unhelpful racial stereotyping and "in-group 
versus out-group thinking" (Lambert, 1984, p. 349). 
Furthermore, in most cases the burden of adjusting to the new circumstances is 
assigned fully to the linguistic minority student, particularly in mainstream schools. As 
Freeman (1995) explains in her study of the Oyster Bilingual School in Washington, 
DC, many reception and transitional programs "implicitly equate equal educational 
opportunity with English language proficiency. The student's native language is thus 
viewed as a problem to be overcome" (p. 44). This locates the problem and the solution 
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firmly within the smdent. Freeman stresses that it is the minority smdent who must 
change, by acquiring English, "so that the school can treat all students equally according 
to language majority norms" (p. 46). In this way the responsibility of the programs and 
practices to cater for diversity is deflected onto the minority students themselves. There 
is an alternative position, namely that those who are on the hearing side of the talk are 
part of the process of self-representation, and thus share the responsibility for the 
development of proficiency in English and academic success for minority students. 
With this in mind, it is important to recognise the complexities faced by the linguistic 
minority child, in which second language acquisition and use is but one element in the 
integration process, albeit a critical one. And the process takes place on a playing field that 
is anything but level, as stressed by Luke, McHoul and Mey (1990): 
language education involves a paradox, that is of 'exclusive club' 
membership: to become a member, one has to qualify, but the only way to 
obtain the necessary qualifications is through membership of the club, 
(p. 30) 
This idea, which draws on Bourdieu and Passeron's (1990) claim that the successful are 
those who are schooled before schooling, is critical for many students from other 
languages and culmres. Capturing some of the complexity of the conditions and practices 
at work in this paradox forms part of the project of this study. 
1.3.1 Purpose of the study 
This study seeks to draw together understandings from the fields of second language 
acquisition, discourse theory and research in cultural smdies of identity. Its purpose is 
to investigate the relationship between the acquisition and use of spoken English by 
recently arrived NESB high school students and their constmction and representation of 
social identity. Although students must leam to comprehend and to produce spoken and 
written English, it is not feasible within this study to concentrate on all dimensions of 
speaking, listening, reading and writing pertinent to school success. My focus here is 
on the development of spoken discourse in English, as speaking is of immediate and 
direct relevance to intercultural communication and the framing and representation of 
social identity. 
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The study tracked ten smdents from various language and ethnic backgrounds for 
14 months from their arrival program in an intensive English language centre, through to 
ESL units in high schools, and then to integration in their chosen mainstream high 
schools. All schools were in a large metropohtan city in Queensland. My aim is to 
refine our understanding of the ESL smdents' early linguistic and social adjustment to 
high school, by examining their spoken discourse in a variety of contexts. The study 
looks at the construction of social identity, the role of language in self-representation, 
and language use as representation. 
This involves not just the speaker and ways of speaking, but the hearer and ways 
of hearing. This thesis argues that how students are heard by English speakers is just as 
important as how they speak English. Representation is, inter alia, representation of 
social identity, a display of self in social interaction, discursively and jointiy constmcted 
in the context of social memberships. Identity may be viewed as "an account of oneself 
and others in a relationship of reciprocity and mutual recognition" (Letoumeau, 1997, 
p.61). For linguistic minority smdents, establishing such reciprocity and recognition is 
part of the project of representation, a project that must be undertaken intersubjectively 
with other speakers of English. For emergent bilinguals, the specific language in use 
shapes the representation of identity. That is, the choice of speaking Mandarin or 
English relates directly to the representation of social identity. 
However this study shows that for some students this is not a clear-cut choice. In 
school contexts where students acquire (or do not acquire) and use (or do not use) 
English, a number of conditions, and instimtional and social practices make it more or 
less difficult for English to be acquired or used. This qualitative study was also aimed at 
identifying and documenting some of the conditions and practices which promote and 
constrain the acquisition and use of spoken English by migrant students. In a practical 
sense, students' levels of proficiency in English relate to their pathways toward full 
integration in mainstream classes. Integration in this sense means incorporation into 
classes of mainstream subjects, unsupported by ESL teachers. As they negotiate these 
pathways, institutional decisions are made as to where and how fast they move, based on 
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how they speak and write English. Whether certain conditions facilitate the integration of 
students into the mainstream was also of interest in this study. 
Although a number of data sources are used, the study places the students' own 
accounts in central position, in order for the reader to hear the voices of those who are 
often "made voiceless in particular settings by not being allowed to speak, or silence 
themselves out of fear or ignorance regarding the strength and possibilities that exist in 
multiple languages" (Giroux, 1992, p. 206). Giroux has also drawn attention to the need 
to understand what "conditions are that make it possible for some groups to take up, live, 
and speak particular discourses" (p. 207). It is hoped that the study will reveal some of 
these conditions. The central research questions which derive from the above are: 
1. What conditions at school facilitate or constrain the acquisition of spoken English by 
recently arrived NESB students? 
2. How is the acquisition and use of spoken English related to self-representation and 
social identity? 
The first question is largely an empirical one about proficiency in a second language, 
whereas the second is more theoretical, and concemed with issues of language use, 
identity and representation. It is likely that the two questions require different theoretical 
resources, a problem which is addressed in Chapter 2. 
1.3 .2 Rationale for the study 
There are four main reasons for undertaking this study. First, few studies integrate the 
issues of second language acquisition and social identity. Recent exceptions include 
Angelil-Carter (1997), McKay and Wong (1996), Siegal (1996) and Toohey (1998). 
Second, while there is a great deal of research relating to second language acquisition 
phenomena and outcomes, much of it has been based on testing and experimental settings 
(see Ellis, 1994). In his study of cross-cultural interaction between youths from south 
Asia and the Caribbean in London, Rampton (1995) stresses that with few exceptions, 
SLA research has focused on the acquisition of linguistic stmctures rather than on issues 
of social language use. This thesis is based on the students' spoken discourse, but does 
not attempt to evaluate their spoken proficiency as such. It therefore provides 
understandings about linguistic minority students of a different kind than that derived 
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from ESL testing or proficiency ratings. Rampton (1995) warns that in much educational 
research and debate, smdents figure "as objects of concern rather than as potential 
partners in dialogue." He adds, "if [minority smdents] are only seen as relative 
newcomers unfamiliar with English ways, there is a risk of underestimating the 
sociolinguistic insights of minority pupils themselves" (p. 326). In this smdy, the 
insights into language leaming and use of the students themselves, some of whom speak 
three languages, are given attention. 
Third, with the emergence of multiculmral, multilingual nation states, and rapidly 
changing demographic profiles in schools, there is a recognised need for smdies which 
provide insight into the ways in which linguistic and cultural minority students constmct 
identity, and are constmcted through discourse (Luke, 1998). Such insights have the 
potential to inform pedagogy, curriculum and educational administration, and have 
implications for our understandings of educational processes, practices and outcomes. 
It has also been argued that all educators need to address the question of "how the world 
is experienced, mediated, and produced by students" (McLaren, 1994, p. 224). And 
there is an increasing recognition of the need for a pedagogy which takes account of the 
student's expertise and identities (Cummins, 1996; Leung, Harris & Rampton, 1997). 
An emphasis on social practices may also allow educators to interrogate their own roles 
and activities in shaping the social world shared with their students (Rampton, 1995). 
The fourth rationale stems from my own background in ESL teaching, and my 
desire to understand more about how migrant students shape and are shaped by their 
language use and experiences at school. I knew that some students seem to achieve 
effortlessly, leaming English, finding friends and acquiring mainstream discourses, 
culture and membership in a matter of months, while others stmggle for years, 
remaining outside the primary discourses and mainstream membership. I wanted to 
understand more about how this occurred. 
In what follows, I provide some background to the study, in terms of situating the 
problem and the smdents within the context of recent developments in migration and in 
the debate in Australia about multiculturalism. 
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1.4 MIGRATION, MULTICULTURALISM AND SCHOOLING 
It has been argued that in countries such as Canada, the United States and 
Australia, for everyone except the indigenous populations, "the common condition 
is being, at one's near or far origins, from somewhere else" (Hughes, 1997). 
Although Australia has seen successive waves of migration since colonisation in 
1788 (itself the first modem migratory wave), large-scale immigration in the post-
World War n period has changed the face of this country dramatically. This has 
resulted in what Lo Bianco (1997) describes as a "demographic pluralism, which 
is in birthplace and linguistic origin terms the second highest in the world after 
Israel's" (p. 109). The arrival of five and a half million people in Australia since 
1945 means that from a current population of 18 million, almost one in four 
people was bom overseas, and one in twenty was bom in Asia (Kelly, May, 3-4). 
By the early 1970s, this mass movement of people gave rise to the policy of 
multiculmralism, now under threat in a changing political and economic climate. 
In what follows, I outline contemporary developments in migration, comment on 
the debate about multiculturalism, and look briefly at the implications of these 
developments for schools. 
1.4.1 Recent trends in migration 
The White Australia Policy, labelled "the public face of racism" by Welch (1996), 
ended officially in the mid 1970s. However, until recentiy the overwhelming 
majority of migrants and refugees coming to Australia were white. Since the mid 
1980s there have been increasingly diverse immigration pattems, including large 
numbers of people from Asian and Southeast Asian countries. In 1995-6, migrants 
and refugees came to Australia from 150 different countries. The table below shows 
the major source countries for Australian migration in the past three decades. 
Figure 1.1 TOP 10 SOURCE COUNTRIES 
1965-6 
UK & Ireland 
Greece 
Italy 
Yugoslavia 
Malta 
Germany 
US 
NZ 
Netherlands 
Lebanon 
Other 
% 
51.9 
10.5 
7.9 
5.6 
3.0 
2.6 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
1.1 
12.7 
Total: 144,055 
1975-6 
UK 
NZ 
Cypms 
Chile 
Yugoslavia 
Lebanon 
Greece 
US 
Italy 
Malaysia 
Other 
Total: 54. 
% 
31.6 
5.5 
5.4 
3.6 
3.4 
2.9 
2.8 
2.7 
2.6 
2.3 
37.1 
752 
1985-6 
UK 
NZ 
Vietnam 
Philippines 
China 
South Africa 
Hong Kong 
Lebanon 
Malaysia 
India 
Other 
% 
15.9 
14.3 
7.8 
4.5 
3.4 
3.4 
3.4 
3.0 
2.5 
2.3 
39.7 
Total: 92,410 
1995-6 
NZ 
UK 
China 
Hong Kong 
India 
Vietnam 
Bosnia 
Philippines 
South Africa 
Iraq 
Other 
% 
12.4 
11.4 
11.3 
4.4 
3.7 
3.6 
3.4 
3.3 
3.2 
2.6 
40.6 
Total: 99,139 
(Austrahan Bureau of Statistics, 1996) 
This table shows a number of trends in migration pattems. For the first time in 1995-6, 
numbers of people from China equalled those from the UK, both supplying just over 
11% of the net intake of 99,139. Whereas at least 55% of migrants in 1965-6 came 
from English speaking countries, in 1995-6 this was 25-30%. 
One of the major imphcations of these levels of migration is that large numbers of 
people in Austraha do not speak Enghsh as their first language. The 1996 Census 
indicated increasing levels of hnguistic diversity in Australia; English only is used in 
81.2% of Australian homes; almost 25% of the population are of non-Enghsh speaking 
background; 14.6% use a language other than Enghsh in the home, the most widely 
used languages being Italian, Greek, Cantonese and Mandarin (Clyne, 1998). Clyne 
also notes a dramatic increase in the community use of Asian languages (which he calls 
the Australian trading languages), as opposed to the more traditional European 
community languages. Asian languages are in effect the new community languages. 
For example, in Brisbane, the most widely spoken language other than English is 
Cantonese (ABS, 1996). 
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Migrants and refugees who come to Australia under the humanitarian program are 
not evenly distributed around the country, but concentrated in the major cities, in which 
proportions of people speaking a language other than English at home vary from 26% in 
Sydney and Melboume, to 9.2% in Brisbane and 4.9% in Hobart. Within the cities, 
migrants also tend to be concentrated in particular areas or suburbs. For example, in 
one Brisbane suburb, 54% of the population were bom overseas, and 40% speak a 
Chinese language at home (ABS, 1996). 
1.4.2 The anti-migration lobby and the race debate 
Although less than 5% of people in Australia were bom in an Asian country, journalistic 
sources suggest that there has been an increasing popular perception, encouraged and 
exploited by the right-wing independent federal politician Pauline Hanson, that Australia 
is "being swamped by Asians" (Hanson, 1996). In both this and the following section, 
I use primarily media sources such as the national daily newspaper. The Australian, to 
show recent trends and developments in the migration and multiculturalism debates, for 
it is these debates that set the context for the lives of the children studied here. 
Newspapers are also part of the public discourse surrounding controversial issues. 
In the mid nineties, migration has become an increasingly politicised issue, 
associated in the media with high levels of unemployment and more 'scientific' 
propositions about limiting Australia's population growth. Studies have shown that the 
net effect (positive or negative) of migration on the economy is minimal (Wood, 1997; 
Kelly, 1997, May 24-26). However, as migration in Australia developed into an 
increasingly heated electoral issue, the Australian federal government acted in 1997 to 
reduce by 8% the future numbers of migrants. The 1995-6 migrant and refugee 
numbers totalled 99,139. This was reduced in 1998 to 68,000 migrants and 12,000 
people under the humanitarian program, a total of 80,000 (Miranda & Greber, 1997). 
In addition, the proportion of skilled migrants with a knowledge of English was 
increased and the family reunion program severely reduced, from 6000 in 1996-7 to 
1000 in 1998. 
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Kalantzis (1997) claims Australians have been sold the pernicious myth that 
immigration boosts unemployment, along with other racialising myths that migrants live 
in ghettoes, soak up welfare and boost crime rates. All of this has a political purpose, 
and The International Editor of The Australian has argued that the cuts in migration make 
no sense other than political sense (Kelly, 1997, May 24-26). The cuts are sometimes 
supported in the media by the use of statistics about unemployment and population 
density!. Kelly (1997, May 30-31) suggests that a reduction in immigration levels 
reflects and fuels public opinion, and for these reasons was implemented by Prime 
Minister John Howard. He goes on to suggest: 
Once people see the Prime Minister championing our traditional identity, 
rejecting any Asianisation of Australia, criticising and cutting immigration, 
procrastinating over putting Pauline Hanson last on the Liberal ticket and 
insisting that today's generation should feel no guilt about past injustice 
towards Aborigines, then it should come as no surprise that such positions 
are seized with greater public assertion and growing support. (p. 21) 
Kelly's statement implies that the debate is less about immigration and past injustices 
than about the pohtics of race. It attributes a consistentiy conservative Eurocentric 
stance to Prime Minister John Howard, whose perceived actions on racial matters, 
according to Kelly, reinforce and entrench his positions in the wider community. The 
rise of Hanson's One Nation party was also prefaced on racial difference and an 
acceptance of discrimination based on race. 
International media articles have reported an increasing incidence of racial 
intolerance and racialising practices in Australia, and have urged the Australian 
government to stem the anti-Asian stance of Hanson and her supporters (Stewart, 1997); 
nationally by a 90% increase in complaints of racial discrimination reported to the 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (McCabe, 1997), including a 
hearing by the same organisation into the first complaint about a racist website; at a state 
level by government moves to jail racist offenders (Lehman, 1997) and by a statewide 
education campaign in Queensland to provide anti-racist professional development 
programs to teachers (O'Chee, 1998); and at a community level by local media articles 
about racist attacks and racial slurs (Haxton, 1997). The issue is therefore represented 
at national, state, local and community levels, including schools, at which the anti-racist 
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materials are targeted. O'Chee (1998) reports a sharp rise in racist attacks in schools in 
1996-7. Although writing in the British context, Rampton (1995) ascribes racialising 
practices to essentialising culmralist definitions of ethnic groups. He claims that these 
"are experienced as a set of disabling racist images, which continually threaten to insert 
themselves into the interpersonal relations of everyday hfe" (p. 11). 
Such disabhng images lie in sharp contrast to the rhetoric of multiculturalism, 
formulated as a response to the diversity of Australia's post-war population. While 
Bottomly (1997) suggests that a broad section of the Australian population value ethnic 
diversity, and that it can even be advantageous "to identify with migrantness" (p. 44), 
the status of multiculturalism as a concept is increasingly contested. 
1.4.3 The concept of multiculturalism 
A complete overview of multiculmralism in Australia does not lie within the ambit of this 
thesis, and is amply presented in work by Casties, Kalantzis, Cope and Morrissey 
(1992), Ozohns (1993) and Welch (1996). What I wish to address here is the current 
public debate about the term itself. Ozolins points out that parties to the debate include 
those upholding multiculturalism as a social ideal, those opposing it from the Left and 
the Right, and those pursuing equity for migrant and Aboriginal groups. I will argue 
that there has also been a subtle change in the meanings ascribed to the term. 
The emergence of the concept of multiculturalism in the 1970s was a negation of 
assimilationist policies and practices, associated with the White Austraha Policy, which 
had been detrimental to both migrant and indigenous populations. Multiculturalism was 
then framed around the concepts of social cohesion, equality and cultural identity (Lo 
Bianco, 1998). This positive view of multiculturalism as a social ideal was recently 
summed up by the social commentator Woodley (1997) in the following terms. 
One of the strongest arguments for multiculturalism is that it has enriched 
Australian life and underwritten the expansion of the population base 
without inflicting significant damage on the institutions of the free and open 
society that made the policy practicable, (p. 7) 
Multiculturalism was also seen in terms of desirable cultural pluralism representing a 
normative and empirical reality, and also as a celebration of diversity. 
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Contemporary with federal government advocacy of the policy in the 70s, was the 
rise of ethnic politics by interested ethnic groups, a politics which Casties et al. (1988) 
describe as liberal social reform. They also stress that there was some tension between 
the aims of multiculturalism and of ethnic politics, in that the latter was about "getting 
into the same culmral act as the dominant groups," while multiculturalism focussed on 
maintaining diversity (p. 121). Left-wing groups argued that the official representation 
of multiculturalism masked class exploitation and social division created by migration 
pohcies. This tension has continued, and the concept of multiculmrahsm has been 
increasingly contested. 
There is some evidence that the first stirrings from the extreme Right against 
multiculturalism came with increased Asian immigration (Casties et al., 1988; Woodley, 
1997). This position were clearly and controversially voiced by Australian historian 
Geoffrey Blainey, since aligned with the New Right. Blainey (1984) hearkened back to 
older, prouder and more socially cohesive times which had been undermined by "the 
cult of the immigrants, the emphasis on separateness for ethnic groups, the wooing of 
Asia and the shunning of Britain" (p. 159). His claim about the "Asianisation of 
Australia" was later picked up by Pauline Hanson's One Nation Party, and used in her 
maiden speech to the federal parliament in November, 1996. Multiculturalism was also 
viewed by some as social engineering, related to divisive ethnic politics, and an industry 
dispensing favours to migrants (Ozolins, 1993). Since the conservative federal coalition 
won power in 1996, these views have subtiy entered the public discourse around 
multiculturalism. Kalantzis (1997) describes the attacks on multiculturalism, 
reconciliation and other inclusive agendas as "wedge politics," designed to drive a 
wedge into Labor's former unity-in-diversity policies. She claims the underiying aim of 
wedge politics is to convince white middle class Australians that policies such as 
multiculmralism and reconciliation have been at their expense. 
In an article by Kelly (1997, May 30-31) entitled The curse of the M word, he 
argues that while Australians love to be seen as cosmopolitan, they have always been 
uneasy about multiculturalism, and that new terminology is needed to encapsulate 
Australia's ethnic diversity. He argues that there is no national consensus as to the 
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meaning of the term multiculmralism, and that it "does not appear to have been a 
persuasive vehicle for analysis and community education about the beneficial social 
impact of immigration" (p. 21). In the current economic and political climate therefore, 
the discourse of multiculmralism has been challenged as divisive, marking a 
fragmentation of culmres rather than a cohesive social and national policy. Kelly cites 
Professor Jerzy Zubrzycki, "one of the intellectual architects of multiculturalism," on the 
need for a new word. Zubrzycki claims. 
Certainly we need to employ the adjectival derivation 'multiculmral' to 
describe the demographic reality of Australia at the end of the second 
millennium. But the clumsy, pompous, polysyllabic noun — 
multiculmralism — adopted from the Canadians and incorrectly associated 
in the public mind exclusively with ethnic groups, has outlived its purpose 
... we need another term. (p. 21) 
In the meantime, the link between multiculmralism and what are claimed to be 
unacceptably high levels of immigration has continued in the press, validating 
Zubrzycki's notion that the term is associated only with ethnic groups, and I would 
infer, predominantiy non-European groups. There have, for example, been no articles 
protesting the immigration of citizens from the US or the UK. In his discussion of 
whose interests are served by multiculturalism, conservative commentator Duffy (1998) 
blames "professional multiculturalists" for the large numbers of migrants, many of 
whom he adds do not speak English and are on welfare. Duffy concludes. 
It is in none of our interests if aspects of multiculturalism, and the high level 
of immigration they continue to support, turn Australia into a country 
inferior to the one that drew so many of us here in the first place, (p. 38) 
This essentialising discourse posits core Australian values which somehow existed prior 
to high levels of immigration, but which have been cormpted since. Fourteen years 
earlier, Blainey (1984) expressed similar ideas. 
These negative views of multiculmralism contrast with official policy discourses in 
Australian schools, where multicultural days continue to be celebrated and an ethos of 
multiculturalism is used as part of some schools' marketable identity (Dooley, Herschell 
& Singh, 1997). The Strategic Plan 1998-2002 for Education Queensland (Department 
of Education, 1997) claims as part of its vision "sensitivity to cultural diversity" (p. 5). 
The institutionalisation of multiculturalism is also represented in other sites, such as the 
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popular media, multilingual broadcasting, literamre and also advertising, which now 
presents annual multicultural marketing awards. Along with schools, these are other 
spheres in which multicultural images are often positively promoted. It should be added 
that in a series of public polls in the 1990s, the Australiam public have continued to 
support the concept of multiculturalism (see Lo Bianco, 1998). 
Multiculturalism continues to be seriously contested both as a concept and in 
principle by different sections of the community. It is dismissed by left-wing groups as 
an inadequate concept for grasping the diversity in Australia's population and for 
redressing underlying social inequities, and by right-wing groups as a symbol of the 
disintegration of Australian nationalism, historical identifications and traditional values. 
In a recent analysis of two federal govemment documents on multiculmralism published 
in 1977 and 1997 respectively, Lo Bianco (1998) has shown the concepmal shift in the 
discourse on multiculturalism, towards a focus on traditional Australian qualities, virtues 
and ideals, and effectively away from a valuing of diversity. Lo Bianco also stresses 
that in the 1997 document, Australia as a Multicultural Society, there is no mention of 
the educational disadvantage of migrant students, paving the way for the dissipation of 
ESL funds into general literacy programs. This is taken up in the section to follow. 
The current public debate over migration and multiculturalism provides an 
essential background to a consideration of the ramifications for the debate in schools. I 
have suggested that the rhetoric of multiculmralism is still present in institutional policy 
and practices of schools. I now turn to a consideration of the ways in which such 
practices and policy constmct minority groups, and will also argue that the shifts and 
tensions in the concept of multiculmralism are also represented in the school system. 
1.4.4 The role of schools in maintaining dominant discourses 
Educational systems and schools may celebrate or devalue particular cultural forms and 
practices, which often mean that students from linguistic and ethnic minorities are 
disadvantaged, and that a 'dominant culture' is maintained (Castles et al, 1992; Welch, 
1996). Welch claims that "mechanisms of social closure do not always inhibit the 
participation or the outcomes of ethnic students, yet the legacy of prejudice, and 
'monocultural exclusion' is still felt by many in our schools" (p. 106). It is often 
suggested that schools reflect the prevailing values of society, and given the shift evident 
in public perceptions of migrants and multiculturalism, we can only assume that such 
prejudicial views are also represented in schools. Reports of increased racially 
motivated attacks (O'Chee, 1998) are evidence of this phenomenon. There is other 
more subtie evidence of the devaluing of minority smdents in schools. 
Instigated in the 1970s, and at the height of the multiculturalism policy, the 
provision of specialist EngUsh as a Second Language education for linguistic minority 
students was a genuine attempt to counter the disadvantage suffered by NESB students 
in schools (Casties et al, 1992; Lo Bianco, 1998). As the language of our primary 
social institutions and of power, English was acknowledged as providing the gateway to 
success within these institutions, and to social mobility generally. The funding of ESL 
programs was aligned with a move towards social justice for migrant and refugee 
students, with an integrated multicultural policy, and with a National Languages Policy 
(Lo Bianco, 1987) that stressed multilingualism. Author of this policy, Lo Bianco 
(1998) has drawn attention to what was in the 1970s Australia's leading position in the 
world in terms of ESL provision. He describes the embedding of ESL within what he 
calls "the five fingers of multiculmralism," namely ESL, multicultural education, first 
language maintenance, anti-racism, and parent participation. The contextual embedding 
of ESL within a range of wider social policy moves meant that ESL became an 
educational priority. 
In 1986, the federal govemment made the first cuts to ESL program funding (Lo 
Bianco, 1998). At the same time, the discourse of 'mainstreaming' emerged in federal 
policy documents. Ostensibly the argument for mainstreaming ESL students was to 
limit their marginalisation, but the net effect was to leave many without the language 
support they needed (Ozolins, 1993). This was a cost-cutting exercise under the guise 
of equity. Since the mid 1980s there have been progressive cuts to ESL programs, to 
the point where, with the exception of funding for newly arrived students, money 
formeriy allocated to ESL is now part of generalised literacy funding. Lo Bianco argues 
that the contextual embedding of ESL within policies of cultural diversity and minority 
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rights has been lost, and that the uncoupling of ESL education from broader 
socioculmral contexts and from a comprehensive policy on multiculmralism have set the 
conditions for possible demise. He wams that the current risks and funding cuts to ESL 
programs constimte the biggest crisis for linguistic minority smdents in thirty years, a 
crisis which is already full-blown in the United States (Cummins, 1996; Hill, 1998; Lo 
Bianco, 1998; Wong Fillmore, 1998). 
Lo Bianco (1997) has pointed out that immigrant speakers of languages other than 
English bring a vast range of hnguistic and other skills to the country, yet these skills 
may be seen as utterly irrelevant to leaming in schools. Lo Bianco states, "Children and 
adults who leam English as a second language do not have a mental tabula rasa on 
which English is inscribed" (p. 118). A current anomaly in Australian language policy 
and educational institutions highlights just how widespread this misconception is. In the 
1998 Federal Australian budget, $46 million was allotted to promoting the smdy of 
Asian languages, a trend established over the past decade, with a view to further 
capitalising on Asian economic markets. The assumption is that Australia lacks essential 
linguistic skills, particularly in Chinese, and the funds are targeted at English speakers 
who wish to leam Chinese. The fact that Australia already has, for example, 240 000 
speakers of Chinese languages is never mentioned. Chinese speaking students 
sometimes join Chinese language classes in schools where they exist, but often are 
unable to access first language maintenance programs. What is more, funds formerly 
provided to provide specialist ESL support to Chinese-speaking children in leaming 
English have been cut. 
In the 1990s, 'mainstreaming' has been a consistent feature of federal and state 
policy statements, that in practice has meant that hard-pressed teaching staff have had to 
do more with less (Welch, 1996). The term at its worst, suggest Kalantzis et al. (1990), 
has been 
no more than a euphemism for cutting 'ethnic specific' services in the hope 
that mainstream instimtions will assume a multiculmral stance following the 
requirements of official pohcy and exercising a considerable degree of 
gracious goodwill — but without the funding to support concrete initiatives, 
(p. 25) 
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In Queensland, a state-wide lobby by ESL teachers and their representatives resulted in a 
state govemment guarantee that current ESL programs for arriving and continuing 
smdents will continue unchanged in 1998-9. However, the number of students needing 
specialist ESL support far exceeds those acmally receiving help. At one school in this 
study, for example, funds are available for specialist ESL provision for 91 students, 
whereas the school has ascertained that 227 students urgently require this support 
(Robertson, 1997). 
In addition to inadequate provision of ESL, the background culmres and 
languages of minority smdents are not sufficiently valued by schools (Welch, 1996). 
According to Welch, a 'mainstream' culture tends to prevail, even when there are large 
numbers of minority smdents and a school multiculmral policy. He writes. 
The way in which a school is organised is the projection of an entire culture. 
While paying lip service to the equal validity of all cultures, and respect for 
diverse lifestyles, many schools still reflect the dominant Anglo-Australian 
culture, (p. 116) 
By 'dominant Anglo-Australian culture,' Welch means a white middle class culture 
represented as dominant by the institutional practices of the school. The school 
organisation, he argues, is represented in a number of ways, for example the language 
of noticeboards and letters home, textbooks, evaluation and accreditation, and the 
language and style of parent-teacher interviews and meetings. In addition, school culture 
is reflected in teaching materials, texts, assessment strategies, the teachers' discourse, 
home-school liaison, the curriculum, community participation, and many other things. 
This may seem rather obvious, but the fact that these texts are realised through the 
medium of English is important. 
Such representational systems may position ethnic famihes who do not speak 
Enghsh as 'other,' excluding them not by design, but by default. The issues of 
immigration and multiculmralism have generated tensions within the Australian 
community, and inevitably within schools. In addition to being cut off from everything 
famihar, acquiring a new language and negotiating new identities, many immigrant 
students must also deal with manifestations of these tensions. 
Nora, one of the Chinese participants in this smdy recentiy recounted to me an 
incident in which a teacher said loudly in class to her Chinese friend Alicia, "You don't 
listen to what I say. You don't even understand English." Nora tried to remember the 
word some of the Australian students later used to describe the incident. She said what 
sounded like "raisin," and then "You know, like Pauline Hanson." The name of 
Queensland's most notorious right-wing, anti-immigration (anti-Asian) politician was an 
active part of Nora's vocabulary, even if the word 'racism' was not. The incident raised 
a number of questions relevant to the central concems of this thesis. Here was a public, 
'authorised' and totally misleading representation of Alicia, a Chinese smdent, as 
someone who didn't listen and didn't understand English. It was clear that evidence of 
the current debates within the wider community were alive in this school, but the 
incident also revealed the importance of Enghsh in representation for linguistic minority 
students, and the power attached to Enghsh. How do linguistic minority students in the 
early stages of language acquisition represent themselves to other students and teachers? 
And how are they heard and represented? What happens in schools to help or hinder 
these smdents in their move towards self-representation in English and towards 
mainstream integration in school? 
1.5 LANGUAGE USE AND ETHNICITY 
1.5.1 Discourse as a marker of inclusion, exclusion and difference 
Hall (1996) reminds us that the problem of identity seems to recur in any attempt "to 
rearticulate the relationship between subjects and discursive practices" (p. 2). In 
everyday life, it is common to experience dissonant perceptions about the way a person 
looks (visible difference) and the way a person sounds (audible difference). Someone 
may look Chinese, but speak with a broad Australian accent; someone else may look like 
an Anglo-Australian, but be Croatian and speak no English at all. In multiethnic and 
multicultural classrooms, this is frequently a source of false assumptions, 
misunderstandings and mutual embarrassments. Once someone speaks, language and 
the discourse mark the person as an insider or outsider. On hearing, hearers often have 
to rapidly and radically revise their perception based on what was initially seen. It is 
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also worth noting that difference may be negatively or positively valued within any 
social field. 
I have suggested that identity is discursively constmcted, that is, through speaking 
and hearing practices. The ramifications of this are widely represented in the hterature. 
Discourse as a marker of inclusion, exclusion and difference finds perhaps its clearest 
expression in the current vast literamre on critical discourse analysis (Caldas-Coulthard 
& Coulthard, 1996; Fairclough, 1989; Luke, 1995-6, 1998; van Dijk, 1997a). Applied 
critical discourse analysis shows how texts contribute to the marginalisation of minority 
groups (see for example, Riggins, 1997). A central focus of this body of work is that 
discourse, identity and social power are integrally related, and that marginalised groups, 
who are in many cases easily identifiable through visible difference, are most likely to be 
disempowered by dominant discourses. Difference, Giroux (1990) reminds us, is 
constmcted through "representations and practices that name, legitimate, marginalise and 
exclude the culmral capital and voices of subordinate groups in society" (p. 43). In 
practical terms, it is the messenger and not the message which may be judged most 
harshly. Lippi-Green (1997) writes, "the evaluation of language effectiveness - while 
sometimes quite relevant - is often a covert way of judging not the delivery of the 
message, but the social identity of the messenger" (p. 17). On what basis are such 
judgements made? 
It's likely that judgements about identity and discourse intersect with issues of 
race, class, and gender. In the case of many migrants, visible and linguistic differences 
constitute grounds for discrimination, and the connections between the categories or 
dispositions are often cmcial where difference is visible. For this reason, Luke and 
Luke (1998), in their study of interracial families, argue for a reinstatement of race as an 
analytic category, as "'race' continues to be a core and defining cultural category that 
stmctures and shapes everyday motivations and common sense, social practices and 
perceptions" (p. 732). They note also that in contrast to interracial research in North 
America, Australian research has focused on ethnicity and culmre, tending to avoid 
discussion of race. 
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1.5.2 Ethnic identity 
The komninos poem in section 1.1.1 above depicts the stmggle of the migrant to move 
beyond the classic racialising Australian label of 'wog.' In a typically perverse and ironic 
Australian way, this label is sometimes used as an endearment. However, it remains, along 
with many other terms, as a slur against those who are ethnically, racially and linguistically 
different. 
Moerman (1993) stresses that ethnicity is not like Sartre's chilling metaphor of the 
family as a skin into which persons are sewn — but that it is a complex and fluid network of 
processes, in which elements of durable culture are inflected by momentary contingencies in 
social interaction. He states that while ethnic labels are used to claim that a category or group 
of people are alike among themselves and different from others, for most people, ethnicity is 
"a cloak among others in their wardrobes, not a full time job"(p. 87). 
Hall (1996), in his work on "new ethnicities," suggests that identities are about the 
process of "becoming rather than being: not 'who we are' or 'where we came from', so 
much as what we might become, how we have been represented and how that bears on how 
we might represent ourselves"(p.4). While this may generally be the case, it does not 
account for the role of heritage or the power of language inheritance for some linguistic 
minority groups, for whom "where we came from" may be a critical aspect of identity. This 
is typically the case with older migrants, whereas their children, as Rampton (1995) 
suggests, may represent themselves quite differently. 
It is important to recognise that for some students, ethnicity may or may not be part of 
identity as they see it (Leeman, 1997; Rampton, 1995; Ryan, 1997). In other words, cross-
group similarities may play a greater role than in-group or out-group differences (Lambert, 
1984). The shifts often described in relation to identity also apply therefore to ethnic 
identity. This shift is, in Leeman's (1997) terms, "from thinking in terms of cultural 
differences combined with an essentialist concept of ethnic identity, towards ethnic inclusion 
and a concept of shifting, fragmented and contextualised identities" (p.39). Some students 
then will position themselves in ways other than those in which their parents may represent 
their own ethnicity. For example, being Rumanian may be far less important for a student 
in his representation of identity than playing handball, wearing Nikes and using the peer 
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vernacular. Rampton argues that "it is worth considering the extent to which multiracial 
interaction might generate a sense of the historic emergence of new allegiances, cross-
cutting ethnic-genetic descent" (p. 297). 
Social contexts, memberships and interaction, as well as language use, frame identity 
work — the processes of identification with some, and differentiation from others. A key 
understanding here is that identities are shaped by and through language use. And so for 
bilingual smdents, or those who are still acquiring the dominant language, the question of 
which language is in use is an important one in identity constmction. Understanding 
language acquisition and use as a move towards self-representation is an important part of 
this study. In the following section, I further outline what I see as the contribution of the 
study to scholarship. 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The need for more ethnographically oriented work in language studies has been stated by a 
number of researchers into language practices and use (Johnson, 1991; Rampton, 1995; 
van Lier, 1988). This study is an interdisciplinary and sociocultural smdy of second 
language acquisition and identity constmction, which applies aspects of second language 
acquisition theory and discourse theory to a very speciflc, local sociocultural context. 
Such work documents sociocultural contexts for claims about language acquisition and 
use. 
Second, there is currently httle research into the linguistic and social development of 
non-Enghsh speaking background (NESB) high school learners in Australia, and even less 
on recently arrived migrants and refugees. This study is the first attempt in Queensland to 
provide longitudinal research of smdents from arrival at an intensive language reception 
centre, Newnham High (pseudonym), through to mainstream integration in regular high 
schools, and indeed to document some of the features of Newnham and the high school 
ESL units. The study offers insights into the ways migrant smdents draw on linguistic, 
social and cultural resources as they begin to integrate into regular schools. It should 
therefore be of interest to teachers, education systems and curriculum developers. 
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Third, the interdisciplinary analysis of the student's accounts draws on 
understandings from the fields of SLA, sociolinguistics, and discourse analysis. While it 
is generally accepted that the development of English proficiency (in speaking and in 
writing) is vital for smdents to succeed in mainstream schools, a sociocultural account may 
provide further insights into linguistic development and identity constmction, and into the 
process of social integration. A contextual and culmral interpretation may also throw new 
light on some of the applied linguistic theory, or provide the material for refraining the 
theory. 
Finally, the smdy concems the identity pohtics of speaking, of hearing and being 
heard. I am interested in the powers of smdents to represent themselves and others 
through speaking, and the ways these representations are heard and recognised by others. 
My primary concern here is therefore on language use as representation by speakers using 
English as a second language. In the final section of the chapter below, I provide an 
outline of the stracture of the thesis. 
1.7 CHAPTER ORGANISATION 
Spoken communication implicates both speakers and hearers in practices of 
representation, and the ways these representational practices constitute identity. Chapter 
1 has provided an introduction and orientation to the study, along with its contextual 
background. 
Chapter 2 is a theoretical framing for the study, which places language use within 
its linguistic and social contexts. I first look at second language acquisition (SLA) 
research, and argue that it is inadequate to theorise links between language use and 
social identity. I then use aspects of Bourdieu's sociological theory to make some of 
these connections, and also work from Gee (1996) to begin to explain how identity is 
enacted through language use. I also place the migrant student in the context of school, 
and discuss the issues of acquisition vs leaming and the role of speaking or voice in 
self-representation. 
Chapter 3 reports a preliminary study based on pilot interviews which looks at the 
pathways of three students from their arrival program through to mainstream integration 
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in high school. This chapter describes the types of school sites used in the main smdy, 
and provides insights into questions for further consideration in the main smdy. 
The methodology for the main study in presented in Chapter 4, in which I discuss 
the methodological implications of trying to look at language in a sociocultural matrix. I 
also outline the methodological choices I made in view of the theoretical framing of the 
study, and explore the ways in which research activity constmcts the subject, the focus 
and the outcomes of research. 
Chapter 5 introduces the ten smdents of the main study and is based on two focus 
groups held before the students left the intensive on-arrival program. Using transcripts 
from the focus groups, I begin to explore how communicative competence in English is 
tied to representation and social identity. 
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 comprise the main data chapters of the thesis and are detailed 
case smdies of five smdents selected from the initial group often. The cases present 
many contrasts in terms of the smdents' language use, constmction of identity and self-
representation, but provide numerous insights into the concems raised in the first two 
chapters. 
In Chapter 9 I remm to and retheorise some of the main themes emerging in the 
case studies, working back deductively from the second research question to the first. 
Using the students' accounts and theory primarily from Bourdieu and Gee, I discuss the 
critical link between speaking and audibihty, and tie these to four levels of 
representation. I argue that there is an economy of reception, largely ignored by 
traditional SLA perspectives, which radically affects the lived experiences of linguistic 
minority speakers, and which can only be addressed by a challenging institutional 
practices which limit the representation of these students in schools. 
1. Van Dijk (1997b) refers to these kinds of arguments in public discourse as 
justificatory mechanisms involving the 'force of facts.' 
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CHAPTER 2 
LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY: 
A THEORETICAL FRAMING 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Although sociolinguists have stressed the relevance of language to social life, there 
remains, according to Hymes (1996), a dearth of research that combines linguistic 
insights with sociological perspectives. Hymes states that there is a need within 
academic instimtions for what he terms "the peculiar combination of social theory, 
ethnographic perspectives, and linguistic skills" (p. 88). My smdy is an attempt to 
represent, albeit in a limited way, this "peculiar combination." This chapter moves 
across a number of related theoretical fields and considerations, including insights from 
second language acquisition (SLA) theory, current critiques of SLA research based on 
broader social models from discourse-related work, and understandings from 
Bourdieu's social theory. In this way it sets out the groundwork for theorising links 
between language and identity. 
2.1 NOTES FROM SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
THEORY 
The interrelationship between a student's acquisition of English and his/her experiences 
within and beyond school defines pathways to success and failure in school, and the 
landscape of opportunity which lies ahead for the smdent. Second language issues are 
therefore of considerable significance in this study. SLA theory has developed from the 
smdy of the leaming of foreign languages in schools, and of the leaming of second 
languages (particularly English, or ESL) by migrants. It is this second branch of SLA 
research which is of primary interest here. From a vast body of SLA research, I have 
chosen to focus on four theoretical issues related to the leaming of a second language by 
adolescents, where that second language is dominant within a particular society or 
culture. The application here will be to the acquisition of spoken English by migrant 
students in Australia. The issues to be addressed are: 
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• the links between LI (first or native language) and L2 (target language) 
• types of language competence 
• school language competence 
• acquisition vs leaming 
In sections 2.1.1-2.1.3 a preliminary review of these issues is undertaken. This is 
followed by a critique of SLA theory in 2.2. 
2 .1 .1 First language, second language 
Numerous studies have shown that the first language itself, and levels of proficiency 
within it, have a significant impact on the acquisition of the second language (Collier, 
1989; Cummins & Swain, 1986; Gass & Selinker, 1994). By these accounts, the LI is a 
developmental template for the acquisition of the L2, providing what Cunmiins (1981) 
has termed a "common underlying proficiency," or interdependence between the two 
languages. Regardless of when a learner starts the second language, it is also highly 
desirable that cognitive development in the first language continues up to puberty 
(Collier, 1989), and there is some evidence that a background of literacy activities in the 
first language will facilitate L2 acquisition (Cummins & Swain, 1986). In most cases, 
the newly arrived secondary school age NESB student thus brings an array of 
competences and skills developed in his/her first language which will prove critical in 
ESL study, even if formal study in the LI does not continue. Such competences and 
skills include the acquisition of complex mles of morphology and syntax, a highly 
developed vocabulary, semantic development, sociohnguistic competences and the 
complex skills of reading and writing (Collier, 1989). 
It must be noted that L2 acquisition by adolescents is different in many respects 
from the acquisition of the first language. Some of the distinctions commonly made in 
SLA theory are assembled in Figure 2.1 below (see Cook, 1993; Ellis, 1994; Larsen-
Freeman & Long, 1991). 
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Figure 2.1 Differences between first and second language acquisition 
First language (LI) 
• language is universally acquired, even in 
environments which may not seem 
highly favourable to language leaming 
• by age 3, virtually all children have 
mastered the essential grammatical 
feamres of their first language 
• acquisition tends to follow a 
developmental sequence. Correction 
does not tend to have much effect 
• children use stmcmres which they have 
not been taught 
• acquisition occurs in face to face natural 
settings where all social encounters 
provide models for acquisition 
• one to one interactions are frequent 
Second language (L2) 
• comprehensible input in meaningful 
contexts is needed 
• smdents have some metalinguistic 
awareness from the LI which scaffolds the 
development of the L2 
• individual differences result in highly 
variable levels of acquisition 
• initial language mixing (interlanguage) 
occurs as part of the leaming process 
• it is desirable to have some focus on form, 
that is, grammar 
• exposure to the language may be limited to 
school and limited functional interaction 
The contrasts provided in Figure 2.1 highlight the importance of the conditions of 
acquisition. In the absence of physical or cognitive disabihty, everyone acquires a first 
language in a range of natural social settings, where face to face interactions are central. 
However the conditions in the right side of the table show that second language 
acquisition is a much more contingent affair. Conscious leaming, presupposed 
conditions such as comprehensible input in meaningful contexts, focus on form, and 
understanding of processes by both smdent and teacher become necessary. And frequent 
one to one interactions may be missing. 
The first language becomes an integral part of what SLA research refers to as an 
interlanguage, a system comprising elements of both the LI and the target language, and 
sometimes elements belonging to neither. It is commonly accepted that the development 
of an interlanguage is a vital stage in the second language leaming process. In their 
course book on SLA, Gass and Selinker (1994) propose that, "What is important is that 
the learners themselves impose a stmcmre on the available hnguistic data and formulate 
an intemalised system" (p. 11). They go on to provide evidence that there is an economy 
of effort in this process for students whose first language is cognate with the target 
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language, for example, Spanish speaking learners of English. Able to recognise some 
pattems of grammar and vocabulary, such smdents are able to concentrate on more 
difficult aspects. In this sense, speakers of Asian languages do not have this advantage, 
and English may prove more difficult for some Asian learners. 
Interlanguage entails a range of semantic, phonological, syntactic and semantic 
features drawn from both languages. The SLA concept of "phonological interference," 
that is, evidence of the speaker's accent, is frequently used by native speakers of the 
target language to identify the linguistic origins of non-natives. Retention of some accent 
is most common in speakers who started their second language study after puberty 
(Collier, 1989). In addition to the transference of sounds, it has been argued that 
speakers also tend to maintain their LI syllable stmcmre (Gass & Selinker, 1994). This 
partly accounts for the typical "I espeak Espanish" used by Spanish speakers, in whose 
LI 'sp' is not possible as a syllable onset, therefore necessitating the addition of the 
epenthetic 'e.' A central concept related to interlanguage is the notion of fossihsation, 
which refers to the permanent establishment of an interlanguage form or feature, that is 
different from the target language norm, eg. 'He don't know.' Sometimes learners 
stabihse, plateau, or simply stop leaming, for reasons which remain very poorly 
understood (Gass & Selinker, 1994). The talk of such speakers according to Firth 
(1996) is marked by "dysfluencies, and by syntactic, morphological, and phonological 
anomalies and infelicities - at least as such aspects are recognised by native speaker 
assessments" (p. 239). However, whereas SLA theory may classify such pattems as 
'defective' or errors (Brown, 1994), Firth (1996) emphasises that "participants are 
routinely able to overcome such apparent linguistic anomalies and accomplish their 
practical work-related tasks" (p. 239). 
It can be seen therefore that in terms of SLA theory, there is a significant 
relationship between the first and second language. The second language is learned 
under very different conditions from the first, but is informed and influenced in several 
ways by the first language. The issue of whether anyone speaks 'standard English' is 
raised later in this chapter, along with the ideological imphcations of defining a particular 
variety of English as standard. 
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2 . 1 . 2 Types of language competence 
Second language research in the 60s, 70s and early 80s was predominantiy experimental, 
or done in simulated classroom contexts with a focus on outcomes (Johnson, 1991) and 
cause-effect relationships. Such modes of research led to a concem with 
operationalisation, control of variables, correlations, statistical significance and other 
features of the scientific method (van Lier, 1988). Language research was based 
primarily on the study of foreign languages in schools, and therefore encapsulated a 
particular view of language. It assumed, for example, that language could be treated as a 
homogenous object, a system of encoding and decoding, and that there was a linear 
progression in the acquisition process, which entailed acquiring the macroskills of 
reading, writing, hstening and speaking. In the late 70s and 80s this emphasis on skills 
changed to an emphasis on communicative competence. 
Johnson (1991) claims that input theories and discourse/interaction theories 
developed in the 80s represented an attempt to take into account the active role of leamers 
in interaction and the social contexts of leaming in the SLA process. She writes. 
Researchers in the 1980s have abandoned the old and naive search for the 
average effects of the one best method of second language teaching. They 
have, instead, focused more attention on how the social contexts for 
leaming affect and interact with the individual characteristics, strategies, and 
processes of leamers as they engage in using and leaming a second 
language in school settings, (p. 179) 
Note here that school settings, and by implication classroom settings, are still the prime 
object of study within SLA research, without acknowledgment that for some students, 
key leaming may take place outside of these settings, and impact significantly on what 
goes on in the school. 
For almost two decades, SLA research has sought to come to terms with various 
forms of communicative competence, from language needed to communicate effectively 
and interactively (in a range of social contexts), to language needed to perform cognitive 
and academic tasks (in classroom contexts). One influential model of communicative 
competence is that of Canale and Swain (1980) and Canale (1983), who suggest that 
communicative competence comprises grammatical competence, discourse competence, 
sociohnguistic competence and strategic competence. These are obviously not discrete 
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categories, but are interrelated in all communicative situations. The following summary 
is based largely on the work of Canale (1983, pp. 7-12). 
Grammatical competence: Grammatical competence refers to mastery of the 
language code: vocabulary, word formation, sentence formation, pronunciation, 
spelling and linguistic semantics. 
Sociolinguistic competence: This entails appropriate language use in specific 
sociocultural contexts, taking into account the stams of participants, and purposes 
and norms of the interaction, as well as use of appropriate meanings and forms, 
understanding of tum-taking conventions, and an awareness of social roles and 
the pragmatics of any communicative situation. That is, to give a command one 
must have the authority to do so. Canale suggests that while sociolinguistic 
competence is often seen as less important than grammatical competence in 
second language programs, it is actually cmcial in distinguishing social meaning 
from literal meaning. 
Discourse competence: This is a knowledge of "how to combine grammatical 
forms and meanings to achieve a unified spoken or written text in different 
genres" (p.9), and involves the use of cohesive devices (form), and coherence 
(meaning). There are two things to note. First, an utterance may be grammatical 
and socioculturally appropriate, but violate the mles of discourse, thereby being 
somewhat confusing. Canale suggests the following example: 
A: What did the students do? 
B: The parents took the students home between 11.00 and 12.00. 
The discourse mle ignored here relates to sentence organisation, whereby we 
expect shared information ('students') to occur in B's response before new 
information ('parents'). This is of course not a serious violation, and in a 
particular context may not jar at all. Second, an utterance may be both 
grammatical and discursively coherent, but may violate norms of sociolinguistic 
appropriateness. A case in point is perhaps Gee's (1996) suggestion that a biker 
in a bar who asks another biker "May I have a match?" rather than saying "Ya 
gotta light?" has violated a sociolinguistic mle of discourse. Discourse 
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competence, in Canale's terms therefore incorporates a knowledge of 
grammatical and also sociocultural norms. 
Strategic competence: Strategic competence entails mastery of verbal and non-verbal 
strategies to repair and enhance the effectiveness of communication, for example 
paraphrase, gestures and eye contact. Strategic competence may be affected by 
speaker confidence. 
These insights into competence make it clear that leaming a second language is far 
more than replacing one symbolic system with another, or translating. In second 
language oral interactions, a range of linguistic and interactional resources are drawn 
upon, constimting a conversational competence, which is often achieved irrespective of 
anomalous forms (Firth, 1996). Firth demonstrates that a range of strategic discursive 
practices make interactions in Enghsh by non-native speakers of English, i.e. using 
English as a lingua franca , appear very ordinary and 'normal.' This is possible because 
along with linguistic forms, there are mles of social language use, which may be 
strategically invoked. Fine (1988) also stresses the integration of linguistic forms with 
socially constituted discourse practices. He writes. 
The case of second language discourse must be seen then not just as the 
acquisition of a set of linguistic pattems but rather as the acquisition of the 
relation between social uses of language and the discourse pattems that 
result from those uses in the specific language context, (p. 12) 
In acquiring "the relation between social uses of language and the discourse pattems that 
result," Fine stresses that context plays an important role. Linguistic pattems and 
discourse mles are therefore closely interrelated and acquired in tandem. 
A meticulous elaboration of Canale's 1983 model by Celce-Murcia, Domyei and 
Thurrell (1995) underscored the basic validity of Canale's work, and in particular the 
four categories of competence, to which they added only actional competence 
(competence in conveying and understanding communicative intent). Their schematic 
representation of conmiunicative competence is shown below in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Model of communicative competence (Celce-Murcia et al., 1995, 
p. 10.) 
Note that in Figure 2.2, Celce-Murcia et al. choose the term 'linguistic' rather than 
'grammatical' competence, to stress the inclusion of lexis and phonology in this 
category. They also include sociocultural rather than sociolinguistic competence, in 
order to suggest that a knowledge of linguistic resources is notionally distinct from 
knowledge of sociocultural mles and an understanding of contexts. This is a 
refinement of the argument above which stresses the interrelationship of sociocultural 
and linguistic pattems of use. Celce-Murcia et al. remind us that in terms of knowledge, 
these may be separate. In other words, speakers can get the grammar right, but the 
discourse wrong, for example, if a speaker has met someone many times, she doesn't 
say, "It's nice to have met you" when leaving (Celce-Murcia et al., p. 19). Similarly, a 
Korean university student who greeted me recently with "Have a nice day" was unaware 
that this is normally said on leaving, rather than on meeting someone. Socioculmral 
competence therefore includes social contextual factors, stylistic appropriateness factors, 
cultural factors, and non-verbal communicative factors. Clearly it is also possible to get 
the discourse right, but the grammar, in conventional prescriptive terms, wrong. 
The notion of competence raises the question as to who is competent in a 
language. Is the goal to sound like a native speaker? Are native speakers all competent? 
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This seems to be assumed within the field of applied linguistics, and SLA in particular. 
For example, scales measuring second language proficiency frequently reserve the 
highest levels for those who are near-native or native-like in their production and 
understanding of the language (e.g. Australian Second Language Proficiency Ratings, 
Wylie & Ingram, 1995). Canale's model of language competence provides insight into 
the complex, socially-simated and integrated nature of communicative competence, in 
which context is so critical. We now look at a particular context of language use, 
namely school, and the nature and role of school English. 
2 .1 .3 Language competence at school 
The competences outhned above comprise an integrated system. Yet within the system 
of language competences, it seems likely that grammatical or linguistic competence and 
discourse competence are necessary for academic work at school, whereas 
sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence are essential in day to day informal 
interaction within or outside of the classroom. The grammar of speaking and writing are 
of course not the same. It has often been suggested that migrant students often gain 
"peer appropriate grammatical skills, at least in the oral modality," provided there has 
been frequent and appropriate interaction in the L2 (Cummins & Swain, 1986, p. 211). 
Cummins and Swain also suggest that while the competences do not have clear 
boundaries, they are conceptually separate, and useful categories for considering 
language acquisition. 
In regard to 'school English,' especially that required for assignments, it is 
necessary to distinguish between "using language in a richly contextualised simation" 
and "using language where cues to meaning come primarily from the text itself 
(Cummins & Swain, 1986, p. 207). A richly contexmalised situation might be a 
basketball game, or a preschool constmction activity. However, in high school, many 
of the visual and non-verbal cues are withdrawn, as most subjects draw heavily on text 
and the teacher's exposition. The language is therefore, in Cummins and Swain's 
terms, context-reduced, but cognitively quite demanding. For written assignments, 
there is even less support. This is where many migrant students founder, finding a great 
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disparity between their 'playground competence' in English, and their academic 
performance. Critical thinking skills comprise another element of academic English 
which some minority smdents, particularly those from Confucian cultural traditions, 
must also develop (Baker, Luke, Miller & Renshaw, 1998; Tmeba, 1989). As one 
would expect, there is sometimes a significant time gap between the acquisition of the 
basic spoken communicative skills, which in some cases may develop quite rapidly 
through social interaction, and spoken or written academic English, which take longer. 
Age on arrival (AOA) and length of residence (LOR) are generally considered to be 
critical factors in studies on second language leaming (Collier, 1989). Collier outlines a 
number of findings, in which there is some consistency on the age factor and in the 
length of time needed to acquire the second language. In general, it is claimed that 
adolescents with good cognitive development in their LI reach high levels of basic 
communicative skills in two to three years, whereas it takes five to seven years to reach 
native like levels in school language (Cummins 1981a; Collier, 1989). One North 
American study examined the time needed by NESB smdents to attain native speaker 
norms on standardised written tests. After six years, adolescents (aged 12-16 on arrival) 
had reached only the 50th percentile in Maths and the 31st percentile in English. For 
adolescents therefore, acquisition of English for school or academic purposes takes much 
longer than is often assumed. Furthermore, Collier (1989) highlights the fallacy that 
proficiency in academic language will flow from the development of basic communicative 
skihs. She proposes, along with Cummins and Swain (1986), that unintermpted 
academic instmction in the L2, preferably with LI support, wiU maximise the chances of 
success in the mainstream for NESB students. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this may in 
reality be more desirable than feasible. 
The integrated nature of language competences outlined above, and the suggestion 
that school draws on and values very specific aspects of language competence, make it 
clear that for linguistic minority smdents, the acquisition of English is a multi-layered 
process, involving many factors. The extent to which language competences are leamed 
in classrooms and/or acquired through sociocultural interaction is a matter of ongoing 
research. At school, students must master specific areas of spoken and written language 
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to function effectively and to succeed academically, things such as the grammar, 
phonology, communicative strategies and an understanding of academic and other 
sociocultural norms. But even where a student has substantial aptitude for language 
leaming, as exemplified in the literature on good language leamers (Cook, 1991), these 
areas require a great deal of work. 
Other factors related to the acquisition of school English have been described by 
Candlin and McNamara (1989) and include social and cultural conditioning, the 
distributive context of the classroom (who works with whom and in what modes), 
social context (including roles, beliefs and values) and out of class opportunities for 
interaction. It is important to note that a student might have little control over these 
factors. There may also be other conditions which inhibit or enhance the processes of 
acquisition and leaming. The differences between the factors proposed by Candlin and 
McNamara and the competences as outiined by Canale (1983) lie at the heart of the 
acquisition and leaming question. To what extent are second languages leamed? To 
what extent are they acquired? And how are we to understand the difference? I will 
retum to a further consideration of these questions later in this chapter. 
For now, SLA research provides valuable concepts which help us to think about 
what it means to leam another language, or to become bilingual. However, the 
theoretical positions associated with SLA research have increasingly been subject to 
critique. In the next section, I consider some of the grounds which constitute this 
critique, and which mean casting the theoretical net somewhat wider, in order to capture 
more of the complexity of language acquisition and use. 
2.2 SLA RECONSIDERED 
There has been ongoing critique of the assumptions and methodology used in second 
language research. These include criticism of research instmments such as surveys, 
which do not show language acquisition as a process (Williams, 1992), inadequate 
attention to socioculmral and psychological factors, which may be as or more significant 
to acquisition than linguistic factors (Beardsmore, 1993), an overreliance on theory 
developed from the measuring of differential performances in a testing context (Edelsky, 
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1991), and concepmal inflexibility which admits "no room for the view that a person's 
linguistic identity might be socially defined and interactionally negotiated" (Rampton, 
1995, p. 323). Wagner (1993) makes an interesting distinction between what he calls 
research "blind spots," or "areas in which existing theories, methods, and perceptions 
acmally keep us from seeing phenomena as clearly as we might," and "blank spots," 
"areas researchers 'know enough to question but not answer'" (p. 16). In these terms, 
the tendency not to pose sociocultural questions within the field and also conceptual 
inflexibility constimte blind spots in SLA research. An example of a blank spot entails 
not seeking to show ways in which testing is influenced by contextual factors. 
Canale's (1983) model of communicative competence included socioculmral and 
discourse factors, but these have not featured in much SLA research, which has 
continued to seek out models of teaching and leaming which stress the role and 
responsibility of the individual learner. As Nunan, (1995) puts it, "In the final analysis 
... it is the learner who must remain at the centre of the process, for no matter how much 
energy and effort we expend, it is the leamer who has to do the leaming" (p. 155). 
However commonsensical the appeal of such a statement is, it accords insufficient 
weight to social and contextual factors, and expresses a skewed perspective on language 
leaming and use, and does not incorporate an understanding of how discourses work, 
or how language is related to issues of social representation and identity. Norton Peirce 
(1995) writes. 
Theories of the good language leamer have been developed on the premise 
that language leamers can choose under what conditions they will interact 
with members of the target language community and that the leamer's 
access to the target language community is a function of the learner's 
motivation, (p. 12) 
Norton's view here is in direct contrast to that of Nunan, for whom the burden of 
leaming resides with the leamer, irrespective of conditions which may obtain. To 
conclude, Rampton (1987) suggests that SLA research "mns the risk of remaining 
restrictively preoccupied with the space between the speaker and his [sic] grammar, 
rather than with the relationship between speakers and the world around them" (p. 49). 
This relationship is to do with discourses (languages in use), rather than language or 
second language per se. 
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2 . 2 . 1 From language to discourse 
Two key elements in the theories of language as discourse have had a major impact on 
language research. First, a number of significant recent works on language in use have 
conceived of language practice as socially constituted (Bemstein, 1986; Bourdieu, 1991; 
Gee, 1996; Gumperz & Hymes, 1986; Moerman, 1988; Ogbu, 1988; Tmeba 1989). 
Embodied in these works is the assumption that discourse cannot be viewed in isolation 
from its cultural and social context. The shift towards viewing linguistic exchanges as 
contexmally situated discursive practices also highlights the contemporary awareness 
that we are shaped by and through our language use. The methodological flow-on of 
this insight has meant a developing hybridisation in research, incorporating fields as 
diverse as second language acquisition (SLA), discourse analysis, sociolinguistics, 
cultural smdies and conversation analysis. Examples of this hybridisation may be found 
in a number of recent works on language use (see van Dijk, 1997a; Gee, 1996; Lippi-
Green, 1997; Rampton, 1995). Second, since linguistic relations are social relations, 
they are also power relations, and the power of language to legitimate and maintain 
ideologies is a recurring theme in the literamre. 
We speak often of leaming a language, as if there were only one, or one with 
finite content. In fact, leaming a language entails mastering many languages, or sets of 
discursive practices. The complex and dynamic processes involving language, 
membership, culture and identity are central to the position advocated by Gee (1996), 
who places discourses at the heart of the matter. He defines Discourses, with the 
characteristic capital D, in the following way. 
Discourses are ways of being in the world, or forms of life which integrate 
words, acts, values, beliefs, attimdes, and social identities, as well as 
gestures, glances, body positions, and clothes. A Discourse is a kind of 
identity kit which comes complete with the appropriate costume and 
instmctions on how to act, talk, and often write, so as to take on a particular 
social role that others will recognize, (p. 127). 
This definition loads the term 'discourse' to groaning capacity, yet as I mentally apply it 
to the contexts of family, colleagues and friends, the inherent value of Gee's definition 
seems to strike home. We all have our identity kits, our hnguistic repertoires and 
routines designed to make us recognisable to others. Our knowledge of language is far 
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more than a knowledge of words and how to combine them to form grammatical 
sentences. The language leamer in much of SLA theory has been constmcted as a kind 
of ahistorical stick figure, who appeared without a past, and existed outside of any 
social context. The learner's relation to the social order outside the classroom seldom 
enters into the picture (Auerbach, 1995). The move which is being suggested here is 
from viewing the linguistic minority student not as a leamer of any particular language, 
but as someone who needs to acquire a range of discursive practices in addition to those 
already possessed. This thesis aims to flesh out and clothe the stick figure in the terms 
suggested above by Gee — which will take us closer to an understanding that we are all 
acquirers of discourses, and all outsiders in certain discursive contexts. 
2 . 2 . 2 From second language acquisition to discourse acquisition 
In a lengthy and controversial critique of SLA theory and methodology. Firth and 
Wagner (1997) suggest a reconcepmalisation of second language research, which would 
incorporate newer understandings of language as socially and culturally constimted. For 
conciseness, issues already raised above, along with other differences raised by Firth 
and Wagner, may be arranged as a set of contrasts. The table below (Figure 2.3) 
opposes fundamental concepts inherent in SLA with concepts underlying discourse 
approaches. Although the oppositions are more complex than a simple binary suggests 
(they are not either/or propositions), they illustrate the incorporation into language 
research of insights from other disciplines. Wagner (1993) suggests the input from 
other disciplines (e.g. the infusion of social science into psychology) generates a new 
set of questions, and represents a powerful innovation to researchers in the relevant 
fields. 
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Figure 2.3 Some contrasting orientations in SLA and discourse studies 
SLA 
cognitivist and mentalist orientations 
focus on individual competence 
native speaker as idealised source of 
perfectiy realised competence 
native/normative binary 
standardised language as the goal 
focus on formal leaming 
environments 
search for generalisable mles and methods 
lack of an emic perspective 
focus on development of grammatical 
competence 
leamer as 'subject' 
difficulties predominate in smdies 
leamer as defective communicator 
misunderstandings common in 
native/normative communication 
interlanguage, fossihsation & foreigner 
talk as key concepts 
Language as discourse 
social and contexmal orientation 
competence realised socially through 
interaction 
competence realised by all speakers to 
varying degrees in a range of situations 
collaboration of native speaker and 
nonnative speaker in discourse 
standardised language as a myth 
draws on discourse in a range of settings, 
broadening of the data base to include 
namralistic settings 
understanding the contingency of local 
contexts 
centrality of participant perspectives 
focus on contextual and interactional 
dimensions of language use 
speaker as a social identity, used as a fluid 
and flexible resource 
consideration of communicative 
successes; problems viewed as contingent 
social phenomena 
leamer/speaker drawing on resources in 
an interactional context 
misunderstandings common in all 
communication 
language use and social context as key 
concepts 
It can be seen that from these 'oppositions,' which are actually dimensions or continua, 
that the conceptual shift from language to discourse suggests a more complex orientation to 
research. This involves moving away from the stick figure notion (implied by the left side of 
the table) towards a conceptualisation in which all of us are implicated. Firth and Wagner 
(1997) propose there is a need to investigate interactive discourses from a broader range of 
perspectives. The shift also necessitates questioning the traditional native-speaker/nonnative 
speaker binary, and the assumptions within notions such as 'standard English.' Lippi-Green 
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(1997) reminds us that standard language and non-accent are abstractions, idealisations 
which do not really exist. She argues that the opposite of standard appears to be non-
standard or substandard, and that "these terms automatically bring with them a uni-
directionality and subordination which is counterproductive to a discussion of language 
variation in linguistic terms" (p. 60). It has also been argued that the attribute of 'native 
speaker' is conferred as much by symbols and attitude as by language ability and knowledge 
(Davies, 1991). Lippi-Green also draws attention to the ideological aspects of standard 
language, "a bias toward an abstracted, idealized, homogenous spoken language which is 
imposed by dominant bloc instimtions and which names as its model the written language of 
the upper middle class" (p. 64). 
The deconstmction of conventional notions of native speaker competence is also 
stressed by Rampton (1995) and Leung, Harris and Rampton (1997), who emphasise that 
majority language speakers are also done a disservice by the assumption that they speak, and 
are affihated to, an undifferentiated standard English. They propose replacing the blunt 
notion of native speaker competence with three concepts which refine the notion of what it is 
to know and use a language. These are the concepts of language expertise, language 
affiliation and language inheritance. Language expertise refers to what you know about 
language(s), including linguistic and culmral knowledge; language affiliation refers to an 
attachment, allegiance and identification with the language, and therefore focuses on 
connections between people or groups; language inheritance constitutes one's language 
background, and is to do with continuity between groups. Leung et al. point out that for 
many, there may be limited allegiance to the language inheritance, and a blurring of and 
within the conventional categories of native and nonnative. This work is particularly relevant 
to the language competence of migrant students, whose language expertise, affiliation and 
inheritance in the first language is likely to be dismpted on acquiring discourses in their 
second or third language. 
The categories of native and nonnative are clearly problematic, yet in a response to 
Firth and Wagner (1997), Kaspar (1997) has pointed out that such terminology has a role to 
play in the context of second language research. She writes. 
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The constmcts 'nonnative speaker' and 'leamer' focus upon the aspect that 
is common to the studied agents, and relevant in the global research context 
(or discourse universe) of L2 study generally and L2 acquisition (SLA) 
specifically, (p. 309) 
Kaspar's concem is that in SLA, the 'A' stands for acquisition, and that this must 
remain the primary focus within the field. While it is important to challenge tired or 
decontexmalised assumptions about the nature of language, I agree with Kaspar that the 
pragmatic dictates of research involving second language make the use of terms such as 
'native speaker' both appropriate and inevitable. 
Having said this, a broader perspective of language as discourse moves us beyond the 
notion of a speaker as deficient, to an appreciation that all language use varies and is 
contingent on social contexts. It seems that many of the principles underlying SLA theory, 
such as age-on-arrival and length of residence, interlanguage, notions of the good language 
leamer and communicative competence, do not take into account socioculmral contexts in 
language use, or the relationships of power intrinsic to hnguistic exchanges, explored more 
fuhy below in section 2.4 on Bourdieu. Nor do these notions explain the enormous variation 
which occurs on the level of language practice and use. While not contesting the significance 
of individual differences in language acquisition and use, the individual-in-a-social-context 
becomes a worthier object of study. In addition to measuring the migrant or Aboriginal 
child's communicative competence in English on band scales, or calibrating their proficiency 
in literacy and oracy, researchers need to allow for the contingent, social and contextual 
features of language in the right hand side of Figure 2.3. In this way, some of the weight of 
communicative competence can be redistributed from the shoulders of the language minority 
student to other participants in communication. 
Locating the minority child within a particular local context represents another 
important shift of focus, from the general to the specific and from the universal to the local. 
In its search for general tmths about how languages are leamed, SLA research has relied 
predominantly on cognitive-oriented methodologies and theories applied to formal or 
experimental leaming environments (Firth & Wagner, 1997). Firth and Wagner ascribe 
much of this orientation to Chomskyan notions of language universals, innate mental 
stmctures and the language acquisition device. The acquisition of linguistic knowledge by 
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individuals became the preoccupation of SLA for over two decades, at the expense. Firth and 
Wagner argue, of social and discursive approaches to the concepts of knowledge and 
competence. In focusing on individual language leamers, SLA theorists were seeking 
universal laws and generalisable models which could be applied to language leaming and 
teaching. While SLA researchers were busy coding, replicating results and quantifying data, 
it can be argued that the language user herself was in fact lost from view. Restoring some of 
the socioculmral complexities and unique contexmal circumstances to the interactions of 
second language users has become a priority in a number of recent works on language use 
(e.g., Rampton, 1995; Lippi-Green, 1997; Norton Peirce, 1995; Norton, 1997). 
I have discussed aspects of the ongoing critique of traditional SLA theory, in terms of 
its abstraction and inadequate sociocultural orientation, and suggested that moving towards 
notions of discourses and discourse acquisition provides a more useful and socially relevant 
lens through which to study the acquisition and use of Enghsh by linguistic minority 
students. It has also been suggested that applied educational linguistics is limited in its 
capacity "to connect pattems of everyday events with larger configurations of discourse and 
power, identity and authority" (Luke, 1992, p. 107). Refocusing on everyday events and 
real-life contexts is needed to make these connections. In the case of minority groups, issues 
of language and power are also linked to processes of inclusion and exclusion. Seeking to 
understand these processes in institutional contexts has been a priority on the agendas of 
many educational researchers in recent times. Giroux (1990) tells us why, in the following 
terms, 
... it is important that educators possess a theoretical grasp of the ways in which 
difference is constmcted through various representations and practices that name, 
legitimate, marginalise and exclude the culmral capital and voices of subordinate 
groups in society, (p. 43) 
Aspects of Bourdieu's theory provide one way to grasp the constmction of difference in 
discourse and social practices. He explains the relationships between language use, 
socioculmral contexts and power through the concept of cultural or symbolic capital. 
However before turning to Bourdieu, I wish to focus on the real-life context and institutional 
practices surrounding linguistic minority students in schools. 
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2.3 SCHOOL AND THE NESB STUDENT 
The particular context most relevant to this smdy is school, an institution which generally 
has a significant role in integrating and sorting persons and groups (Cummins & Swain, 
1986; Gee, 1996; Tmeba, 1989). Gee (1996) describes schools as "public spheres of 
secondary Discourse, involving interactions with people well beyond the initial social 
group or local community" (p. 143). Partly because of this, schools may also be sites 
where individuals experience the clash of conflicting discourses from home, class, 
gender, youth culmre, and academic work, discourses which meet and often fail to mesh. 
Participation in these discourses forms part of the daily project of establishing social 
identity, a key phenomenon of school hfe (Wexler, 1992). The problem for students, 
who must negotiate and somehow accommodate this range of discourses, is even more 
acute for those students whose first language is not that of the school. Some of them 
leam to sidestep the secondary discourse to a large degree, continuing to function in their 
first language. To what degree are they then involved in "public spheres of secondary 
Discourse"? In addition, minority students face multiple memberships, experiencing 
mainstream discourse and culture through the school and peer group, but also 
maintaining functioning memberships of their ethnic and language groups (Partington & 
McCudden, 1992). 
Within this context, there are two issues to consider. First, it has been suggested 
that certain aspects of discourse are acquired rather than overtly leamed, that they stem 
from interaction and participation in social, communicative contexts. This is a given in 
the literature on discourse, but mns counter to aspects of SLA theory, which is based on 
the premise that languages can be taught and leamed formally. Second, there is the issue 
of the specific type of English that is valued on the linguistic market of school, and by 
implication, the subordination of forms of English and other languages which do not 
conform to this value or standard. 
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2 .3 .1 Acquisition and learning 
To what extent are second languages leamed? To what extent are they acquired? To gain 
further insight into these questions, it is pertinent to look briefly at Gee's (1996) work on 
language and discourse. Gee makes an explicit comparison between the concepts of first 
and second language on the one hand, and primary and secondary Discourse on the 
other. The notions of primary and secondary Discourses are important ones to grasp. 
Primary Discourse, acquired in informal settings through face-to-face interaction, is the 
basis of one's first social identity. Secondary Discourses are developed in a more 
conscious way through apprenticeship to institutions and other groups. In these terms, 
school is a "public sphere of secondary Discourse," with literacy being defined as 
"mastery of the secondary Discourse" (p. 143). The acquisition/leaming distinction is 
pivotal and Gee draws a convincing analogy between Discourse acquisition and leaming, 
and first and second language acquisition and leaming. 
Gee (1996) illustrates the analogy between the disparate fields of discourse and 
SLA research with a number of comparisons. For brevity I refer to first and second 
language as L1/L2 and primary and secondary Discourses as D1/D2. The examples 
offered by Gee include interference, or the transfer of aspects of the LI/Dl to the L2/D2, 
such as grammatical or phonological feamres: the filtering of aspects of the L2/D2 back 
into the Ll/Dl; the simplification of the L2/D2 by those who are acquiring these; and the 
use of the Ll/Dl as a fall-back position in circumstances of stress. It seems highly likely 
that other parallels could also be drawn between secondary discourse and second 
language. Speaking, rather than literacy, is the focus of this thesis. However, in the 
cases of both second language acquisition and secondary Discourse acquisition at school, 
the goal of literacy in the L2/D2 is critical. Gee defines literacy as "mastery of a 
secondary Discourse involving print" (p. 143). Although Gee states that he is loathe to 
insist on print in this definition, one could argue that a mastery of the print medium in 
English is cmcial for second language leamers, if not for all leamers. 
The dilemma that Gee (1996) presents is that discourses are acquired rather than 
leamed through overt teaching, "in natural, meaningful, and functional settings" (p. 144). 
Central to this notion is Gee's claim that discourses are mastered "by enculturation 
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(apprenticeship) into social practices through scaffolded and supported interaction with 
people who have already mastered the Discourse" (p. 139). Knowing 'about' the 
language is therefore not knowing how to 'do' the language. In Gee's terms, knowing 
'about' the language is what can be taught and leamed, as opposed to acquired. He 
argues that good teaching should lead to metaknowledge about the interrelationships of 
the primary and secondary Discourses to each other, to the self and to society. That is, 
good teaching facilitates leaming. What is not elaborated by Gee is that good classrooms 
can also be "natural, meaningful and functional settings," where teachers create the 
conditions for acquisition, via apprenticeship, as well as assist students to gain the 
metaknowledge necessary to process the second language and relate it to their first. This 
is not to underestimate the difficulty of such a task for both teacher and leamer. As Gee 
writes, "Non-mainstream students and teachers are in a bind. One is not in a Discourse 
unless one has mastered it and "mastery comes about through acquisition not leaming" 
(p. 146). Implied here is the notion that the conditions most favouring acquisition lie in a 
range of sites and contexts beyond the formal classroom (see Miller, 1997c). 
Spolsky's (1989) notion of natural acquisition contexts for language leaming 
parallels Gee's concept of acquisition. Namral acquisition contexts, according to 
Spolsky, include leaming for communication, unmodified language input, and being 
surrounded by native speakers. Such contexts provide a real-world social context for 
leaming, along with a primary focus on meaning. NESB students, who are leaming 
English in an English-speaking country are in a natural acquisition context, as opposed to 
a formal leaming situation, where students are instmcted in a foreign language. These 
students travel on buses and trains, go shopping, see movies, talk to other students, field 
phone calls — all in the second language. There is, one would suppose, ample 
opportunity for multiple interactions and practice, which Spolsky stresses are essential 
for acquisition. This supposition will be raised again in the data chapters of the thesis. 
However it is worth pointing out that in the initial phases of their schooling, NESB 
students are usually in fact in a formal language leaming program, where different 
conditions obtain. Initially, the teacher is the only one in the classroom fluent in English; 
there is limited access to native speakers; the language input is highly modified; and there 
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is much controlled practice of forms. Although these students are also using transport, 
shopping and talking to friends, their classroom experiences may more resemble those of 
a foreign classroom than a namral acquisition context. 
As Gee points out, non-mainstream leamers and teachers are in a bind. If 
Discourses are acquired rather than leamed, what are teachers to teach? SLA literature 
also acknowledges that an overt focus on mles in unhelpful for some aspects of language 
leaming. Persistent error correction, for example, has httie impact on the leamer's 
intemalisation of stmctures (Lightbown & Spada, 1993). Although students may not 
leam much from the corrections on their work, the sad fact is that for many students, 
those red marks locate exactly where their writing will be found wanting, by the teacher 
and others. Within a frame of literacy that is socially constmcted and institutionally 
located (Gee, 1996; Freebody & Luke, 1990), a level of grammatical accuracy is 
essential. Gee problematises this situation in the following terms. 
These non-mainstream smdents often fail to fully master school-based 
dominant Discourses, especially the 'superficialities of form and correctness' 
that serve as such good gates given their imperviousness to late acquisition in 
classrooms without community support, (p. 146) 
The 'superficialities of form and correctness' are the focus of the next section, in which 
the preferred type of English in schools is discussed. 
2.3 .2 The value of school English 
It has long been recognised that schools reward a specific type of knowledge, including 
literacy, that which stems from the norms of the white middle class (Bourdieu, 1993; 
Gee, 1966; Heath, 1983; Heller, 1994; Lippi-Green, 1996; Luke, 1996). For some 
students, the discourse of school is very close to what they know already, and 
participation in spoken and written texts poses little problem. For others, it is difficult to 
gain access to what may appear as "very foreign ways of talking and acting" (Ballenger, 
1997, p. 1). Dominant groups decide what is valued literate knowledge, which then 
becomes entrenched within the hegemonic curriculum. Implicated in these decisions are 
cultural values and social hierarchies (Hymes, 1996). 
Part of the knowledge valued by school is a knowledge of standard English and its 
forms, the institutional language competence which is the linguistic capital required by 
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the academic market. Lippi-Green (1996) writes, "The process of assimilation to an 
abstracted standard is cast as a natural one, necessary and positive for the greater social 
good" (p. 65). As outlined earlier, competence in standard Enghsh comprises in 
Canale's terms, mostly grammatical and discourse competence — the forms of written 
Enghsh. Writing is privileged over speaking at school, argues Lippi-Green, because it's 
hard to leam and is associated with particular sociocultural contexts. In terms of both 
spoken and written language use, she lifts a veil on standard English as an abstract 
idealisation imposed by those with vested interests in its instimtional maintenance. She 
also points out that there is a vast difference between communicative effectiveness and 
grammaticality. In regard to the US context, she claims further, "Teachers are for the 
most part firm believers in a standard language ideology which rejects or marginalizes 
those varieties of US English which are markedly non-middle class" (p. 131). She 
claims accent becomes a litmus test for exclusion, but also that certain accents are less 
stigmatised than others. Light European accents are for example heard differently from 
Asian accents. Along with accent, we could also argue that non-standard forms and 
dialects, and the use of other languages, are also motives for exclusion in schools. 
In relation to linguistic minority students at school, I have suggested that there is 
some tension in the arguments about acquisition and leaming. It is likely that the 
problem is not as simple as the summary: languages are leamed, while Discourses are 
acquired, but this may be a useful platform to work from. I then argued that school 
requires a specific form of discourse which potentially disadvantages minority students. 
Literacy, claims Gee (1996), has historically played the dual roles of both liberator and 
weapon. The metaphor might presumably be extended to Discourses. The acquisition 
and use of English is essential for students wishing to participate in social and 
instimtional practices, and in the wider society. However the notion of a standard 
English discourse, or school English, may be used as a weapon against those from 
language minorities (and of course others), who are outsiders to the Discourse(s). 
It seems clear that we cannot view the competence of the speaker in isolation from 
social practices, speaking in isolation from hearing, discourse in isolation from relationships 
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of power. These are all interrelated in systems of communication. In what follows, I use 
theory from Bourdieu to explore these interrelationships further. 
2 .4 LANGUAGE AND BOURDIEU 
As mentioned earlier, a great deal of work on discourse has conceived of language 
practice as socially constimted, while highlighting the ideological and symbolic power of 
language use. I will argue here that the theoretical work of Bourdieu provides a valuable 
framing for understanding language practice and its relationship to the material social 
conditions which make such practice possible, while foreshadowing the consequences 
of particular forms of language use. In theorising the social conditions of language 
production, Bourdieu was acutely aware of the limitations of stmcturalist linguistics as a 
means of explaining how language worked, as explained in his Outline of a Theory of 
Practice (Bourdieu, 1977a). In what follows, I summarise these limitations briefly, then 
focus on Bourdieu's concepts of linguistic habitus, linguistic capital and hnguistic 
market. For Bourdieu, linguistic relations are also relations of symbolic power. I then 
apply these notions to school as an institution, and suggest some limitations of 
Bourdieu's theory in explaining how languages work in such sites. 
2 .4 .1 The charm of a game devoid of consequences 
Bourdieu's (1991) primary objection to traditional stmctural linguistics is that it focuses 
on the internal constmction of text, while ignoring the sociohistorical conditions and 
practical character of text. He is therefore opposed to the presuppositions of Saussurian 
and Chomskyan linguistics, which treat language as an "autonomous and homogeneous 
object" (Thompson, 1991, p.4), drawing parallels between Saussure's languelparole 
and Chomsky's competence/performance definitions. For Bourdieu, there are two 
major problems with these approaches. First, such binary analyses assume language 
production which is more idealised than real, and the binaries themselves do not do 
explanatory justice to the complex practical activity of speaking. The essence of 
communication often lies not in the communication itself, but in "the social conditions of 
possibility of the communication" (Bourdieu, 1993, p.65). For example, the conditions 
obtaining in a pedagogical context shape communication in particular ways, in the way 
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meanings are expressed and heard. The relationships in the simation are also part of the 
communication. Second, the idealisation of linguistic practices does not take into 
account the strategies speakers use to adjust to relations of power within any interaction, 
or indeed the fact that linguistic exchanges are "relations of symbolic power in which the 
power relations between speakers or their respective groups are actualised" (Bourdieu, 
1991, p.37). Bourdieu's objection to traditional linguistics, then, is that it is 
inteUecmalist in orientation, treating language as "an object of contemplation, not an 
instmment of action and power" (ibid, p.37). 
Central to Bourdieu's conception of linguistic practice is the notion that it "cannot 
be analysed or understood in isolation from its culmral context and the social conditions 
of its production and reception" (Jenkins, 1992, p. 152). In simple terms, Bourdieu 
argues that linguistic relations = social relations = power relations. They occur within 
particular contexts or social fields. Symmetries and asymmetries of status and symbolic 
capital are inherent in every social interaction. Bourdieu makes this connection 
repeatedly in Language and Power (1991). He writes, 
bracketing out the social, which allows language or any other symbolic 
object to be treated like an end in itself, contributed considerably to the 
success of stmcturalist linguistics, for it endowed the 'pure' exercises that 
characterise a purely internal and formal analysis with the charm of a game 
devoid of consequences, (p. 34) 
Work by Fairclough (1989), Gee (1996) and Lippi-Green (1997) highlights the fact that 
there are serious consequences for language users not operating within dominant 
discourses. These consequences are explained by Bourdieu's concepts of habitus, 
linguistic capital, and linguistic market, in which all linguistic products are not equally 
valued. Bourdieu (1991) suggests that authority and power derive from the hnguistic 
habitus and its different values in different sites of exchange. 
In his introduction to Language and Power, Thompson (1991) reminds us that in 
Bourdieu's terms, 
differences in terms of accent, grammar and vocabulary—the very 
differences overlooked by formal linguistics—are indices of the social 
positions of speakers and reflections of the quantities of hnguistic capital 
(and other capital) which they possess (p. 18) 
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Such differences are therefore indices to the listener about the speaker. Lippi-Green 
(1996) observes that accent, for example, often functions as "the last back door to 
discrimination" (p. 73). Bourdieu offers a framework for understanding language as a 
social and practical phenomenon, used in social contexts which embody particular sets 
of power relations. Key supports of this framework are the notions of the linguistic 
habims, linguistic capital and linguistic market. 
2 .4 .2 He says it so well, it must be true 
The linguistic habitus has been defined as a "subset of dispositions acquired in the 
course of leaming to speak in particular contexts", dispositions which then determine the 
hnguistic practices of a speaker, along with "the value that linguistic products will 
receive in other fields or markets — in the labour market for example, or in the 
institutions of secondary or tertiary education"(Thompson, 1991, p. 17). Part of the 
symbolic capital of any individual, the linguistic habitus, is one element of the embodied 
culmral capital. Included in the linguistic habitus are phonological, morphological, 
syntactic and semantic representations. The habitus enables spoken interpersonal 
interactions, along with participation in culmrally valued literate practices, and is also 
necessary to maintain normalised relationships with others (Carrington & Luke, 1997). 
Carrington and Luke stress that the linguistic habitus is interrelated at close quarters with 
other local fields of discourse and practice, and in broader terms with other forms of 
cultural, economic and social capital. This idea is echoed in Jenkins (1992), who writes 
of the improvisatory nature of practice as conceived by Bourdieu, a practice which stems 
not from the leaming of mles, but from a "process of adjustment between the 
constraints, opportunities and demands of specific social fields and the dispositions of 
the habitus" (p. 179). 
It is also important to realise that the linguistic habitus is realised through a process 
of legitimation, entailing a set of social relations or an instimtion, and the joint 
participation of speaker and listener. The right to speak and the power to impose 
reception is intrinsic to this (Bourdieu, 1977). In Bourdieu's (1993) terms, this 
participation is between the authorised speaker and the believing listener. That is, a 
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speaker must possess the authority to speak, part of which is derived from the hstener, 
an idea taken up by Gee in Social Linguistics and Literacies (1996). In the context of 
schools for example, Bourdieu (1993) argues the following: 
In order for the teacher's ordinary discourse, uttered and received as self-
evident, to function, there has to be a relationship of authority and belief, a 
relation between an authorized emitter and a receiver ready to receive, and it 
is not the pedagogic situation that produces this. (p. 65) 
There is a suggestion here that the process of legitimation, realised through the 
discourse, acmally lies outside of the site. For the moment, the idea of legitimate usage 
is an essential one, and is critically tied to dominant usage. "An institution, or an action, 
or a usage" Bourdieu writes, "is legitimate when it is dominant but not recognised as 
such, in other words tacitiy recognised" (p.70). The hearer may therefore tacitiy accept 
or deny the authority of the speaker to speak, and if symbolic capital is not recognised as 
such, it is not capital. 
An irony of the legitimation process, however, lies in the fact that such tacit 
recognition amounts to what Thompson (1993) insists is the active complicity of 
dominated individuals in their own subjection. In his words, "symbolic power requires, 
as a condition of its success, that those subjected to it believe in the legitimacy of power 
and the legitimacy of those who wield it" (p. 23). In the dominant discourse, the 
manner of speaking is integral to the legitimising process, as shown by Bourdieu's 
(1993) statement, "One of the political effects of the dominant language is this: 'He says 
it so well it must be tme'" (p. 66). The implication is that the reverse may also be 
applied to those subjected to the dominant discourse. That is, if you have the 'wrong 
accent,' non-standard pronunciation or faulty syntax, in Bourdieu's terms, you may also 
lack credibility, and the affirmatory role of the believing listener. Such aspects of the 
discourse will be negotiated on the linguistic market, but may depend on non-linguistic 
embodied competence. 
2 .4 .3 The linguistic market and language values 
The French title of Language and Symbolic Power is Ce que parler veut dire: I 'economic 
des echanges linguistiques, which places language use firmly in the domain of hnguistic 
exchange in the economic sense. In other words, one's language practices are a product 
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of the interplay between the linguistic habims and the properties of the market itself 
(Thompson, 1991). Bourdieu (1993) writes, "the language used in a particular situation 
depends not only, as internal linguistics supposes, on the speaker's competence in the 
Chomskyan sense, but also on what I call the linguistic market" (p. 62). He stresses 
further that language is used with a view to its acceptabihty, or its value, on a specific 
market. 
Clearly, leaming the 'acceptability' of a specific instance of language use entails 
more than mastering a genre or discourse. It implies, for example, an analysis of how a 
particular practice is situated in a particular social field (see Carrington & Luke, 1996). 
Part of this analysis is knowing the market. In the educational field, an official 
bureaucratised instimtional field, there are concrete values assigned to such knowledge 
and the acceptable use of language, in the form of grades awarded. It has been argued, 
for example, that senior school extemal exams reward cultural competence that is 
acquired outside of the classroom (Freebody, 1990; Ozolins, 1981). The market 
therefore has the power to reward language which is approved, received, or legitimated, 
and to sanction and censor that which is not. However, Bourdieu makes it clear that 
acceptability is not simply grammaticality. Values assigned to the social conditions of 
language production mean that, as Bourdieu (1991) writes, "Grammar defines meaning 
only very partiaUy: it is in relation to a market that the complete determination of the 
signification of discourse occurs" (p. 38). 
Recall here that Canale's (1983) notion that grammatical competence is only one 
aspect of overall linguistic competence. However Canale's model places discourse, 
strategic and sociolinguistic competence firmly within the domain of the individual 
speaker. In SLA theory there is often reference to social fields, but other than periodic 
linguistic explications, there is little sustained analysis of fields of power, identity and 
value. By contrast, Bourdieu's concept of market brings into relief the importance of 
how our competence is valued by others, that is, on the linguistic market. 
Linguistic products thus are not equally valued, and they may be differently valued 
in different markets. In simple terms, speakers are heard quite differentiy by 
interlocutors in different fields. One of the practical competences of a speaker is, as 
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Thompson (1991) suggests, "to know how, and to be able, to produce expressions 
which are highly valued on the markets concemed" (p. 18). Clearly not all speakers 
have access to this kind of competence, especially across classes, or across languages. 
A speaker's competence which is highly valued in some fields may therefore be almost 
worthless in other fields. Inevitably, discrepancies arise between what Thompson calls, 
linguistic markets and the forms of censorship associated with them, on the 
one hand, and the capacities of individuals from differing social 
backgrounds to produce linguistic expressions appropriate to those markets, 
on the other, (p. 21) 
Lippi-Green (1997) builds a powerful case that in the educational field, the odds are 
stacked against those who do not produce acceptable, or as she demonstrates, 
'appropriate' use of the dominant discourse. The vast majority of students she is 
referring to are from socially diverse backgrounds, and she shows that their linguistic 
varieties are not valued by educational authorities, bureaucracies, teachers or employers, 
that is, those authorised to control the linguistic market. To understand this 
phenomenon more fully, it is pertinent to look at what Bourdieu says about schools as 
institutions. 
2 .4 .4 Uneven playing fields 
It has been seen that the value of utterances is a product of the relationship of the 
linguistic habitus and a particular linguistic market. All utterances, according to 
Bourdieu, are inseparable from the institutional context or field where they occur, an 
institution being "any durable set of social relations which endows individuals with 
power, status and resources of various kinds" (in Thompson, 1991, p. 8). Utterances 
are therefore 'underwritten' by the social relations inherent in the instimtion, relations 
which authorise members in various ways. Thompson continues. 
The efficacy of performative utterances presupposes a set of social relations, 
an institution, by virtue of which a particular individual, who is authorised 
to speak and recognised as such by others, is able to speak in a way that 
others will regard as acceptable in the circumstances, (pp. 8-9) 
Once again, we have here the notion of the authorised speaker, recognised through 
'acceptable' language use as legitimate by others. Administrations and teachers are 
obvious examples of recognised authorities within schools. In their formal capacities, it 
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is they who confer and oversee the values of the market, and who award the grades. 
Bourdieu (1991) argues that teachers are responsible for inculcating mastery of the 
'official' language, and are "empowered universally to subject the linguistic performance 
of speaking subjects to examination and to legal sanction of academic qualification" 
(p. 45). In this way, schools set the values of different linguistic products, at least for 
purposes of assessment and credentialling. These values authorise particular students in 
turn, while disempowering and disadvantaging others. Within the field or market place 
of school, the conditions of reception are already skewed against those who have not 
acquired the "basic, deeply interiorised master pattems" of the dominant discourse 
(Bourdieu, 1971, p. 192). 
The use of these master pattems raises a question within Bourdieu's theory, as to 
whether teachers can actually do anything to change the life chances of individual 
smdents. Bourdieu (1993) suggests, for example, that it is the teacher's moral duty to 
correct a student's grammar, since failure to do so disadvantages the student in other 
fields and markets. He writes, 
a teacher who refuses to correct his pupil's speech is perfectly entitled to do 
so, but in doing so he may compromise his pupil's chances on the 
matrimonial market or the economic market, where the laws of the dominant 
linguistic market still prevail, (p. 67) 
The implication here is that teachers can change mental and bodily stmctures which 
Bourdieu has already defined as social stmctures. But how are teachers to alter deeply 
interiorised pattems, inculcated since birth? If grammar "determines meaning only very 
partially" (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 38), how effective is correcting a pupil's speech, and 
what is its purpose? We could also ask what else is occurring along with the correction 
of the student's language (see Luke, 1992). Luke suggests that certain literate practices 
inscribed at the site of the school are actually inscriptions of the authority and power 
relations within the institution itself, onto the student. 
This anomaly in Bourdieu has been addressed by Nash (1990) and Carrington and 
Luke (1997). Nash outlines Bourdieu's argument about social and cultural 
representation, namely that schools serve primarily those who are ready in advance to 
leam what school has to offer, while disadvantaging those who are unprepared. 
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excluding them by neglect. Carrington and Luke also insist that factors beyond school 
are critical to the development and circulation of cultural capital, which is why a focus 
on literacy does not redress inequalities which exist outside of the school. That is, it is 
not teachers who shape the fuU value of linguistic habitus, but a range of social relations 
and practices, which returns us to a central tenet of Bourdieu's own theory. Literacy, 
for example, is shaped by social and pohtical realities, economic conditions and local 
ideology (Gee, 1996). Even if teachers can help their students' development of school 
literacy, Carrington and Luke argue this may be of limited value to them outside of 
school. They write. 
How this competence may count further depends on the other local playing 
fields of discourse and practice, fields which may tilt in all kinds of 
directions, angles and inchnes - some enabling, others disabling, (p. 107) 
2.4 .5 Lessons from Bourdieu 
There are several lessons which can be drawn from the above. First, it has been seen 
that Bourdieu provides cogent reasons for rejecting stmcturalist linguistics and 
depoliticised sociolinguistics alike as means for understanding critical aspects of 
language. The social and culmral contexts of language production and reception are part 
of the text, help frame the text, and ultimately render 'value' in the form of symbolic 
capital to a text, whether spoken or written. This is the critical theoretical notion that is 
largely missing from SLA theory (Norton Peirce, 1995). 
Second, within this framing, certain forms are privileged or authorised over 
others, with part of this authority emanating from the listener. Recognition from the 
field is cmcial to the symbolic power of the speaker. Authority is also derived from the 
linguistic habitus, engaged in a particular linguistic market and a particular field. Saying 
something well, and therefore appearing to speak 'tme,' highlights that one's manner of 
speaking, quite apart from substantive content, is part of the legitimating process. How 
one is heard is therefore immensely important. And for Bourdieu (1977a), this relates 
not just to what the speaker sounds like, but also to the habitus, systems of durable 
transposable dispositions which designate a way of being or habitual state, and are 
inscribed in the body, visible and observable to all. Thus age, race, gender, sexuality 
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and class are embodied dispositions which have real consequences for the uptake of 
discourse by the social subject. 
Finally, it has been shown that these principles operate within schools as 
instimtions, where practices and values are not a product of leamed mles, but of 
culmral, economic and social capital gleaned elsewhere. 
Bourdieu, described by Jenkins (1992) as "good to think with," (p. 176), offers a 
direction for understanding social practices, including linguistic practices, as situated 
encounters framed within institutions, such as schools. This direction is summarised by 
Thompson in the introduction to Language and Power. 
the first step in creating new social relations, alternative ways of organising 
social and political hfe, is to understand the socially instimted limits of the 
ways of speaking, thinking and acting which are characteristic of our 
societies today, (p. 31) 
My thesis is this kind of first step, a beginning move that sets out to deconstmct the 
'socially instituted' ways of hearing second language speakers. 
... and beyond 
Bourdieu's (1991) concept of habitus is defined as a set of dispositions with four 
characteristics. They are stmctured (by the social conditions in which they were 
acquired), durable (ingrained in the body), generative (of a practical sense of how to act 
and speak), and transposable (to other fields). While it has been argued that Bourdieu's 
notions of habitus, capital and field enable us to think critically about issues such as 
literacy (Carrington & Luke, 1996), others take exception to the determinist stance 
affiliated with the notion of habims (Nash, 1990; Jenkins, 1992). Thompson (1991), as 
editor of Language and Power, suggests an overreliance on determinist class stmctures 
within the work of Bourdieu, classes which are more theoretical constmcts than actual 
social groups. This approach, he wams, tends to "misconstme a whole series of 
questions concerning the ways in which agents mobilize themselves through 
representation" (p. 29). Nash similarly finds that the idea of habitus contains no 
recognition of agency, of the power of self to make choices, and is ultimately an 
"inherently ambiguous and overloaded concept" (p. 446). It presupposes stable people 
in a stable world, a virtually unthinkable and unworkable notion in the nineties. 
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One way through this problem resides in using Bourdieu to think against 
Bourdieu, a theoretical pathway well established by the theorist himself (Jenkins, 1992). 
Remming to the nature of the set of dispositions which comprise the habitus, we see 
possibilities for a more dynamic interpretation. That is, if dispositions constituted by 
particular social conditions are generative and transposable to other fields, these other 
fields may provide new sets of social conditions, and therefore generate new 
dispositions. As people move across boundaries, geographic, ideological, social, 
culmral and linguistic, they acquire new ways of speaking and acting, new ways of 
being. Bourdieu provides us with an understanding that linguistic practices are socially 
constimted, and cannot sensibly be studied in isolation from power relations and capital 
relations in social fields. But to see how language use is linked in everyday contexts to 
issues of social identity, we need to turn to recent conceptualisations of identity and the 
role of discourse, and speaking, within these. 
2.5 THEORISING LINKS BETWEEN DISCOURSE AND SOCIAL 
IDENTITY 
The reflexive project of the self, which consists in the sustaining of 
coherent, yet continually revised, biographical narratives, takes place in the 
context of multiple choice as filtered through abstract systems. (Giddens, 
1991, p. 5) 
In recent times, there has been a substantial body of writing and research concerned with 
the notion of identity. This work encompasses a dazzling diversity of terminology, 
including social identity, ethnic identity, cultural identity, hnguistic identity, 
sociocultural identity, subjectivity, the self, and voice. Hall (1996) has described 
identity as a key concept which is 'under erasure,' in other words, "an idea which 
cannot be thought in the old way, but without which certain key questions cannot be 
thought at all" (p. 2). Some of these questions are closely related to discourse, and the 
understanding that we are shaped by and through our use of language (Weedon, 1987). 
Giddens' (1991) view that the self is reflexively made "amid a puzzling diversity of 
options and possibilities" (p. 3), reminds us that all experience is mediated through 
social practices, language use and our reflexive responses. The ethnomethodological 
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stance is that identity is not something people are, but a resource available for use 
(Widdicombe, 1998). 
In the nineties, a number of critical works have stressed the constitutive link 
between discourse and social identity (Gee, 1996; Hall, 1996; Heller, 1994; van Dijk, 
1997a). Closely hnked to the central concems of these works are issues of hnguistic, 
cultural and ethnic identity. Hall and Giroux write from a cultural smdies perspective, 
highlighting social and ideological concems, whereas Gee, Heller, Rampton and Lippi-
Green look more closely at language use per se, the ways in which it is used to cross 
boundaries, as weU as ways in which it functions to include or exclude members of 
particular groups. However, all the works mentioned share certain premises about 
language and identity. In what follows, two of these premises are considered — 
namely, the idea of shifting multiple identities and the discursive constmction of identity 
(which incorporates the key notion of representation). I then look at Gee's (1996) 
conceptualisation of how identities are enacted, and also sites of identity representation. 
2 .5 .1 Towards a notion of shifting multiple identities 
Although the concept of identity has been a preoccupation of many theorists and writers in 
recent times, there has been a fundamental shift away from unified, originary, essentialist 
notions of identity (Hall & du Gay, 1996), towards identity conceptualised as a process of 
continual emerging and becoming. Tied to this is what Hall (1996) has described as an 
"anti-essentialist critique of ethnic, racial and national conceptions of cultural identity" 
(p. 1). Unitary labels and hard binary oppositions are rejected in favour of the conception 
of multiple identities, "points of temporary attachment" (p. 6), which are fluid, dynamic, 
contradictory, shifting, contingent and processual (Giroux, 1992; Rampton, 1995). Hall 
stresses that "identities are never unified and, in late modem times, increasingly fragmented 
and fractured; never singular but multiply constmcted across different, often intersecting 
and antagonistic discourses, practices and positions" (p. 4). Nor are identities given 
through race, gender, community membership, kinship and so on. This is not unlike 
Giddens' (1991) idea that identity "forms a trajectory across the different institutional 
settings of modemity" (p. 14). For me, the word 'trajectory' evokes concepts of 
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movement, evolutionary development, and change — all of which seem coherent with 
contemporary conceptualisations of identity. 
The social and historical conditions which underlie this fundamental conceptual shift 
are largely to do with globalisation and mass movements of people, both free and forced, 
throughout the postcolonial worid (Hall, 1996). In one interview. Hall stressed, "Since 
migration has tumed out to be the worid-historical event of late modemity, the classic 
postmodern experience turns out to be the diasporic experience" (in Moriey & Chen, 1996, 
p. 490). Bauman (1996) suggests that "if the modem 'problem of identity' was how to 
constmct an identity and keep it solid and stable, iht postmodern 'problem of identity' is 
primarily how to avoid fixation and keep the options open" (p. 18). One could also argue 
that this is now less of a problem than an inevitability. 
Although the contemporary concepmalisation of identity is that it is always in 
process, and never complete, Giddens (1991) reminds us that we need not think of 
ourselves as fragmented, forced by diversity into some kind of mass schizophrenia. He 
writes, 
it would not be correct to see contextual diversity as simply and inevitably 
promoting the fragmentation of the self, let alone its disintegration into 
multiple 'selves.' It can just as well, at least in many circumstances, 
promote an integration of self.... A person may make use of diversity in 
order to create a distinctive self-identity which positively incorporates 
elements from different settings into an integrated narrative, (p. 190) 
The concept of 'making use of diversity' is an important one, and presupposes a certain 
level of linguistic and symbolic capital. Building 'the integrated narrative' therefore is not a 
given, but an ongoing project involving the acquisition of the discourses of the narrative. 
2 .5 .2 The discursive construction of identity 
In a recent and powerful book on the ideological ties between language use and 
subordination in the US, Lippi-Green also describes language as "the most salient way 
we have of establishing and advertising our social identities" ( p. 5). In her analysis of 
the attempt to destroy the identities of the indigenous tribes of North America, she 
describes how the focus of the attack became the languages of the tribes. This marked 
the astute realisation that without their languages, the tribes would lose the strongest 
unifying feature of their tribal identities, a point also made by Hymes (1996) and 
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Cummins (1995). I would suggest that a similar claim could be made against the 
authorities who removed indigenous children from their families in Australia in the first 
half of this cenmry. Forbidding these children to use their native languages was an 
attempt to destroy their primary sense of identity, which was embedded in their 
indigenous cultures. Similar motives lay behind the prohibition of Catalan in Franco's 
post-war regime in Spain. Anyone who doubts the powerful connection between 
identity and language need look no further than the nationalist movement in Quebec, for 
which the French language is and continues to be a comerstone. That is, Quebeckers 
represent themselves as a distinct society and culmre on the basis of their historical 
experiences as francophones (Heller, 1994). 
In a review of recent conceptualisations of identity. Hall (1996) emphasises that it 
is discursively constmcted. He writes, "Precisely because identities are constmcted 
within, not outside, discourse, we need to understand them as produced in specific 
historical and institutional sites within specific discursive formations and practices, by 
specific enunciative strategies" (p. 4). Rampton (1995) makes a similar point, stressing 
the importance of the specificity of local sites, and arguing that studies of identity "need 
to attend to issues of local sites, local and autobiographical histories, and 
representational resources and contexts" (p. 14). According to Hall, the notion that 
identity is discursively constmcted has several implications. First, identity must be seen 
as processual and never completed. Second, identity takes place within and not outside 
of representation. In his words, identity "is a productive and produced embodiment of 
often paradoxical, complementary and contradictory racialising, 'classing' and 
gendering discourse practices" (p. 40). An example of the tie between identity and its 
discursive representation is offered by van Dijk, Ting-Toomey, Smitherman and 
Troutman (1997), who remind us that "the ways members of one ethnic group speak 
among each other are of course related to their position in society, and how they are 
spoken to and about by dominant group members" (p. 145). 
Third, identity and representation involve a two-way process or articulation 
between the subject and the discursive practice, and between speaker and hearer. A 
simple illustration of this is the way we adjust our speech according to whom we are 
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with, and how we view those people (Gee, 1996; Goddard & Wierzbicka, 1997). That 
is, identity is achieved, used, occasioned or produced in interactional work, an idea 
central to the ethnomethodological perspective (see Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998; 
Moerman, 1988). Widdicombe (1998) writes, 
identity is available for use: something that people do which is embedded in 
some other social activity, and not something they 'are.' .... The important 
analytic question is not therefore whether someone can be described in a 
particular way, but to show that and how this identity is made relevant or 
ascribed to self and others" (p. 191). 
The notion of the discursive constmction of identity has recently been incorporated 
into work on second language acquisition, notably by Norton Peirce (1995; Norton, 
1997), who draws on the work of Bourdieu and Weedon in her theory of social identity 
and language acquisition. She writes. 
It is through language that a person negotiates a sense of self within and 
across different sites at different points in time, and it is through language 
that a person gains access to — or is denied access to — powerful social 
networks that give leamers the opportunities to speak. (1995, p. 13) 
The process of acquiring new linguistic, social and cultural practices has been described 
by Pavlenko (1998) as a 'self-translation,' a transformation of self through discourse 
necessary for discursive assimilation, in which one is heard and read by others. 
At this point it is worth recalhng Rampton's (1995) concepts of language 
expertise, affiliation and inheritance, all of which are related to identity. Affiliation in 
particular connotes active use of and identification with a particular language or dialect. 
The language we are affiliated to reflects how we wish to speak and to be heard. In 
relation to second language acquisition, Norton Peirce (1995) proposes a related idea, 
that of investment in language leaming and use. She claims that investment signals 
better than motivation the socially and historically constmcted relationship between 
language leamer and target language, as well as ambivalent attitudes towards practising 
and using the language. The influence of Bourdieu is evident in her comment that "if 
leamers invest in a second language, they do so with the understanding that they will 
acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in tum increase the 
value of their cultural capital" (p. 17). 
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2 . 5 . 3 Enacting identity 
What is the language-identity-membership nexus? And how are we to understand the 
relationship between language, identity and social membership, particularly when a 
second language is being acquired and used? Gumperz (1996) suggests that shared 
communicative conventions foster a sense of group identity and that "social groupings are 
largely constituted and sustained by communicative practices" (p. 376). In Social 
Linguistics and Literacies (1996), Gee builds a powerful case that discourse pattems are 
among the strongest expressions of social identity. He also shows how we shift our 
identity positions and discourses to express solidarity with particular groups, using 
language variation to manifest membership and demarcate particular social identities. Gee 
also outlines a theory which integrates the notions of language, identity and membership 
in a simple yet elegant way. His theory is concemed with the ways in which identity is 
produced or enacted. 
To grasp what is entailed in the process of enacting identity, it is worth recalling 
Gee's definition of Discourses, as "ways of being in the world, or forms of hfe ... a kind 
of identity kit" (p. 127), the point of the process being that we "take on a particular social 
role that others will recognize" (p. 127). Being recognised by other members signals 
that we are insiders to that group. Gee points out that an 'insider' of any group or 
discourse must get things 'right' — say the right thing, while being the right who, doing 
the right what. He states simply, "It's not just what you say or even how you say it, it's 
who you are and what you are doing while you say it" (p. viii). Gee describes the key 
notion of the 'insider,' the person functioning within the Discourse, and acting as 
gatekeeper to those would enter. A direct implication is that there are also 'outsiders,' 
those who get it wrong, such as the student who greeted me with "Have a nice day." 
Note that his 'outsidering' was occasioned not just by the greeting, but by the way I 
heard it. My hearing was therefore part of the discourse. And rightiy or wrongly, I 
made a mental note about the student's language use, and his enactment of identity as 
'Korean.' 
Identity, the 'who we are and what we are doing,' Gee argues, is enacted through a 
three-way simultaneous interaction between a) our social or cultural group memberships. 
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b) a particular social language or mixmre of them and c) a particular context (p.69). It is 
useful to envisage Gee's notion as a simple integrated diagram, as shown in Figure 2.4 
below. 
Figure 2.4 Enacting identity 
Language use 
Contexts 
We could also hypothesise that any change to one aspect of the diagram will flow on to 
other aspects. For example, each new context has consequences in terms of social practices, 
memberships and language acquisition and use. While this is perhaps a simplification of 
Gee's conception, it represents his statement of simultaneous interaction in a graphic way, 
and allows us to overlay situations and interactions from lived experience. 
It should be added that it is not enough to be seen and heard in language 
interactions. Gee takes a position commensurate with that of Bourdieu, namely that the 
speaker must also be authorised, recognised and accepted as a group member, having 
"word-deed-value combinations" acknowledged as legitimate by others (p. 127). In this 
way one is apprenticed to the Discourses and social practices of the group. For this to 
happen, the speaker must be heard as a user of the group's language, understood and 
acknowledged as a legitimate speaker of that language. We could say that for the 
purposes of integration of migrant students into the mainstream, being visibly different is 
sometimes less important than being audibly similar. 
If this does not happen, and the speaker is excluded from native speaker groups, 
some isolation from the mainstream culture is inevitable (Tmeba, 1989). Baker (1982) 
brings to the membership process the notion of "practical theorizing", work done by 
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adolescents in talk which demonstrates culmral competence and claim to membership of 
the group in a public way. Understandings needed in this theoretical work, according to 
Baker, derive from "our membership in language communities" (p. 170). Through talk, 
the speaker therefore demonstrates that he/she is a candidate for group membership. This 
two-way process, whereby what we do and say engages directly with how others hear us 
and what they do back, is intrinsic to the process of enacting identity, and critical for 
concepmalising the social and linguistic adjustment of linguistic minority smdents. 
The simple version of the Gee model proposed above incorporates neatly the 
notions of identity discussed so far. It accounts for the concepts of multiple shifting 
identities produced across a range of contexts, and for the pivotal role of language use, or 
discourse, in identity constmction. By implication, it also involves the potential for 
inclusion within or exclusion from particular social groups. I would like now to consider 
further the idea of contexts of language use and social activity, in and through which 
identity is constimted. 
2.5 .4 Sites of identity representation 
Rampton's (1995) Crossings: Language and Ethnicity Among Adolescents explores the 
dimensions of linguistic and sociocultural organisation of youth from a range of 
language and ethnic backgrounds. He stresses that identity and ethnic group 
membership vary a great deal depending on the interactional context, specifically the 
place of interaction. School corridors, assembhes, youth clubs and playgrounds serve 
as settings for many of the empirical analyses in Rampton's book. These are in fact 
sites of representation — places where identity is enacted and represented in particular 
ways, with particular groups. It should be added that school, which Giroux (1992) has 
termed a "cultural borderland" is not one site, but many, within which "subordinate 
cultures push against and permeate the alleged unproblematic and homogeneous borders 
of dominant forms and practices" (p. 205). 
The notion of sites of representation is a useful one which throws into relief the 
textualised and contextualised nature of the discourses of identity. As we move from 
one site to another, encountering different partners in interaction, we invoke different 
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representations of our identity, and draw on different linguistic resources. Within 
school there are, for example, many sites one could observe — visualise the ESL 
classroom, the mainstream Enghsh classroom, the school assembly, the handball court, 
the tuckshop queue, a corridor, the administration lobby, the manual arts centre, the 
music block, the place under B block where the in-crowd sits, the home economics 
staffroom, the bus stop outside the school. As the eye roams like some wild hand-held 
camera, we hear the different discourses, and take note of their dissonances. Each of 
these sites afford linguistic minority smdents different opportunities, constraints and 
conditions to speak, and to represent themselves through language use. Beyond the 
school, other sites present other possibilities, constraints and conditions. 
In regard to such sites of representation for minority students, it is impossible to 
avoid the question of which language is in use. There are presumably sites of first 
language use, sites of second and third language use, and sites where these overlap and 
intersect. How we speak and are heard within sites seems critical to social identity 
work. Furthermore, the sites are themselves value-laden, as are the discourses within 
them. Sites of representation can therefore be compared to Bourdieu's/zeW^', defined as 
"semi-autonomous, stmctured social spaces characterised by discourse and social 
activity" (Carrington & Luke, 1997, p. 100). As indicated throughout this section, 
these sites provide are places in which identity is enacted, where social interactions, 
cultures, languages and identities are made manifest, where the 'insidering' and 
'outsidering' is done, where spoken discourse is heard or not heard, is validated or 
remains unacknowledged, where membership is made available or denied. 
Identity is thus accomplished through social activity and practices, spoken and written 
texts, and particular sites of activity and representation. This is compatible with Gee's 
conceptualisation of enacting identity through social memberships, a particular social language 
or mixture of languages, and contexts. However the notion of representation is important. It 
is the focus of the concluding section of this chapter, where I retum to language use, and 
specifically to speaking as a means of self-representation. 
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2.6 SPEAKING, IDENTITY AND SELF-REPRESENTATION 
In this theoretical framing I have argued that an SLA perspective is inadequate for 
thinking about the social practices which constimte both language acquisition and use. I 
then looked at Bourdieu, who offers an explanation of these practices, which are both 
social and ideological, in terms of the habitus, social fields, social relations, and the 
values or capital assigned to discourses on the linguistic market, in which the speaker is 
authorised by the believing listener. To theorise the notion of social identity, I first 
tumed to Hall (1996) and then to Gee (1996), who offers a model for understanding 
how identity is enacted through language use, social memberships and particular 
contexts, which I have termed sites of representation. Although Hall also argues that 
identity takes place within and not outside of representation, he does not offer data to 
elaborate the process. What is representation, and how is it tied to identity? 
2.6 .1 Voice and representation 
For many theorists, particularly those working within the field of culmral studies, the 
notion of representation is often tied to a metaphorical use of the term voice. Giroux's 
(1992) concem is with the pohtics of voice and difference, that is, the wider issues of 
how students function as agents, and how they are rendered voiceless in certain 
contexts, or silence themselves as a result of intimidation, real or imagined. Giroux 
labels the silencing of the "voices of subordinate groups whose primary language is not 
English and whose culmral capital is either marginalized or denigrated by the dominant 
culture of schooling," as a racialising practice which occurs in schools (p. 203). This is 
a slant on racism qualitatively different from that manifested by overt violence, or racial 
slurs. There is no direct attack implied here —just a denial of the right to speak and be 
heard, and the non-hearing of first languages other than English. For me at this point, 
the term voice undergoes a qualitative shift, from its metaphorical sense of an authorised 
claim, to a more literal yet highly symbolic sense — spoken voices. Students from 
subordinate groups are silenced because they are unable to represent themselves through 
their first languages at school. And they are heard as different. 
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speaking is itself a critical tool of representation, a way of representing the self 
and others. It is the means through which identity is constituted, and agency or self-
advocacy is made manifest. In other words, we represent and negotiate identity, and 
constmct that of others, through speaking and hearing. Through social practices and 
language use, individuals and groups are represented or represent themselves to others. 
In Widdicombe's (1998) terms, people use their identities as a resource through social 
activity and social language. For Widdicombe, the interesting analytic question is how 
identity is "made relevant or ascribed to self and others" (p. 191). I view this relevance-
making and ascription as part of the social and discursive process of representation. The 
process also depends on legitimation, whereby the speaker is authorised to represent 
herself or others. 
Representation also relates to identity in that speakers may be marked as belonging 
to specific groupings by their use of spoken language — which provides for hearers an 
index to gender, age, ethnicity, geography, and education (Lippi-Green, 1996). The 
dominant group speaks the dominant variety of English, the so-called unmarked or 
unaccented form (Lippi-Green, 1996). Children who lose their native accents are thus 
judged to have no accent. And there are social, personal and academic rewards for those 
who sound the same as the dominant majority. Linguistic skills in English are therefore 
symbolic resources not equally available to all persons, and are heavily endowed with 
social currencies. To explore this further, we need to look more closely at the physical 
representation of voice, the practical activity of speaking. 
2 .6 .2 Speaking and audibility 
Speaking, or what Bourdieu (1977b) calls "the power to impose reception," (p.648), 
cannot sensibly be divorced from listening, which includes what Bourdieu (1993) calls 
the conditions of reception. Elsewhere (1993) he stresses that in any communicative 
interaction, there has to be a legitimate emitter, a legitimate receiver, a legitimate situation 
and a legitimate language. Legitimacy derives from the cultural or symbolic capital of 
the speaker and listener. From Bourdieu, we also derive the notion of the authority to 
speak and to be heard. Capital must thus be recognised and acknowledged as such to 
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function as capital. The notions of legitimacy and authority are also found in Gee's 
(1996) conception of Discourses, in which the word-deed-value combinations must be 
recognised and acknowledged as 'right' by the interlocutor. 
To be authorised and recognised as a legitimate user of English by others, you 
must first be heard by other legitimate users of Enghsh. If you speak another language, 
or Enghsh with an accent, or in ways that are heard as non-standard, there are often 
consequences for the speaker. Normally in spoken interactions, the responsibility for 
keeping the communication alive is shared. In cases where the speaker is not fluent in 
English or has an accent, speakers and listeners have to work hard sometimes to "foster 
mutual intelligibility", which requires both an effort of will and a degree of social 
acceptance (Lippi-Green, p. 70). However, Lippi-Green points out that at times, the 
dominant speaker may refuse to carry any responsibility for the communicative act. 
What she calls "language ideology filters" come into play whenever an accent or a 
hesitant 'non-standard' voice is heard, causing the listener to reject "the communicative 
burden" (p. 70). 
Implied in the process is a negative evaluation not just of the accent, but of the 
social identity of the speaker. The variety of English used may be less of an index to the 
effectiveness of the message than to "some of the social evaluation the listener brings to 
the message, and his or her willingness to listen" (p. 18). Lippi-Green cites one study 
in which students who saw that a lecturer was Asian were actually incapable of hearing 
objectively, showing that racial and ethnic cues may be more critical than accentedness. 
In this instance, the visible cues were overriding what was actually heard. It is 
significant that this was not a close social interaction, but a mass lecture situation. But it 
is reminiscent of the scene between Kan and Hank at the start of Chapter 1. These then 
are some of the hurdles which must be negotiated by linguistic minority speakers. 
In view of the discussion in this chapter on language competence, discourse, 
identity, and the role of speaking and audibility, it is useful to retum now to the research 
questions first presented in Chapter 1. The questions are in fact of two different orders. 
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1. What conditions at school facilitate or constrain the acquisition of spoken English 
by recently arrived NESB students? 
In this case, the concem is largely with language proficiency, in which the concept of 
conununicative competence is important. To be accepted as a legitimate member and 
participant within a particular site, one first needs to be audible. This means speaking 
loud enough, and in a variety of the discourse that can be readily understood and 
acknowledged by other speakers. However, the notion of conditions signals that this 
process does not take place within a vacuum. Conditions at school, including social and 
institutional practices, may or may not provide an environment which favours the 
development of second language competence in a range of discourses. The studies 
reported in later chapters provide some insight into this question. This brings me to the 
second research question, which is of a different order. 
2. How is the acquisition and use of spoken English related to self-representation 
and social identity? 
Being audible to others, and being heard and acknowledged as a speaker of English, 
determines the extent to which a student may participate in social interactions and 
practices within the educational instimtion and in the wider society. Being audible also 
provides the means of self-representation, as well as the essential underlying condition 
for the on-going acquisition of English and continuing identity work. This link between 
audibility and self-representation is explored through the data chapters in conjunction 
with the first question on language acquisition and use. 
In the next chapter, I report on a preliminary study which moves these questions 
from theoretical considerations to the practical experiences of three migrant students. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRELIMINARY STUDY 
3 .0 INTRODUCTION 
The preliminary investigation reported in this chapter is based on interviews with three 
high school smdents who had all been through the on-arrival program at Newnham 
High (pseudonym), then to their a school ESL unit, and were at the time of interview 
fully integrated into the high school mainstream. This smdy therefore foregrounds the 
main smdy of the thesis. As these smdents were well advanced on the pathway that the 
main study smdents were just beginning, their commentaries were useful for gaining 
insights into the ways in which they had experienced this pathway. They had worked 
their way through the system as it were, and the transitions they had experienced across 
school contexts were highly pertinent. The interviews, which traced these experiences 
chronologically, took place in October 1996. 
Newnham High School plays an important role in both this and the main smdy. It 
is the first port of call for many migrant and refugee smdents and is in a number of ways 
a unique social and leaming environment. Before presenting the smdy, I provide a brief 
description of Newnham High. 
3.1 NEWNHAM HIGH SCHOOL 
Newnham High School, the intensive English reception centre for high school age 
migrants and refugees, is special in many ways. I had worked at this school 
intermittentiy for over a decade, and always found it the least stressful and most 
rewarding school teaching I have experienced. Comprising approximately 150 smdents 
from 20 to 30 nationalities, it offers an intensive ESL program to students for six 
months on average prior to their move to high school ESL Support Units and then to 
mainstream integration. The Newnham school population varies a great deal over time, 
depending on pattems of migration and humanitarian programs responding to various 
intemational crises. Although it is just one of a number of centres providing on-arrival 
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programs throughout Australia, it is the only purpose-built school for migrants and 
refugees in the country. There is a great diversity of ages, ethnic backgrounds, 
languages, cultures, socioeconomic status and circumstances of migration within the 
Newnham population. The one common factor is that smdents arrive at the school with 
little or no English. Newnham does not fit easily therefore into the definition of a 
speech community developed by Gumperz and Hymes (1986), that is, a community 
sharing rales for the conduct and interpretation of speech, and mles for the interpretation 
of at least one linguistic variety (p. 54). The only linguistic variety in common for these 
students is English, which they are busy acquiring, along with the mles for interpreting 
it. English functions therefore as a lingua franca, in which there are naturally vast 
differences among the 150 students in terms of proficiency. Some need just a few 
weeks at the school to 'acclimatise,' while others who have had almost no schooling or 
intermpted schooling in their country of origin, or have leaming disabilities, tend to stay 
a year or more. 
Newnham is like a collection of imported speech communities in one site, as well 
as being an integrating community in which nascent English skills are practised and 
developed, while twenty or so other languages continue to be spoken. Sometimes 
students speak their first language intentionally to other students who don't understand. 
In this case, the first language (LI) acts to exclude (or include other members who may 
be nearby), and may function as a source of humour or even of abuse. I have on 
occasion witnessed a torrent of derision in a language unknown by the interlocutor, 
resulting in a sense of powerlessness that is almost tangible. Even when the LI is 
spoken in this way for a humorous motive, the effect is discomforting. However, the 
overwhelming impression of the interactions between Newnham students is one of 
multiculmral and multilingual harmony. Walking around the school at lunch time one 
notes that the majority are in their first language groups, but others are engaged in 
interethnic cross-culmral interactions in English — on the basketball courts and soccer 
fields, in the library, on the computers, or just sitting in groups around the grounds. 
Many features of Newnham are expressly designed to smooth the way for 
students to feel they belong to the school's multicultural community. The school 
provides a strong positive model of interculmralism; the guidance officer is Chinese and 
many teachers speak another language; teachers are ESL specialists and tend to find the 
work very rewarding; there is a strong emphasis on pastoral care and providing access 
to community and govemment services for students and their families; there are low 
teacher-pupil ratios and there is also the pervasive and much-valued presence of 
numerous bilingual teacher aides, including speakers of Spanish, Bosnian, Vietnamese, 
Chinese and Samoan. 
Smdents arrive at the school to enrol virtually every day. There is a brief 
assessment of their spoken and written English, and they are placed in one of twelve 
classes, depending on their English language proficiency. The beginner classes are 
therefore multi-age, with students aged between 12 and 19. Every five weeks a class 
exits to the high school ESL units, and there is a staff meeting to determine if students in 
any class should be moved into a more or less demanding level. There is therefore a 
constant spiralling towards exit and adjustment to the students' needs and rate of 
progress. After the beginner level, students are placed whenever possible in age-
appropriate groups. 
Newnham also plays a significant role in providing images of 'Australian' cultural 
identity and social practices to students. There are excursions and outings, sports and 
swimming carnivals, three-day camps in the bush, visits from students from other 
schools and members of the community. The smdents receive intensive language-
focused tuition in English, Mathematics, Science, and Physical Education, but there is 
no formal summative assessment in any subject. The emphasis is on leaming the 
discourses of these subjects as intensively as possible, but in a non-competitive and very 
supportive climate. In addition, many practices of regular high schools are modelled, 
such as daily classroom administrative routines, the afternoon of sport or electives, the 
tuckshop (needed for practising Enghsh as much as for food), and the access to sports 
fields at lunch time. I recently noted the sports field looked just like the Australian 
version. There were 32 boys playing basketball, 16 boys playing soccer, and not a 
single girl playing either. Other aspects of Newnham School will be mentioned 
throughout this and other chapters as they relate to specific students. 
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3 .2 FROM ARRIVAL TO MAINSTREAM 
The intended purposes of this smdy, which involved three NESB smdents, were 
threefold. First, it was designed to orientate and focus the larger research project. 
Second, I wanted to develop a theoretical framework, and to interrelate this with the 
literamre and the data. Third, I wished to generate themes and insights for on-going 
analysis and research in the main smdy. This preliminary smdy was based on 
interviews, the smdents' accounts being considered central to the development of the 
theoretical framework and a working vocabulary of key words for the main study. 
It was hoped the students' simated accounts, albeit it in a semi-stmctured 
interview context, would provide insight into their knowledge and understandings of 
language leaming, social and culmral norms in school settings, and the processes of 
dislocation and adaptation common to migrant and refugee smdents. I hoped to gain 
insights into the constmction of social identity across sites, as the students negotiated the 
pathways from arrival and the Newnham program through to integration in high school. 
Their peer and group memberships were also of interest to me. The use of interviews 
also provided a warrant for re-examining the namre of second language interviews, and 
I retum briefly to this methodological question below in 4.3. 
It should be added that at the time of the interviews, I was focused on questions of 
language use, identity, membership and culture, but was not yet thinking in terms of 
social practices and representation — hence a number of questions relating to culture, an 
emphasis from which I shifted slightly in later interviews. I also considered the 
interviews themselves, being in a second language for these students, as instances of the 
phenomena being researched, namely, second language in use and identity work. In 
other words, the ways in which the smdents spoke in conversational interaction with 
me, and what they actually said were reflexively related, their accounts providing 
significant evidence of their level of integration socially and linguistically. My inmition 
and understanding from the literamre were that speaking and social identity were closely 
interrelated, and I had tried to problematise this interrelationship in the research 
questions (see 2.6.2). 
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3.3 THE PARTICIPANTS 
To select three smdents for this small study, I approached the ESL unit coordinator of 
Yarra High School (pseudonym), where I had recentiy worked, with three criteria. 
First, the interviewees should be NESB smdents who had followed the typical pathway 
from Newnham High School, through their present high school's ESL support unit, and 
finally into mainstream integration. Second, the students should present some contrast 
in their progress through this pathway. Third, since the study rested on the students' 
own accounts, it was necessary to select smdents whose spoken English proficiency 
was adequate to speak in an interview context. Some students in fact exit Newnham 
after a year or more, still unable to speak much English. 
After some discussion with the ESL teachers of the unit, two girls and a boy were 
selected for this smdy. Brief demographic details are provided in the table below. 
Names are pseudonyms. 
NAME 
Neta (F) 
Antonio (M) 
Tien (F) 
AGE 
20 
21 
16 
YEAR 
12 
12 
10 
NATIONALITY 
Bosnian 
El Salvadorean 
Vietnamese 
DOA* 
24.12.1993 
18.8.1994 
14.10.1992 
LOR** 
2y 10m 
2y 2m 
4 years 
* Date of arrival in Australia 
** Length of residence at the time of the interview 
It should be noted that it is very common for NESB students to be 20 years old in Year 
12. They have often finished school in their countries, but repeat Years 11 and 12 here. 
Although aU three smdents were integrated into mainstream classes, Tien still attended 
the ESL unit for English. The interviews with these smdents revealed a number of 
commonalities, although overall, they offered quite different accounts of their 
experiences and acculturation. 
Prior to the 45 minute interviews, which took place in October, 1996, permission 
was obtained from the Education Department, the principal and parents of the students, 
and a profile sheet and interview guide were sent to each student (see Appendices A-D). 
This was to allow students time to complete basic demographic details and to reflect. 
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should they choose to do so, on the questions. The interviews, which took place in a 
small office, were audiotaped and transcribed. Tien's teacher appended a page of family 
history to the profile sheet, which she thought relevant to Tien's case. The teacher also 
gave me a brief mn-down on the background of each student. Below I comment briefly 
on the background and aspects of Enghsh language use of each smdent. 
Neta 
Neta arrived in Australia from Bosnia in December 1993 with both parents and a 
brother, aged 16. She spent just three months at Newnham, and had been attending 
Yarra High for two years six months when I met her. In this short time, she had 
become one of the school's best smdents in mainstream English, and was a high 
achiever in all subjects except Maths. Nevertheless, I was unprepared for Neta's rapid 
fire English, which although lightly accented, seemed a completely fluent 'Australian 
English.' Despite the occasional error in her use of tense or articles (possibly due to 
speed), her language showed a control over idiom, especially in the usage of terms 
favoured by young people, for example the use of 'like,' 'kinda' and 'you know,' an 
ability to elaborate and paraphrase ideas (shown by her long turns), and considerable 
confidence in speaking. Neta used a wide range of vocabulary, as well as quite complex 
sentence constmctions. 
Tien 
Tien is a 16 year old Vietnamese girl who arrived in Australia in October 1992, and so 
had been at school here for three years nine months when I met her, including six 
months at Newnham, 18 months at one high school and almost two years at Yarra High. 
She had left her mother, stepfather and half-brother in Vietnam, coming to Australia 
with her father, step-mother, their two daughters and son, along with Tien's two 
brothers. After two years she experienced "family problems" and went to live with an 
Australian foster family who had four young children, the foster mother being an ESL 
teacher. Three months later she went to live with her uncle, aunt and maternal 
grandparents. In November 1995, she moved back to live with the Australian foster 
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family. Initially, the most striking thing about Tien for me was her Australian-accented 
English, with very littie Vietnamese phonological (accent) interference. A second 
impression was that her talk was rather formulaic, and her responses to questions 
somewhat 'pat.' In addition to the Australian accent, Tien's language use was 
characterised by the following features: frequent rising intonation at the end of phrases 
and sentences, a reliance on formulaic expressions, some use of colloquial idiom and 
cliche, short tums, generalisation of the present tense, omission of the 3rd person 's' in 
the present singular, some ungrammatical plural forms (+ or - 's') and omission of some 
articles. The level of her vocabulary was basic, but she spoke promptly and fluently, 
reformulating, paraphrasing and repairing as she spoke. Sentences were generally 
linked by 'and' and 'but' coordination, apart from the subordinates 'because,' 'cause,' 
and 'when.' 
Antonio 
Antonio was a 21 year old Salvadorean student in his final year at Yarra High. His 
family, including his parents, grandmother, two brothers and a sister, arrived in 
Australia in August 1994 as political refugees. Their lives in danger, the family left 
virtually overnight, abandoning their house, a business, and close relatives. Antonio's 
talk seemed pervaded by a sense of deep melancholy. To some extent, the family's 
sudden departure and lack of closure in their pre-migration experience bounded our 
conversation, emerging at the start and then again towards the end, in a motif signifying 
trauma and uncertainty. He spoke quietly, sometimes trailing off at the end of 
utterances. Antonio's English was marked a) phonologically by a distinctive Spanish 
accent, including use of the epenthetic 'e' (/ developed more grammar than espeak'), 
although this was not consistent, b) syntactically by the omission of certain pronouns 
(was hard, was shocking) and by the generalised use of 'no' for 'not' (like, no 
architecture, but something like that), c) grammatically by the non-regular use of verbs, 
involving tense and agreement (you going, they teach us but I didn 't leam; I didn 't went; 
they doesn 't teach us), and lexically by hesitation at times, while he searched for a 
word, and by the non-idiomatic use of some words (that was much; and apart, in the 
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sense of 'separate' or 'different') and phrases ('at the first time' for 'at first'). On a 
morphological level, certain plurals and word endings were omitted. In addition, the 
transcript shows frequent use of rising intonation, the idiosyncratic use of a soft 'oops' 
at the start of some utterances, and frequent use of the tag 'yeah' at the ends of 
utterances. 
3.4 SECOND LANGUAGE INTERVIEWS 
It has been suggested that we know very little about interviews as communicative 
events, and that for most people they are unusual interactions (Briggs, 1986). I came to 
view the interviews themselves as instances of the phenomena being studied, namely the 
linguistic and socioculmral competences, as evidenced in spoken interaction, of migrant 
students. The interviews were thus critical objects of analysis. Briggs stresses that 
interviews do not possess 'obvious significance,' in that their referential content, which 
points to "persons, objects, events and processes," is only part of the story (p. 46). 
Interviews, he suggests, are highly indexical, their indexical meanings conveyed 
through syntax, prosody, body language, previous Q-A pairs, the social situation and 
the relationship of the participants. In the next chapter, which concems methodology, I 
address other aspects of the interviews in this study, including the power differential of 
participants, the ways ESL teachers listen and speak in order to accommodate second 
language speakers, and the value of second language interviews as a representation of a 
social encounter, in which real conversational work is done. Second language 
interviews provide both unusual and interesting data, but also represent quite unique 
communications for the smdent participants. In what follows, I address the nature of 
the interview as a situated encounter, and then look more closely at some of the 
linguistic aspects of the interviews. 
Reflexivity and retrospectivity 
In these interviews I asked questions such as the following: 
Tell me about why you came to Australia and what was it like at first. 
Can you describe some of your experiences at Newnham? 
What is it hke being in mainstream subjects now? 
When you look back over your experiences now, what kinds of things help you 
most in leaming English? 
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In posing these questions, I am asking the smdents to participate in what is for them an 
unusual language and social interaction, and I am also setting diem up in a particular 
way, assigning them speaking positions, such as former Newnham ESL student, NESB 
student, and integrated mainstream smdent. The questions imply a degree of reflexivity, 
but also, since the smdents were once at Newnham but were now at Yarra, ask them to 
retrospectively account for the way things were, to shift between the identities of then 
and now. That is, they are not speaking as Newnham smdents, but as mainstream 
Yarra students who were once students of Newnham. In this kind of retrospective 
accounting or commentating work, there is an unplied culmral competence, in that the 
smdents were being asked to display their competence as reporters of what happened to 
them, from a present position (see Baker, 1997). In terms of my position as interviewer 
and researcher, I also found Baker's (1982) concept of the adolescent as theorist quite 
useful in this smdy, as it considers smdents as competent analysts in their own right. 
Ways to look at the language of second language interviews 
Given the complexity of the speaking positions outhned above, it should be understood 
that such encounters are linguistically demanding. In the introduction to the three 
students in this study, I outlined briefly some specific language features which 
characterised the students' use of Enghsh. These included references to length of tums, 
accent, grammatical features, use of idiom and so on. However these surface 
characteristics do not throw much light on the smdents' competence within the discourse 
of the interview, and the ways in which they were competent participants in the 
conversation. 
For Antonio and Tien particularly, I listed a number of 'ungrammatical' feamres 
which occurred in the discourse. There are two points to make about identifying or 
describing linguistic features in this way. First, it is relatively easy to do at this surface 
level, but without the contextual meanings provided by the questions and surrounding 
discourse from the interview, the instances of ungrammatical usage do not convey any 
sense of how much was communicated, or in what ways. Nor do they convey the use 
of many idiomatic expressions and the presence of highly sophisticated and error-free 
constmctions. In addition, isolating what Briggs (1986) calls the referential content. 
and ignoring the indexical content of the interview, provides a very partial view of the 
interaction. Second, such descriptions often imply a judgement about the speaker's 
competence, predicated on the notion of deficiency, and terms such as 'interlanguage,' 
'interference' or 'leamer interaction' are frequently invoked in second language circles to 
describe non-standard usage. These terms themselves cast the speaker as only a 
partially accomplished language user, a leamer. They do not help us understand how 
the communicative context is constmcted by the participants in the course of the 
interaction. 
Firth (1996) makes it very clear that data involving the spoken interaction of non-
native English speakers inevitably contains some "unidiomatic and non-collocating 
lexical selections," and is marked by "dysfluencies, and by syntactic, morphological, 
and phonological anomalies and infelicities - at least as such aspects are recognized by 
native-speaker assessments" (p. 239). These were evidenced in the speech of all three 
students. However, choosing to focus on the use of English as a lingua franca. Firth 
draws attention to the broader competencies of NESB speakers. He writes, 
the term 'hngua franca' attempts to conceptualize the participant simply as a 
language user whose real-world interactions are deserving of unprejudiced 
description, rather ... than as a person conceived a priori to be the possesssor of 
incomplete or deficient communicative competence, putatively striving for the 
target competence of an idealized 'native speaker.' (p. 241) 
Firth's concem here is neither with ESL per se, nor with native/non-native interactions, 
as in these interviews, but with non-native/non-native interactions. However, the shift 
of focus to language user (in this case from language leamer) is an illuminating one. It 
casts hght on the interview itself as conversation or spoken interaction, with all that 
implies. 
The major drawbacks of a decontexmalised analysis of linguistic surface features 
are that this strips layers of contextual meaning from utterances and dissembles the 
mechanisms and work of the participants in the process of making conversation. 
Further, it fails to disclose the resources upon which speakers draw in the course of 
conversation. These are extremely complex mechanisms and resources, and include 
such phenomena as formulations, the interactive negotiation of meaning, elaboration and 
paraphrase, humour, the offering of conversational support, tum-taking, overlaps, 
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receipt tokens and many other things. Rather than illustrating such phenomena by using 
decontexmalised pockets of text, I have chosen to incorporate them into a thematic 
discussion of the major themes from the interviews. 
The interviews were a kind of formalised dialogue, a series of questions and 
responses, and the extemal cues were there for the students to interpret the interview as 
quite a formal situation — my sheet of questions, other forms and papers, the cassette 
recorder. Even when asking impromptu questions, I often began with "Hm hm. And, 
um, what...?", indicating the essentially 'interviewing nature' of the talk. Such 
contextualisation conventions (Gumperz, 1982) signal shared expectations as part of the 
interaction. I therefore view the interview as discursive practice, rather than 'the English 
of an ESL student,' crediting the participants' responses as Firth (1996) suggests as 
being traly "deserving of unprejudiced description" (p. 241). 
In what follows, I use data from the three interviews to consider the theme of 
enacting identity, first at Newnham High's on-arrival program, and secondly at high 
school. I then outhne some themes relating to each of the three students. 
Note on transcription symbols 
The following conventions, based on Psathas (1995) were used in the transcript. 
(.) untimed micro-interval 
(2.0) 2 second pause 
T rising intonation 
good underlining indicates emphasis 
(( )) transcriber's description 
[ overlapping talk 
3.5 ON ARRIVAL AT NEWNHAM 
I described in section 3.1 above aspects of Newnham High which are designed to help 
migrant and refugee students feel comfortable in the face of the dislocation and loss 
experienced by many of them in moving to Australia. Even in the most congenial of 
school environments, arriving as a migrant or refugee smdent evokes many different 
responses. Antonio, the Salvadorean student, hints at the trauma involved for him. 
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R: And what was it like at first, when you first arrived? 
A: was (2.0) shockingt. Cause, no-one from my home (.) does speak English 
at the first time, so was hard. Because we didn't know that we have to know 
English, you know, to (4.0)... 
R: To live heret 
A: Yeah 
R: You didn't realiset 
A: No, I didn't realise that. 
Having moved here in a hurry as political refugees, Antonio's family were unprepared 
for the necessity of speaking English in Australia. By contrast, arriving from Bosnia 
with virtually no English, Neta described her arrival at Newnham in this way: 
N: Well it was really weird (.) but when you came (.) when (.) when you come 
to Newnham, you see all the people that don't really speak English, so you 
just become part of them... 
Neta felt immediately part of this group, in which everyone who doesn't speak Enghsh 
is a member. The common ground, in addition to being 'from elsewhere,' amounts to 
being 'not English speaking' or 'learning to speak English.' This common ground also 
constitutes a shift in identity for these students. As mentioned before, what the students 
share is a developing proficiency in English. Neta also stated that "you think you know 
English when you're at Newnham High," stressing the sense of security which is 
engendered by the school. She explained this feeling in the following way. 
N: Because teach (.), teachers help you feel that way, when you do a test or 
something like that, they give you a good mark (.) and then, then you go to 
other classes. If you're really bad, you know, not, not knowing nothing, 
you go to.(1.0) I've forgotten now how they're called, but you know, 
people over there know, like (.) by the level you know... 
Neta was referring to the numbering of rooms, and the insider knowledge at Newnham 
that certain rooms corresponded to certain levels in English, although this is never made 
explicit by the school. When reminded of the numbering, she added, "Yeah, yeah, and 
when you come to Room 4, that means hke, you know, you are ready to go to high 
school. And that's how you know." This was the knowledge of 'people over there,' 
her category for Newnham students. 
Newnham plays a significant role in providing images of 'Australian' culmral 
identity and social practices to students. Both Neta and Tien, the Vietnamese student, 
remembered these activities. 
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R: Are there other things at Newnham that support the kids in leaming and in 
fitting in? 
N: Yeah like we have everything that people have here [at high school]- we had 
swimming camivals... going to ...I think we went, we went to excursions 
and camps and everything. And we had people coming from other schools 
talking to us, about high school, especially people who went to Newnham 
before and then come back to tell us how is it, in real school and all that. 
It seemed significant that Neta categorised those who came back to visit Newnham as 
people from "real school." They knew what 'real school' was hke, as opposed to 
Newnham, which Neta implies is somehow not real. I reflected that by the implication 
'not real,' Neta meant not legitimate, in the sense that Newnham somehow lacked the 
symbolic capital that she now associated with regular high schools, which sort, assess 
and accredit. This was conjecmre, and I retum to the point later. Tien also commented 
on the activities which served as an introduction for students to some of the social 
practices common in Australian schools. 
R: Was there anything else that was good (.) about Newnham? 
T: Yes, like um, they teach us how to play sportt (.) because we don't know 
how to play sport at first (.). And swimmingT (.) we got swimming 
lessonsT , then um (.) we leam how to use the dictionary? 
Such activities helped build a sense of belonging amongst the Newnham school 
community, and gave them vital insights into mainstream school events. The swimming 
camival, it should be noted, was a first for most students, and generally has a sacrosanct 
status in Australian schools, being a major ritual in Febmary each year. 
3.5.1 Newnham, with hindsight 
There was a marked consistency in the three students' comments in regard to Newnham 
when they juxtaposed it with their first experiences at a regular high school. Although 
Newnham labels itself as an 'intensive reception centre,' for some reason, the students 
did not recall it as a context of strenuous language study. Tien put it this way: 
T: In a high school, it's like, like you have to catch up with the others? so you 
have to work harder? . Well, in Newnham you just, you know, just leam 
not very hard? . Not really really really hard but, you just leam. (.) In here, 
we have to like, (.)catch up, like that? 
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Neta made a similar comparison: 
N: But when you come to high school, it's really difficult, it's... you think you 
know English when you're at Newnham, or if you're getting really good, 
but when you come to high school, you just, you're just lost. 
Both Neta and Tien contrasted the 'easiness' of Newnham with the rigorous demands of 
high school. Recall that Neta had described the ex-Newnham students who came back 
as coming to talk about 'real school.' Neta and Antonio suggested the Newnham 
teachers led them to believe that they were quite good at English. They did this through 
'good marks on tests' and by promoting smdents through the class levels. The teachers 
therefore constmct certain students as competent language users. They, along with the 
rest of the adult school community, are sympathetic listeners, who use their 'ESL ears' 
to interpret utterances which may at times be difficult to understand. Antonio made a 
similar point, and added what was for him a serious consequence: 
A because you know Newnham, you say something and the teachers 
say,"Yeah, you're good, you're good." That's, to make you feel good, you 
know. But when you came here, you know that you can't espeak properly. 
Having observed over many years the dedication of Newnham teachers in developing 
units of work, assignments and research topics to teach and extend students in their use 
of English, I wondered how it was that the students described Newnham as a virtual 
honeymoon phase, where you thought you were good at English, but later discovered 
you knew next to nothing — where you thought you were accomplished, but found out 
otherwise when removed from the context. From where did this perception stem? Two 
interpretations need to be considered here. 
From a first account, it is plausible that social and hnguistic identity are so 
harmoniously integrated for students at Newnham, that few social and linguistic 
dissonances are experienced. Students may choose to remain largely in their first 
language group, or to use their developing English with other leamers. Those who 
choose to remain within the first language group are engaged in certain social practices 
appropriate to that group, and presumably their social identity expressed through that 
language is not challenged in any way. English is of course used in the formal language 
program, but it is often highly contexmalised, tied to activities, and with first language 
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and visual support. The classroom provides a non-judgmental environment, a safe and 
relatively unchaHenging space, with no summative evaluation, and no competitive ethos. 
At Newnham, students are able to identify themselves and their classmates as 
English language leamers. For many, there is also the possibility of first language 
friends. The school often has substantial groups of Mandarin and Cantonese speakers, 
along with Vietnamese, Bosnian and Spanish speakers. Antonio identified the presence 
of other Spanish speakers as one reason his English developed slowly. 
R: And, what about talking with the other students? 
A Oops, um, I think this is, happen all the time like that? . I was talking all the 
time with my brother, with my friends? ... from my country? , didn't speak 
too much with another, another... people, you know, yeah. 
R: So were you speaking in Spanish [a lot? 
A [Yeah, yeah, Spanish a lot. 
He contrasted this with the case of his sister, who had 'split' from her siblings and 
language group at Newnham, practised more and spoke English, as he said, "more 
quick than my brother and me." 
Using this integrative interpretation, Newnham can be represented using the 
following suggested framework (Figure 3.1), which is based on Gee's concept of 
identity as enacted through language use, social memberships and particular contexts. 
Figure 3.1 Enacting identity at Newnham 
LANGUAGE USE 
• 20-30 languages 
spoken 
• nascent Enghsh skills practised 
• sympathetic, non-judgemental 
listeners 
• can often speak with LI peers 
• academic language demands 
not great 
CONTEXT 
• small school 
• multiculmral 
• multihngual 
• supportive 
• bilingual support 
• low pupil teacher 
ratios 
MEMBERSHIPS 
• all are NESB 
• all are new to Australia 
• all are leaming English 
• camivals, camps & 
excursions 
• country of origin 
groups available for 
many 
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It can be seen that in terms of identity work, there is a degree of confluence here 
between memberships, language use and a literally purpose-built context. In other 
words, the supportive context of Newnham provides a medium of acceptance for 
students, in which membership is possible for a hugely diverse population; the speaking 
of languages other than English is the norm, and all attempts to speak English are heard 
sympathetically. The mainstream high school provides a number of contrasts to these 
synchronous interrelationships. 
There is however a second interpretation — which draws on the fact that these 
students were reporting 'what was,' but reporting in the here and now. Picking up on 
this contrast, their representation of Newnham is of one-who-has-left. In other words, 
they are enacting who they are now, while reporting what was going on then. This may 
also be represented in a simple diagram. 
Figure 3.2 Enacting the identity of a competent reporter 
LANGUAGE USE 
Using English to answer questions and 
report on past experiences and other 
phenomena. Participation in conversation; 
one-on-one interaction. 
CONTEXT 
Research 
Reflection 
MEMBERSHIP 
NESB mainstream Yarra 
High student, formerly an 
ESL student. 
It should be added that I heard their reports somewhat differently, depending largely on 
their communicative competence in the interview. For example, I heard Neta as a 
mainstream student talking about an ESL past, someone who was no longer a member 
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of 'people over there'; whereas I heard Antonio and Tien speaking as students who were 
still immersed in the problems of using English as a second language and of becoming 
mainstream members. 
3.6 AT HIGH SCHOOL 
At Yarra High School, the ESL unit is physically separated from the mainstream parts of 
the school, being on the top floor of the administration block, and separated from other 
classrooms. In addition to the strictures arising from what the students saw as their real 
limitations in Enghsh, this contributed to a difficult and isolated transition phase. Neta 
expands on this. _ 
N: We came to the school and like (.) I didn't have, I didn't have many friends, 
or most of the time I just stayed up here, up in ESL, because there was no 
people who spoke my language then. It was only me (1.0) So all these 
Australian people, they are nice but like, now they really won't, you know 
(.) talk to you. Now, when I know English, I was so confident in myself 
and everything. I can be with anyone I want. But then when I came, like, 
no one really didn't care, like you just (.) you're just by yourself ?. Most of 
the time I spent in ESL here. () It was really hard on you then. 
After the supportive environment of Newnham, the shift to high school, even via an 
ESL unit with supportive ESL teachers, can be a disorienting experience. For a while at 
least it is the end of the feel-good times. Having 'belonged' at Newnham, Neta was 
now very conscious of not belonging to the high school. She was cut off from people 
who spoke Bosnian, and from the Anglo Australian students, whom she felt didn't want 
to talk to her. How is identity represented when "you're just by yourself and no-one 
really cares? Note the contrast she inserts with "Now when I know English" — the 
shift that signals corresponding moves in memberships and contexts. Antonio described 
the move as "shocking." 
A But when you came here, you know that you can't espeak properly. Was 
shocking because I have to [move] with Australian guys at the first, so they 
(.) doesn't understand me. Was shocking, you know. 
The most shocking thing of all it seemed was his first contact with 'Australian guys,' the 
male, non-sympathetic listeners of the mainstream, the uncomprehending hearers of 
Antonio's English. For both Neta and Antonio, not being spoken to on arrival at high 
school, and not being understood or acknowledged as members of the mainstream are 
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reported as an undercutting of their identities as mainstream students, or indeed as 
students per se. 
For many students, the metaphor of being 'inside' or 'up here, up in ESL' seems 
to typify the position of the new ESL student at high school. Tien had said in regard to 
her transition to mainstream integration, "well when a teacher say that I'm ready to go 
out, I just go out, to mainstream English." The mainstream is thus outside, it is where 
you 'go out to,' when you are ready. Physically and semantically the boundaries are 
clear. In social and academic terms, the arbiter and gatekeeper is the ESL teacher. Neta 
described one student who was trapped, seemingly unable to make enough progress to 
survive beyond the boundaries of the ESL unit. 
N: I see heaps of people struggling, especially, I know this giri, and she spends 
the whole day in ESL and she still can't do assignments, can't do nothing. 
Some people really do stmggle over English. Like me, it's really easy, 1 
don't know, I'm lucky ... 
Neta's perception that the smdent "can't do assignments, can't do nothing" was a telling 
juxtaposition, hinting at the value placed on school English and academic work. If you 
can't do assignments, your identity as a student is under threat. The excerpt also shows 
that Neta does not include herself in the same category as this girl, that she has moved 
beyond the boundaries of the ESL unit. This is not to suggest however, that other 
boundaries do not exist or arise in the mainstream. 
Antonio spent very littie time in the ESL unit, as teachers wanted to integrate him 
as soon as possible because of his age. However he continued to feel immensely 
isolated, partly by his being several years older than the other students. He said, 
A I felt like um (2.0) I was almost (.) to stop coming to school, because I feel 
really bad? . I thought that I have to move to a TAFE*, or something like 
that (.) because with people my age, or older than me, but not like here. ... 
So I was just about to stop studying here, and move, yeah, I think 1 think 
was for a week or a month I feel a (4.0) like a breaking point or something 
like that, I dunno. 
* College of Technical and Further Education. 
Starting high school was clearly difficult emotionally for Antonio. It still seemed painful 
for him to talk about it. Once again, we can summarise and illustrate these students' 
early experiences of high school diagrammatically. 
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Figure 3.3 Enacting identity on arrival at high school 
LANGUAGE USE 
• you know you don't speak 'properly' 
• you're 'lost' 
• Australians don't talk to you 
• Australians don't understand you 
• 'heaps of people' are stmggling 
• you can use LI with friends 
CONTEXT 
• ESL unit separate 
• effective segregation of 
mainstream & ESL students 
MEMBERSHIP 
• LI group at lunch time 
• need to 'catch up' 
• don't have many friends 
The language-identity nexus: moving across boundaries 
In spite of a degree of convergence in the on-arrival contexts above, overall these three 
students had quite different stories to tell in relation to their experiences of leaming and 
using English and of school life. Different levels of English language competence also 
meant that I heard them differently, and as differently empowered within their new 
cultural and linguistic contexts. To further illustrate this point, I tum now to each of the 
smdents individually. 
3.7 NETA — COMMUNICATING, COMPETING AND 
CONFIDENCE 
When I asked Neta what had contributed most to her competence in using English, the 
following exchange ensued. 
R: Um, what things helped you to leam English? Think back - Newnham, 
ESL support ... other things. 
N: Well, first Newnham, and my really good advantage was that I had these 
two Bosnian girls? (.) that they bom here, and they speak English all the 
time, so I was a long time hanging around with them, and that's why ... 
R: at this school? 
N: No, they just (.) they don't go to school, they've finished school. 
From Neta's account, it was not the intensive centre, the ESL support unit or the high 
school which had been most useful in her acquisition of English, but her out of school 
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opportunities to use the language in social interaction with Australian bom peers (see 
Candlin & McNamara, 1989). Neta also tied her fluency in Enghsh to interactions with 
mainstream students at high school. 
N: And then if you find some fre..., if you're lucky enough to find some 
friends, like who are gonna be with you and you know, who like to be with 
people who are from different bakgrounds, then it's really good cause (.) 
because then you can practise English better and like, be competing better. 
Clearly not all high school smdents are potential friends for NESB students. Neta had 
identified and targeted people "who hke to be with people from different backgrounds." 
And she twice used the phrase "be with," a reminder that speaking means being with 
someone. She had used it before in relation to knowing English, which allowed her to 
"be with anyone" she wanted. Furthermore, she equated this social interaction with the 
chance to improve her proficiency and to compete socially and academically. 
Neta's understanding that being with friends was a chance to practise more and to 
compete academically with native speakers was an important one. Within a high school, 
competition is instimtionalised in the form of assessment, through assignments and 
exams. Migrant smdents are often acutely aware that they are 'behind the eight ball' 
when it comes to these matters, with research indicating many years are usually needed 
to be on an even footing with native speakers on standardised tests (Collier, 1989). Yet 
there are other modalities of competition in schools, as students position themselves not 
just academicaUy, but also linguistically and socially. They participate at various levels 
in the assessment games, the social games, and the cut and thmst of conversation. Their 
competence in Enghsh will in one sense determine their levels of participation. 
However, Neta's account draws attention to another important factor in the 
communication process. She states, "Now when I know English, I was so confident in 
myself and everything. I can be with anyone I want." Experiencing successful 
interactions in English was therefore a source of confidence and self-esteem, a notion 
she mentions several times in the interview. Her words "be with anyone" show her 
sense of security as a member of the mainstream group, and an awareness of the power 
that proficiency in Enghsh allows. I asked what allowed a student to 'be with anyone.' 
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R: Does it depend on whether you speak English? 
N: Yes, it does. That's the only reason. Because if you don't, you just don't 
feel confident, like to talk to them, to be with them, you know you think 
they don't like you, or something like that. When you know English, it's 
that you really feel confident. 
Neta's tum here shows the use of acknowledgment and conversational support in her 
confirmation of my suggestion as to the importance of speaking English and then her 
further elaboration with paraphrase and examples. In terms of content, the equation of 
Enghsh communication skills with social confidence came once again to the fore, 
together with her insight that not knowing the language means "you think they don't like 
you," that is, in the absence of any comprehensible interaction, we assume the worst, or 
perhaps read body language in a negative way. Such perceptions reverberate on the 
level of identity, as stressed by Partington & McCudden (1992). That is, our sense of 
identity is affected by how we think others see us. Later in the interview Neta recapped 
this point, with a focus on personality. 
A I don't know, sometimes depends on personality, like, if you are outgoing 
and you're friendly and want to talk to people, everyone's gonna accept you 
but if you're not, no-one's really gonna... but English yeah, it is a big 
advantage for, if you know Enghsh... 
What she is interpreting as personality may be just that, but her friendly, outgoing nature 
was also grounded in her home culture, her linguistic habitus (Bourdieu, 1991), her 
family background and her social class. Neta's perceptions were also coloured by a 
high degree of success within the social and academic discourses of the school. It is 
also worth recalling that these perceptions contrast with her initial experience at the 
school, when the Australian students did not, "you know, talk to you." I noted that 
Neta's discourse in this excerpt was also what I recognised as that of mainstream 
Australian smdents, or that was how I was hearing her. 
Neta's account suggests that speaking Enghsh, belonging, competing and feeling 
confident all feed into each other, and are essential in the process of integration, and in 
building a recognised identity within the school. Speaking English thus enables the 
smdent to take up a range of subject positions, in a confident and empowering way 
within the institution (Kress, 1985). She had also been acknowledged by Enghsh 
speaking students as having the authority to speak, thus achieving in her second 
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language, a confluence of language use, membership and social identity within the 
mainstream. Once authorised and recognised as a legitimate user of English by others, 
in a continuing self-transforming process, Neta's social identity at school was as a 
'student' like any other, not as a Bosnian student or an 'ESL kid.' 
In fact, this identity extended beyond school, to the general sense of her place in 
the world. When asked about the difficulties of adapting to a new language and culmre, 
she replied, 
A: For me, only problems, only problems were like, to forget my friends, to 
forget the life we had, that's all (1.0) I missed them so much the first year 
we came, but now... Cause my dad just came back from Bosnia, he went 
for a month over there. And he came last week and he said, like everything 
changed. And people were (.) people changed as well, and I don't, I just 
don't want to go, at all. Maybe just for a holiday or something, but I just 
feel like part of this now. I got so many friends, and we go out, and go to 
school and everything ... (I know) it's bad cause I don't miss it that much, 
but I would go for a holiday and things like that, but I wouldn't go back. I 
don't know, this life here suits me, everything here. Climate and 
everything. 
In terms of the second interpretation discussed earlier, Neta here has produced an 
account which shows high levels of cultural and communicative competence. I heard 
her as a speaker of English, a member of this school and this culture, reporting on the 
dilemmas of conciliating past and present identities. The thematic organisation within 
the narrative reveals three sections, namely, a) systematic detachment from former 
friends and country; b) a transition or resolution in "I just don't want to go" and c) her 
association with new friends, social activity and even the climate of her new country. 
The problem of forgetting, the guilt that "it's bad cause I don't miss it that much" and 
that she had no desire to retum, apart from a holiday — these were related to a past 
identity. A distancing in her talk, highlighted in the contexmalising reference to Bosnia 
as 'over there,' rather than 'home,' helped convey her positioning in regard to her 
former country. Her focus was clearly on the present, her friends, her school, going 
out, and 'everything.' These social practices, along with her linguistic adaptation, were 
to do with her present social identity, her confidence and social and linguistic 
competence in mainstream settings. On the other hand, she had spoken elsewhere of her 
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desire to finish school and move on, aware that she was two to three years older than the 
other students. She expressed hopes of studying law at university. 
3.8 ANTONIO—BEING OLDER, FEELING A PART, FEELING 
APART 
From what we know of language acquisition research, older leamers of a second 
language (or adults) often find it harder to achieve a native-like mastery of the language 
(Brown, 1987). In addition to linguistic factors, being older than virmally all of the 
mainstream peers may also affect a smdent's sense of identity, their membership of 
groups within the school, and the overall quahty of their experience of school. These 
issues did not create barriers for 20 year old Neta, who mentioned her age only once in 
the interview. On the other hand, Antonio, 21 in Year 12, saw his age as a serious 
problem, although he sometimes conveyed this with a sense of humour. 
At the start of the interview, he pointed out that he had been the oldest student in 
his class at Newnham. 
A Ah, at the first time, I felt, ah, hke (pause) I was apart, you know, from 
Newnham? Cause I was the oldest. 
R: You were apart ((a part? I wasn 't sure how to interpret this.)) 
A Yeah 
R: You're different. ((I opt for this interpretation.)) 
A Yeah. I felt like that. Because I was 20, (.) 19.1 feel apart, because you know I 
have to do things hke, uh, httle boys () you know, get into a group.. .yes, but (.) 
things changed when more people from my country came? to Newnham? Was 
another boy like me, a little bit older, yeah () 
Unsure whether I had heard 'apart' or 'a part,' I sought to clarify by using a paraphrase 
of one possible meaning. The message about having "to do things like, httle boys, you 
know, get into a group" was clear enough. Although he identified the new student as 
"another boy like me," it should be added that Antonio was physically very mature, tall 
and well-built, his long hair in a neat pony tail. To all appearances a man, it must have 
seemed strange to find himself in the beginners' class at Newnham, in which students 
are often tiny and twelve years old. 
He was also aware that at Newnham, he had developed 'more grammar than 
espeak,' as he explains in the following exchange. 
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R: And so you leamed to speak (.) 
A Yeah, I think I developed more grammar than espeak. 
R: And, what about tailing with the other students? 
A; Oops, um, I think this is, happen all the time like that? . I was talking all the time 
with my brother, with my friends? (2.0) from my country? , didn't speak too 
much with another, another (2.0) "people, you know, yeah°. 
R: So were you speaking in Spanish [a lot? 
A; [Yeah, yeah, Spanish a lot. 
With his statement, "happen all the time like that," it is unclear whether Antonio is 
offering a generalisation about NESB smdents or about himself. The point made refers 
to the use of the LI at Newnham. Antonio mentions he could speak Spanish with his 
brother and friends from El Salvador. Elsewhere he had stressed the patience of the 
Spanish speaking aide in working with both him and his brother. At Newnham, 
Antonio had been in a serious bind in terms of language acquisition and identity. He 
was older and bigger, but spoke practically no English. To try to do so would have 
revealed his limited English, and made him feel very vulnerable. Speaking Spanish was 
one strategy he used to avoid this, and he owned up to it freely, as shown in the overlap 
in his last mm above. But the drawbacks of speaking Spanish a lot hit very hard, when 
after six months at Newnham, he left this familiar environment and arrived at Yarra 
High School. 
Although the transition to high school meant that Antonio was placed in a Year 11 
group, therefore with older students, he was still several years older than his peers. His 
feelings about this were unresolved after twelve months at the school. 
R: Well what about now? 
A I feel good (pause) sometimes. Yeah, because (.) all the time I think (.) my age, 
yeah, that makes me feel, not so good. ... Many peoples here (2.0) doesn't 
know my age?. One day we went to a form meeting? . Um, one teacher was, 
like ah, doing the average of age or something like that. And he asked me about 
my age, and I said 20, and he goes "Eerrr?" 
R: ((laughs)) 
A Yeah, 20. And after that everyone was, "Antonio, you're really 20?" "Yeah, 
I'm really 20." Was hard to beheve it. ((giggled)) 
Identifying with the majority of smdents was clearly problematic for Antonio. And 
being the object of amazed increduhty seemed a barrier to any sense of belonging to the 
group. His artful constmction of this anecdote did not make it any less poignant. There 
had also been times when his age was implicated in more serious ways in his 
membership of the peer group. 
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R: Um, so (2.0) do you feel a part of this school now, or do you still feel you're not 
quite, you don't quite belong? How do you feel about that? 
A I think I got a problem with that. ° Yeah° (.) I didn't (4.0) went to the formal? 
((Year 12 dinner dance)) 
R: Yeah. Why? 
A^  I just (2.0) I didn't feel like it. 
His last comment here was produced with hesitation, along with an indefinable but clear 
signal that I should not pursue it. School formals are major rites of passage for virtually 
all senior mainstream students. To not attend means simply that you are not a member, 
that you are marginal in some way. It is significant that in answer to the question about 
feeling a part of the school, Antonio selected this powerful cultural particular, knowing 
the kind of symbolic capital that attached to the formal. In doing so, he singled it out as 
symbolic of his not belonging. 
He also recounted an incident in which he'd been in serious trouble with the 
school administration after going out with a Year 11 girl from the school. I was stmck 
again with the image of this gentle and good-looking young man, in a school boy's 
uniform, being treated like a child. While it is understandable that the school was 
concemed about a young man of 21 involved with a 16 year old Year 11 student, the 
issue arose because Antonio was also a smdent at the school. Antonio felt age to be a 
real barrier to a sense of belonging to the groups at Newnham and at high school. At 
the same time, his sense of identity as a 21 year old male was denied expression at 
school. 
Although Antonio's time in school had been difficult in many ways — on the 
verge of completing Year 12 he described it as his "last chance" to leam English — he 
had a clear sense that his sense of belonging was tied to leaming the language. I asked 
what had been most useful to him in terms of "fitting in," to which he replied, 
A I think leaming English, because when I was like ah, five months ... uh, stay 
here, I was hke ah, really bad, felt very bad. My whole family, because without 
friends, without (2.0) you know (2.0) But I think everything is becoming OK, 
when you leam English, and you get into it, this society or something like that. 
R: Do you think you have to leam English to get in? 
A Yeah. 
Leaming English facilitates 'getting in' to society. Using English is a prerequisite to 
being accepted as a member by the group, hence its importance for social identity. The 
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opposite also seemed tme, with language difference serving as a boundary of social 
interaction and empowerment. Although Antonio was keen to stay in Australia, he told 
me that he felt he didn't have enough English to get into university. This was a further 
boundary to cross. He wanted to study a lot more Enghsh, but was fearful and at a loss 
as to how to do that after leaving school. 
For Antonio the process of integration was complicated by being a male several 
years older than his year level peers, but the language-identity-membership link was still 
critical. His encounters witii Australian male students had been the most disconcerting 
for him. The girls in his year level had by his account reacted quite differently. 
A; I have a group of friends, uh, girls. They help me a lot, when I say 
something wrong () like that, just like that. But the first time, they was just 
listen me, and if I say something wrong, they just, 'ah it's alright.' And 
then I said to them that (they) commit a mistake, they can, you know (2.0) 
R: correct you? 
A- Yeah, correct 
From the beginning, therefore, girls were more interested, supportive, and better 
listeners. If he made a mistake in English, they had reassured him it was alright, clearly 
showing more tolerance for his accent and variety of English than male students had 
done. Antonio's age identity was possibly incompatible with schoolboy membership, 
and this also meant acquiring English was harder. Tsolidis (1997), in her study of 
NESB smdents in Australian schools, reminds us that how we perceive and identify 
ourselves relates strongly to how we are seen (and I would argue heard) by others. For 
over two years, this was a source of anguish for Antonio. It is also worth noting that 
how dominant group members talk about others has an effect on those who are 
'othered' (van Dijk, 1997b). My inmition was that Antonio had felt the effects of such 
talk often. 
3,9 TIEN — ENGLISH, CULTURE AND MEMBERSHIP 
Tien, 16, was younger than Neta and Antonio, and in some ways less confident in her 
use of Enghsh. However she had been in Australia longer, almost four years. When I 
first asked her about Newnham she raised, among other things, the topic of culture, as 
shown in the following excerpt. 
R: What was difficult? 
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T: [?] the cultures, and especially how, we don't know how to speak English? 
, at all? , and (.)we don't know anyone in Australian, we don't have any 
friends? . Then we go to Newnham (.) that's (where) we start. 
Newnham was where she perceived that she and her brothers 'started.' It was a start in 
more senses than one. hi fact, Newnham did not just launch them on the pathway to 
high school by providing ESL, but went some way in meeting ah of the needs and 
difficulties she mentioned in this excerpt — speaking English, knowing someone in 
Australia, having friends, and leaming 'cultures' (Tien consistentiy pluralised this 
word). The following longer excerpt shows a number of key values which Tien 
attached to Newnham as a school, to ESL leaming and to culture. 
T: It's a high school, but it's smaller than the high school. And the teachers is 
(.) they're nice, they help a lot, they're very helpful. And we leam (.) we 
leam to speak Enghsh? , and they teach us, and they're just joking, you 
know they make a lot of jokes? , so we got, uh, we very happy there, a 
happy time. Um. 
R: And um: (.) what skills did you work on most do you think at Newnham 
T: Um, speaking and (.)writingT (.) English? . And we practised to do some 
oral? mm, (.) and make some friends? (laughs) 
R: Sorry? 
T: Make some friends? 
R: Yes. Um, what do you think helped you at Newnham, to leam, and to 
become part of (.) Australian culmre? 
T; Well, um to get used to the Australian culmres? . Like we leam how to 
speak politely, mm, and (.) to say hello and be nice to people? (.), you 
kiiow, and we leam everything like that. Manners. 
R: Was there anything else that was good (.) about Newnham High? 
T: Yes, like um, they teach us how to play sport? (.) because we don't know 
how to play sport at first (.). And swimming? (.) we got swimming 
lessons? , then um (.) we leam how to use the dictionary? , mm yeah I 
spose-we-have-to use-the-dictionary, and (.) read some books a lot, English 
books. I think, I think that's ah. 
There are several things to note in this excerpt. First, Newnham High was characterised 
in Tien's account by good-humoured and humorous teachers, friends, sport, swimming 
and books, especially the dictionary. Second, for Tien, leaming English involved the 
dictionary, practising 'orals', speaking, writing and reading lots of books. Later in the 
interview, as she spoke of high school, which was much 'harder' than Newnham High, 
she also said her English smdy consisted of leaming about "noun and verbs and 
everything like that, to read books and to read faster a bit. And how to spelling, and do 
the essay." Her focus was therefore squarely on the mechanics of English, and on what 
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she felt she needed for classes and assignments, rather than on broader issues of 
communication. 
Third, Tien's notion of culture was closely linked to 'manners.' Here she saw 
becoming part of a new culture as the process of leaming "how to speak politely, to say 
hello and be nice to people, you know, manners." This experiential value of culture was 
repeated later in the interview. 
R: And living with an Australian foster parent, does that help you understand 
other things about the culture? 
T: Yeah, it does too. [?] teach me how to um, leam the table manners? (.) and 
how to be polite, and um: (.) you know... 
Here the culmre of the home is tied specifically to table manners, in what I found an 
unexpected interpretation of the term 'culmre.' I was interested in how she had made 
this link, and prompted to probe a little further what she meant by the word 'culmre.' It 
occurred to me also that she used the plural 'culmres' possibly because she viewed it as 
a synonymous form of 'manners.' 
R: When you think of Australian culture, what does that mean? (.) What does 
Australian culmre mean for you? 
T: WeU 
(4.0) 
When this brought no response (or not promptly), I continued, 
R: You know you come here, you have a new language and a new culture, and 
you have to leam the new language, and you have to leam the new culture 
too and fit into school (.) in a new country. Are there certain things you 
have to know? 
T: I think that's a lot for me to know. About a cultures and language and fitting 
everything in here? That's a lot for me, but if anything else that should um 
leam, I will (.) I should. 
This was a difficult moment in the interview. The long pause after my initial question 
was the first indication that my question was problematic. I tried to simplify it, in terms 
of listing 'things you have to know.' It was then that the smallest hint of indignation 
crept into Tien's voice, and I understood that 'culmre' is just too elusive and complex a 
concept for students (in any language) to grasp easily. Her slightiy defensive intonation 
indicated to me that Tien apparently thought I was implying there were other things she 
should leam, that she had heard "you have to leam the new culmre too" as an imperative 
form, rather than as a generalised speculation designed to stimulate a further response. I 
also noted that she had very efficientiy summarised exactiy what I had said. 
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incorporating key terms I had used in sequence — culture, language, and fitting in. I 
now mm to the role of membership in Tien's representation of her identity, as shown by 
the cohesive use of pronouns within her account. 
Pronouns and membership 
The relational modality of personal pronouns reveals insights into the positioning of the 
speaker in regard to the spoken. In addition, the pronoun 'we' also indicates 
membership of, or identity with, specific groups. Unsurprisingly, the same word 'we' 
may therefore refer to several distinct groups, and its meaning is both implicit and 
sometimes ambiguous. In the following examples from the interview with Tien, I have 
interpreted Tien's use of 'we' as relating to quite disparate groups. These groups or 
meanings are indicated in brackets. 
1. we don't know how to speak Enghsh, at all?, and (.)we don't know anyone 
in Australian, we don't have any friends?. 
[family] 
2. Then we go to Chelmer (Newnham High) (.)that's (where) we start. 
[Tien + her two brothers] 
4. And we leam (.)we leam to speak English, and they teach us, and they're 
just (.) joking?, you know they make a lot of jokes?, so we got, uh, very 
happy there, a happy time. Hm. 
[Newnham High students] 
4. And we had, we leam about (.) um, about noun and verbs and everything 
like that?, to read books and to read faster a bit. And how to spelling?, and 
do the essay? 
[ESL support unit students at high school] 
5. we mix everywhere, but in lunch time or something, or morning tea, we just 
go to our friends, our Vietnamese friends because sometimes we just 
practise to speak Vietnamese, or English as well. Sometimes we just miss, 
you know, each other, so we just talk. [Tien and her Vietnamese girlfriends] 
In the context of our dialogue, these meanings seemed quite clear, and reveal Tien as a 
member of at least five groups. Significantly in the interview transcript, there is no 
example of 'we,' referring to Tien and other high school students in general, that is, 
encompassing both migrant and other Australian students. 
Her lack of membership within the collectivity of Yarra High smdents was also 
evident in another instance. At one point, there was a shift in relational modality from 
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the second to the first person pronoun, which showed Tien's ability to generalise, but 
also showed where her sense of identity lay. 
In a high school, it's like, like you have to catch up with the others?, so you 
have to work harder?. Well, in Newnham you just, you know, just leam 
not very hard. Not really really really hard but, you just leam. (.) In here, 
we have to like, (.)catch up, like that?. 
Although the pronouns all refer to migrant students, the instances of 'you' are 
generalisations relating to her former friends and peers at Newnham High. In the final 
'we,' she places herself clearly and specifically in her present NESB group, the group 
that has to catch up. When asked about this feehng, she adds, "Well because we want 
to know more Enghsh, to speak to Austrahan people, and leam English to get a good 
job." Again, it is clear that she does not see herself as a member of the dominant 
mainstream group, 'Austrahan people.' The 'we' refers to migrant students, or perhaps 
to Vietnamese smdents. 
Speaking, confidence and membership 
In addition to the relational values of the pronoun 'we' discussed above, which cast light 
on her positioning within particular groups, there were other aspects in Tien's account 
relating to identity and membership. I was interested particularly in her transition from 
Newnham High to high school, and then from the high school ESL unit to the 
mainstream. Asked if she had felt ready to leave Newnham High (after seven months), 
she said, "Yeah, sort of, but I, I don't have any confidence about that, but you know (.) 
((smiles)) give it a try." One could speculate that confidence is a critical factor in 
speaking a second language, given the very public nature of speaking, even to one 
person. How much more vulnerable must a migrant smdent feel when that person is a 
native speaker of English, or a teacher, or when there is a group or whole class of native 
speakers watching and listening. The risks are great, and the pay-offs or penalties in 
terms of social practice inescapable. I asked if she felt part of Yarra High, to which she 
replied. 
Now I do. Cause I been about nearly two years here. And, yeah.(1.0) I think 
(1.0) I feel like I'm a part of this school. And I know a lot of friends? so that's 
confidence about that. 
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Confidence in this sense is tied to friends, and the process of gaining both can take 
months or years. As seen in the extract below, gaining friends may not mean gaining 
acceptance within the mainstream, or achieving full social participation. It should be 
added that I had recentiy taught ESL in this school for one term and on many occasions 
had observed the lunch time groupings of some students. 
R: I noticed at lunch time you sit mostly with your Vietnamese girifriends. Do 
you also mix with the other students? Is that easy? 
T: Um, only in class time, we mix everywhere, but in lunch time or something, 
or moming tea, we just go to our friends, our Vietnamese friends because 
sometimes we just practise to speak Vietnamese, or Enghsh as well. 
Sometimes we just miss, you know, each other, so we just talk. 
The most significant social interaction between smdents in schools takes place in the 
breaks, at recess and at lunch. Tien's idea that "only in class time, we mix everywhere" 
was more a description of the class composition than of the social interaction possible in 
such settings. The key interaction times were eating times, and these she spent with her 
Vietnamese friends, often using her first language. Talking was connecting, a way to 
overcome the "missing," a way of drawing on the resource of their Vietnamese 
identities. It has also been noted that such talk is cmcial for girls, a way of representing 
the social and moral order, of including and excluding others, and of caring (Nilan, 
1991). 
Given her limited interaction with native speakers at school, apart from listening to 
her teachers, Tien's Australian accent was probably explained by her home simation. 
She had been in a foster home for almost a year, in a family of two adults and four small 
children. It was a very supportive and stable family, in which Enghsh was the only 
language used. One could surmise that the children provided Tien with lots of intensive 
language practice, in a very non-threatening way. Tien explained, ".. .before I got a 
hard life, but now it's calmed down a lot." It was in fact Tien's fourth home in three 
years, and according to a brief sketch by her ESL teacher, "calmed down a lot" would 
be a considerable understatement. Her membership within this family was described by 
Tien's teacher as a major stabilising influence in her life, and had resulted in good 
progress in school, after a very unsettied year. It also facihtated regular two-way 
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communication between home and school, which Tmeba (1989) suggests is a 
significant factor in the acculmration of minority students. 
The interview with Tien revealed aspects of her competence within the framework 
of this kind of formalised dialogue, and indeed in this form of social interaction, even 
though it was an unfamiliar one. However, in terms of hnguistic and informational 
content, the talk remained on an everyday, literal level, sometimes lacking in thematic 
cohesion. She stuck to mundane particulars and pat phrases, with littie elaboration. The 
transcript also reveals a very basic interview format, of question and answer, in which 
she does not take the initiative or extend beyond generally brief responses. 
Nevertheless, Tien's level of English, along with a more settied home environment, had 
allowed her virtually full integration into mainstream classes, to experience some 
success in her subjects and to feel part of the school at last. Yet at school, socially she 
remained within her language group. It was not clear in this one brief encounter why she 
was not yet a full member of a mainstream group. 
3.10 CONCLUSION 
These interviews raised a number of issues for me as researcher. First, they revealed 
the different levels of accounting inherent in the interview as simated encounter. On one 
level, the students were telling their stories, tracing their own pathways from arrival to 
mainstream. On another level they were representing themselves to me from their 
present positions of mainstream high school students, reporting reflexively and 
retrospectively on the way things were. As interviewer, I had set up this then-and-now 
contrast. Second, what was said in the interviews was dramatically inflected by the way 
in which it was said, which also had consequences for the way I heard the responses 
and accounts. It seems obvious, but the more work I had to do as listener, the less I felt 
I understood these smdents' identity positions. In this sense, their competence in 
speaking English had a direct influence on the degree to which their constmction of 
identity was available to me. I labelled talk with Tien as a 'formalised dialogue,' 
whereas talk with Neta seemed like a chat. Finally, the students' representations of 
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themselves in a way I could relate to, had a bearing on the establishment of empathy 
within the interview, which further affected how I heard. 
The interviews also revealed that the constmction of identity is a complex process, 
involving social memberships and practices, particular institutional contexts and 
language use. For NESB smdents, each change of context creates a dismption of some 
kind, in which their language use and memberships are dramatically affected. Although 
it is a simplification, one could say that the arrival program at Newnham provided an 
environment where all students could be a part of at least one group: the group that 
"don't really speak Enghsh," and many were also part of a first language group. In 
spite of multiple racial, ethnic and linguistic differences, there seemed little dissonance in 
terms of the identities being enacted. An exception is perhaps the fact of Antonio's age, 
and the ways he used to get around this. In contrast to Newnham however, issues of 
language competence, and particularly the ways these smdents were heard, altered 
essentially at high school. This was the place where others did not understand you or 
talk to you, where you stmggled, and stayed alone in ESL, where you had to catch up, 
where you relied on other speakers of your language for company, until some 
communicative competence in English was achieved. 
For Tien and Antonio, these issues were still alive, in different ways, after more 
than two years. Neta and Antonio were almost the same age, but provided quite 
contrasting images of the language-identity nexus. Neta, by her own account, was more 
outgoing, seeing chances for interaction as oppormnities to compete with mainstream 
smdents. She spoke the mainstream language; she was comfortable in the mainstream 
context; and she was a fully fledged member (able to fly beyond the ESL nest) of that 
group, even musing that she now had more Australian than Bosnian friends. Unlike 
Tien and Antonio, she had become audible to users of the dominant discourse, moving 
across ethnic and linguistic boundaries, using her new language to form new 
memberships in new contexts. The interviews with these students thus provided a 
number of insights which were to inform the main study, namely: 
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1. Second language interviews are viable and fmitful objects of analysis. Of interest 
in the analysis are referential and indexical meanings, retrospective accounting, 
and the social, linguistic and cultural competences of the speakers. 
2. Gee's (1996) idea of how identity is enacted through social memberships, 
particular contexts and language use is a useful way to conceptualise the processes 
of identity and representation. It provides important insights, for example, into 
the contrasts between Newnham's reception program and mainstream high school. 
3. Contexts outside of school are critical in the development of competence in 
speaking English. 
4. Speaking Enghsh is related to the development of confidence, and the sense that 
one is able to compete or to be with anyone at school. 
5. The processes and the effects of inclusion and exclusion are felt closely by NESB 
students, whether they relate to language use, age, gender or culture. 
These insights seemed significant to me, although they stemmed from just three 
preliminary interviews. In Chapters 5 to 8, which report the main study, the 
methodology extends to other forms of data as well as interviews, and to other sites of 
representation. The methodology used is discussed in some detail in the chapter which 
follows. 
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CHAPTER 4 
IMETHODOLOGY 
The research methods we choose say something about our views on what 
quahfies as valuable knowledge and our perspectives on the namre of realitv 
(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 5) 
The participants speak and I record and selectively re-present their voices. ... I 
hear their voices in my ears, and I speak my words, conditioned by my place in 
historical social movement and by the language and analytical resources 
available to me. (Wexler, 1992, p. 2) 
4.0 O V E R V I E W 
Given the shift from second language acquisition perspectives to a more social view of 
language outlined in Chapter 2, and the exploratory, interpretive namre of the research 
problem, there were specific methodological criteria for the design of this study. 
Clearly it was essential to create a fit between the research questions and the 
methodological design (Larsen-Freeman and Long, 1991). Second language research 
has long been dominated by experimental methods, questionnaires and elicitation tasks 
(Rampton, 1995). The need to broaden the focus of qualitative research to include 
issues of language, representation and social organisation has been stressed by 
Silverman (1997), and was central to this study. In qualitative research, Wolcott 
(1990) suggests that participants should be regarded as people, rather than subjects, 
and the cases of particular people constitute the core of data in this thesis, which 
reports a longitudinal qualitative study of ten migrant students over a sixteen month 
period. Five of these students provide the focus for the major data chapters. 
If we broaden the language focus of the research to include an understanding of 
social contexts, representation, and discourse, we can infer a methodology which has 
four critical characteristics or criteria. First, it will look at language in a sociocultural 
mah-ix, which shows sensibihty not just to proficiency in a second language, but to the 
social and cultural sahence of language use. Second, it must reveal contextual features 
in local settings. Third, it must incorporate an emic perspective, the voice and 
subjectivities of both participant and researcher present in the writing. Finally, it must 
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allow for ongoing flexibility in the data collection and analysis, drawing on whatever 
fields prove productive for the project (Nelson, Treichler & Grossberg, 1992). What 
methodological choices are possible within the framework of these characteristics? 
Clearly, case study and ethnographic approaches have the potential to satisfy all four 
features mentioned, but can also accommodate a focus on issues of language, 
representation and social organisation. 
Homberger (1995) has outiined the importance of hnguistically informed 
approaches, particularly discourse analysis, to ethnographic research. She writes, 
"notions of situated discourse and multiple and alternative social roles and identities 
... are fundamental to all of the sociolinguistically informed approaches to 
ethnography" (p. 244). However smdies concemed with social identities have often 
been resistant to incorporating methods such as discourse analysis, and reluctant to 
theorise how social actors position themselves and are positioned by discourse 
(Antaki, 1996). In the light of this, and the four criteria above, qualitative case study 
incorporating understandings from ethnographic approaches and discourse analysis 
seemed a clear choice. In what follows, I explore the links between the criteria above 
and the possibilities of case study as an approach. 
4.1 LANGUAGE IN A SOCIOCULTURAL MATRIX 
Although case study and ethnographic approaches have a long tradition in qualitative 
research, there are relatively few case studies and ethnographies in second language 
research (Johnson, 1993; Miller, 1997a, 1997b; Nunan, 1992). One exception is case 
studies of individual language leamers, but the focus in such studies has 
overwhelmingly been on the acquisition of particular linguistic features by the subject. 
In preceding chapters, I have argued that discourse or language in use cannot be 
viewed in isolation from social and cultural contexts. There is no obvious linear 
relationship between living in Australia and acquiring and using English, and to 
understand how the latter is achieved by migrant students, we need to look at 
individual contexts. Contextual diversity implies a focus in discourse research which 
includes what is said, but also looks at how and why it is said that way, what is not 
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said, how the hearers hear what is said, and what the consequences of speaking and 
hearing that way might be. 
A central notion in this study is that of competence in discourse. It is tied to the 
expression of identity, and without some English language competence, no data could 
have been collected from the student participants. However I have not sought to 
measure students' levels of proficiency in spoken or written English, to cahbrate their 
competence using band scales, or to compare them with a mythical and idealised 
native speaker. I have not chosen to examine interlanguage, code-switching, a 
particular grammatical feamre or errors. There were no tests, and no gradings. My 
focus was on eliciting talk, listening to the students, and observing their interactions 
and their communications in a number of settings. Preserving the integrity and 
contextuality of the participants' accounts, central to case study, are essential in a 
qualitative approach (Baker, 1986). The contexts of discourse also provide insights 
into the ways in which language use and language users are socially and culturally 
situated (Gee, 1996). Different schools, ESL classrooms, mainstream classrooms, 
playgrounds, staff rooms, meetings outside of school and phone calls are just some of 
the sites in which the discourse occurred. Documenting these contexts required 
extensive participation and observation over time, as suggested by Athanases and 
Heath (1995), who also draw attention to the need for a sensitivity to contexts and the 
ways these interrelate. Athanases and Heath advocate an acceptance of "language 
norms on their own terms" (p. 267-8), which in the context of this study, I interpret as 
an acknowledgment of the discourse of second language speakers not as a defective 
version of standard English, but as a meaningful, communicative variety of English in 
itself. 
Within the materials reported in this smdy, drawn from the early phases of 
English acquisition by the students, there are many reminders that English is not the 
first language of these students. While the analysis does not shy away from these, they 
are not the main focus. Case studies were selected as a means of locating these 
linguistic minority students within their varied sites of activity and participation, and a 
means of understanding how the students constmcted, and were constmcted by. 
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language use within these sites of representation (also see Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 
Schiffrin (1994) points out that in any type of discourse analysis, linguistic forms and 
meanings operate in tandem with social and cultural meanings. Case study provides 
the means for situating discourse within a sociocultural matrix, and for appreciating 
that linguistic identity may be "socially defined and interactionally negotiated" 
(Rampton, 1995, p. 323), hence the use of cross-site observations. The importance of 
context is further discussed in the next section. 
4.2 CONTEXTUAL FEATURES IN LOCAL SETTINGS 
Locating linguistic minority smdents within their local contexts represents a significant 
shift of focus in second language research, from the general to the specific, and from 
the universal to the local. It is here in actual specific interactions that insight into the 
processes of inclusion and exclusion of the speakers of non-dominant languages 
emerge; here that we begin to understand the social conditions of communication 
(Bourdieu, 1993), that is, the conditions that make it possible for some groups to 
participate in particular discourses (Giroux, 1992); here that we might understand how 
such speakers hear others, and are heard by others. Brodkey (1992) also stresses that 
providing local contexmal detail is the only way for language researchers to avoid a 
"naive empiricism" in their work (p. 298). 
Both case studies and ethnographic approaches encompass careful attention to 
context, as well as prioritising multiple levels of experience which connect the 
interactions of everyday life with cultural forms (McRobbie, 1996). The implication is 
that these approaches keep open the fertile interfaces between social interactions and 
organisation and cultural texts and textual practices. The aggregation of specific 
events collected in such studies is not viewed as constitutive of a coherent or collective 
whole, but rather as a "disparate collection of resources around which individuals have 
to navigate" (Baszanger & Dodier, 1997, p. 16). Baszanger & Dodier suggest the term 
combinative ethnography for this approach. They stress that individuals move 
between and across contexts, and that the researcher's role is to demonstrate the 
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harmonious or conflicting combinations emerging from the multiple contexmal 
conamitments in individual cases. They write further. 
Accumulation and processing of these cases can be likened to an 
ethnographic casebook, which is gradually enriched by new examples 
displaying new forms of activity and patterns of articulation, (p. 17) 
It seems likely that such a process will reveal the disparate influences within any field 
of activity, rather than a neat and unified whole. This also seems highly appropriate to 
the study of language acquisition and use. 
Research methods which accommodate language leaming as discourse 
acquisition or which focus on language use, work very well outside of formal leaming 
environments, but they also provide new ways of looking at language use in 
classrooms (Homberger, 1995). Although classrooms are sites in which speciflc forms 
of discourse and textual practices occur (van Lier, 1988), they are nonetheless real and 
consequential contexts which play a vital role in the lives of most students for at least 
twelve years. Whereas much traditional classroom research in SLA has focused on 
concems with observation schedules and cause-effect relations, restoring the social 
context allows us to understand that such cause effect relations are a very simplified 
and partial view of what students are experiencing (Miller, 1997a). 
Johnson (1993) argues that case study deserves to be more widely used in the 
study of language leaming and acquisition. She writes. 
Case studies allow us to gain a more holistic view of teaching and leaming 
in context and provide a way to take important personal, social, and 
cultural phenomena into account, (p. 9) 
As a means of tracking variability across sites, cases provide a way into the profoundly 
locally embedded worlds of the participants, and allow for the fact that these worlds 
may vary considerably. In case study, the details of local contexts inevitably reveal 
idiosyncracies and anomalies between cases (Adelman, Jenkins & Kemmis, 1976; 
Stake, 1988; Wolcott, 1988), but these often become a primary focus of the 
researcher's interest. Richert (1991) stresses that the situational nature of cases "is not 
incidental to the case, but rather centrally important to it" (p. 137). It is also worth 
recalling that the aim of case study is to "understand the particular in depth, not know 
what is trae of many" (Merriam, 1988, p. 175). 
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A frequent criticism levelled against qualitative interpretive research is that it is 
not generalisable to other contexts (Davis, 1995; Hammersley, 1992; Lazaraton, 1995; 
Nunan, 1992). Davis stresses that the strength of such interpretive studies is "that they 
allow for an understanding of what is specific to a particular group, that is, what can 
not possibly be generalised within and across populations" (p. 441). However the 
grounded theory which normally underiies these studies "allows for transfer to a wider 
range of cultures and social situations" (p. 441). Davis also places some of the onus 
for generalisability of interpretive studies on the reader. It has been argued that 
generalisability should not be seen as synonymous with the use of statistical sampling 
(Davis, 1995; Hanamersley, 1992). However, Hammersley emphasises that 
generalisability is sometimes part of the necessary trade-off for more detailed and 
accurate description. It should be added that while generahsability may not be a goal 
of the research, the need for credibility and plausibility remain. Furthermore, the key 
question of what is generalisable in any study may lead us to consider that the analytic 
themes (and not the specifics) may speak to a broad range of contexts and participants. 
4.2.1 Multiple data sources 
...the qualitative case study can be defined as an intensive, holistic 
description and analysis of a single entity, phenomenon, or social unit. 
Case studies are particularistic, descriptive and heuristic and rely heavily 
on inductive reasoning in handling multiple data sources. (Merriam, 1988, 
P-16) 
Given the need to locate discourse within a sociocultural context and to provide a 
comprehensive background of contextual detail, multiple data sources were integral to 
this study. This was both a preference and a pragmatic decision. However, the idea 
that cases are "a holistic description and analysis of a single entity" is problematic. 
That may be a goal, but the idea that we can grasp the whole of any entity is unlikely. 
Merriam's notion is somewhat singular and unitary, whereas cases are often far 
messier — there is a merging and blurring of borders, a partiality, as well as an 
awareness that data, analysis and understandings derived therefrom are fragmented 
and partial at best. A related argument can be found in narrative ethnography, which 
Baszanger and Dodier (1997) stress has radically challenged "any pretension to 
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totalisation on the part of the social sciences," and that "the revelation of a 
combinative mechanism between disparate or even contradictory forms of action 
within a given society" constitutes a more reasonable goal of research (p. 18). 
Although case studies are occasionally viewed as non-rigorous (Johnson, 1993: 
Nunan, 1992), multiple data sources are acknowledged as a key element for 
methodological rigour in this kind of work (Johnson, 1993), and are historically central 
to ethnographic approaches, which involve the researcher's presence in numerous 
micro-contexts of the field (Athanases & Heath, 1995; Watson-Gegeo, 1988). A range 
of contexts also implies different sets of data, which are also intrinsic to the integrated 
nature of cases (Merriam, 1988; Stenhouse, 1981) and an ethnographic casebook 
approach (Baszanger & Dodier, 1997). The notion that the case is integrated does not 
imply that it is complete, a neat whole discovered intact by the researcher. 
Assembhng the fragments into some kind of shape is perhaps a more apt description of 
what the researcher does. 
In this study, to gain a more contextualised picture of the day to day experiences 
of the students, data sources included semi-stmctured interviews, focus groups, 
classroom observation, the collection of work samples and school documents, student 
diaries, phone conversations with students, talks with mainstream and ESL teachers, 
and attendance at their staff meetings and moming teas. I also attended key school 
events and ceremonies such as a multicultural day, a multicultural symposium, and 
Anzac day, and collected media articles on ethnic minorities, migration and related 
issues. I discuss the core data sources in more detail below in section 4.5. 
4.3 THE EMIC PERSPECTIVE 
The emic or insider perspective has long been acknowledged as a strength of 
qualitative research into language use, particularly in case study and ethnography 
(Nunan, 1992; van Lier, 1988). It is related to what Erickson (1986) has termed the 
researcher's "frames of interpretation or schemata" (p. 140). In Watson-Gegeo's 
(1988) work on ethnography in ESL, she specifies that "emic refers to culturally based 
perspectives, interpretations, and categories used by members of the group under study 
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to conceptualize and encode knowledge and to guide their own behaviour" (p. 580). 
However, this notion may be broadened to include the "perspectives, interpretations 
and categories" of all participants, including the researcher. Allied to this is an 
acceptance of the reflexivity of the researcher, whose background, knowledge, 
decisions and reflections play important roles in the research process. 
There is therefore not one emic perspective, but several. These include those of 
the students, the teachers, the researcher, and in the final analysis, the reader, who 
becomes through the act of reading the interpretive and descriptive accounts, a 
participant in the research. There is a critical interplay of emic perspectives here. Van 
Maanen (1988) suggests that reflexivity forms part of the creative process of research, 
a process in which the participants' primary accounts are mediated by the researcher's 
secondary accounts. The researcher uses her background understandings, expectancies 
and knowledge "to make sense of 'appearances,' or the actual sequences she observes" 
(Smith, 1981, p. 313). Smith also stresses the active role of the researcher in the 
description and interpretation which follows from the observation. The active role of 
the reader in making up his or her own mind about the implications of a case have 
been emphasised by Stake (1988), Stenhouse (1981) and Adelman, Jenkins & Kemmis 
(1976). The reader thus brings to bear a third account, that of his or her own 
awareness and knowledge, in response to the data and analysis in the text (Miller, 
1996). 
In case study, the metaphor of the researcher as 'primary research instmment' 
has often been used (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Merriam, 1988). It is a metaphor that 
does not do justice to the multifaceted, intellectual, subjective and reflective nature of 
the job. Neither does it reflect the diverse and individualistic backgrounds which 
researchers bring to the task, including their skills, habits and first hand knowledge 
(Hammersley, 1992). As the researcher, I was positioned in a particular way from the 
outset. Having been a foreign language and ESL teacher for twenty years, and having 
worked in several schools with ESL programs, I felt close personal ties both to the 
schools and staff, and had a longstanding interest in NESB students generally. There 
could be no pretence of being a detached objective observer, and throughout the 
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research process I was aware of my own identity as an ESL teacher, and my presence 
within the study. 
My perspective and background also affected how I spoke to and was heard by 
these students and teachers, and how I analysed and interpreted the data. For example, 
I was not merely recording and analysing the language output of the students, but 
engaging them as joint participants in discursive work, in which my own voice was 
also present. This often meant modifying my own discourse to facilitate 
comprehension and interaction, a kind of foreigner talk featuring slower pace, 
simplified lexicon and syntax, repetition and paraphrase, confirmation of 
understanding and so on (Lightbown & Spada, 1993). Li Farrell's (1996) study of 
discursive and assessment practices in a multi-ethnic context, she emphasises that her 
own emic perspective was not only inevitable but essential to the analysis (see also 
Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). A sense of other identities that I may have claimed 
or had attributed to me was also clear to me at different times in relation to the 
participants. I may variously have been understood as adult native English speaker, 
sympathetic listener, researcher, confidante and colleague. It can be seen therefore 
that 'emic' is a comphcated notion, a gloss for a whole range of possible practices and 
approaches. 
In his ethnographic work on language classrooms, van Lier (1988) draws 
attention to what he calls the base line, common ground between the researcher and 
field, which underlies both description and interpretation. He writes. 
Behind the data set, however small, the researcher brings to the task 
whatever insights and experience may have accumulated over the years, 
and this is of cmcial importance. This knowledge constitutes the base line, 
a sense of common ground between observer and setting, which underlies 
efficient description and analytic work. (p.5) 
For me, there was a strong and unavoidable sense of 'common ground' — I felt at 
home at Newnham, the intensive reception centre for ESL students, in ESL staff rooms 
and classrooms, and in the corridors and playgrounds of most of the schools I visited. 
The problem was to work out how my own presence and activities impacted on the 
research process itself (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). It can sometimes be harder to 
discern significant pattems in the familiar than in what is less well known. Smith 
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(1981) suggests that our background knowledge of social stmctures in particular 
settings is "analogous to a grammar" (p. 336), which I take to mean that such 
knowledge constitutes the underiying understandings of the talk or interaction taking 
place in those settings. Our grasp of the way things are informs our account, but may 
need to be demystified for the hearer or listener, for whom the same knowledge and 
background cannot be assumed (Smith, 1981). 
Overall, my sense of involvement in the settings I was investigating served a 
methodological purpose, summed up as follows by Gumperz (1982). He writes, 
"What involvement does is create the practical knowledge which enables us to know 
which situations are best exemplars of the practices we need to analyse" (p. 10). For 
example, I drew on my experience in ESL to decide which situation might be most 
useful to include as data, which lessons to observe, which to include in the thesis. In a 
similar vein, Hammersley (1992) suggests practitioner researchers are often well 
placed to weigh up the many contingencies of the research process, because 
"experience is based on a synthesis of information and judgement from diverse 
situations that is sedimented over time in the form of skills, habits and knowledge-at-
hand" (p. 128). However Hammersley claims that there is no overwhelming 
advantage to being either an insider or outsider. I was both — ex-ESL teacher and 
university researcher. What I did find was that an insider knowledge of teaching made 
the classroom observation more immediate and more efficient in terms of information 
gamered in limited amounts of time. 
As someone with experience of and practical knowledge about ESL teaching and 
leaming, I tried to avoid being judgmental or overtly sympathetic, but sometimes 
throughout the research process, I was unclear as to my role and even purpose. In 
what follows, I will explore this in more detail. I understood from past research 
projects that the very fact of writing a descriptive or interpretive account entails the 
researcher's discemible presence on the page. This may appear overtly as 
commentary or interpretation, or more covertly in data selection, stmcture of the text, 
mode of expression or approach to analysis (Miller, 1996). Deciding on my own role 
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within and response to the data generation, analysis and writing was at times a source 
of uncertainty. 
4.3.1 Researcher reflexivity 
Within the paradigms of qualitative research he a range of idioms for apprehending 
and representing reality, along with the understanding that "every act of 'seeing' or 
'saying' is unavoidably conditioned by culmral, institutional and interactional 
contingencies" (Gubrium & Holstein, 1997, p. 1). Gubrium and Holstein remind us 
that qualitative methods connote not just techniques and procedures, but also a manner 
of viewing and talking about what is perceived. This should not mean that the 
researcher indulges in self-absorbed hyper-reflexivity, outpourings of autobiographical 
revelation, and continual hedging about the contingency of all research — a trend that 
has recently been widely criticised in the literature (Gubrium & Holstein, 1997; 
McLeod & Yates, 1997; Silverman, 1997). However there remains a fundamental 
place in the qualitative research process for researcher reflexivity. This relates to the 
growing awareness that "research procedure constmcts reality as much as it produces 
descriptions of it" (Gubrium & Holstein, p. 9). In what follows, I take a particular spin 
on the notion of reflexivity, as it related to my study. 
The research procedure, with all it entailed, but particularly as work essentially 
created and validated within an academic institution, became the focus for thinking 
about various dilemmas in the research, and about the research problem itself. 
Although I was not a neophyte researcher, I perceived strong parallels between the 
linguistic minority participants in my study — stmggling to leam a new language, 
while finding their place in a mainstream high school, and myself — stmggling to 
reach new levels of mastery in the rarefied discourse of the academy, while finding my 
own habitable niche within the university environment. They and I were apprenticed 
to a foreign discourse, which was dominant within our respective institutions, a 
discourse with its own linguistic and cultural grammar. As I teased out issues of 
identity for these students from the data, I also engaged my own identity as someone 
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working towards legitimacy in a new milieu. Discourse and identity lay at the heart of 
my concem. 
I was bom in Australia and had spent years in universities. So how was I hke 
these migrant students, speakers of other languages, so recently arrived in this 
country? A metaphor for my experience, as lived and felt, is provided by Lippi-
Green's language subordination model, which describes the denigration of non-
mainstream language varieties and the domination of 'standard' English. She outiines 
the following mechanisms in the subordination process: mystification of the language; 
the claiming of authority; generation of disinformation; trivialisation of the non-
dominant form; conformers held up as positive role models; explicit promises made 
for conformism and threats for non-conformism; and marginalisation of non-
conformers (see p. 68). Examples of how I think the metaphor works are shown in 
parallel below. 
a. Language is mystified 
For the NESB student: Mastery of specific genres are key to academic success. 
The metalanguage of such genres provides further hurdles for the students. For 
example, to write a short story, students must understand abstract concepts such as 
orientation, complication and resolution. 
For the PhD candidate: Academic discourse, at times convoluted to the point of 
incomprehensibility, is held up as successful (published) work. 
b. Authority is claimed 
For the NESB student: The ESL teacher keeps the gate to the mainstream. 
Production of school English as modelled by experts is a prerequisite, and emulation 
of mainstream accent and practices are the tickets to get through the gate. A 'native-
like' ideal is promulgated in proficiency levels. 
For the PhD candidate: Canonical texts and discourses are presented as 
exemplary practices by those apprenticed to and representing those practices within 
institutions. Journal editors and others wield a heavy hand in determining what 
counts as a legitimate academic text. 
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c. Misinformation is generated 
For the NESB student: Mainstream variants are established as correct; non-
standard usage is seen as defective and problematic. 
For the PhD candidate: Conflicting paradigms and incompatible methodologies 
are each offered as 'the true path' to academic excellence. The hegemonic view of 
academic curriculum emerges whereby some academics are dismissive of others; and 
the reality of 'camps' amongst researchers emerges. 
d. Non-mainstream language is trivialised 
For the NESB student: Mother tongue is not viable in the classroom, and finds 
its main school currency in the playground, where it carries no authority. 
Interlanguage is seen as problematic and not as an essential phase of acquisition. 
Emergent second language is seen by some to represent the cognitive or 
developmental stage of the student. 
For the PhD candidate: There is an insistence on the incorporation of specific 
canonical texts into theoretical work, and at times, the denigration of particular 
theorists or fields of academic endeavour by those working in other paradigms. 
Certain work is considered not to be serious, or politically correct, or sufficiently 
rigorous. Adherence to academic language protocols, genres and forms are enforced. 
e. Conformers are held up as positive examples 
For the NESB student: Native speakers, teachers and NESB students who have 
assimilated to mainstream practices are held up as representing the ideal. High 
academic achievers are taken as the standard against which others are measured. 
For the PhD candidate: Theses exhibiting use of appropriate hegemonic and 
canonical texts and methodologies are held up as models to be followed. Theses 
which have achieved their ultimate apotheosis as published books are proffered as 
ideals. 
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f. Explicit promises are made 
For the NESB student: If your English is good enough you will get good 
academic results, promotion in the system, tertiary entrance and employment. 
For the PhD candidate: If your thesis is passed you may get a job, or an article 
or book published. 
g. Threats are made 
For the NESB student: If your English is not good enough you will not get good 
academic results, promotion in the system, tertiary entrance or employment. 
For the PhD candidate: If you do not conform to the standards suggested above, 
doors will close. You will not be a Doctor of Philosophy. Exclusion from the 
institutionalised practices of research, teaching and publication are the consequences 
of not conforming. 
h, Non-conformers are vilified 
For the NESB student: There is vilification in the press and other media of those 
who come to Australia and do not master English quickly, along with the assumption 
that the onus for communication is entirely on the leamer. Low achieving students 
from various ethnic groups are stereotyped as representing their particular group. 
For the PhD candidate: Academic discourse is set up to exclude most of the 
population. The process is less of vilification than of inclusion/exclusion. The process 
is also seen in the hierarchy of academic institutions, in which some institutions, and 
by extension those who work in them, are seen as more or less worthy than others. 
Powerful status accrues to the elite institutions and their members. The source of 
ideas is taken as an index to the quality of the ideas. 
The above comparisons are not proposed as representing reality, and are in some 
ways quite unfair to the efforts of my own postgraduate school and its academics. 
They represent, however, my subjective positioning in relation to the students and to 
the university, and index the degree of empathy I felt with the participants. For me, 
mastering the discourse of the PhD, along with having the cultural capital to succeed 
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in the constmction of a PhD thesis (being accepted as legitimate in the field) provided 
serious parallels with the students in my study. Within secondary and tertiary 
instimtions, a standard discourse is the prerequisite for demonstrating proficiency, 
legitimate membership, and cultural capital, and for achieving upward mobility. Yet 
as Bourdieu (1991) constantly reminds us, symbolic capital, accmed from sources 
outside the institutionalised discourse, may have a dramatic bearing on successful 
participation in the discourse. 
The parallels drawn above may not constitute a typical example of researcher 
reflexivity. More common perhaps are references to reflexivity in the face of actual 
data, and in modes of writing. I now take up the issue of writing, and the question of 
choices as to how to write. 
4.3.2 Ways to write 
Given that any ethnographic approach comprises a method as well as a product, ways 
of writing are intrinsic to the methodological decision-making which goes on 
throughout the research (Watson-Gegeo, 1988; Woods, 1985). For me these decisions 
related to issues of readability, and the integration of narrative and description with 
analytic interpretation. Underlying the writing itself was a layer of uncertainty as to 
whether this product could be sold on the market. On a more positive note, I found 
writing itself immensely important for idea formation, as well as communication 
(Woods, 1985). 
There were two salient aspects to the notion of readability. First, there is a 
specific role for the reader of case study. Stake (1988), Stenhouse (1981) and 
Adelman, Jenkins & Kemmis (1976) all emphasise the active role of the reader in 
making up his or her mind about the case, even when conclusions are drawn. The 
reader's own knowledge and awareness thus bring to bear a third account of the text 
(Miller, 1996). This relates to the second aspect of readability, namely what I 
perceived as the imperative to make the text fluent and readable. I wanted to avoid an 
arcane academic discourse which spoke to and of itself, along with tortuous syntax and 
a jargonistic vocabulary bristling with rebarbative neologisms, designed to exclude 
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outsiders, such as this sentence. I wanted to avoid writing for examiners rather than 
readers, and the idea that academics write exclusively for each other (Coombs, 1997) 
— even while keeping in mind the inescapable fact that a thesis is initially written for 
an audience of fewer than five. My choice of methodology was purposeful, in that 
case studies are often accessible and interesting to those in the education field, 
particularly teachers (Johnson, 1993). Writing in a way that teachers and others 
concemed with education would be inclined to read, particularly the data chapters, was 
therefore a priority. The role of research as educator of public awareness has also 
recentiy been stressed, necessitating a language the public can read (Gill, 1996). 
Traditional written modes of research reporting, in which supposed objectivity 
and neutrality suppress the agency of the researcher, and in which the chaos of the 
research process disappears in the neat linear unfolding of the text, which is presented 
as a sequenced, itemised exemplar of coherence, have been questioned by a number of 
researchers (Canagarajah, 1996; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Woods, 1985). Canagarajah 
advocates a move toward "polyphonous or dialogic texts that encode multiple 
voices/perspectives simultaneously and engage the reader more actively in the 
interpretive process," which may mean allowing the participants' views to remain in 
tension with the researcher's positions at times (p. 325-6). Glesne and Peshkin 
similarly suggest that rather than writing reports at all, qualitative researchers translate 
social experiences and constmct narratives. The value of narratives for translating 
social experience has also been stressed by Wexler (1992), who writes. 
An interpretive, hermeneutic understanding of social reality does not mean 
abandoning the possibility of a real story, a comprehensible narrative, 
where there is care and attention not only to the form of telling, but also to 
the facts and to the characters of the story, (p. 1) 
Wexler suggests that the resulting account is "neither Tmth nor Fiction, but a 
composition" (p. 2). In a similar vein. Smith (1981) also examines the "the 
indeterminacy of the relation between the descriptive language and the actuality it 
intends" (p. 334). The narrative is thus a transformation, made and not found, as 
Mishler (1995) points out. The strength of using narrative within the composition, 
according to Stenhouse (1981), lies in the fact that it is simple, direct and subtie. 
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Throughout the data chapters of the thesis, narrative and description are 
integrated with analysis, although for particular events, such as the multicultural 
concert (Chapter 7) or the ESL lesson (Chapter 6), I tended to separate the description 
from analysis and interpretation, as suggested by Wolcott (1990), who believes that in 
some cases, the descriptive account is the most valuable contribution a researcher 
makes. This is not to suggest that description is somehow the 'neutral part' of the text. 
Both Hanmiersley (1992) and Wexler (1992) remind us that description is driven by 
assumptions about what is relevant, and is therefore linked to theoretical 
considerations. Hammersley writes further, "All description is selective. Descriptions 
never reproduce the phenomena described" (p. 187). In this light, we can view the 
description too as another level of interpretation, a representation, mediated many 
times over, during observation, during playback of the tapes, through reflection and 
through talking and writing. Woods (1985) describes the process as a kind of "open-
ended dialogue between data collection and theory, where the search for ideas 
militates against foreclosure" (p. 104). 
As this is a study carried out over a period of 16 months, following smdents from 
an intensive reception program though to ESL units and mainstream high schools, I 
was initially tempted to document issues of language acquisition, identity and 
representation chronologically. Yet the processes I and the students were engaged in 
did not seem to follow any linear pattem, to the point where the passage of time was 
just one aspect of the complexity of the cases. As Mishler (1995) ably points out in 
relation to narrative analysis, temporal order may be replaced by thematic coherence, 
implicativeness, or concems with causality. Overall, I opted for thematic coherence as 
an organising principle in the writing, and telescope back and forth between data from 
different stages of the students' experiences within and beyond schools. 
Although I have to some extent highlighted researcher reflexivity in this section 
on emic perspectives, it should be understood that the students' own accounts are the 
core of this study, and their perspectives, in their words, its primary focus. The 
narrative is stmctured by me, but the cohesion of the text emanates from the voices of 
the students. The process is similar to that described by Wexler (1992), whom I cited 
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at the start of this chapter — "The participants speak and I record and selectively re-
present their voices. ... I hear their voices in my ears, and I speak my words, 
conditioned by my place in historical social movement and by the language and 
analytical resources available to me" (p. 2). 
4.4 FLEXIBILITY IN THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
Johnson (1993) has suggested that methodological rigour in case study is dependent on 
a number of criteria. These include: 
1. a flexible, working design involving productive refocusing 
2. the use of multiple data procedures 
3. collection of adequate amounts of data over time 
4. the validity or credibility of the information 
5. the data analysis procedures 
6. the typicality and range of examples (seep.8) 
Her suggestion of a "flexible, working design involving productive refocusing" is 
essential to the heuristic process at the heart of case work, work which is by nature 
exploratory, inductive and oriented towards processes rather than ends (Merriam, 
1988; Stake, 1988). In a very real sense, Johnson's criteria 2-6 above are dependent 
on the first, namely on built-in flexibility in general, and on productive refocusing in 
particular. For example, it is through such continuous refocusing that one may seek a 
new data source, extend or reduce the data collection, or make a shift in the analysis 
procedures, or range of participants. Recently, the notion of 'data collection' has been 
challenged in terms its inadequacy to describe a process that involves the creation and 
generation of data (Baker, 1997). In Baker's view, data is made rather than collected. 
This refocusing also involves features relating to qualitative research identified 
by Gubrium and Holstein (1997), such as a working scepticism, commitment to close 
scmtiny, a focus on process, an appreciation of subjectivity and a tolerance for 
complexity. Finally, it should be noted that ongoing analysis, involving productive 
refocusing, is an established principle of qualitative field studies, that is, analysis 
grounded in the recorded data itself (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The analytical process 
is therefore highly generative, and hinges on flexibility in the research design. The 
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research questions remain under continual scmtiny, and the data gathering and analysis 
inform the problem statement and vice versa (Wolcott, 1990). 
Flexibility in the design can be a source of anxiety for the researcher (Glesne & 
Peshkin, 1992). Compared with empirical work in the positivist or quantitative 
paradigm, qualitative case study is a virtual methodological carte blanche for the 
creative researcher. There seemed no explicit strictures placed on me either by 
methodological theory or indeed by my supervisors. A sense of insecurity was never 
far away. I wondered constantiy if I had enough data, if I knew what to do with it. 
Could it ever be enough, and would it ever be complete? In spite of this, the necessity 
for flexibility in this smdy, and indeed the advantages of it outweighed the anxiety. 
Tied to flexibility were greater possibilities for reflection, for critical analysis and for 
leaming. In the following section, I comment on several of the data sources used in 
the main study in more detail. 
4.5 DATA SOURCES 
Data in this study was collected over a period of 16 months. Participating students had 
only been in Australia from two to ten months when data collection began, so that the 
study represents the very early phases of their arrival and integration into Australian 
schools. As mentioned in the section on multiple data sources above, data sources in 
this study included the following: 
• semi-stmctured interviews in both English and the LI for some students 
• student diaries 
• focus groups 
• classroom observation in ESL and mainstream contexts 
• observation of playgrounds and other microcontexts of the school 
• attendance at key school events and ceremonies (multicultural concert, 
student symposium on multiculturalism, Anzac day) 
• talks with mainstream and ESL teachers 
• talks with school administrators 
• the collection of work samples and school documents 
• phone conversations with students 
• attendance at ESL staff meetings and moming teas 
• the collection of media articles on ethnic minorities, migration and 
multiculturalism 
• informal encounters with the students and their teachers 
Each data set corresponded to a different site of representation. All interviews, the 
videotaped focus groups, talks with administrators, one staff meeting and some phone 
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conversations were recorded and transcribed. Detailed field notes were made during 
and immediately after observations, participation in school events, and informal talks 
with staff and students. The primary or core data sets included audio taped interviews, 
student diaries, and observation in a range of contexts within the schools. I now 
discuss each of these briefly. 
4.5.1 Interviews 
"Why are you trying to get data from the people who are least able to talk to you?" 
This was the question from a colleague in the early phases of data gathering, when 
communicating with some participants in English was proving very difficult. The 
interviews were complicated of course by the fact that the students were speaking in 
English, their second or for several, third language. The answer to my colleague's 
question was that the interviews were in themselves instances of one of the phenomena 
being investigated, namely how these students spoke English. This meant I viewed the 
interviews as objects of analysis, not just tools of research (Briggs, 1986). Semi-
stmctured interviews were conducted three times with each smdent participant, in 
addition to the videotaped focus group interviews held when the students exited from 
the intensive on-arrival program. Interview guides were used for the pilot and first 
two interviews and focus groups, but not followed slavishly (Seidman, 1991). A 
sample guide is found in Appendix E. I felt that English was itself a barrier to 
productive communication with some students, and for this reason, decided to have the 
third interviews conducted by the research assistants in the first language where 
possible. 
First language interviews meant paying native speaker research assistants to 
interview students and transcribe the tapes. I had transcribed all other interviews 
myself, and found this a very valuable exercise in listening to and hearing these voices, 
as well as reflecting on what they said, and how. Moerman (1996) stresses that 
transcribing is not a clerical or mechanical exercise, but informs the researcher in a 
number of ways. And auditing tapes, while reading transcripts and notes and thinking 
about what is said and how, is a vital part of the analytic process (Briggs, 1986). 
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Limited funds meant that the LI interviews could be done with only four smdents. I 
chose three Mandarin-speaking girls and a Cantonese-speaking boy, all of whom 
interested me particularly, but who seemed to find speaking in English quite difficult. 
The research assistants were two intemational postgraduate students from my 
graduate school. I accompanied them and introduced them to each of the students, 
then left while the interviews took place. On later reading the English transcripts of 
these interviews, another factor emerged, namely that the written English of the two 
postgraduate students was very proficient, but not grammatically 'standard.' That is, 
their translations from the Chinese contained anomalies which might be expected from 
people whose first language was not English. Here are two simple examples: 
Example 1. (D = the interviewer; J = the student) 
D: Do you intend to stay here for a long time or root in Australia? 
J: But we will go back to Hong Kong. 
D: That mean after you have got the citizenship. 
J: Yes. 
D: You will sure go back to Hong Kong, won't you? 
J: Sure. My mother does not know English, how can she communicates with 
other in Australia. 
Example 2. (F = the interviewer; N = the student) 
F: You haven't been toother schools? 
N: No. 
F: So you straightiy came here after you arrived? 
This made the interviews quite charming to read, and provided the verisimilitude of 
the language of an ESL speaker. However it also presented me with the dilemma of 
whether to 'standardise' the text or leave it. In most cases I left it, unless the meaning 
was unclear. For all four transcripts, I relistened to the original Chinese tapes with the 
research assistants, while following the English transcript as best I could, and asking 
questions as we went along. In these sessions, we clarified some parts of the 
interview, added in pauses, laughter, and other comments. Later I had the translations 
checked by other bilingual speakers. After this process, I felt confident that the 
students had been ably represented by the research assistants and the transcripts. 
In an important sense, the interviews in English were instances of the phenomena 
being investigated, including language acquisition and use, while issues of identity and 
representation were central to all interviews. Standard reference texts on qualitative 
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interviewing which had informed the technical aspects of my interviews with teachers 
in prior studies were of limited use in these cross-language, intercultural interviews. 
These interactions diverged enormously in their quality and 'quantity,' depending 
largely on the degree to which the participant felt comfortable speaking in English, 
that is, on the degree of communicative competence. There was also the factor of the 
relative status of the participants. It has often been noted that communicative relations 
are recognised as being generaUy asymmetrical, and contain the power differentials 
which are encoded in discourse generally (e.g. Kress & Fowler, 1979). The power 
differential in an interaction where one is a teacher and native speaker of English, and 
the other is a student and leamer of English seems on the surface to be particularly 
great. This was in part behind the decision to interview in Mandarin and Cantonese. 
Yet this power differential was played out in surprising ways in some instances, for 
example in interviews in English with the Bosnian speakers. This will be illustrated in 
Chapter 7. 
It should be added that the fact that I had been an ESL teacher helped in the 
cmcial task of establishing a research relationship within a known connection, and in 
building rapport (Miller & Glassner, 1997). Rapport was facilitated by my familiarity 
with some of the students and with the intensive school and ESL units. I also knew 
many of the ESL staff involved, and was considered by some as a colleague. It is 
worth noting that ESL teachers are generally held in high regard by ESL students, as 
their first teachers in Australia, and as sympathetic skilled listeners who are both 
supportive and non-judgemental. ESL teachers are experienced in modifying their talk 
and their listening, during which they often seem to be able to screen out any effects of 
accent or soft volume, to mentally rearrange the syntax, to use non-verbal signposts to 
derive intended meanings, and to encourage the speaker with simple questions, along 
with 'all the right noises.' They also use a range of strategies described by Wagner 
(1996) such as requesting clarification, and checking for comprehension by asking for 
confirmation. 
I wish finally to comment on these interviews as language data. A conversation 
analyst suggested to me that I should obtain natural language data, by wiring the 
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students with radio microphones. There were two immediate problems with this. The 
first was technical and financial, and a call to our university's technology support 
service confirmed that a very large budget would be necessary to use radio 
microphones. The second relates to the fact that most of the students were generally 
using their LI in out of class time, as is both natural and predictable (Beardsmore, 
1993). This would have necessitated further expensive translation. The conversation 
analyst commented on an early transcript that it was all very "interviewy," with short 
tums, a regular Q-A pattem, and with the questions shifting topic and focus very 
frequently. The implication was that this was 'unnatural' language data. Here is a 
sample. (R = researcher; J = John, a student) 
R: OK, um. Are you happy at this school? 
J: Yeah 
R: Happier than before at Newnham? 
J: Happy than Newnham 
R: Yeah, why? 
J: Mm, my house is near this area 
R: That's good. 
J: It's not very too far to this school 
R: OK. And are there other things you like? 
J: Mm (3.0) Have many spare time. 
It is tme that the tums change each line almost like clockwork, but there is 
conversational work taking place here. It can be argued that interviews, including 
second language interviews, are a special form of conversation, as 'realistic' and 
'authentic' as any so-called natural language data (Holstein & Gubrium, 1997). 
Holstein and Gubrium maintain that while namrally occurring talk may seem more 
spontaneous and less staged, "this is tme only in the sense that it staged by persons 
other than an interviewer" (p. 126). They stress treating the interview as a social 
encounter hke any other, in which conversational work is accomplished and 
knowledge constmcted. Related to this is Baker's (1997) conception of interviewing 
as 'data-making' rather than data collection, with the participant's responses viewed as 
accounts rather than reports. In the above excerpt, John clearly provides a reasoned 
account of why he prefers his new school to his former one. His account is the result 
of collaboration with the researcher in the talk, in this case based on a simple question-
answer pattem. 
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There is another reason to take the interviews seriously as a form of language 
data, namely that in the case of the student above, and a number of other smdents, 
these interviews represented the students' most prolonged and extended discourse in 
English at any time since arrival in Australia. Teachers don't have time to engage 
individual students in 30 minute one-on-one interactions, and outside of the classroom, 
there may be very limited opportunities to use English at all. So although the 
interviews seemed somewhat stilted to the conversation analyst, I would argue the 
students were saying as much as they could to anyone in English at the time, and the 
talks incorporated all of the negotiation of meaning, transactional and strategic work, 
and representation of identity we associate with any communicative social interaction. 
It should be added that as some smdents increased their fluency and proficiency in 
English over the months, there were changes in the pattem of discourse, which 
increasingly evoked Baker's (1997) notion of talk as social action, through which 
"people achieve identities, realities, social order and social relationships" (p. 132). 
4.5.2 Student diaries 
There was a clear focus on speaking in this research, and drawing on the spoken voices 
of the participants was critical. However voice is also represented through writing, 
which provides a very different communication context from face to face spoken 
interaction. I chose diaries in part because I found them enormously fmitful in a prior 
research project (Miller, 1996). Butler-Wall (in Bailey, 1990) highlights the way in 
which insights may be gained from using diaries. She suggests much can be gleaned 
from, 
... what is included, what is left out, what kind of language is used, what kind of 
perspective is taken, what kinds of reactions are noted, what kind of tone is 
adopted, what kinds of connections are made, what the cumulative weights are, 
what the parts add up to, what projections can be posited, what the cycles can 
reveal, (p.225) 
A second rationale for the use of diaries was that they are a form of communication 
which takes the heat off the speaker. There is no wait time for responses, no awkward 
long pauses, no pressure to respond, no agonising search for an unknown or forgotten 
word. Students can formulate in their own time what they want to say, and the 
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discourse is not overtly shaped by the researcher. As the researcher and as a former 
ESL teacher, I had observed how smdents may be made voiceless. I was also aware 
that some students have a greater facility in writing than in speaking English, partly 
due to the nature of their prior language leaming. 
Finally, the use of diaries opened the way for students to use narrative accounts, 
a form that while not particularly valued as a school genre, allows the student creative 
freedom in the discourse. As Drake and Ryan (1994) point out, "A narrative format 
allows students to present views of the world that are not necessarily filtered through a 
perspective that assumes uniformity of experience" (p. 49). I was also interested in the 
ability of narrative, in which experience and responses are constmcted and located in 
text, to provide a resource for the display of identity (see Schiffrin, 1996). For these 
reasons, I wished to provide the opportunity for participants to express themselves 
through the medium of a diary. 
Like the interviews, in terms of language acquisition and use, the diaries were 
instances of the phenomena being investigated. But I felt that student diaries might 
also provide important personal insights of a reflective nature, less accessible through 
observation and interview. They would thus provide a different kind of record of the 
student's experiences and preoccupations. Bailey (1990) defines a diary smdy as "a 
first person account of a language leaming or teaching experience, documented 
through regular, candid entries in a personal joumal and then analysed for recurring 
pattems or sahent events" (p.215). In second language acquisition research, diaries 
have often been used to document an individual student's language acquisition and 
student teacher reactions to their courses and practice (Bailey, 1990; Long, 1983; 
Nunan, 1992), but less often to explore high school students' representations of second 
language leaming, identity and social interactions. 
Based on relevant literature, guidelines were devised for the diaries, outlining 
instmctions, ideas and protocols, and a handout was issued to students (see Appendix 
F), along with books in which to make entries over a period of three months. It was 
hoped that the diary entries might clarify and extend issues raised in the observations 
and interviews, but above all, that they would provide a window on the preoccupations 
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of the students in their daily school lives. Confidentiality of this data was stressed, and 
I gave students the option of masking any pages they wanted kept private. 
Reactions to the diaries from students were very mixed, ranging from delight at 
the nice little book provided (from the younger girls and one boy, all of whom had 
written diaries in their first languages for some time); to gmdging compliance from 
one older Bosnian girl who already wrote an extensive diary in her second language, 
Danish; through to outright resistance from an older Bosnian boy called Alex, who 
argued cogently throughout almost an entire interview that he did not want to write in 
a diary. This interview was a battle of wits, an extraordinary interaction in which I 
gently brought all my verbal strategic force to bear on the student, providing multiple 
arguments as to why diary writing was a great idea, each of which Alex resisted and 
ably deflected. Because it was difficult to obtain data from Alex, he was not included 
in the thesis. However, a transcript excerpt of this interview provided in Appendix G 
stands as a good example of a student's self-representation and effective resistance to 
the 'authority' of the researcher. In terms of the data generated by the diaries, results 
were mixed. They ranged from no diary or writing ever shown to me (from Alex) to 
over 7000 words from Nora, a Chinese girl. The eight diaries (out of ten) submitted to 
me for copying provided insights which I could not have gained from other data 
sources, and which clarified, supported, extended, contextualised and contradicted 
evidence I had gleaned from other sources. It should be noted that in diary excerpts 
included in the thesis, I have not altered the spelling, syntax, paragraph stmcture or 
any other features of the writing. 
4.5.3 Observation across contexts 
A common method of data collection in SLA research is classroom observation, which 
has traditionally involved the use of focused observation schedules (Allwright & 
Bailey, 1991; Nunan 1992), which called on the observer to tick boxes in 
predetermined categories or to code surface behaviour, following sophisticated 
schemes (e.g. Frohlich, Spada & Allen, 1985). The rationale for such schemes rests 
heavily on the attempt to find an objective way to record classroom observations. 
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which sometimes seem as chaotic as the lessons observed. However Long (1983) 
stresses that while the schemes may seem inherently non-judgemental, they are "no 
less subjective than the impressionistic comments they were designed to replace" (p. 
10). The validity of such observation schemes in revealing what is really going on in 
language classrooms has also been seriously challenged by other researchers such as 
Allwright and Bailey (1991), Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) and Long (1983). 
Allwright and Bailey point out the following: 
The problem is that human endeavours such as classroom language leaming 
cannot simply be reduced to a set of incontrovertible facts without missing out 
on a great deal of what is humanly interesting and probably pedagogically 
important, (p. 64) 
There are two points to note here. First, where teaching or pedagogy are the focus of 
the study, it can be argued that narrowly focused studies generally do not allow for the 
teachers' or students' own accounts, accounts which may help the researcher make 
sense of what is in fact being observed. Coding systems, in the words of Sevigny 
(1981), "quantify through the eyes of the observer, and they do not qualify through the 
screens of the participants" (p. 68). Second, while the strengths of focused observation 
are often considered to be its limited scope and standardised observation procedures, 
these same features are also drawbacks of the approach. Larsen-Freeman and Long 
(1991) suggest that the findings of focused observation studies may not hold "when 
the full context of second language acquisition is restored" (p. 18). Similar arguments 
are made by Edwards and Westgate in relation to classroom talk more generally 
(1987). 
Restoring the full context of second language acquisition may be impossible, but 
a broader context is the key to a much better understanding of the process. The 
suggestion that contextual background is missing from research into formal language 
classrooms is even more tme in the case of English acquisition by NESB students. 
There are clear implications for methodology here, in that surveys, observations 
schedules, experiments and testing are unlikely to capture the complexities involved. 
Rampton's (1987) suggestion that SLA research mns the risk of remaining 
restrictively preoccupied with "the space between the speaker and his (sic) grammar. 
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rather than with the relationship between speakers and the world around them" (p. 49) 
means that moving inexorably beyond this space is an ongoing challenge for second 
language researchers. 
In order to view English language use in a broader contextual framework, and to 
acknowledge the multiple levels of experience which inform interactions in everyday 
life, I included in the data a number of settings within each school, guided in part by 
the degree to which different schools were 'open' to my participation and observation. 
Throughout the first half of 1997,1 visited the ten students, who were in five different 
schools, for a day once each month. In the second half of the year, I concentrated on 
five of the students in three schools. This will be explained in more detail below in the 
section on participants (4.6). On these visits, I talked to the students, observed ESL 
classes and mainstream classes, attended ESL staff moming teas and meetings, 
observed the school grounds at lunch times, talked with teachers and administrators, 
and collected school documents. I also attended the memorial Anzac service at one 
school, a multicultural concert at another school and a day long student symposium on 
multiculturalism in which a third school participated. I audio-recorded talks with 
school administrators and took detailed field notes of all other observations and 
encounters. The concert and parts of the student symposium were videotaped. During 
lesson observations I noted aspects of the physical environment, the groupings of 
students, seating plans, techniques and strategies used by the teachers and students, 
content of the lesson, resources, activities, aspects of the language used, student 
responses and turn-taking, interactions and intermptions. 
Wherever possible, verbatim interactions were recorded. All field notes were 
later typed up, and in the case of some lessons, then used to write a narrative 
description. An overview of the phases of data generation is given below. The 
overview is then followed by details of the students. 
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DATE 
1996 
July-Sept. 
October 
November 
December 
1997 
Jan.- Feb. 
Feb.- July 
June 
July - Sept. 
Sept. - December 
1998 
January 
March 
RESEARCH PROJECT ACTIVITY 
Approval from Education Queensland to conduct the research. 
(Appendix A-B) 
Application for ethical clearance from the University of 
Queensland (Appendix H-I) 
Research information sheet sent to principals of 2 high schools, 
parents of students in the preliminary study and interested 
teachers. (Appendix J) 
Preliminary study - interviews with three migrant students at 
one high school. 
Classroom observation and talks with staff and students at 
Newnham High School, the intensive reception centre. 
Finalisation of group of ten students for the main study. 
Parental permission obtained (Appendix L) 
Interviews with each of the ten students. 
Two videotaped focus groups (five students in each). 
Students start in five different high school ESL units. 
Permission from high school principals (Appendix K). 
Interviews with all students. 
Each of the five schools visited for a day each month. 
Observation of ESL and mainstream classes and playgrounds; 
attendance at 'multicultural' events; interviews with 
administration members; talks with teachers; attendance at ESL 
staff meetings; collection of student work; talks with the 
students. 
Interviews with all students; LI interviews with Mandarin and 
Cantonese speakers. 
Diary study: all students issued with joumals to write in. 
Decision to focus on five of the ten students. 
Phone contact with students 
Continued school visits (see activities above) 
Phone calls to students, some recorded. 
Outing with the Chinese girls. 
Phone contact with other students. 
Final school visits. 
4.6 THE PARTICIPANTS 
There were ten student participants in the main study of this research project. The data 
collection phase of the main study covered a period of eighteen months, in the last six 
months of which the focus narrowed to five of the original ten students. I note the 
reasons for this below, but first, to provide some background, I would like to outline 
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the way in which I selected the ten students from the intensive reception program. 
Prior to the selection process, I had obtained ethical clearance for the study from the 
University of Queensland and from Education Queensland, the state government 
department of education. I had also obtained permission from the principal of 
Newnham High, the school which offered the intensive reception program. In addition 
to letters requesting Principals' and parents' permission to conduct the study, I sent a 
research information sheet, outiining the aims and rationale of the research. I now tum 
to the process of selecting students to participate in the smdy. 
4.6.1 Case studies — but how do you select the kids? 
Newnham School was for me a genuine comfort zone, a place where I had taught 
periodically for ten years, and where, when the study began, I was still doing supply 
(relief) teaching occasionally. I was therefore well known to the administration and 
staff, and also recognised by a number of students. Although I spent only two or three 
days a month teaching at the school, I felt accepted as a bona fide member of the staff, 
even an 'old hand.' However, my role was now to shift to that of university researcher. 
Before starting to collect data at Newnham, I spoke briefly at a regular staff 
meeting to let teachers know about the study, and what I hoped to do. After 
summarising the aims, underlying rationale and methodology of the study, I invited 
questions. The first was "How do you select the kids?" It had been asked several 
times before in informal conversations in the staff room, and there was no easy 
answer. I described several criteria which were basic to the selection process. I 
explained that I wanted a cohort which was balanced in gender, ethnicity, and with a 
range of abilities. Because the research questions involved recently arrived NESB 
students who would go to high school, I decided to choose students aged 13 to 16, and 
because the main source of data was to be the students' own accounts, it was important 
that the students had some facility in oral communication. There were also the 
practical constraints of time and location. First, I wanted students who were exit to 
high school ESL units within two months, at the end of the school year. As these 
students would attend many different high schools, depending on where they lived, I 
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was also conscious of limiting the number of schools to which I would have to drive 
for the next twelve months. A commitment to visit ten different schools would 
necessitate a great deal of liaison and administrative work. On the other hand, I knew 
that different high school ESL support units operated in different ways, and was keen 
that a range of these systems be represented. 
There were six classes exiting from Newnham in mid-December, the end of the 
1996 school year, so the first challenge was to choose ten students from approximately 
seventy possibilities. Once I had eliminated the younger and older students, those 
attending distant or private schools and also those leaming disabled students who 
would pose a whole new range of questions in the study, the field narrowed 
significantly. I began a series of class observations of the exiting groups, where I 
jotted down 'likely candidates,' started to talk to teachers, and to study student 
profiles. I also withdrew some students for a brief talk, to check they had sufficient 
oral proficiency to cope with talk in an interview format. The reason for my 
withdrawal of particular individuals during class became the subject of speculation 
amongst other smdents at first. As I spoke to several individuals on the verandah, 
word passed quickly around one class that I was testing hearing, while others believed 
I was to be the final arbiter on who actually went to high school. 
Inescapably in this selection process, there was an element of subjectivity — 
students whom I had warmed to, or known for some months, because I had been 
working in the school as a relief teacher. I was also drawn to one who had been 
problematic for teachers and other students. Intuitively, I aimed for a measure of 
diversity, as opposed to a group of say, ten upper middle class Taiwanese girls, or ten 
highly verbal and assertive Bosnian boys, groups which would have been more 
cohesive, straightforward and easy to build. Altematively I could have settled on one 
high school and chosen ten students who were to go there. With hindsight, alas, either 
of these options would have been easier than what I did. However my research 
questions lent themselves to using a diversity of students, who were both from NESB 
backgrounds and recently arrived. As so many students were to exit to high school, 
the time frame was no problem. Limiting the number of schools to be visited proved 
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more difficult. The group size hovered around twelve initially, but some students 
changed their minds about high schools, throwing my dehcately balanced cohort into 
disarray each time. Basically, I was using a simple matrix to select a dozen students, 
but the process still seemed disconcertingly complicated. 
Asian European/Non-Asian 
boys 
girls 
Teachers and Newnham's guidance officer were extremely helpful. The 
guidance officer volunteered, for example, to get the parental permission forms signed 
during the exit interviews with parents. After further discussion with the guidance 
officer, teachers, and my supervisor, I formed a tentative group of starters, which 
included three smdents in each of the categories in the above matrix, attending five 
different high schools. These included one very large, one medium and one small high 
school, plus two schools at which only one student would attend, but they were 
individuals who interested me for particular reasons. 
Minor dismptions to the selection continued to the last day of school, when I 
realised the cohort might continue to change throughout the early part of the following 
school year. For example, one Taiwanese boy who was an unaccompanied minor living 
here without his parents was continually absent and therefore not a reliable participant. 
Because of the design of the study, it had been necessary to gain departmental and 
parental permission and to start data collection before I knew which high schools 
students would be attending. When this became clearer, I started contacting high 
school principals. One was initially quite negative, thereby jeopardising three of my 
choices. The principal changed his mind, but I was continually combing the exit lists, 
looking for example, for a 13-15 year old Taiwanese male student, going to a particular 
high school. Suddenly on the lists of seventy students, no-one seemed to fit the bill. I 
then began to question the 'bill' itself. Here were seventy individuals, seventy very 
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different stories of complex and varied backgrounds and within a multiplicity of present 
but continually evolving contexts. Although some pressure was exerted by one or two 
Newnham staff members for me to study a particular ethnic or age group, which were 
perhaps salient categories for them in the classroom, I had sought a measure of balance 
in the cohort. I began to question the significance of the balance of gender and 
ethnicity I had aimed for. As the study progressed, the students who interested me 
particularly were in fact the Chinese speakers, and four of the five included in the thesis 
spoke either Cantonese or Mandarin. 
As the 1996 school year ended, I had ten students on my list. It was a very 
heterogeneous group in terms of gender, ethnic background, ability levels (as far as 
these could be discerned), and chosen high schools. I had actively sought diversity or 
maximum range across cases and sites. Clearly the group composition would evolve 
as the study developed and the problem became more sharply focused, a common 
feature in qualitative work (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Being in the field was part of 
narrowing the field. But I had somewhere to start. In brief, 'my group' now looked 
like the following. Pseudonyms are used for students and schools. DOA stands for 
date of arrival in Australia. 
NAME 
Alex (M) 
Milena (F) 
Gerrardo (M) 
Bun Tan (M) 
John (M) 
Alicia (F) 
Nora (F) 
Tina (F) 
Sinitia (M) 
Saloma (F) 
AGE 
15 
16 
14 
14 
16 
13 
14 
15 
14 
13 
NATIONALITY 
Bosnian 
Bosnian 
Salvadorean 
Cambodian 
Cantonese (HK) 
Mainland Chinese 
Mainland Chinese 
Taiwanese 
Rumanian 
Samoan 
DOA 
3.8.96 
21.9.96 
15.1.96 
28.9.95 
29.9.96 
3.12.94 
3.5.96 
7.7.96 
16.8.96 
29.3.96 
HIGH 5 
Markwell 
Markwell 
Grenville 
Sandford 
Sandford 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Taylor 
Oasis 
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After the first six months of data collection, during which time the students had, 
with one exception, been in ESL support units in the five high schools, it was evident 
that certain cases were proving 'more fmitful' than others. Through the observations 
and interviews, I was becoming increasingly interested in the theme of 'audibility,' 
and the ways I felt it related to some participants, particularly the Chinese-speaking 
students. Some factors militated against the collection of what I felt was quality data. 
For example, I found one school somewhat unwelcoming, and one or two students 
were very reticent in speaking to me. Above all, I was aware that I could not do 
justice to all ten students in all five schools. It was necessary to reduce the number of 
students for the purpose of final analysis and writing. In the thesis, I have chosen to 
write about Milena, Alicia, Nora, Tina and John. 
4,7 DATA ANALYSIS 
This study seeks to provide an understanding of the social and language practices of 
recently arrived migrant students. The analysis of the data centres on established 
principles of qualitative field studies. The study is therefore grounded in the accounts 
of the participants. Because the study focuses on language use, the research design also 
incorporates a range of discourse analytic techniques, encompassed within the overall 
theoretic framework outlined in Chapter 2. Text analyses draw on key concepts from 
discourse analysis as used by Gee (1996) critical discourse analysis (Luke, 1995-6, 
1998), and membership categorisation analysis (Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998; Baker, 
1997). Aspects of these analytic approaches are discussed in more detail in 4.7.1. I 
first turn to the broad issues of the progressive thematic analysis. 
The analysis sought to find ways to understand each case in its specificity and 
complexity. A detailed separate analysis was conducted for each student to ensure the 
integrity of the data as representing as far as possible the experiences of these students 
in relation to the research questions. Overall the concem of the methodology of this 
study lay with credibility, based on evidence gained in the fieldwork, tying 
interpretation to data, rather than generalisability of findings, and with plausible 
reasoning rather than proof. This is not to say a degree of generalisation was not 
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possible in the concluding summary and discussion. Analysis and indeed writing was 
progressive, throughout the data collection phase, incorporating Johnson's (1993) 
notion of productive refocusing. This meant that data was continually reread in the 
light of new data or new interpretive ideas. A reflective field log (Glesne & Peshkin, 
1992) was also kept to note themes, tentative explanations, critical ideas and links. 
There were five specific processes in the analysis. 
First, all elements of the data sets were coded. This included the transcripts, all 
field notes and diaries, which had been photocopied leaving space for annotations. On 
interview transcripts, I used a red pen to code issues of language use and a blue pen to 
code issues of identity, representation and other themes. With each coding, I noted 
questions I wished to raise with the students or teachers on the next visit, or during the 
next talk. 
The second process of the analysis involved reducing the many codes to a 
number of key themes which I then recorded in two different ways. First, I made a 
summary of the themes, with coded data attached, for each individual student, trying to 
build up a broad picture of each case. In addition, on large file cards I established 
thematic categories, and entered coded data examples from different students on the 
cards. This allowed me to see the extent to which an issue was represented across 
cases. For example, I had cards on the themes of audibility, ethnic identity, location 
and space, language use at lunch, academic work and others. While this was useful for 
grasping common threads across cases, and was a pertinent reference point on many 
occasions, it reinforced my intuition that the data chapters needed to be written about 
individual participants, that the strength of the data in each case lay in its uniqueness 
and not initially in any broad thematic sweep. 
The third aspect of the analytic process continued throughout the three year 
period of the research. This was an extensive series of computer theme files which 
integrated the literature, my own commentary and annotations of data. This began as a 
system for recording my notes from the readings, and expanded into a thematically and 
alphabetically organised log of readings, with detailed notes, quotes, and references, to 
which I added my own commentary in a different font, and then inserted references to 
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data by hand. This continually opened up links I could not have perceived otherwise, 
and threw into relief correspondences between the data and the literamre, as well as 
organising themes as they developed. It meant that the analysis was infused with a 
multiplicity of ideas and cross-links, all of which were easily retrievable. 
The fourth process, which relates to the analysis of individual cases, involved the 
constmction of a large concept or mind map (Buzan & Buzan, 1993) for each student, 
on which I drew and linked the major thematic categories, and then added relevant 
coded data. This process may be compared with Strauss and Corbin's (1990) 
technique of axial coding, in which categories and subcategories are interrelated using 
considerations of context, conditions, interactional strategies and consequences. It 
provided a graphic representation of multiple categorising systems and analytic 
frames, and provided the template for the data chapters. 
Themes drawn from each of the cases formed the basis of the fifth and final phase 
of the analysis. The focus of this phase was to determine in which ways the insights 
from the individual cases might have broader implications. This consisted of distilling 
and clarifying the main themes and pattems from each case, and then focusing on 
commonalities and differences. Successive passes through the data enabled tentative 
hypotheses and links back to the theoretic framework and the literature, which 
developed throughout the analysis. Once again, a chart was developed for the major 
themes and supporting evidence from each case. Results from this phase of the 
analysis comprise the final chapter of the study. 
4.7.1 Discourse analytic tools 
Within the framework of this study, it is understood that the use of language is 
situated, and implicative of social roles and identities. These however are only 
available to the researcher via analysis of the discourse. In this section I wish to 
summarise aspects of discourse analysis from three sources which I found to be useful, 
and have incorporated into my analysis of text. Luke (1998) specifies that 
increasingly, discourse analysis employs interdisciplinary techniques of analysis and 
that qualitative research design may involve "a series of text analyses that use different 
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analytic tools, but which are nested within an overall set of social theoretic 
frameworks and sociological questions" (p.55). These nested frameworks and 
questions have been presented in Chapters 1-2. The tools I have selected, and which 
inform the analysis, derive from work by Gee (1996), Luke (1995-6; 1998) and Baker 
(1997). Below I summarise aspects which I found most productive from these 
sources. 
A. Discourse analysis (Gee, 1996) 
In Social Linguistics and Literacies: Ideology in Discourses, Gee argues that there are 
five interrelated systems of discourse. These are prosody, cohesion, discourse 
organisation, contextuahsation signals and thematic organisation. The five systems are 
interrelated, in that prosody, cohesion and discourse organisation accomplish 
contextualisation signals and thematic organisation. While I have not used these 
systems directly in my analysis of the interviews and other texts, the descriptions Gee 
provides of the systems and the insights they offer into how discourse works were 
important in the analytical approach. In particular, I found the following systems 
useful: 1) cohesive devices; 2) discourse organisation (lines and stanzas; episodes; tum-
taking); 3) contextuahsation signals (what the speaker takes the hearer to be, what the 
speaker takes self to be, what the speaker assumes about the world); and 4) thematic 
organisation (implied, often organised around contrasts) proved very useful. 
B. Critical discourse analysis (Luke, 1995-6; 1998). 
Luke (1995-6; 1998) proposes that all inquiry is a form of discourse analysis and that 
educational practices and phenomena can not sensibly be discussed outside of 
discourse. Luke specifies the interconnectedness between discourse, ideology and the 
distribution of power, a position well supported in Caldas-Coulthard and Coulthard 
(1996) and van Dijk (1997a, b). Luke (1998) emphasises the role of discourse analysis 
in rendering transparent the ways in which knowledge and identity are constmcted 
within institutions. He claims that the task of critical discourse analysis is, 
to provide detailed analysis of cultural voices and texts in local educational 
sites, while attempting to theoretically and empirically connect these with an 
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understanding of power and ideology in broader social formations and 
configurations, (p. 53) 
This does not imply that issues as big as power and ideology are most evident in 'big' 
cultural texts such as those in the media. On the contrary, Luke (1995-6) demonstrates 
that large-scale social discourses may be evident in everyday talk and writing in local 
sites, and that it is in the everyday pattems of institutional sites that we see the 
negotiation of knowledge, identity and social relations. In this context, he also 
suggests that "tensions between official discourses and minority discourses should be 
principal focuses for educational research" (p. 38). Luke's technical analysis of a 
range of texts is eclectic in approach, but draws largely on applied linguistic 
terminology from Halliday and from Bourdieu. Throughout, he reminds us that texts 
and discourses are affiliated with different kinds and levels of cultural capital, and that 
words have real, material effects, and real consequences for those who use them or are 
represented within them. In critical discourse analysis therefore, unlike in 
conversation analysis, linking to the larger social contexts of interaction, such as 
ethnicity or power is also important. Finally, Norton (1997) suggests that the 
important contributions of critical discourse research in language and education 
include the redefining and reconceptualisation of theories of identity and of language. 
C Membership categorisation analysis (Baker (1997) 
In her chapter in Qualitative Research (Silverman, 1997), Baker uses qualitative 
analysis of interview data to develop an analytical approach which has a long history. 
The three assumptions underlying the approach are that interviewing is an interactional 
event in which members draw on cultural knowledge; questions are viewed not as 
neutral invitations to speak but as a central part of the data; and thirdly, responses are 
viewed as accounts rather than reports. The accounting work, she argues, forms the 
core of the analysis of interviews, which are, according to Baker, sites for displaying 
membership categorisation activities, the occasioned production of particular 
categories, along with cultural knowledge and logic. The three stages of the analytical 
process involve locating the central categories that underpin the talk; determining the 
attributions made to each category; and finally linking the categories and attributions 
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to find "the courses of social action implied" (p. 143). Membership categorisation 
therefore privileges the representations and accounts of the participants and is one way 
of seeing social action in the talk. 
The discourse analytic perspectives incorporated here may be seen as a 
bricolage. Yet I have tried to choose approaches which lend themselves to a study of 
this nature, which aims to be pragmatic, strategic and reflective. I also felt that these 
approaches helped me to perceive and to elaborate the practical and theoretical matters 
which interested me. 
4.8 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Several limitations should be acknowledged in regard to this study. First, it represents 
a small number of migrant smdent participants, chosen from a diverse range of 
backgrounds. The students' stories are not representative of their language or ethnic 
group, but are smah-scale individual studies. Second, although the data collection 
phase extended for well over a year, this was but a very brief space of time in terms of 
the broad focal issues of language acquisition and use, and representation of identity. 
That is, students were in a very early phase in their acquisition and use of English, and 
renegotiation of identity. Third, certain practical considerations, such as time, funds 
and location meant that I did not have all students interviewed in their first language, 
and I did not spend lengthy periods within each school. Fourth, the case studies situate 
the students at a specific time and place, capturing elements of their lived experiences 
and language use, both of which changed and will continue to change over time. The 
cases are therefore not easily generalisable to other students, or those in different 
phases of their schooling. 
However the theoretical, methodological and analytical work speaks to a much 
wider range of recently arrived linguistic minority students. The key issues of identity, 
language use and representation are critical for all migrant students, who arrive as 
outsiders to the discourses, sociocultural practices, memberships and institutional 
organisation of their new country. Insights into their work in acquiring a new repertoire 
of social and linguistic competences which will facilitate their self-representation may 
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be gleaned from their spoken interactions and the range of data used in this study. The 
forms of analysis used are also widely applicable to other students. 
Finally, the creative and imaginative work which is inherent in all qualitative 
data analysis (Woods, 1985), means that while I have tried to avoid overclaiming, 
underclaiming and other traps of the qualitative researcher, my subjective 
interpretations, leaps and links may not all seem plausible to the reader. That is, the 
data I have presented may have quite different meanings for other researchers. But I 
have tried to present sufficient data to sustain my own interpretation, and enough to 
allow for other readings as well. Given that all research is processual, never 
completed, partial and interested (Brodkey, 1992; Peshkin, 1993), I believe that the 
connections I have made, and the insights I offer, will be of interest to the reader. 
4 J SUMMARY 
The theoretical shifts outiined in Chapter 2 of this thesis have important methodological 
consequences. Viewing language acquisition as discourse acquisition for the purposes of 
self-representation in a range of social contexts meant that the experimental and 
correlational studies which characterised second language research into the 1980s were 
inappropriate for depicting the complexity and fluidity in language use and social 
identity which I wanted to explore. In this chapter I have drawn on particular strengths 
of qualitative, ethnographic, linguistically informed case study to more ably represent 
the issues which concemed me. These included viewing language within a socioculmral 
matrix, capturing contextual features in local settings through the use of multiple data 
sources, the inclusion of emic perspectives including the reflexivity of the researcher, 
and an ongoing flexibility in the research design. I then outlined in some detail the 
primary data sets, and I offered a brief introduction to the participants, explaining how 
the final sample was arrived at. Finally, I described some of the analytic tools used and 
the methods of analysis. What remains is to enter into the detail of some of these 
students' lived experiences, to hear them speak and to explore the research questions in 
the 'light' of their voices. 
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5.0 
CHAPTER 5 
ON LEAVING NEWNHAM: THE END OF ARRIVAL 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter I intioduce the main smdy cohort of students, whose selection was 
described in Chapter 4. Using data from two videotaped focus groups I begin to look 
first at the notion of communicative competence and also the link between speaking and 
social interaction. The focus groups were held in December 1996 at Newnham High, at 
the end of the on-arrival program for these smdents. It was important to talk with them 
before they left Newnham, as this was the end of the first phase of their leaming 
Enghsh in Australia, the end of arrival. This was also the last opportunity to see the 
smdents all together. After the summer holidays they would be in five different 
schools. Their recent visits to their new schools became one of the subjects discussed 
in the focus group. 
The purpose of these groups, as explained to the smdents, was to talk about the 
ways the smdents had leamed English in their own countries and at Newnham, their 
experiences at Newnham and their knowledge and expectations of high school, all in a 
group context in which they might interact with each other as well as with me. As I felt 
smdents might be inhibited in a group of ten, I formed two focus groups, largely on the 
basis of age, ending up with an older group (15-16 years) and a younger group (13-14 
years). The groups were videotaped, and the tapes were then fully transcribed. 
Students marked with an asterisk are those featured in the main case studies. Names 
used are pseudonyms. The participants were: 
Group 1 
NAME 
Tina (F)* 
Milena (F)* 
Alex (M) 
Sinitia (M) 
John (M) * 
AGE 
15 
16 
15 
14 
16 
NATIONALITY 
Taiwanese 
Bosnian 
Bosnian 
Rumanian 
from Hong Kong 
DOA 
10.7.96 
21.9.96 
5.8.96 
16.8.96 
29.9.96 
LOR 
5 months 
2.5 months 
4 months 
5.5 months 
2.5 months 
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Group 2 
NAME 
Nora* 
Ahcia* 
Carlos 
Silina 
Bun Tan 
AGE 
14 
13 
14 
13 
14 
NATIONALITY 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Salvadorean 
Samoan 
Cambodian 
DOA 
5.5.96 
5.12.94 
15.1.96 
29.5.96 
28.9.95 
LOR 
7 months 
2 years 
11 months 
8.5 months 
1 year 2.5 m 
* Included in the main case smdies 
The students had been in Australia for between two and a half months and two years. 
By chance, most of the younger group had arrived much earlier, and spent longer in the 
intensive program. Alicia had spent a year in primary school before being referred back 
to Newnham. 
In what follows, I outline the conditions in which these focus groups were held, 
and then using the transcripts of the videotapes, I raise a number of issues pertinent to 
the research.questions. Four smdents in the group were noticeably more proficient 
speakers in English than the others. These were Milena, Alex and Sinitia in the older 
group and Carlos in the younger group. After watching and listening to the videotapes, 
my interest was initially drawn to these differences in communicative competence and to 
consider their implications for self-representation in a group situation. What did certain 
smdents do that made me hear them as competent speakers? How did this relate to other 
conditions in their acquisition and use of English? 
The warm-up 
Prior to the videotaped focus group sessions, each group spent one 'warm-up' session 
with me, in which we played language games (with chocolate rewards), and students 
became more familiar with each other, as they had come from different classes. Even 
within this 45 minute period, the communication games provided some sense of group 
cohesion, and a level of confidence in speaking in front of the others. It was also 
important to create a climate of acceptance and of valuing what was said, while keeping 
proceedings light-hearted. 
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The videotaping 
The relaxed atmosphere of the warm-up sessions was counteracted to an extent by the 
surface formality of the videotaping conditions. The taping was done in an office of the 
administration block, an official room not normally used by smdents, and we sat in a U 
shape around a table. Although the cameraman was a teacher aide well known to the 
students and to me, the videotaping of smdents was relatively unusual. During the 
focus groups, I had a folder on the desk in front of me and a set of questions/prompts 
(Appendix E), which also perhaps reinforced the formality of my role as teacher/group 
coordinator. However, it should be added that I was known precisely in this role by the 
students, having taught most of them on occasion in my relief teacher work. There was 
therefore a certain asymmetry to the context, in which I took a specific and guiding role. 
The simation was not designed to provide spontaneous talk (which is much harder to 
capmre and record), but resembled more a semi-stmcmred interview, or class 
discussion. It is worth noting that this context, and my known teacher role, account for 
certain asymmetries in the talk, and render 'normal' such things as the ahocation of 
roles, the use of preplarmed questions, the 'directing' of the talk, a level of formality 
appropriate to student-teacher relations (from smdents and researcher), and the use of 
prompts and scaffolding. In these terms, the focus group data is certainly talk, but a 
different register of talk from spontaneous naturally occurring conversation or individual 
interviews. 
Of interest in the transcripts from these two videotaped groups are the responses 
given by students to specific questions and issues, but even more significantly, the 
pattems of talk and levels of interaction which emerged in spite of the formalised context 
and allocation of roles. Finally it should be added that a focus group of five (plus 
researcher) provided scope for the more proficient speakers to take the floor, but a real 
challenge for those used to avoiding speaking in English. In a group of five, there is 
nowhere to hide. In the individual interviews, I had focused on personal issues and 
autobiographical details, trying to build up a profile of the individual student and their 
background. This was famihar material for the students, who had frequently drawn on 
their biographies in the Newnham program. For the videotaped groups, the focus 
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shifted to the smdy of Enghsh, ways to leam a language, the students' use of their first 
language and of English, and also their expectations of high school. This was therefore 
another site for looking at identity and language in use, along with issues relating to 
language acquisition. 
5 .1 LANGUAGE ISSUES — THE QUESTION OF 
COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE 
What seemed clear from the first in analysing the video data (in spite of the rather poor 
audio quality), was that although the smdents were all exiting what may be described as 
a full immersion ESL program, with occasional first language (LI) support, their levels 
of competence in English were very diverse. Many factors may of course account for 
this, but it seemed likely that there was a spiralling and dynamic relationship between 
speaking English and interaction in a range of contexts within and beyond school. 
Length of residence did not seem to correlate with communicative competence. The 
most fluent speaker of English, Milena, had been in Australia just over two months. 
This win be discussed later in more detail. 
Before dealing more closely with the relationship between speaking English and 
social interaction, I wish to address the notion of communicative competence, which 
impacted greatiy on the smdents' level of participation in the focus groups, and indeed 
on my role as interlocutor and focus group facilitator. What did the students who 
seemed so proficient in their use of English actually do? How was this competence 
constituted? It is commonly understood that oral language discourse consists of a 
number of competencies, or discourse proficiencies, including coherence, 
comprehensibility, effective use of prosody, elaboration, complexity, grammaticality, a 
sensitivity to sociocultural context and conversational control. However I started not 
with a predetermined hst, but with the videotapes and transcripts. In what follows I 
briefly outiine and illusti-ate seven aspects of language use which I perceived as related 
to communicative competence, as revealed in the focus group data. 
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Some elements of communicative competence 
A . Ability to produce extended or elaborated discourse 
When asked about leaming English in their own countries, Carlos said. 
When I was in school... we have only every day, have English. But you have to 
buy a book, but m the book is write all () it's English, nothing Spanish, aU- You 
have to wnte and you have to make some passages. ... The teacher say to speak 
English, she say to open the book, to read, to do things. 
In the focus group interview, Carlos regularly explained things in response to 
questions, giving examples, generalising, and elaborating ideas. Contrast this with 
Nora's answer in relation to leaming English in China. 
(R = researcher) 
Nora: We, every day we had one lesson for English. Nearly three years 
((Nora speaks very softly, almost inaudibly)) 
R: For three years. And what sort of work did you do in English'^ 
(2.0) ^ 
What sort of lessons? 
(3.0) 
Did you read, did you write? 
Nora: Yeah 
R: Did you have to speak at all? 
Nora: No 
R: You didn't have conversations 
Nora: No 
A feature of the talk here is the predominant question/answer format. Nora in fact only 
spoke when nominated by me to answer questions, and several long pauses show that 
she was having trouble either understanding or responding. Her last three tums are 
minimal. Several students answered similarly in single words or short phrases, unable 
at this point, and in this context, to say more in English. 
B. The ability to make generalisations in English 
Certain speakers in the group regularly picked up a point which had been raised, and 
encapsulated it in a generalised statement. For example, when asked about their new 
high schools, the following interaction occurred. 
Milena: (It's) nice. You're not supposed to do many things, you know you 
can't do what you want. I mean, it's just an Australian school, you 
know. And I have heard that Markwell is a better school than others. 
And I talked to one guy from Sandford, and he said that Sandford is 
better than [MarkweU 
Sinitia: [Everyone says that the school you go to is the best. 
Milena: Just, if you wanna leam, then every school is good for you, you 
know? 
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Milena begins by indicating the restrictions she'd heard about at high school. I heard 
her comment that "it's just an Australian school" as a shght put-down of Australian 
schools. She then tums to comparative views of two neighbouring high schools. 
Sinitia intervenes here, shown by the overiap, with the summarising generalisation, 
"Everyone says that the school you go to is the best." Milena's last tum then 
generalises the relationship between motivation and school quality or reputation. She is 
also concemed with the acceptability of her statement, shown by the tag, 'you know.' 
This is in Gee's (1996) terms a contexmalisation signal, showing both Milena's position 
and her assumptions as to the positions of others. Sinitia and Milena often constmcted 
the talk between them, taking complementary conversational roles, hstening, responding 
to, building on or contradicting what the other had said. They had similar levels of 
proficiency in English and were able to pick up on an idea, develop it, and generalise 
from it. 
C. Point making, using examples 
In the last excerpt, Milena made a point about "just an Australian school," which was 
not lost on me. I heard her point as "Typical Australian school — what could you 
expect?" There were numerous examples of such point making in the focus group data. 
During talk about TV viewing habits, several students named programs they liked. 
Carlos then made a different point about TV. 
Nora: Hercules 
R: Sorry? 
Nora: Hercules 
R: That's very simple English in Hercules. ((All laugh, Carlos the 
loudest)) 
Ahcia: Simpsons, Sale of the Century, The Price is Right 
Carlos: I don't like to watch too much TV, because you don't have time to do 
your homework. You have to, to make yourself, to have time to 
listen to the radio, to watch TV, make another things, you have to 
make your time, everything, because if you don't make nothing, you 
always watching TV, you don't have a job, you have nothing. 
Nora and Alicia in this excerpt were able to name TV programs, whereas Carlos was 
making a point about other activities taking precedence over watching TV. He uses 
repetition and paraphrase to constmct a moral position about television viewing. Milena 
and Sinitia also used examples to make a point about how English is leamed at 
Newnham. 
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R: What do you do in classes that helps you a lot? 
Smitia: We talk a lot 
Milena: and teachers explain things 
Sinitia: Even in my country, when we had English lessons, we would ask the 
teacher in our own language, what that word means (.) but here you 
ask m Enghsh, and you get the answer in English. 
Milena also provided a cohesive link, the coordinating conjunction 'and,' between 
Sinitia's first tum and her own, revealing an aspect of conversational competence. 
D. Use of markers of casual discourse, including the adolescent 'like' 
The more competent speakers used colloquial expressions and aspects of prosody 
generally used by native speakers. These included 'wanna', 'gonna', 'or something', 
'you know,' 'you know what I mean,' 'kids,' 'guys' and the ubiquitous 'like,' which 
marks \he speech pattems of many adolescents, as shown in the following examples. 
Sinitia: when I write a letter to my country, my language starts to be, like, 
weird. 
and 
Alex: when is the next time, we're gonna, like, talk? 
E. Ability to reflect on metalinguistic issues and language learning 
processes 
In considering how Newnham had helped him leam English, Carlos said, 
Carlos: Because when you speak English, it's different when you write, 
because if you speak English, sometimes the words the same. But 
when you write, different. You know what I mean? 
The grammar is not 'perfect,' but the point is clearly made about the lack of 
correspondence between the phonology of English and some written forms. This was a 
significant metacognitive awareness, which Carlos was able to express. Milena had 
clear views on ways to leam a language, as shown in the following interchange. 
R: What are some good ways to leam a language? 
Alex: Read books. 
Sinitia: Speak with Australian friends 
Milena: That's how I leamed Danish, so I'm using that way to leam English. 
.... I speak a lot in English; 'n just read something and translate, take 
a book and a dictionary. 
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Milena's family had fled war-tom Bosnia for Denmark, where they lived for almost 
three years before coming to Australia. She picks up Sinitia's idea of speaking to 
Australian friends, using the referential "that's how" She then claims to be applying this 
method, along with others which had worked for her when she leamed her second 
language, Danish. Her translation work, for example, was quite independent and done 
in her own time. 
Several rejected my suggestion that students could use English amongst 
themselves as a strategy for language practice, even if they shared a common language. 
Milena: It's weird if I speak English with Alex. 
Alex: It's stupid 
Milena: Here it's just so weird you know to speak other languages with your 
family 
Sinitia: Sometimes when you speak with somebody else from your own 
language, from your country in English, you get embarrassed or 
something, maybe you use the wrong word, and you start to laugh. 
Milena: It's weird 
Sinitia: You don't have to stay and think what word you use. 
The claim here was that within one's own language group, there is a strong affective 
and practical motivation to use the first language. This is partly because language is so 
closely bound to identity, although Sinitia also draws attention to the time needed to 
retrieve words in English and the humour when a wrong one is used. Using or 
practising English in such contexts seemed inauthentic to these students, and was 
rejected in emotive terms such as being "stupid," "weird" and "embarrassing." 
F. Absorbing and using expressions 'found' in the talk of others 
Although there was clear evidence of students listening to and responding to each other, 
on several occasions students picked up on a word used in the talk by someone else, 
and then used it themselves. Sinitia reused Milena's term "weird," while Carlos 
understood and later used one of my formulations. After he had summarised the need 
to 'make your time' instead of watching TV, the following exchange occurred. 
R: So you have to be organised. 
C: Yeah, organised. 
It seemed a word he knew, and repeating it made it easier to retrieve next time, which he 
did a few minutes later. 
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R: You know in high school you'll have a lot more homework. What do 
you think about that? 
Nora: It's too hard [smiles broadly] 
Carlos: You have to organise. 
G, Use of humour 
Humour is generally considered to be strongly defined by particular sociocultural 
contexts, as well as related to ethnicity and language. Understanding and using humour 
in a second language normally entails therefore advanced levels of proficiency in that 
language. While all smdents seemed reasonably relaxed and happy as the videotaping 
proceeded, some showed a propensity for using and understanding humour. While the 
context, the 'moment,' and non-verbal characteristics are often important in humour, 
some examples are given below. They were small moments, but (some) smdents found 
them funny, as I did. 
R: Has Newnham helped you leam English? 
All: Yes, yeah. 
Carlos: Too much 
R: Too much? ((All laugh)) 
R: Are there things you still need to improve? ((/ meant in English)) 
C: My behaviour 
R: How do the teachers leam more about you? 
Alex: Next day they knew everything. 
It is perhaps contentious to draw conclusions about humour and language competence. 
However, there were occasions when only the more competent speakers laughed. 
There was also evidence that the same people watched programs on TV such as "Full 
Frontal," which consists of comic sketches, satire and parody, requiring good listening 
and comprehension skills to understand the gags. 
All of the above feamres provided evidence of communicative competence in 
spoken discourse. The use of elaborated pattems, generalisations, examples to illustrate 
a point, colloquial expressions, comments on language leaming itself, and expressions 
discovered in the process of talking with others all seemed to indicate levels of 
competence in speaking. These features also marked the differences, in hnguistic terms, 
between these speakers and their more tentative and silent peers. It is perhaps worth 
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noting that communicative competence is not grammatical accuracy, as many of Carlos' 
utterances attested. Errors in tiiis context are not a critical issue, unless they impede 
comprehensibihty. So for me, communicative competence does not mean 'getting it 
right' in a traditional grammar sense. 
Communicative competence is also more than being able to say a lot. The Samoan 
student Silina had what appeared on the surface to be considerable oral fluency, mainly 
because she liked to take the floor. However, analysis of the talk often showed a lack 
of cohesion and relevance, and a failure to make a connection with her listeners. The 
fohowing interaction relating to the work load at high school is a sample of this. 
R: You know in high school you'll have a lot more homework. What do 
you think about that? 
Nora: It's too hard ((smiles broadly)) 
Carlos: You have to organise 
Nora: Because in China, in high school too much homework. 
R: Too much? ((Nora nods)) So what do you do? 
Nora: Always do homework ((writing gesture)) 
Silina: ((a long talk here, but meaning and relevance not clear Includes the 
following)) My country, when you finish all things, we talk about 
when you go to high school, we have camera like this one, and I was 
going to high school, but my sister she's work ... 
Although Silina spoke quite fluentiy in one sense, her voice was often soft, or words 
unclear. As a listener, it seemed to me that the hnks to other speakers and an orientation 
to the topic were often missing. Prior to the focus groups, Silina's teacher had 
emphasised that she loved to hold the floor, but that this frequently annoyed other 
students, presumably because they found the discourse difficult to follow. The teacher 
also recounted that Silina basically said everything that came into her head. In the 
teacher's words, "She doesn't have a thought that she doesn't express." Making 
choices about what is said, how and how much, in fact comprises an essential part of 
effective discourse. 
Students who displayed the communicative competences described above, such as 
Alex, Milena, Carlos and Sinitia, were able to interact more in the conversation, taking 
tums and responding to others. Those with less competence at this point offered 
minimal responses to questions, and only when nominated, needed more prompting and 
scaffolding, and tended to use stiff formulaic utterances, with littie or no elaboration. A 
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lot of smiling was used, by me and the smdents, to defuse tension and to communicate 
acceptance, lack of comprehension and other things. The amount of data from these 
focus groups was limited, but provided insights that oral competence is a set of 
continua, an ongoing and developmental process for these smdents. The point is that 
the more you talk, the more you can talk. This seemed to me to be the essence of the 
link between speaking and interaction. 
5 .2 WHAT LANGUAGE DO YOU SPEAK AT LUNCHTIME? 
On the basis of the communicative competence indicators described above, I identified 
four of the ten students who appeared to be competent users of spoken English. These 
were Milena, Sinitia, Carlos, and Alex. In addition, Silina also seemed a competent 
speaker on familiar topics. The other students, for whom speaking still posed many 
problems, were Tammy, John, Nora, Alicia and Bun Tan. Although no conclusions 
were drawn at this time, it seems impossible not to mention that in broad terms, these 
two categories contained five speakers of non-Asian languages and five speakers of 
Asian languages respectively. That is, the speakers of Mandarin, Cantonese and 
Cambodian were all hesitant speakers of English. 
The opportunity to use English beyond the ESL classroom has a strong bearing on 
competence in speaking. Such interactions provide intensive speaking practice, that is, 
opportunities for authentic input and for output. From my knowledge of Newnham, 
from individual interviews with the students, and from the focus group data, I identified 
three main sites (or times) outside of the classroom where informal social interaction 
occurs. These included Newnham School during the moming tea and lunch breaks; 
other sites in everyday hfe outside school; and weekends or holidays. Experiences of 
using Enghsh in these three sites varied greatiy. 
Lunchtime at Newnham finds approximately 150 students speaking 20 to 30 
different languages, with English being the lingua franca for those who choose to mix 
outside of their language groups. Sinitia spoke English all day at school, largely 
because there were no other Rumanians for most of his stay at Newnham. He was also 
aware of ways to mix and find new friends, saying, "If you find friends the same age. 
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like, even you do things like they like doing, you play basketball or something." After 
school, he also regularly swam in a friend's pool, where only English was spoken. 
Carlos spoke both English and Spanish at lunchtimes during soccer matches, depending 
on whether he was talking to the many Bosnian or El Salvadorean players. Bun Tan 
claimed to use English only "in lessons," as did Tina, Nora and Alicia. Tina added, "I 
eat lunch with my friends so I speak Mandarin." Nora's hope for her new high school 
was that she would meet more English speaking friends. 
'Outside school' contexts mentioned by smdents included shopping (Tina); 
buying railway tickets (Carlos); and church and home (Silena). Carlos spoke English 
regularly with his Australian neighbour, Sinitia with Australian friends and Bun Tan 
with his Australian-bom cousins, of whom, he said with some disdain, "They can't 
speak own language," by which he meant Cambodian. Although Bun Tan was not yet 
a competent speaker in the ways described above, his talk was often very resourceful, 
as shown in the following excerpts. 
R: What's your new school like Bun Tan? 
Bun Tan: Not bad miss. 
R: Yeah. What's not bad? 
Bun Tan: I don't know. 
R: What about the uniform? 
Bun Tan: It's not good like ah, at Waverly High School it's very nice than 
Sandford. 
R: What does Sandford uniform look like? 
Bun Tan: Like a leaf, you know? 
R: Green 
Bun Tan: Yeah, green and white. And the pants is grey, short pants. 
Hearing that his uniform was "like a leaf as the colour green is an index of one of the 
ways ESL teachers hear NESB students. Bun Tan had forgotten the word 'green,' but 
confirmed my inference in his last mm. Another example occurred as he compared 
Newnham and his new high school. 
R: Is the high school different from Newnham Bun Tan? 
Bun Tan: Yeah, because the high school have bigger than Newnham. Like 
experiment, have many. Newnham have, it's not many. 
R: Not many what? 
Bun Tan: Experiments 
R: Experiments. You mean for science? 
Bun Tan: Yeah. 
Bun Tan here uses the area of science as an example to illustrate how the high school 
was bigger than Newnham. At high school they did more experiments, presumably in 
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laboratories. Bun Tan substimtes the verb 'to have' for the verb 'to be' three times, but 
is still able to convey his meaning, and provide the key word in answer to my question 
"Not many what?" It seems likely that without the practice with his Australian-bom 
Cambodean cousins. Bun Tan's Enghsh may have been more limited. 
I have also mentioned holidays as a potential 'site' for the speaking of English. 
Smdents were about to have a six-week break from school, and I wondered how they 
would spend this time, and what part Enghsh would play in their language use over this 
period. The answers were quite revealing, and consistent with what has been suggested 
above. Tina was going back to Taiwan for two weeks, and apart from a weekly lesson 
with an Australian mtor on her retum, would not speak any English. Nora would go to 
the council library. Alicia had no plans, but said she might accompany Nora to the 
library. Both Nora and Alicia said they would not really have a chance to speak English 
over the six weeks. Both Carlos and John said they were going to sleep, but their 
statements contrasted in length and complexity of tum, as follows. 
Carlos: Sleeping, because when it's hot you don't have nothing to do. 
R: You could go swimming. 
Carlos: Yeah, but you have to pay. 
contrast with 
R: What are you going to do John? 
John: Sleep. 
Alex said he was going to do "Everything I can, I don't know, I go to friends, I go to 
Gold Coast, everywhere." Sinitia was off to Sydney to visit friends for Christmas. 
There was a clear sense in this part of the talk that those who "went out," or travelled 
away from home (not including to Taiwan), would be in situations where they had to 
interact with English-speakers, in intercultural contexts, and where they would be 
forced to use English. For those who remained at home, or in the council library (a 
symbolic place of silence), there would be no interaction involving speaking in English. 
As this phase of the smdy did not really include much classroom observation, it is 
unclear how much English was spoken by these students in classrooms at Newnham. 
What did seem clear from the videotaped focus groups was that opportunities to use 
En<Jlish beyond the classroom had a critical impact on the speaking resources of these 
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students. Nora, Alicia, Tina and John do not speak English at school during lunch, 
spoke only Mandarin/Cantonese at home and over the summer holiday, and had little 
contact with Enghsh speakers generally. Milena, Alex, Sinitia, Carlos (and Silina and 
Bun Tan to a lesser extent) were actively bilingual within and outside of school, and 
during the six week holiday were to 'go out,' see people, and use English. It is worth 
adding that for many boys at Newnham, sport provided a perfect arena for bilingualism, 
even multilingualism (multilingual swearing was not uncommon). Both Bun Tan and 
Sinitia spoke of playing basketball, and Carlos of soccer. For Tina, Nora and Alicia, all 
shy, retiring, and unathletic, this was not really an option. 
5.3 "NOBODY CAN HEAR ANYTHING" 
Newnham students travel considerable distances to get to school, and virtually all come 
by train, as there is a station close by. During the focus group, I suggested this was 
perhaps an avenue for using English. Carlos responded as follows. 
With friends, when you want to make (.) a new friend, when you want to buy a 
ticket, because if you say in your language, nobody can hear anything, because 
they just say 'What? What?' 
In an important sense, to speak a language other than English in Australian society at 
large, is to be inaudible. We go 'What? What?', neither understanding, nor 'hearing.' 
This is just one reason why mastering the dominant language is so essential for these 
students. Early attempts can be fraught with anxiety, especially in a public context. 
Carlos was saying that he could not be heard or understood in Spanish. It was my 
feeling that several of these students could also not be heard using their current levels of 
English. Too few speakers of English would be willing to take on the communicative 
burden of listening required to decipher the meanings. 
With all students except Milena, Carlos, Alex and Sinitia, understanding the gist 
and flow of their discourse in English still required an ESL teacher's ear, an ear that 
decoded 'like a leaf instantaneously as green, 'experiments' as science, or as in the case 
of Antonio (Chapter 3), immediately inferred the two possible meanings of 'feeling 
apart" and tested one of them. One becomes attuned to the phonology and 
idiosyncrasies of various accents, to grammatical dysfluencies, to deducing meaning 
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from context. With the three Chinese giris, Tina, Alicia, and Nora, the softest and most 
hesitant speakers in this group of students, I was often simply unable to hear much of 
what they said in English. Metaphorically inaudible when they used Chinese outside the 
home or school, and literally inaudible when they spoke their second language, I felt 
that the path toward representation within the mainstream school and culture would not 
be an easy one for them. The public at large does not have 'an ESL teacher's ear,' and 
many people are simply not prepared to do the intense listening work required to 
understand varieties of English which are heard as non-standard, as explained by Lippi-
Green (1996). 
5 .4 CONCLUSION 
The central topic of these videotaped group talks was the leaming of English. The 
students' responses and accounts showed that although they were all about to exit 
Newnham and enter high schools, they were at very different points in their levels of 
competence in speaking English. Seven types of competencies (outiined in the first 
section) seemed to characterise their fluent use of the second language. Furthermore, it 
was evident that those who were more advanced had, or sought, many opportunities to 
use English beyond the classroom. Such interactions, at school, at home and on 
holidays provided important cultural information, as well as vital linguistic exchanges, 
and the chance to practise listening, speaking and 'being heard.' For students who 
remain isolated from such interactions, it seems likely that the acquisition of English, 
and social integration may be much slower. From the focus group data, I have noted 
below a number of SLA and identity issues which emerged. For brevity, I have 
summarised these. I am aware of the limitations of generalising from such a small 
sample. Yet these notes on SLA are not 'surprises,' but rather support current thinking 
in the fleld. The points made below were all evidenced in the talk of the students and 
their interactions with each other and with me during the focus groups, although not all 
were explicitly demonstrated in this chapter. 
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5 . 4 . 1 Focus groups — notes on second language issues 
1. Communicative competence is evidenced by a range of skills in speaking, such as 
the ability to extend the discourse (length of tum), the use of generalisations and 
examples to illustrate a point, tums which incorporate input from previous 
speakers, the use of coUoquialism and vemacular expressions, metalinguistic 
insight into language use and leaming, and the use of humour. 
2. As smdents become competent users of English, there can be a corresponding 
attrition of then- first language. Both Sinitia and Milena noted that their LI 
writing skills were deteriorating, due to interference from English. Acquisition 
may therefore be accompanied by loss. 
3. Competent second language speakers develop a repertoire of strategies to leam 
languages — such as consciously cultivating opportunities to speak the L2, 
translating, and using dictionaries. 
4. Speakers of languages which are to some extent cognate with English, or at least 
have basically the same alphabet, have an advantage in leaming English over 
students of Asian languages. 
5. Negotiating meanings from misunderstandings provides very valuable second 
language input. Misunderstandings between the smdents and me occurred twice 
in these focus groups, once with Carlos (a pronunciation problem) and once with 
Nora (due to her elliptical syntax). In both cases, there was a short but intense 
manoeuvring to negotiate the meaning of what had been said. 
6. Even in the context of an immersion program, the language used and practised 
outside of classroom contexts is of vital importance. 
7. As students from the same language group find it 'weird' and artificial to use 
English together, the implication for doing a speaking activity in class is that to be 
viable (not perceived as 'weird' or 'stupid'), speaking partners should not share a 
common first language. 
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5 . 4 . 2 Focus groups — notes on language and social identity issues 
1 - There is no social warrant for ESL smdents from the same language group to use 
English outside, or even inside classrooms, when speaking together. Where 
there are large groups of LI speakers, it seems unlikely that English will be used 
at school outside of the formal classroom. 
2. Some students may have very limited opportunities to use English beyond school 
at all, and most of their representations of identity will be in the LI, with family 
and LI friends. Conversely, smdents with no LI network at school seem likely 
to engage in social interactions with a diverse range of speakers of other 
languages, using English as the lingua franca. 
3. There was an awareness that in using the first language, for example to try to 
buy a train ticket, you could not be 'heard' by speakers of English. 
Representation in functional contexts requires competent use of the majority 
language. 
4. For the hearer, there is a 'quantitative' type of link between language use and 
representation of self. In simple terms, this is to do with the length of tum of the 
more competent speakers. As hearer, more of the identity of these speakers was 
available to me, simply because they said more. How students speak, and how 
others hear are two sides of the same coin. 
For ESL students, leaving Newnham constitutes what may be seen as the close of 
the first phase of their linguistic, social and cultural integration in Australia. After the 
summer break, these students would be in high schools, a new context for their 
language leaming, and many other leamings. Some questions arising from the data in 
this phase of the study which are pertinent to their new contexts are: 
How does general oral competency spill over into school English, and the 
language required for academic work? 
What opportunities for speaking English will the quieter Mandarin/Cantonese 
speakers have in, and outside of high school? 
In what ways will these students be accepted and assisted by mainstream 
students and teachers into the discourses of the high school? 
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Although most smdents enjoy the Newnham program, these students were looking 
forward to the challenges of high school, and new chances to leam. In the next three 
chapters I explore the questions above, and other issues raised so far in relation to five 
of the these smdents. I would like to conclude this chapter with an excerpt of a 
misunderstanding which occurred as Nora and I spoke of her new high school. It 
shows her hopefulness, but also the challenge of the path which lay ahead. I had asked 
why she was looking forward to high school. 
Nora: It's great. Because I had more than friends. ((/don't understand, but 
go for one interpretation. It is the wrong one.)) 
R: You've got more friends there. Do they speak Chinese? 
Nora: No. 
R: What language do they speak? 
Nora: English 
R: People you know? These are friends you know already? 
Nora: Ready? 
R: ((realising we 're on different tracks, and that I would have to own up 
to not following)) 
No, sorry, I didn't understand what you said. 
((Nora now makes a repair. She makes her statement louder, slower 
and clearer)) 
Nora: If I go to high school, I can more than friends. 
((The light dawns. I now recognize Nora's generalisation of 'more 
than' for 'more'. A function of the overzealous teaching of the 
comparative?)) 
R: More friends. You can meet new people. 
((Nora nods, relieved.)) 
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CHAPTER 6 
NORA AND ALICIA 
6.0 OVERVIEW 
Nora and Alicia are both from the People's Republic of China, and their story is a 
trajectory across several schools, three languages, and numerous contexts and 
memberships. They arrived in Australia two years apart, with very different 
backgrounds and speaking different languages. This did not prevent their becoming firm 
friends, to the extent that twelve months after I met them, they were at their third school, 
but still sitting together in class. I have chosen to write about them together in this 
chapter, partly because of the importance of the role of friendship in identity and 
language use, but also because Nora and Alicia represent a dyad in the data in terms of 
their school contexts, experiences and memberships, and the fact that I often talked to 
them together. When they left the intensive program at Newnham, they started together 
at Taylor High's ESL unit, where they remained for nine months. Taylor High's ESL 
unit therefore provided the point of arrival in high school for these girls, and the point of 
departure for this chapter. I begin by describing an ESL lesson in the unit as a prelude to 
talking about the girls, and then take up the issues of academic work, language use and 
friendship, as they relate to Nora and Alicia. The lesson situates their on-arrival context 
at high school, providing insight into this ESL class, and raises several issues which wiU 
recur in further discussion of Nora and Alicia. Students spent most of the day in this 
class, leaving only to go to mainstream Maths, or another mainstream subject. 
6.1 AN ESL LESSON 
Four students in the ESL lesson to be described here were among the ten chosen for the 
main smdy, namely Sinitia, Tina, Nora and Alice. When I asked Sinitia, who was 
Rumanian, about the ESL class, he commented, "It's pretty hard in class because you 
can't understand anything, they speak only Chinese." On another occasion, he had 
commented that the Chinese students spoke very softly, when they spoke English. 
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Sinitia spoke Enghsh fluently, having lived in Australia until he was seven, when his 
parents moved back to Rumania. Placed in the ESL class to improve his written 
English, he found himself unable to 'understand anything,' as the dominant discourse 
of the class, according to him, was Chinese. Sinitia in fact was in a linguistic and ethnic 
minority in this class, in which there were five boys and two girls from Taiwan, two 
girls from China (Nora and Alicia), and two boys from Hong Kong. In addition, there 
was a girl from the Philippines and one from former Yugoslavia, a total of 14 students. 
The seven Taiwanese and Nora spoke Mandarin, while Alicia and the boys from Hong 
Kong spoke Cantonese. Alicia also understood and spoke some Mandarin. The 
following is a diagram of the seating in the class, which was arranged in a horseshoe, 
plus three desks at the front. Alicia and Nora were together, and in this lesson I sat 
between Sinitia and Sam, a boy from Hong Kong. 
Figure 6.1. The ESL lesson seating plan 
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6.1 .1 The lesson described 
The 70 minute lesson started with the Anglo-Australian female teacher reading form 
notices, which were briefly intermpted by the ESL coordinator, who also taught the 
class and wished to hand back drafts of writing for correction. One student, Sam, leant 
over to me with his draft. "What's this?" he asked, pointing to where the teacher had 
written 'Very untidy' at the bottom of his work. I quietly read it out to him. The 
teacher for this lesson, Louise, then called the roll and gave the form notices, including 
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announcements of the forthcoming teachers' strike, of an Australian Chinese guest 
speaker (an actress) soon to visit the class, and of the school's ski trip. "Who's 
interested in skiing?" she asked. No hands went up. She commented that it was an 
expensive trip. 
The lesson's activities centred on a textbook from the UK called Grammar Two. 
Books were distributed, and smdents prepared to write answers to the activities. Nora 
and Alicia spoke softiy together (certainly in Mandarin), and smiled. The following 
interchange also took place, signalling an anomaly to be investigated. 
Tr: Come on, Sam, hurry up! 
Sam: I can't find a piece of paper to write on! 
I had only heard two utterances, but Sam seemed no 'ordinary' ESL student. He spoke 
these two utterances loudly and clearly with a broad Australian accent. Two smdents 
were called on to read a dialogue about recycling, which illustrated the particular 
grammar point being taught, namely the passive. The teacher asked questions of the 
whole class, including whether they disagreed with something one of the characters had 
said. Sinitia spoke up. 
Sinitia: Isn't plastic recycled? (He'd clearly noticed what the teacher was 
referring to.) 
Tr: (softly) Just wait, see if anyone else got it. 
This was the first of several 'overmlings' of Sinitia. 
The next phase of the lesson was a straight explanation of the mles of the passive, 
coupled with question and answer with the whole group. Alicia answered some of the 
class questions. The teacher asked if anyone could change "We recycle paper" into a 
passive form. Sam rephed instantly, "The paper was recycled by us." Perfect. As the 
teacher wrote how to form the passive on the white board, I leaned over to have a chat 
with Sam, asking where he was from and how long he'd been here. Hong Kong, and 
over two years were the answers, which meant that Sam had attended primary school 
for at least two years here. His teacher later told me that his father was a teacher, and 
that they were soon to emigrate to Canada. Although she agreed he was very fluent in 
speaking, she added his writing was 'terrible.' She also mentioned that he chose to 
remain in the ESL unit rather than be integrated into the mainstream, knowing he would 
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be leaving the school mid-year. There was no time to explore why, but he obviously 
enjoyed his role as a larrikin in the class, and as a highly competent user of spoken 
Australian English, had a degree of control over the lessons and his participation in 
them. Sinitia was not there by choice, but to improve his writing in English. 
It is necessary at this point to make some comment on the textbook being used. 
The examples of passive constmctions were largely British and European in content. 
The teacher tried to foreground this in her exposition, asking "Who knows something 
about Britain?" Sam's voice boomed out at two or three second intervals - "It's a 
country. (2.0) Starts with B. (2.0) Speak English. (2.0) British Akways." This was 
foUowed quickly by the teacher with "That's enough from you Sam." She then read 
some examples of the passive, for example, "Seventy bihion cups of tea are dmnk by 
the British every year." ("The British must get dmnk" from Sinitia, whose comment 
was either unheard or ignored). 
As the teacher explained that the auxiliary verb agrees with the subject in the 
passive, Sam's hand shot up, asking if he could go on to the next exercise. I glanced 
over at Nora, who was quietly using an electronic dictionary, presumably to help with 
vocabulary from the first exercise. These hi-tech bilingual dictionaries, containing 
meanings in various scripts, and pronunciations, are very frequently owned and heavily 
used by students from Taiwan, China and Hong Kong, as well as being much admired, 
coveted and borrowed by other students to play with. 
The class then corrected the first exercise. Students read out their answers, with 
Nora going first. Seated on the other side of the room, I could not hear her. Alicia was 
a littie louder and clearer. This pattem of quiet reading as the Chinese students were 
called on to answer continued. At one point, the teacher commented, "That's fine 
Michael. Could you speak up a bit next time?" Throughout this part of the lesson, three 
smdents (all Taiwanese boys) left the room for fifteen minutes each, to participate in the 
Leaming Assistance Program (LAP), individual tutoring offered by volunteers from the 
community. Students with literacy problems, from the mainstream or the ESL unit, 
receive 15-20 minutes help three times a week in the LAP program. 
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Students continued working on exercises from Grammar Two. I had wandered 
over to visit Nora and Alicia. The electronic dictionary was now being used by both of 
them, but acmally belonged to one of the Taiwanese boys. The second exercise required 
smdents to use a passive sentence linking a hst of countries with a list of languages, 
e.g., 'French and German are spoken in Luxembourg.' In the teacher's explanation of 
the task, she suggested, "We could all do what language is spoken in Australia." 
("Heaps o' languages. Miss" was Sinitia's quick response, once again either unheard or 
unacknowledged.) It stmck me that Sinitia was making a very salient point, particularly 
in this class. The teacher suggested the activity would test students' general knowledge. 
"I don't have any general knowledge," piped Sam. During the task, I noted that Sinitia 
had got an atlas from shelves nearby to locate the countries listed. He was the only 
smdent to do this. The teacher came over to me and spoke briefly about the textbook, 
which she acknowledged as very British, and about Sam. She then talked to Sinitia 
about one or two geographical and historical facts raised by the activities. He seemed to 
contradict her, at which point she accepted his comment and moved on. She later said 
that Sinitia had 'shown her up' with his general knowledge. The Chinese boys used this 
'non-surveillance time' to chat quite volubly in Mandarin, while Sam and his neighbour 
talked in Cantonese. I made note of what seemed to me to be the extraordinary 
competence and knowledge base manifest in a truly bilingual child such as Sam. 
The next phase of the lesson involved the correction of the exercise, during which 
some students wrote their answers on the whiteboard. When asked why students 
thought Switzerland had tiiree languages, Carla (the Yugoslavian girl) explained three 
countries were around it. Sinitia objected, making a reasoned argument that this was 
not sufficient, because Yugoslavia was beside Rumania and these countries did not 
share languages. He said that these other countries had 'dominated Switzerland,' and 
that is why there were three languages. His point was well made, but not taken up. 
That is, most smdents had probably not understood the gist of what he was saying, and 
it was not repeated, paraphrased by the teacher or shared with the others. The final 
example in the exercise produced this interchange. 
Tr: What language is spoken in Australia Tony? 
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Tony: ((reading)) English is spoken in Australia. 
Tony's answer was accepted without further comment. 
The final activity in the lesson was also from Grammar Two, and consisted of 
twelve sketches of famous people, to whom students were to match names. The 
sketches, somewhat stylised but recognisable to those with a particular kind of cultural 
knowledge, included the following 'celebrities': 
Julius Caesar 
George Washington 
Charlie Chaplin 
Princess Diana 
Steffi Graf 
Alexander the Great 
Pablo Picasso 
Christopher Columbus 
Sting 
Marilyn Monroe 
Napoleon Bonaparte 
Maria Callas 
I helped Sinitia through a few of these, and he knew or could deduce about half. I then 
went over to Nora and Alicia who were giggling and pointing to the sketches — with no 
idea who they were. I ran through quickly with them, and they recognised none of the 
twelve faces or names. By now, over an hour had elapsed and the noise levels in the 
room were rising slightiy. The most obvious factor was the amount of Chinese being 
used. After the celebrities were identified, Sinitia offered to bring in a Charlie Chaplin 
film on video. The teacher asked how long it was, and suggested it might be possible 
the following week. 
6.1 .2 Making sense of the lesson 
A careful rereading of field notes and of the account above shows that in this lesson , 
the class consisted of two main groups which operated very differently. One group 
consisted of Sinitia and Sam, bilingual participants busy enacting their identities as 
potential mainstream leamers. The other group comprised the rest of the students, all of 
Asian background, except for the girl from former Yugoslavia. This group were 'being 
ESL students.' I wish to suggest that the difference between chatting quietly (or loudly) 
in Mandarin or Cantonese, and calling out "I can't find a piece of paper to write on," 
"heaps o' languages. Miss" or even "the paper was recycled by us," is quite significant 
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in terms of representation of self, levels of bilingualism, and particular social positions 
within this classroom context. My notes were full of Sinitia and Sam, not because they 
were the only audible voices, but the only ones I could hear and understand. Then: 
comments, questions and answers were on display in this class, to the teacher and to 
me, and also to their fellow students. 
While it would be easy to analyse the boys' utterances in terms of communicative 
competence, it is more important at this point to note that through English language use, 
Sinitia and Sam showed an awareness of the social roles and pragmatics of the 
classroom. Their bilingualism enabled them to participate in the lesson in ways different 
from the other students. The work was easy for them, even redundant, which allowed 
them time to commentate in other ways, for example by calling out, using asides, or in 
Sinitia's discussion with the teacher on general knowledge topics. Their participation 
took the form of very public displays of competence in English, and revealed a 'social 
self quite at ease functioning in another language. This contrasted sharply with the 
other students, for the whom the work on the passive seemed much more demanding, 
and who remained mostiy quiet or silent when the discourse was in English. To take 
this one step further, I reahse that Sinitia and Sam dominate my description of the lesson 
above, but this reflects the English I was hearing in this classroom, and also the extent 
to which their identities were available to me. By contrast, I had no insight whatever 
into the identities of any of the five boys from Taiwan. 
In stark contrast to Sinitia and Sam, there were no spontaneous utterances spoken 
in English by any other student, that I could hear. Notes referring to other students' 
answers or talk refer to inaudibility, and to the speaking of Chinese. The teacher asked 
general 'class' questions and often aUocated tums, but students generally did not 
respond unless named, and then they spoke so quietiy it was almost impossible to hear. 
Making the self 'bearable,' normally the whole point of verbal exchanges, did not 
happen as these students answered in English. The point may well be that they were in 
fact answering questions posed by the teacher, as distinct from talking. Their talk in 
Chinese on the other hand was more and more audible as the lesson proceeded. It 
occurred to me that the use of electronic dictionaries, while clearly valuable to students. 
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constimtes a non-communicative, almost solipsistic activity, and students are often 
caught up with them when they could be finding information in more communicatively 
interactive ways. In other words, the screen mediated vocabulary did not transfer to 
communicative English language use. 
Several conclusions may be drawn from these observations. First, because of 
their use of English, Sinitia and Sam had particular presence in this classroom. They 
were the ones who 'piped up' when a question was asked, and who understood exactiy 
what was being asked. They were also seen to be fulfilhng these roles in a very public 
way. Second, while they were a part of this ESL group, their fluency actually 
constimted in some ways a mpture with the group, a communicatively produced 
boundary (Gumperz, 1982) which separated them from the others. Sam of course 
could slip back into Cantonese, to assert his solidarity with the Chinese group 
(particularly the boys), whereas Sinitia's first language was not inteUigible to any other 
member. This is linked to a third point, namely that the network of Chinese speakers in 
this class was particularly strong (11 out of 14 students spoke Mandarin or Cantonese), 
which meant that apart from the teacher's use of English, much (in fact most) of the 
spoken interaction was in Chinese. The three Taiwanese boys participating individually 
in the LAP therefore received their most intensive interaction in English in their 15 
minute session, that is, outside of the classroom in a one on one situation. 
Members of this class could effectively sidestep the use of the second language, 
simply by weight of numbers, which meant the primary means of communication was 
the LI. Finally, we must remm to Sinitia's initial comment, that in this class, "you 
can't understand anything, they speak only Chinese." On the basis of this lesson, he 
has in fact misrepresented the class. That is he and Sam were perhaps the only students 
to understand 100% of the official discourse of this lesson, which was in English, and 
the only ones to respond volubly in Enghsh. He does not understand the discourse of 
his Chinese speaking peers, which admittedly occurs frequently, but constimtes an 
unofficial discourse within the classroom. It is interesting that in Sinitia's mind, the 
unofficial discourse outweighs the official one, to the point that he thinks he can't 
understand anything. 
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It seems worthwhile at this point to speculate briefly on why several comments by 
Sinitia were overmled by the teacher, and what effect this may have had. These 
included his comments on the British getting dmnk on tea, his question "Isn't plastic 
recycled?" on the first text, his comment that "heaps o' languages" were spoken in 
Australia, and the lack of acknowledgment of his argument about Switzerland's 
multilingualism. It is likely that in one or two instances he was simply unheard (his 
voice is softer than Sam's). The teacher's response to his question ("Just wait, see if 
anyone else got it.") was an attempt to give more time to other students, to think and to 
formulate an answer. The silence of the others in this case held sway over Sinitia's 
response. In my view this was not a case of discrimination, but a common scenario for 
every smdent who has 'got it' and must wait for the others to catch up. To Sinitia, the 
'others' were the Chinese smdents. He had already expressed to me a degree of 
isolation he felt from the large group of Chinese native speakers. He was and felt 
excluded from this group, which was not a problem in itself. Yet it meant that he was 
bypassed by the teacher, as someone who didn't need the practice, and in the case of the 
general knowledge, knew better than she did anyway. Fortunately, the overmlings did 
not diminish Sinitia's levels of participation, and he took a keen interest in the lesson. 
In terms of the lesson's cultural content, both Sinitia, who was European and had 
hved in Australia as a small child, and Sam, who was in his third consecutive year in 
Australia, were advantaged in comparison with their more recently arrived peers from 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, China and the Philippines. It could well be argued that the 
majority of mainstream English-speaking Australian students may have had trouble 
recognising sketches of Maria Callas, George Washington and Alexander the Great. 
For Nora and Alicia, both from mainland China, the entire exercise became a jokey 
random guessing game. What else could it be? It seemed ironic that the chance to 
explore Australia's multicultural, multilingual society was missed with the question 
'What languages are spoken in Australia?' (along with a chance to validate the culmral 
and linguistic capital present in this classroom), while a highly Eurocentric exercise 
involving specific cultural knowledge unknown to most students, was pursued. 
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This lesson provided, among other things, an illustration of the resources 
available to the bilingual student. Sinitia and Sam's high levels of linguistic and 
discourse competence in English allowed them to take on social roles which were 
different from those of smdents still operating in thek first language. More confident in 
using English than the other students, they made opportunities to use it even more, 
becoming more confident in the process. They knew how to 'do' the language. In this, 
they had had particular advantages, in having been exposed to Enghsh earlier than the 
others, in the acquisition context of primary school rather than leaming contexts such as 
this ESL classroom. There was also evidence that Sinitia had acquired a level of 
metaknowledge, defined by Gee (1996) as a knowledge of "how the Discourses you 
have already got (not just the languages) relate to those you are attempting to acquire, 
and how the ones you are trying to acquire relate to self and society" (p. 141). This was 
reflected in his independent use of an atlas, his use of analogies from his own 
experience, and even the fact that it was he who could provide the class with the Charlie 
Chaplin video. 
It may well be that all smdents in this class possess such competences and 
knowledge, but while expressed in Chinese, these are simply not available to the 
teacher, to the observer, or to other speakers of English. Is this not the cmx of the 
matter? In the context of this ESL classroom, the Chinese speaking students enacted 
identity primarily in Mandarin. Their representations of self were as Chinese speakers, 
members of a majority Chinese speaking group. Their "word-deed-value combinations" 
(Gee, 1996, p. 127) were acknowledged as legitimate by other legitimate users of 
Chinese. The problem for these students was that membership of the ESL class was 
designed to be of short duration, and was what Sinitia had once called "a temporary 
class." Integration into some mainstream classes, usually Maths and Social Science, 
with radically different contexts, was imminent for most. Discursive practices which 
made them 'insiders' in the ESL class would be the same ones that identified them as 
'other' in the mainstream. 
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6.2 NORA AND ALICIA 
Nora and Alicia were present in the lesson described above, although we didn't hear 
them speak. In what follows, I provide some biographical detail on the two girls and 
then retum to the issues of leaming and using English at school and in other contexts, 
and the theme of friendship. 
Nora 
Nora, an only child, arrived in Australia from Shanghai with her mother on 4 May, 
1996, to be reunited with Nora's father, who had moved to Australia six years earlier. 
Nora was thirteen years old, and said her father had come to Australia "to leam English" 
and to find work in restaurants. Nora was overjoyed to see her father, who had phoned 
her every week for six years, but she was impatient to start school, and to start leaming 
Enghsh. I asked how long she stayed at home on arrival. "Twenty-five days" was the 
lightning response. By the end of May she was enrolled at Newnham, and placed in the 
beginners class. She had studied written English in Shanghai (one lesson a week for 
almost three years), but she spoke virtually no English on arrival. 
Over the six years in Australia, Nora's father had established a network of friends 
and business associates, managing a series of successful noodle bars, and finally 
buying one in a suburban location in 1997. Both Nora's mother and Nora worked there 
on weekends and during holidays. From Nora's accounts, and when I visited the 
noodle bar, they seemed a very close family. Nora once bemoaned to me (with her 
inimitable smile) that she was a "free worker," that is, an unpaid worker in the noodle 
bar, where she worked for up to fifteen hours some weekends. 
Alicia 
Alicia was 11 when she came from Guangzhou in China, arriving with her widowed 
mother and her 13 year old sister in December, 1994. The circumstances were quite 
traumatic, as her mother had been persuaded to move to Australia to help, and marry, a 
family friend. Alicia and her sister were enrolled in a primary school. Alicia's teacher 
wrote in a report that Alicia spoke no English at all on arrival, and became distressed 
easily at school, particularly when it was decided her sister was too old for primary 
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school, and was sent to Newnham. The stepfather had what Alicia described to me as 
"a brain problem," and within a year of the marriage, had became abusive. Alicia's 
mother moved out with the two girls. 
Alicia completed Year 6, and half of Year 7 at primary school. She made close 
friends there, and spoke in particular of two girlfriends who were an Australian bom 
Italian, and a Vietnamese girl who had arrived at age two. The ESL support teacher at 
the primary school decided Alicia did not have enough English to succeed in Year 7, and 
would be better at Newnham for the second half of the year. Alicia started there in 
August 1996, and shortly after met Nora, who had arrived there almost three months 
earlier. By this time, Ahcia's sister had gone through an ESL unit and was in a 
mainstream high school near their home. Alicia's mother worked in a friend's 
restaurant. The family lived with these friends, who were all Chinese, and had a strong 
network of support. As a native of Guangzhou, Alicia's first language was Cantonese, 
and her second language, which she had studied at school, was Mandarin. Nora told 
me that Alicia understood and spoke Mandarin quite well. What I remember from my 
first meeting with Alicia is that she had one of the softest voices I had ever heard. 
Nora and Ahcia exited the Newnham program at the same time, starting at the 
Taylor high school ESL unit in late January, at the start of the 1997 school year. Both 
lived on the other side of town, and had to travel almost an hour to reach Taylor High. 
They became part of the 'Chinese ESL class' described in the first section of this 
chapter. By sheer chance, they now lived in the same suburb, after Nora's family 
moved to be closer to the new noodle bar. To gain insight into what Gee referred to as 
the simultaneous interaction between social or cultural group memberships, a particular 
social language and particular contexts, I begin by looking further into the classroom 
context, and the ways this throws light on issues of language use and membership. 
Both Nora and Ahcia were interviewed in Mandarin (see 4.5.1). In this chapter, 
'M.Int.' following interview excerpts refers to the translated Mandarin interview, which 
was conducted and translated by F, while interviews with the researcher are unmarked. 
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6.3 "A LOT OF LANGUAGE ... A LOT OF WORDS" 
F: Do you find your subjects hard? 
A' I feel Social Science is more difficult. 
F: Why? 
A: Because it has a lot of language, it has a lot of words. 
F: It uses a lot of words? 
A It uses a lot of language. (M.Int. p.3) 
In this excerpt, Alicia is referring to the mainstream Year 8 subject. Social Science, into 
which she had been integrated. In her diary, Alicia quantifies the problem of Social 
Science even further. She writes, in English, 
Oh, NO! We need to write a Field Report, about (name of suburb). Last week, I 
went to excursion with my m class, it was a year 8 Social Science Field 
Study. Their are three class went together, two of my friends from the other 
class are in my ESL class too! Anyway, we need to write the report, and it need 
300 words, then we need to write other 300 words for risks to health, all 
together, I need to write 600 words for this a ment. And I need to have some 
research to do. I hate Social Science! I hate Social Science! I HATE Social 
Science! (Diary, 11.6.97) 
Three hundred words — six hundred words — a lot of words. And in her diary entry 
we find two words she had clearly heard and said many times in English, yet did not 
know how to write, substituting instead just the first letter, 'm' and 'a.' The words are 
'mainstream' and 'assignment,' words which are part of the taken-for-granted language 
of school, more often spoken than written, and which need to be made explicitiy 
transparent to NESB leamers. It is worth noting also that of the three classes or 75 
students who attended, Alicia mentions specifically her two friends from the ESL class, 
who have also joined mainstream Social Science. Alicia finds writing the assignment a 
daunting prospect, as shown by her repetition of "I hate Social Science," with an upper 
case final 'hate.' We can infer that along with producing the requisite number of words, 
control of written forms poses a problem for Alicia. 
One source of difficulty for the ESL students integrating into mainstream subjects 
is the loss of explicit language focus provided by the ESL teacher. Alicia contrasts the 
two types of classes in the following excerpt. 
Because in ESL we spend more time leaming English, but in mainstream, we 
study together with the Aussie kids, just like what they normally leam, not 
anything special on English. If you can get every subject in mainstream, then you 
can go to another school. 
(M.Int.p. 6) 
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Leaming 'what Aussie kids normally leam' is in Alicia's perception divorced from 
"anything special on Enghsh," that is, what the ESL class does. It is also the goal for 
the NESB smdent, for whom full mainstream integration means not just leaving the ESL 
unit, but in some cases, the school itself, in order to attend a school closer to home. So 
once you've got "every subject in mainstream," you can choose your own school. Nora 
also spoke of a difference between ESL and mainstream contexts, contrasting 
Newnham with the mainstream. 
In the language school, we played games aU the time. Here, they just teach us a 
word, let us leam by ourselves, or find by ourselves. The teacher will not 
explain everything. (M.Int. p. 2) 
In addition to echoing claims made in the preliminary study in Chapter 3, Nora's claim 
that smdents "played games all the time," represents less an objective tmth than her 
emotional response retrospectively to that school. It was fun; it felt hke games. At high 
school, the stakes have been raised, the mg has been pulled, and it feels to Nora as if 
the smdents are on their own. In the Chinese interview, she was asked about 
difficulties in her mainstream subjects: 
N: Difficulties? Ah, sometimes, English, don't understand, I have to look it up 
in the dictionary, bit troublesome. 
F: Listening, you can't understand? 
N: Sometimes, can't understand what they are saying. (M.Int. p. 2) 
Here she translates her listening difficulties literally as a vocabulary problem. The 
words, once more, are what get in the way, and a dictionary is the solution. 
6.3 .1 A very bad mark 
One reason why the Social Science assignment was such a traumatic prospect for Alicia 
was because as an assignment, it was an assessable item. Grades were to be assigned. 
Judgements on those 600 words were to be made, and then, as is often the case in 
classroom cultures, made public in the discourse as the assignments are handed back. 
Assessment for many ESL students is fraught with angst. In the following narrative 
from Nora's diary, she tells of the ignominy of failing a test in the ESL class, 
recounting what is for her one of the central conundmms of life at school. 
1 Today is a bad day. 
2 In this moming my Phone teacher gave back to us "News test. " I 
3 got a very very very VERY BAD bad mark. D-\-. I never got this 
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4 mark before. Maybe I'm bad, But I don't think I'm bad like that! I 
5 think this test was not quite equitable, because I'm lose two lessons 
6 on a week. Lask Last Thursday I'm not in the class, and on 
7 Friday the teacher told us we have a test. I asked teacher: "Can I get 
8 that paper about News ? " Teacher said she don't got any one left. 
9 So 1 can't have a good mark. (Maybe it isn 't real reason.) 
10 This afternoon when I came home, I very heartbroken. I'm cried, 
11 long time, then I wrote a letter to my Phone teacher. I told she what 
12 I'm fell. Why I haven't got a good mark, and I said willing getting 
13 better. I want my Phone teacher can give me one more chance to 
14 look at me. 
15 / Hke think tomorrow will getting better. Every thing will getting 
16 better (Diary, 11.6.97) 
Nora calls her 'form teacher' her 'phone teacher' (lines 2,14) This is one of those 
high frequency school organisation words that are rarely spelled out, and yet are quite 
idiosyncratic, in that words like 'form class' and 'form teacher' vary from school to 
school, have no currency outside of school contexts, and represent a semantic variation 
of 'form' that is not common. Such words are part of the culmrally assumed 
knowledge of students, and clearly require some demystification for ESL students. 
If we look at the stmcture of this piece, we see the characteristic opening abstract, 
foUowed by a complication, elaboration of events and her affective response to these, 
then a resolution and philosophical coda. On the test she has received a D+, a "very 
very very VERY BAD bad mark," which while repetitious and simple in stmcmre, 
conveys an effective message of Nora's view of the mark. The repetition and 
capitalisation convey also that she is devastated, as shown by the floods of tears after 
school (line 11). However, in her diary, and after the heat of the moment, Nora adopts 
an analytic standpoint, offering a critical reading of the episode. 
After announcing the mark, she concedes, via the modality 'maybe,' that she 
might be bad, but not that bad, not "bad like that." She then makes a reasoned argument 
that the test, and the teacher, had not been "equitable," providing two reasons for the 
claim, namely that she had missed two lessons and that she was denied access to the 
primary resource for the test. In hues 8-9 she reports her request to the teacher for the 
relevant worksheet via direct speech. This is followed by the teacher's reply, reported 
indirectiy, and her reflection on the consequence — "So I can't have a good mark." Her 
suggestion in line 9 that "it isn't real reason" is equivocal and could constitute her 
evaluation of either of the two previous utterances. 
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In her second stanza, beginning with line 11, she describes her response to the 
episode, a response which again draws on Nora's dramatic resources — there are tears, 
catharsis, and resolution as she describes her pragmatic and empowering response in the 
form of a letter to her teacher. She specifies three elements included in the letter, 
namely her feehngs (lines 11-12), her account of the result (presumably losing lessons 
and having no sheet) (line 13), and an assertion of her willingness to improve (line 14). 
In lines 14-15, Nora provides the rationale for writing to the teacher, whom she wants 
to have "one more chance to look at me. " That is, one more chance to be considered as 
something/someone other than a D-H. The level of self-representation in this text is 
powerful, and the reader has clear insight into what went on, how it affected Nora and 
how she responded. 
This excerpt also provides an example of Nora's agency at work. Her letter was 
unusual, in that I have seen many students receive bad marks on tests, and heard many 
complain, but have never seen or received such a representation in writing. Nora has 
attempted to represent herself via an official school discourse, a letter to the teacher. In 
language terms, this was a very authentic, communicative and instmmental use of 
English. It is also possible that she would have had difficulty representing herself as 
cogentiy through speaking. Nora completes her diary entry with a culmral aphorism, a 
message of hope that everything was getting better (lines 16-17). In response to her 
letter, Nora later told me the teacher had said not to worry, and that the test didn't really 
count for much. But how was she to know this beforehand? Knowing what counts to 
whom is part of the matter here. 
6.4 SPEAKING OUT AT SCHOOL 
The hnks between language use and particularly speaking, and the constmction of 
identity were stressed throughout the theoretical framework in Chapter 2. Such links 
have long been accepted in sociolinguistics, along with the social dimensions of all 
discourse and an acceptance of language as social practice. It is language which shapes 
social realities, identities, contexts and relations. Schools provide a series of 
microcontexts for students, "borderlands crisscrossed with a variety of languages. 
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experiences and voices" (Giroux, 1990, p. 109), in which the social relations and 
identities are in a constant state of flux. Gumperz & Hymes (1986) note that the 
presence of two languages in a community is compatible with a variety of underlying 
social relationships. At Taylor High, there are many more than two languages within 
the smdent community, and smdents such as Nora and Alicia are each functioning in 
two or three language domains. These domains are not symmetrical in terms of fluency, 
proficiency or confidence, and nor are the domains equally valued by the school. This 
is the focus of the following section. 
6.4.1 Speaking up 
In a context of second (or third) language acquisition, speaking audibly and without 
anxiety is an enormous challenge for all but the most extrovert and intrepid students. 
Reticence in speaking, particularly in the early stages, is a namral and very common 
phenomenon and may manifest as silence, minimal responses or extreme soft 
spokenness (Tsui, 1996). As I observed Alicia and Nora's classes, there were frequent 
admonitions from the teachers, such as "Alicia, I need to hear," "Could you speak up a 
bit," or "Can you repeat that a bit louder." I heard one mainstream student call out 
"Can't hear!" as Ahcia delivered an oral presentation, and I had transcripts with many 
tums marked "inaudible." 
In my first talk with the girls at the start of the Taylor High school year, audibility 
was a problem compounding the difficulty they were having in talking to me in English. 
This was a difficulty for all of us. Tina, whose case study is reported in Chapter 8, was 
also present in this group interview. In my notes on the interview, I wrote, 
(The girls) arrived, all smiles. The aide said, "They're very pleased to see you." 
As we walked to the library, they chatted away in Mandarin. Lots of smiling. 
The talk was characterised by lots of giggling, hands over mouths and silences at 
the start (not uncomfortable). Continued to break into Mandarin. They seemed 
to need permission from each other to speak in English. When I asked a question 
at times, there was silence, the girls seeming not to know how to take up the tum 
at the start. 
I was stmck with what Giroux would call the limits of my own voice. Unable to speak 
either Mandarin or Cantonese, I was seriously limited in what I could say, what I could 
have them hear and understand. The opening few lines of this interview provide insight 
into what hard work this early talk was for us all. They had been at Taylor High for 
only four weeks, after a six week holiday, during which they had spoken very littie 
Enghsh. 
R: OK girls, um (.) if we just talk normally (.) that ((the mike)) will pick up 
everything, so just forget about it. ((I laugh, the girls smile)) Tell us about 
high school. 
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5.0) ((Girls point at each other and giggle very softly)) 
R: They're all pointing at each other. Alicia (3.0) You've been at Taylor what 
four weeks? (2.0) Four weeks now? Yeah? 
. 0 0 
A mm 
((girls whispering in Mandarin)) 
R: Um, is high school (2.0) what's it like for you? 
A °um° (3.0) T donnow" (4.0) "weh" 
(5.0) 
R: Do you have, do you have nice teachers here? 
N: Yeah 
A Yeah 
R: And what are you (.) are you in the ESL unit? 
A °mm° ((nods)) 
R: all the time? 
A Mm 
R: But you have (1.0) other subjects 
N: HPE ((giggles)) 
A [HPE 
N: [sport 
A [°sport° 
R: Yeah, yeah Ahcia talk a httie bit louder OK? If I talk like this, it can hear me 
((the mike)) (1.0) Have HPE and sport? (2.0) Um: (2.0) MathsT 
A: °yep° ((nods)) (1.0) science 
It can be seen that giggling, long pauses, nodding, answering softly in monosyllables 
and whispering in Mandarin were important parts of this discourse. I noted later in the 
interview that I was very aware of modifying my own talk, speaking more slowly, with 
more pause and repetition, and with a simplified syntax and lexicon. I was doing 
classic foreigner talk. And I was stmgghng. I had tried to open with general and open-
ended questions, but maybe I had misjudged what was needed. As the talk progressed, 
the girls opened up a little, but the striking asymmetry between their length of tums and 
mine remained. The comments in Mandarin were very soft, and generally too inaudible 
to be translated later. At the time I was aware of being excluded from significant parts 
of the talk, as shown in the following excerpts. 
R: [why do you go to (well known Chinese suburb)? ((all laugh)) 
((Nora says something briefly in Mandarin)) 
R: What did you say Nora? 
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N: Nothing ((laughing)) 
R: What did you say. (2.0) ((more giggles from the girls)) I think it's funny, I 
want to know what it is. (f / laugh)) 
I knew from earlier comments that the laughter, and surely much of the whispering was 
to do with boyfriends. Yet I also felt that laughter was used by all participants 
throughout this interview to normalise, that is, make more comfortable, what would 
otherwise have been a painful experience for all of us. There was a nice rapport 
between us, which made up to some extent for the limits of our shared language. I tried 
to get across to the girls that they would have to help me, take some responsibility for 
the communication. Was this a teacher ploy, or what anyone would feel when they are 
excluded from the discourse? 
A: ((inaudible)) 
R: What was that Alicia? (2.0) You're gonna have to help me understand. 
((Tina says something in Mandarin.)) 
T: Oh she means she has a boyfriend too ((all laugh)) 
R: and where do you meet these boys (2.0) at school? 
((more giggles, some Mandarin)) 
R: I missed it (.) Help me. Tinat 
T: (2.0) her boyfriend is in Newnham first 
((more to and fro in Mandarin)) 
Tina was an extremely reticent speaker in English, but she came to my rescue here, in 
both her tums, translating some of what had been said in Mandarin. 
One feature of significance in these interactions is the amount of Mandarin 
spoken. As in their ESL class, the girls were in a linguistic majority in this talk. I 
understood their need and temptation to use a language in which they felt more 
competent and confident. Yet for meaning-making. Mandarin is inaccessible to me. In 
an important virtual sense, it is effectively inaudible to me. Other conventionally 
inaudible responses occurred throughout the talk, and the softness of most tums 
required a great deal of work, not to mention my finely attuned ESL ears during the 
transcription. They had been at high school only four weeks, and were still in a 
Chinese-dominant ESL class. I saw becoming audible in English as a challenge they 
were only beginning to meet, or to care about. Their teachers would continue to urge 
them to 'Speak up!' Ironically, when they went to the mainstream in a new high school 
nine months later, one of their first comments to me was that the teachers constantly 
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asked for quiet. In Nora's words, "The social science teacher shouts 'quiet please' all 
the time. About five times in one minute she says 'quiet please'." 
6.4 .2 Speaking with the foreigners 
Multilingual schools, as sites crisscrossed with a diversity of competing languages and 
voices, are complex environments, where second language acquisition and use do not 
take place as a smooth continuum. There are no neat boxes which define or confine 
language use. Students are moving constantiy across languages, sites and 
memberships, mixing languages, leaming languages, tentatively testing them out, and 
then reverting to more familiar linguistic and social territory. I have described language 
use as a process of representation, closely tied to processes of identity formation. The 
conditions available for representing the self in the new language, in this case Enghsh, 
may vary a great deal. The intensive reception program offers a particular environment 
where membership is by definition characterised by being from elsewhere, speaking 
languages other than English and being a leamer of English. Some continuity of context 
is afforded by the high school ESL unit, but one critical difference in the move to high 
school entails the presence of large numbers of monolingual English speakers. Before 
looking at some of the influences of these speakers, and the high school as a site, we 
retum briefly to the conditions for leaming and speaking English offered by Newnham. 
In the following interview excerpt, from my first talk with Nora when she was 
still a student at Newnham, she talks about speaking English in class with her teacher 
and fellow NESB smdents. Nora had been at Newnham for six months at the time of 
this talk. 
1 N: The teacher is kind and er( 1.0) student is (5.0) we Enghsh is (.) to 
2 nearly (.) we speak English is nearly, not very weh. 
3 R: So you speak a kind of English, not correct English? What do you 
4 mean? Tell me again. 
5 N: The students speak English not well. So I don't need to speak 
6 English very (.) be careful. 
You don't need to? 
I don't afraid (3.0) mistake. 
You make mistakes. (2.0) Does everybody make mistakes? 
Yes 
So the students don't speak English very well. Tell me again, how 
12 that affects you. 
13 N: Um, I don't need to speak English very well (.) to afraid mistakes 
14 R: Are you ever afraid of making mistakes? 
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7 R 
8 N 
9 R 
10 N 
11 R 
15 (3.0) 
16 N: Mm, to shopping, °afraid°. 
In Line 2, Nora uses "nearly" as synonymous with "not very well," to describe the 
students' levels of proficiency and fluency in English. Although I felt I understood 
Nora, I spoke as if I didn't, and my tums in this excerpt are requests for verification. I 
am stih unsure why I did this, except to ensure that I 'got it right,' that is, I really 
wanted to hear and understand her. My formulation of "correct English" in line 3 now 
seems singularly inappropriate, yet I was trying to paraphrase Nora's mm with a word 
she would understand. In her second tum, it is interesting that she transforms "we 
speak Enghsh is nearly, not very well" in Line 2 to a more standard "the smdents speak 
Enghsh not well" in line 5. It's as if we see language processing in action here from one 
mm to the next, acquisition and negotiation of meaning capmred as they occur. But as 
she attempts in this tum to personalise the discourse, moving from "we" and "the 
smdents," to "I," she meets another problem, namely not being able to retrieve the word 
"carefully," as a modifier for "speak." In line 6, she says therefore "So I don't need to 
speak English very (.) be careful." As I question this proposition in Line 7, she shifts 
slightiy, explaining that the freedom from the need to speak carefully is more a freedom 
from fear of making mistakes while she speaks. 
In her ESL class at Newnham, Nora claims she doesn't need to be afraid of 
making mistakes. Everybody makes them, and is expected to make them. There is no 
pressure to speak perfectly. In the last line of the excerpt, we leam where she is afraid 
of making mistakes, namely when shopping. In this context, the contrast of shopping 
with the ESL class is a telling one. People in shops are not generally language leamers, 
and in Nora's terms they don't make mistakes. At this stage for Nora, shopping is 
therefore anxiety-inducing, a place to be afraid. This, as we see later, changes with 
time, practice and experience. 
On moving to high school, Nora was of course still in an ESL class, but the other 
700 students at Taylor High, from a variety of language and ethnic backgrounds, were 
in the mainstream. I have suggested that any shift in context may entail a shift in 
memberships and language use. What changes were initiated by Nora's shift to high 
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school? The 'foreigners' in the tide of this section 'Speaking English with the 
foreigners' were not Nora's classmates at Newnham or in the ESL class. In the excerpt 
below, she tehs us who the 'foreigners' were. 
F: Do you get to talk with Austrahan kids? 
N: Yeah, at mainstream, they are all foreigners, so I speak English to them. 
(M. Int. p.2) 
The word 'foreigners' recurred frequently in Nora's discourse - both in speaking and in 
writing. I found it endearing that the tables were tumed in this quintessentially Chinese 
perspective, in which all those not from the middle kingdom, but particularly 
Australians, were outsiders, foreigners. Other examples of her usage of the category 
'foreigners' are found below: 
1. because my dad has a shop, I work there, I have to talk with the foreigners, 
it is in Enghsh. (M. Int. p. 2) 
2. it is bit troublesome to talk with foreigners 
(M. Int. p. 5) 
3. Last time a foreigner written a science report, she copied my other classmate 
(Diary, 17.6.97) 
In the last comment, by 'classmate,' Nora meant an ESL classmate, a Chinese-speaking 
classmate. Clearly Nora had a sense of contexts in which English was appropriate, 
including the shop and her mainstream classes, even though speaking English could be 
'troublesome.' 
During the Chinese interview, she had said, "If I say something, then definitely it 
is very clear if it is in Chinese, but in English, it is not so clear. Sometimes, when I say 
something in English, I myself don't know what I am saying." She seemed aware that 
if at times she herself was not sure what she was saying in English, the listener might 
well also be flummoxed. This was a problem, but it was coupled in Nora's case with a 
very pragmatic view of language use, as shown by this excerpt from the Chinese 
interview. 
F: You said just now that when you arrived here, you didn't speak much, now 
you can talk a lot, is that because your language has improved? 
N: That is one aspect. Another aspect, you're here, you have to speak. 
(M. Int. p. 4) 
This is a competent representation by Nora of the interviewer's suggestion, and of her 
own position. If foreigners are beside you in a mainstream class, you have to speak 
English to them. Improving spoken English makes this increasingly possible, but for 
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Nora, the notion that "you're here, you have to speak" is a critical one. The words 
"here" and "speak" were used in F's question above, and then picked up by Nora. 
Whether "here" means Australia or school or just a new place, we see that Nora 
acknowledges the need to speak, which in this excerpt certainly refers to "speak 
English." 
Nora spoke Shanghainese and Mandarin, while Alice spoke Cantonese and 
Mandarin. The tension between knowing that you can say things a lot more clearly in 
your first (or second) language than in your third language, English, and knowing that 
you need to speak the third language, is at the heart of the process of language 
acquisition, and at the heart of the expression of social identity. Nora's certain 
knowledge that she needed to use English in mainstream contexts was the knowledge 
that she needed to be heard and understood in these contexts. Yet opportunities to speak 
to other smdents were not automatically afforded by the mainstream classes. For 
example, when Alicia was asked in the Chinese interview when she talked to Australian 
students, the following interchange occurred. 
A In the classroom, sometimes. Sometimes we are doing an assignment in the 
same group, then English is used. 
F: Do you get a lot of such kind of chances? 
A It is OK. Sometimes, a foreign kid sits besides me, then I'll talk to her. 
F: So you mean if by chance, you'll speak to them in English? 
A Yeah. (M.Int p. 3) 
The modality "sometimes" occurs three times in this brief excerpt. That is, she speaks 
Enghsh sometimes, during group work, or if a 'foreign kid" sits next to her. My own 
observation was that ESL students very often sat alone, or together. In contrast to this 
haphazard process, on certain occasions the students had no choice but to speak 
Enghsh, and in a very visible and public way. I am referring to oral presentations, 
which are standard in school subjects such as English, Geography, Science and Social 
Science. 'Orals' as smdents call them, are contexts where students must speak up, 
speak English, and speak in front of the whole class. For these reasons alone, they can 
be difficult for students of other language backgrounds. 
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6.4.3 Doing orals 
Delivering oral presentations in front of the class is an integral part of the curriculum in 
many subjects, and ESL teachers try to forearm their smdents with some experiences of 
what is for many NESB students an unfamiliar genre at school. Such practice starts 
back at Newnham. In Nora's terms, speaking English in class at Newnham was 
facilitated by two conditions. First, she said that no-one spoke English perfectly, and 
secondly, because everyone was a language leamer, people were unafraid of making 
mistakes. However there is a marked difference between answering a question or 
speaking informally in class, and the stress of speaking in front of a group in the 
sustained and stmctured way implied by the oral presentation genre. The latter is nerve-
racking for most smdents, including Nora. She wrote the following in her Newnham 
class diary. 
Today we had lecture about "book talk." 1 very worried. In front of the students 
and teachers I very nervous. Before I stayed home recite from memory to my 
father. That's very fluent. But at critical moment I all the forget. So I got C+. I 
very feel unwell. 
(Class diary 29.11.96) 
What makes her nervous is in part the thought of being physically in front of the 
students and teachers, who are watching and listening. Her practice ran, recited by 
heart to her father was "very fluent," but how well she describes the real thing — "at 
critical moment I all the forget." And once again, a judgement is made in the most 
concrete, confining and defining way. Nora's talk got a C+. She took this personally, 
that is, she, not her talk, got C-i-, and she felt ill. 
As Nora and Alicia moved into mainstream high school classes, the small comfort 
of being surrounded by ESL classmates was of course removed, and they faced this 
ordeal in front of Anglo and other English speaking peers. Alicia commented about this 
in the Chinese interview. Her feelings were the same as Nora's, but her explanation 
slightiy different. 
F: Have you ever done any oral presentation at Taylor High? 
A You mean I have to stand in front of everyone, that kind of thing? En, yes. 
F: How do you feel? 
A: Very scared. 
F: Why? 
A: I am very nervous. 
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F: Is it because of the language? How about if it was in China? 
A The same, very scared of it. Because there are so many people sitting there. 
(M. Int p. 5) 
People are sitting there, watching and listening, waiting to see and hear. Alicia seems to 
be saying that the English language is not the primary hurdle here, but her own fear of 
having "stand in front of everyone," knowing that she would be scared and nervous. 
I was present at one of Nora's social science classes when an oral assessment was 
set. Nora had only been in the class for two weeks. The following extract from my 
field notes describes the start of this lesson. 
Teacher called the roll. All smdents said "here" quite audibly except Nora, 
last student on the roU. The teacher made eye contact, did not demand she 
reply 'Here!'. Nora had an electronic dictionary open in front of her. She 
sat beside another ESL cluster smdent, Cara, from the Philippines. 
(Field notes, 24.4.97) 
Nora is silent here, her ESL student 'identity kit' visible via her electronic diary and her 
ESL neighbour, and perhaps also via the concession made to her during roll call. The 
teacher then handed out marked copies of the latest test, from which Nora and Cara had 
been exempt, but which they had copies of. The teacher asked Nora, "Did you have a 
go at it?" Nora shook her head. Silence. The teacher began to discuss the forthcoming 
assignment on Aboriginal Austraha, which consisted of a report and a three minute oral 
presentation, due in three weeks. He said the oral must be "exciting, interesting and 
informative," and that students must be sure to practise. As he handed task sheets to 
Nora and Cara, he said pleasantly, "You people wiU be doing this." I heard again the 
silence, and I wondered how the girls would manage. Nora would have to find her 
voice, and speak in three weeks time on an aspect of aboriginal culmre, in front of 25 
'foreigners.' 
Due the vagaries of school visits and occasional miscommunications, I missed 
hearing Nora's social science oral. She and Cara had worked together on it, and once 
again, had leamed it by heart. Nora had once commented that "writing orals" was one 
of the most difficult types of assignments. Just as she had written her book report oral 
at Newnham and memorised it, this was also the accepted strategy for orals at high 
school. This, I came to understand, was standard practice amongst all students, except 
many students did not leam their presentations by heart, but simply read them out aloud. 
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Later in the year, I observed both Alicia and Nora doing oral presentations in thek 
English class. 
After nine months at Taylor High, both girls left to attend their local high school, 
Karfeld High, which also had some ESL support, for the last term of 1997. Here they 
were fully mainstreamed and in Year 8, but continued to visit an ESL teacher three 
lessons a week for help with assignments. For the English oral in question, they had to 
invent a product and devise the marketing strategy for it. Nora had invented a chair 
which performed magical transformations, such as putting hair on bald people, and 
making students more intelligent. Alicia had also worked on a chair idea, basicahy a 
'water-bed chair.' They had written their scripts in full and shown these to the ESL 
teacher. Here is what the teacher said to me about Nora's. 
When she showed me her script I thought oh my god where do I start? If I fix it 
and make it perfect it's no longer theirs, but we took the most glaringly obvious 
expressions, we talked about how to express various bits. Even though their 
language was, you know, what are they trying to say here? (.) they had all the 
right features of adverts. They understand what they're supposed to do, and 
some of the subtleties of what they're trying to produce and it's the language 
that's their biggest problem. 
(Talk with ESL teacher, 25.11.97) 
Although the task is basically an oral, current practice for students is that the text is first 
drafted in written form, and in full. This creates anomalies for all students in regard to 
the nature of spoken discourse as opposed to, say, an essay, but places particular 
pressure on ESL students, who must show mastery of standard grammatical forms in 
the written draft. The oral is in essence another written task, an uncomfortable fusion of 
oral and literate practice. In other words, the expository talk is a contrived situation in 
which students must sound like a book (Baker & Freebody, 1993; Gee, 1996). Alicia 
and Nora were both placed in Year 8, the first year of high school, but there was no 
concession to the fact that developing the marketing strategy for an imaginary product, 
complete with visual aid, was quite a demanding task. Nor was there any 
acknowledgment that these girls were operating in their third language. In fact, while 
the teacher stated that the girls understood the generic features of advertisements ("they 
had all the right features of adverts"), their use of language (English) was constmcted as 
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"their biggest problem." The teacher's impulse was to take their idiosyncratic 
discourse, and to "fix it and make it perfect." 
In the lesson at which the oral presentations were made, two Anglo Australian 
boys volunteered to do theirs first. Each came to stand at the front of the class and each 
read, with an unwavering flat delivery, the entke talk from palm cards. There was 
desultory applause at the end of each talk. The teacher then asked Alicia, but Nora said 
she'd go first. Her voice was soft but she could be heard with effort. She had 
memorised most of her script, and Alicia stood beside her with Nora's 'visual aid' 
completely covering her (Alice's) face. It was a drawing of the miraculous chair, which 
Nora called a 'sofa'. Nora giggled at times, but got through it quite confidentiy. The 
students were listening, and it occurred to me it was possibly the first time they had 
heard her voice, although she had been in the class for two months. Overall, it was not 
audible enough for students to actively participate as listeners, but the class was attentive 
and applauded at the end. Alicia was next. She read her script in a tiny voice. The 
teacher asked her within 30 seconds to speak louder, but the volume didn't really 
change. The students were basically quiet, but unable to hear. One boy near me called 
out, "Can't hear." Alicia continued reading, her lips moving, almost soundlessly . 
Students knew it was over when she moved to sit down, and there was brief applause. 
The doing of 'orals' raised several issues for Nora and Alicia. They were, as 
Nora described, "critical moments" in a number of senses. They entailed the stress of 
standing very visibly in front of the class, being observed and listened to in a way that 
was unfamiliar, by class members who, due to limited interaction within and outside the 
class, were also unfamiliar. There were judgements made on what was heard, and 
presumably on what was inaudible, informally by smdents, and formally by the teacher. 
Finally, the accepted practice of doing orals incorporated a full written script, and even 
when students used palm cards, the cards basically contained every word of the talk. 
To illustrate this point further, here is a typical example of an oral task from another 
school (for Year 11). 
You have been working undercover as a private investigator on the scene of 
the Shakespearian play you have smdied. You have been commissioned to 
examine incidents of deception and thek consequences. 
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You are not to read your talk, however it is compulsory for all students to submit 
a transcript of their oral to the teacher before they present their address. In order 
to speak for 3-4 minutes your transcript will need to be 500-600 words. 
This makes the oral an intrinsically written exercise, subject to the same stringent 
grammatical criteria as formal written text. Thus even as Nora and Alicia's ESL teacher 
recognised in the girls' written drafts the requisite elements of the advertising genre 
implied by the task, she thought "Oh my god where do I start?" It is pertinent at this 
point to consider other representations of these students by teachers, along with some of 
the ways in which Nora and Alicia perceived they were represented. 
6.5 THE TEACHERS' VIEW: WORKING ON THE LANGUAGE 
The girls often spoke of their teachers at Newnham, Taylor and at their new high 
school, Karfeld High, as 'nice' or 'kind,' although Alicia had commented tactfully that 
one of their teachers was "the opposite of nice." Nora had characterised Australian 
teachers as "more relaxed than Chinese teachers," adding that they were not "as fiercely 
strict as the Chinese. And in class we don't need to sit up straight." In this section I 
look briefly at how the girls were represented by several of their teachers, starting with 
the ESL coordinator at Taylor High, who interviewed Nora's parents prior to her move 
to Karfeld High. The following is Nora's diary account of this interview, and is 
therefore the teacher's representation once removed. 
Today my parents and I we had a entreveo, about I leave ESL class. 
Before I afriad teachers will talk to my father I also talking to Alicia in the lesson, 
but unexpectedly, teacher didn't say any bad thing about me to my parents, and 
all the judgement was so good. I just beared "good student, nice work, hard 
work, excellent" and at last, Mrs. G said to my parents: "I like Nora, she was a 
good student, I wish she can stay here, but I knew that's so far away from your 
home came to school. I just can blessing she. " I like the last sentence. It was so 
sweet. 
(Diary, 8.9.97) 
Nora had been expecting her teacher to mention how much she and Alicia chatted in 
class. Instead the talk was all positive. I had collected numerous school reports in 
which ESL students were described as 'nice,' 'good students' and 'hard working,' 
particularly by ESL teachers, who are often aware of the demands of leaming a new 
language. However written reports tend to include comments on language proficiency 
as weh. For example, after 18 months of primary school, Alicia's ESL teacher wrote. 
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Alicia seems to understand the various maths concepts well, but still has difficulty 
with problem solving as the language demands are great. ... She is motivated but 
lacks the English to achieve at a Year 7 level... Alicia's ESL support has focused 
on language demands within the Year 7 curriculum. I don't really feel she has 
mastered any language demands yet. 
The assumptions in such a comment are that mastery leaming is intrinsic to the 
curriculum and that ongoing comparisons of NESB leamers with native English 
speakers underlie all teacher judgements. Alicia's Newnham teacher wrote that while 
she understood classroom instmctions, "her writing has lots of spelling mistakes. Also 
her reading needs improvement." As smdents move closer to mainstream integration, 
the risks of being increasingly represented as 'lacking' in English also increase. 
I have already considered the account by Karfeld's ESL teacher of the girls' oral 
scripts, which depicted 'language' as 'their biggest problem.' It is worth noting that on 
starting at Karfeld, the girls were placed into a Japanese language class, their fourth 
language and one they had never smdied. Although smdents in Year 8 usually study a 
language other than English, this seemed to me rather pointiess for Nora and Alicia, 
who already operated in three languages. In fact Nora was also acquiring some 
understanding of Cantonese through her friends, in addition to Shanghainese, Mandarin 
and Enghsh. 
When I first met the ESL teacher at Karfeld, her opening gambit was as follows: 
If anything the girls are a tiny bit too independent, handing in things I haven't 
seen, that they haven't mn by me. They've got the ideas on the whole, but need 
to work on the language. (25.11.97) 
In representing the girls as "a tiny bit too independent," the teacher here is representing 
herself as arbiter of "the language," that is, of 'proper English.' Furthermore she is the 
gatekeeper of legitimate assignments, which must be 'mn by her' prior to being 
submitted to mainstream teachers. While this was probably motivated by a desire to 
support the students, it seemed to me rather positive that the girls had submitted their 
work directiy to the class teacher, along with other students. The ESL teacher 
continued. 
In English they had to work on a media folio, and write a news article based on a 
fairy tale. They had no more trouble than anyone else understanding the stmcture 
of the news article. 
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Just as they had grasped die generic features of the advertising task for the oral, the girls 
had understood and replicated appropriate features in their news articles. What was the 
result? How were they assessed? Their mainstream English teacher said she couldn't 
work out how to give Nora's news story a mark. The same teacher had said to me that the 
gkls' writing was "difficult, all back to front and twisted" and that she found it "hard to 
mark that stuff." The ESL teacher concluded that Nora writes "very strange sentences," 
adding, "The bits I'd gone through were relatively error-free." The focus of both these 
teachers is clearly on form, rather than on meeting the criteria of the genre, or on meaning. 
To illustrate this point further, and to continue die notion of teacher representation of 
students, as seen through Nora's eyes, I now look at some of her diary writing. 
6.5.1 "All the teachers are not equitable" 
In this joumal entry, Nora recounts what she perceives as inequitable treatment from the 
mainstream science teacher. While I point out elements of stmcture and second 
language feamres in the text, it should be understood that the focus of the analysis is 
discourse, and not errors or interlanguage. Nora's spelling, punctuation and paragraph 
stmcmre are reproduced as they appear in the joumal. 
1 77-6-97 
2 Oh! I very to be out of luck! 
3 From this moming, when I caught the bus, I'm discovered my bus 
4 ticket was finished and I forgot to change the bus ticket, so I paid for that 
5 bus, and that driver was very ferocious. I don't like he, 1 don't want see he 
6 again. 
7 In the first period I very carefully listen to the teacher. ... Teacher 
8 let us do some work, I done very well (I think) A person she copied at me, 
9 when I readed it out, teacher said "good". She didn't said anything ((else)). 
10 But that people copied at me, she readed it out, My teacher Yelled: 
11 "Excellent! That was excellent!" And said many good words of she. I'm 
12 very set ((sad/upset)). I thinks the teacher was very equitable, she just like 
13 foreigners, and every she always think the foreigners are getting better. 
14 Foreigners are best! For example: last time a foreigner written a science 
15 report, she copied my other classmate, when she gave this one to the 
16 teacher, somethings were wrong, but the teacher still mark she's right, and 
17 gave her full mark. My classmate got lower marks than that foreigner so I 
18 think all the teachers are not equitable. 
19 In this afternoon, a foreigner just asked me somethings about that 
20 video. When I answered her, teacher said "Nora, shout up!" I very 
21 unhappy all the day. 
22 Before the Tina told me some thing about the teachers likes the 
23 foreigners. I don't believe she, now I realize that. I just don't know why the 
24 teachers always likes fomigner, they always like white skin, gold hairs? 
25 In world was cares never equitable, not equitable at the all. 
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In this joumal entry we recognise immediately some feamres typical of narrative 
stmcture, as suggested by Labov (1972), including the opening statement of the general 
theme, orientation to the events and description of the events themselves, the inclusion 
of one or more complications, followed by a resolution of sorts and a coda. In line 2, 
Nora provides the abstract of her story, with "Oh! I very to be out of luck!" This is 
Chinese word order, and it seems likely that, having forgotten the verb 'am,' she looked 
up the Chinese verb, which is always unconjugated, and found 'to be.' In the first three 
paragraphs (lines 3-21) she then describes four incidents which are instances of the bad 
luck theme. The fourth paragraph (lines 22-24) contains her moral evaluation of the 
instances described, in which she concludes teachers are guilty of discriminating against 
Asian smdents. The final line constitutes the coda to the narrative. In spite of its 
anomalous syntax, it conveys the clear message that the world is not a fair place. This 
is a stmcmre very typical of Nora's entries in the joumal. The final coda is a common 
feature in her writing, in which she seems to draw on a discourse of culmral aphorisms 
in order to provide philosophical commentary on what she is experiencing. A Chinese 
teacher also suggested to me that the concluding homily is a generic feature of many 
texts presented to primary students in Chinese schools. A story is followed by a moral, 
and Nora is therefore drawing on this cultural resource to conclude her narrative. 
The first paragraph contains the bus incident, in which we can only surmise the 
motivation of the driver's anger towards Nora when she found her ticket out of date and 
so had to pay her fare in cash. Nora does not speculate on why he was ferocious, but in 
lines 5-6, provides her subjective response to the incident. As with the verb 'to be,' 
Chinese pronouns are not differentiated in terms of case, hence her use of 'he,' rather 
than 'him.' In the second paragraph (lines 7-18) she depicts two categories of students 
who are the protagonists in two episodes from her science class. The categories are 
represented on the one hand by 'a person' (line 8), 'foreigners' (lines 13, 14, 18, 20, 
25) and 'white skin, gold hairs' (line 25), and on the other hand by Nora herself, as 
shown in the use of the first person pronoun, and 'my classmate,' by which we should 
understand ESL classmate. That is, she sets up a dichotomy within the class, opposing 
mainstream Australian students with ESL students. She then argues that the teacher 
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discriminates in favour of the former group, who in both incidents have plagiarised 
work from ESL students. In lines 8-12 she narrates the story of the girl who copied 
from her, and then conveys the teacher's comment on the girls' respective efforts 
'good' to Nora, and a yelled 'excehent' to the plagiariser. 
It is possible that the teacher said only "good" to Nora because Nora's response 
was hard to hear, but note the contrast Nora makes between this understated comment 
and the yelled "excellent." Note also that switching the verb from 'said' to 'yelled' is a 
sophisticated rhetorical device, which contributes to the contrast. In lines 13-14 she 
summarises what she sees as the teacher's predilection for Austrahan students, in terms 
of the teacher liking these students, and thinking they are improving. Nora concludes 
this with the formulation, "Foreigners are best," a projection of what she represents as 
the teacher's constmction of the Australians. She then proposes a further example to 
support this formulation, adding an analogous incident of the teacher's favourable 
evaluation of work plagiarised from an ESL student (lines 14-18). In this instance, she 
depicts the discrimination not in terms of an oral comment, but in terms of marks, lower 
for her ESL classmate than for 'that foreigner.' She ends the paragraph with a reflection 
which contradicts again her proposition from line 12 that teachers were equitable. 
In this text Nora constmcts her day of 'bad luck' chronologically, as indexed by 
the adverbial time phrases which begin each paragraph. In the third paragraph we are 
privy to an afternoon incident when she was told by the teacher to 'shut up,' ironically 
misspelt by Nora as "Shout up!" In line 22, she ends the paragraph once more with her 
affective response. In the final paragraph Nora's relates the gist of talks with her 
Taiwanese friend Tina, who around this time had been talking to Nora about 
discriminatory practices by teachers, such as preferring blond-haired students, 
represented here by Nora as "white skin, gold hairs" (line 25). Nora contrasts her initial 
disbelief of Tina's proposition, using the word 'now' as a contrasting connective, as in 
"now I realize that." Clearly at this time, in Nora's representation, 'foreigners' and ESL 
students are seen, heard, and evaluated differently in her classes. Whether teachers treat 
English-speaking and ESL students equitably or not cannot be judged from the evidence 
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of Nora's joumal, nor is it the primary issue here. It is noteworthy, however, that as 
she represents others, she is also reflexively representing herself. 
The text reveals a number of other feamres very typical of Nora's writing. First, 
there is evidence of her use of her electronic dictionary, possibly for the verb 'to be' in 
hne 2, but certainly for vocabulary such as 'ferocious' (line 5), and 'equitable' (lines 
13,19, 26) and 'realize' (line 24). It should be added that she had used the term 
'equitable' previously in the diary, as weU as the term 'foreigners,' by which Nora 
means Anglo-Aush-alians. The use of the term 'foreigners' speaks also to her sense of 
identity as Chinese, and her membership of the category which is not "white skin, gold 
hairs." Second, Nora heightens the impact of her narrative by including reported speech 
three times (lines 9, 11, 21), on each occasion to convey the teacher's voice. Third, 
although there are numerous grammatical errors in the text, and certainly inconsistencies 
in the grammar and spelling, they do not impede meaning, apart perhaps from the word 
'set' used for upset/sad. Fourth, there is a dramatic quality to the writing, enhanced by 
the conscious injection of Nora's emotional responses to the events she is describing. 
Within the narrative, she develops an argument, to which there is a moral conclusion, 
namely that the world is not equitable. Who could argue with her? 
As an English teacher for many years, I can see why a teacher might find this 
writing a little strange, but have seen many texts written by native English speakers with 
far more grammatical anomalies, and fewer points of interest. This text is also 
absolutely typical of Nora's writing, which in her diary extended to over 7500 words. 
It is admittedly a personalised diary genre, not a news article. However the 
demonstrable quality of the writing suggests that the English teacher's rejection of 
Nora's writing as unmarkable, and 'back to front and twisted' is open to question. Just 
prior to this comment the teacher had railed against other students she described to me as 
"dickheads who do no work, but were the first to complain when they get a D." I 
wondered what was worse — getting a D or being assessed as unmarkable. 
Whether teachers treat English speaking and NESB students equitably is not at 
issue here. However that they expect unreasonably high levels of grammatical accuracy 
from students who have been here, in Nora's case, for less than two years, defies what 
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we know about the time needed by many smdents to acquire academic proficiency in 
another language (Cummins & Swain, 1986). Furthermore, Nora and Alicia felt that 
they were having difficulty competing, as shown by Nora's story above, and by the 
following interview excerpt from Alicia. 
A Mm I'm scared that I can't catch upT in that high school, in Karfeldt (.) 
where my sister is 
R: Why 
A- My sister is hard to catch up too. She come here and then go Taylor = I 
mean Karfeld. It's real (.) she said it's really hard to catch up 
R: So (.) what will help you to catch up 
A; oh (.) donnow hhh 
(28.2.97) 
Ahcia's insight about the difficulty of catching up was via her sister. There is no doubt 
that the challenge of competing with users of the dominant discourse is very real. Yet it 
seems that teacher representations of NESB students and their work have a serious 
influence on a student's ability to catch up, and on the way the student perceives that 
ability. In addition, while placing Nora and Alicia into Japanese might be perceived as 
equitable by the school, since all Year 8s studied either Japanese or German, it 
constituted a complete negation of the extraordinary language skills the girls already 
possessed, and challenges they already faced in acquiring English. It also 
disadvantaged them by placing them in the last three months of a one year subject they 
had never studied, time which perhaps could have been spent developing skihs judged 
to be "lacking" by their other teachers. 
In the final section of this chapter, I retum to the theme of speaking, its power of 
representation, and role in establishing social identity and in building and maintaining 
memberships and relationships. So far I have dealt with language use in classroom 
contexts. I look now at other sites within and outside of the school. 
6.6 BEYOND THE CLASSROOM 
Schools consist of numerous microcontexts, of which the classroom is perhaps the 
dominant one, especially in teachers' minds. However for students there is a whole 
other world of contexts and memberships 'after class,' times when they meet their 
friends, eat, talk and enact identity in ways quite different from in the classroom. When 
Nora and Ahcia first started at Taylor High, I was interested to see what they would do 
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and what language they would speak at lunch times. Early in the year we talked about 
which language they used in class and at lunch. There was dissent from their friend 
Tina, who disagreed there was much English spoken in class at ah. She then clarified 
this. 
T: If teacher ask me question I answer (.) in English but we talk to (.) I talk to 
my classmates in Mandarin 
R: What about you Ahcia 
A Same 
R: What about you Nora? 
N o o 
: same 
R: So(1.0)lunchtimesT 
All: Mandarin 
The final "Mandarin" was unhesitating and in unison. This was home out on many 
occasions when I observed Chinese speaking groups sitting on the ground under C 
block, which incidentally contained the ESL unit and staffroom. This was Chinese 
speaking territory in which students were very visibly and audibly enacting their 
Chineseness, their 'othemess.' Alicia told me that even students who had been here for 
several years, and spoke 'good English,' chose to remain at this site, speaking 
Mandarin or Cantonese, the language of 'after class.' Nora and Alicia, as best friends, 
were invariably in this group, often with their friends, including Tina, who was 
Taiwanese, and Winnie from Hong Kong. Nora and Alicia described the intricacies of 
the linguistic negotiation occurring within this group, which stmck me as a version of 
the language crossing described by Rampton (1995), in which minority languages were 
used by out-groups, for example Caribbean Creole used by White or Punjabi students. 
Unlike Rampton's subjects, who were drawn from ethnically diverse groups, these girls 
were all ethnic Chinese, but their first languages were not mutually intelligible. 
Winnie spoke Cantonese and no Mandarin; Nora spoke Shanghainese and 
Mandarin, but no Cantonese; Alicia spoke Cantonese and Mandarin as a second 
language, and so provided the necessary 'link.' In effect the giris were negotiating 
constantly in two languages. Alicia and Winnie communicated in Cantonese, and 
although Nora did not speak Cantonese, she understood a great deal. Winnie would 
speak Cantonese very slowly to Nora, her version of foreigner talk, and Alicia would 
follow up with some translation in Mandarin. Sometimes they laughed at each other's 
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attempts to speak the second language. Alicia told an anecdote of a time she'd said a 
word in Mandarin and even after many times, Nora did not know what she was saying. 
Alicia thought she'd got it right and could not understand why Nora didn't get it. Nora 
asked her to write it down. "I thought I got it right," said Alicia, "I think how you say 
it, I think how to translate it, then Nora and Winnie laugh when we worked it out." For 
some NESB students, this intense linguistic negotiation also occurs between the LI or 
L2 and Enghsh, but English speakers need to be present. At Taylor High, it was 
unusual to see Anglo or English speaking students mixing with the Chinese groups. 
Groups of Vietnamese students similarly kept to themselves. There seemed to be very 
little 'ethnic crossing.' Outside of school was for some a different story. I now look at 
more closely at two contexts which for Nora were English-speaking. 
6.6.1 Nora in the noodle bar 
Recall that Nora was the one who had pragmatically concluded that "you're here - you 
have to speak." Over the course of her first six months in high school, I perceived that 
she made much progress in English, as evidenced in our increasingly fluent and 
comfortable conversations, where hearing became less conscious and talk more 
spontaneous. This was perhaps less due to the classroom leaming, where she, like 
Ahcia, spoke a lot of Chinese, than to her out-of-school opportunities, which scaffolded 
her developing confidence and competence in English. Asked about when she actually 
used English, she said, "because my dad has a shop, I work there. I have to talk with 
the foreigners, it is in English." At the start of the year, I had asked her to describe her 
work in her father's noodle bar. My question as to whether she answered the phone 
brought gales of disbelieving laughter, followed by "Oh no, my father and another girl 
do that." By mid-year she was taking phone orders, and could scarcely remember a 
time when she had not done so. In the following exchange from the interview in 
Mandarin, she recounts a recent incident in the noodle bar. 
F: Can you tell me something about working in the noodle bar? 
N: Nothing new, very boring, every time, just repeating the same sentences. If 
it is very busy, then it is very troublesome. For example, last Saturday, all 
of a sudden we had a lot of customers, after they ordered, my dad was too 
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busy to cope, he is the cook, he was not able to cook that fast, then many 
customers were not happy. It is very troublesome in such situation. 
F: Do they need you to explain to the customers? 
N: I did, I said sorry to them, we were so busy. But some of them still not 
happy. (M. Int. p. 3) 
It seems likely that even 'just repeating the same sentences' may have given her a great 
boost in confidence. In the context of the noodle bar, she had a dual legitimacy, as a 
member of the Chinese owner's family and as a worker, serving customers in English. 
In terms of language, even if her utterances did not range far beyond the noodle menu, 
they were of necessity heard and understood. Having her language use validated in this 
way, to the point where she was able to apologise on behalf of her father to a group of 
disaffected and impatient customers, is evidence of the linguistic capital she had accmed 
in the space of a few months. On another occasion she was speaking to my partner on 
the phone. He speaks, but is still leaming. Mandarin. When he failed to grasp one 
question, she switched to English. "When did you get back?" she asked. I saw this as 
a huge linguistic leap. The ability to switch languages to help your interlocutor is both a 
powerful and empowering competence. She had been doing this in Shanghainese, 
Mandarin and Cantonese — now she was adding English to the repertoire. 
6.6.2 Nora goes shopping 
The noodle bar was only one of several sites where Nora used English regularly. For 
example, her family had friends whose children were Australian bom Chinese, and not 
proficient speakers of Mandarin. That is, Nora's English was better than their Chinese. 
This meant that she was using English in social contexts outside of school and work. 
She also pointed out that one of her favourite pastimes, shopping, was part of the 
process of using, and we can also infer leaming English. She linked this phenomenon 
to the location of the shops. 
N: unless you go to Chinatown, you need to speak English everywhere else. 
This forces you to speak English. 
F: What do you feel about your English now, compared to when you arrived? 
N: Much better. 
F: So, you have more courage [to 
N: [dare to talk with the foreigners. 
F: When you just came 
N: When I just came, ehh, I didn't know. Once I said a sentence, I always felt 
this sentence was not right. Now, my English is much better, I don't think 
this way any more. (M. Int. p. 4) 
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In Chinatown, you can shop in Chinese. Anywhere else, you need to use English. 
Nora draws attention here to her understanding that being 'forced' to speak English is a 
vital part of the acquisition process. The excerpt also provides insight into her 
developing sense of confidence and progress over time, culminating in her courage to 
"dare to talk with the foreigners." In her final tum, we see echoes of Krashen's (1978) 
notion of the language monitor, the self-editing, self-censoring mechanism that lets us 
know a sentence feels wrong or right. Although Nora is contradicting her comment 
from the same interview that she sometimes is unsure what she is saying exactly in 
English, she clearly states that her English is "much better," and in my experience a 
sense of competence in a new language is fluctuating, partial and unrehable at times. 
After their first year in high school, Nora, Alicia, Tina and I went on an outing to 
a large shopping complex. I watched as Nora went up to the Shiseido make-up counter 
in an up-market department store, to seek information about and to price a particular 
product. I made a mental note of the cultural and indeed linguistic capital needed to do 
this. The girls were also fascinated by the animals in a pet shop window, but it was 
Nora who went in to the owner, and got all the details on one pedigreed puppy on 
display. She came back and reported it all, especially the outrageous price, to us. Later 
the girls headed off to see the movie. Titanic. I found the session times in a newspaper 
for them, but it was in a city cinema they had not been to before, and they had to catch a 
train. Alicia had me explain, then repeat all the necessary directions and landmarks, 
taking control of 'getting them there.' Using English to take control in such contexts is 
once again an empowering phenomenon, implicated in levels of participation which are 
simply unavailable to those who don't yet 'dare to talk with the foreigners.' Once again 
I was stmck with tiie negotiation and language processing we engaged in, and I 
wondered who else was doing this with them. 
6.6.3 Nora calls for help 
The corollary of Nora's view that 'you have to speak' is that 'you have to be heard.' 
Although being heard in English at school still seemed difficult, the girls were able to do 
this in other contexts. I was also aware that possibly I was for both of them the 
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exception to the mle, the sympathetic and interested Australian hstener. Early in the 
second year at Karfeld High, Nora rang me to seek help with a homework sheet, which 
was to be the basis for a test the next day. She told me of the problem, and asked if I 
had time. The subject was Business Principles, and the topic was the three levels of 
govemment in Australia. The sheet was a cloze exercise for which no list of words had 
been provided. 
She read the sentences out to me, replacing the blanks with "the word" or 
"something." I deduced from context that the first words were 'federal', 'state' and 
'local,' and provided the names of the leaders of these levels of govemment, which 
were also needed. I was a littie surprised that she did not know the name of the Prime 
Minister. The sheet went on to sentences about stamtory authorities and marketing 
boards, the promotion of primary produce, and other issues of govemment funding and 
jurisdiction. Half way through it, Nora asked, "How do you know all this?" I tried to 
explain that much of it was general knowledge that I got from my own schooling or 
reading the papers. At the same time I knew that perhaps a majority of smdents would 
have a great deal of trouble with this sheet. I told her it would be difficult for many 
students. Nora explained that the teacher had not given answers to the sheet and that 
she couldn't find any answers in the text book. She had thought the subject Business 
Principles would be something like Maths, but it was full of reading and she did not 
understand "any of the words." 
This phone call raised two issues for me. First, as Nora entered Year 9, the 
academic demands of the work had clearly intensified linguistically and culturally, and 
there seemed to be no recognition by this teacher that Nora would need more support 
than had been offered in this instance. Second, the phone call per se was evidence of 
Nora's initiative, agency and increasing communicative competence in English. In these 
terms, I felt it could not have taken place even six months earlier. Although we were 
focused on the sheet, with her reading and repeating sentences to me, and me 
speculating on possible answers, giving her instmctions, and asking questions, it was a 
45 minute conversation, our longest and most symmetrical in tums. At the end, she 
asked about finding a tutor for science and English, asked when 1 was coming to visit 
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her and Alicia again, and finally invited me to dinner, adding her mother would like to 
cook for me. I found her very easy to understand and thought perhaps this was due to 
her experience on the phone in her part-time work context. 
In this section we have seen Nora was using English regularly in particular 
contexts beyond the classroom, such as the noodle bar, time spent with family friends, 
shopping and of course time spent tahdng and interacting with me. Alice also talked 
freely with me, and took great delight in shopping in the city, where she used English. 
At school, we have glimpsed that the language of friendship was Chinese and not 
English. In the final section of this chapter, I remm to the theme of friendship, and its 
importance for language use and identity. 
6.7 "WE WHO SPEAK MANDARIN, ARE TOGETHER" 
In the focus group sessions held just before the smdents left Newnham, I asked 
students if they were looking forward to high school. This talk occurred 14 months 
before the phone call described above, at a time when Nora and I were still having a lot 
of trouble understanding each other. Here again is what was said. 
1 N: It's great. Because I had more than friends. 
2 ((I misinterpret her here)) 
3 R: You've got more friends there. Do they speak Chinese? 
4 N: No. 
5 R: What language do they speak? 
6 N: English 
7 R: People you know? These are friends you know already? 
8 N: Ready? 
9 R: No, I didn't understand what you said. 
10 ((Nora now makes a full repair. She makes the following 
11 statement louder, slower and clearer)) 
12 N: If I to high school, I can more than friends. 
13 R: More friends, you can meet new people. 
14 ((Nora nods)) 
(Focus group 2, 11.12.96) 
Nora's use of the past tense in Line 1 was partly responsible for my misinterpretation in 
Line 3. In each of my first three tums, I assume she is telling me about friends she has 
made already, and will be able to see more often. Since this was a wrong assumption, 
Nora must have found my questions curious, for example in Line 5. By Line 9,1 have 
to own up, admit that I do not follow. In Line 12 she reiterates her comment from Line 
1, but with clarification, setting the context by incorporating the subordinate clause "If I 
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to high school" and then the modal verb "can" which signals her meaning to me more 
clearly. My paraphrase in Line 13 is greeted with a nod. I'd got it. This is another 
example where the processing and analysis which took place in lines 2-11 informed 
Nora's more fluent rephrasing of her initial proposition. It also shows how critical real 
conversation is to language acquisition and use. 
The key to the underiying meaning of this extract is in the last three lines. In 
moving from Newnham to high school, Nora expected to make new English speakinc^ 
friends (see also lines 5-6). This was what she found "great" (Line 1) about the 
prospect of going to high school. The following extract is from the group interview 
with Nora, Alicia and Tina, one month after they had started at Taylor High. 
Alicia? Do you have new friends at Taylor? 
Nora 
Other Nora 
Yeah (.) we got two Noras in our class 
Oh, another Nora, a new Nora 
((giggles, possibly at the alliteration of my turn)) 
And (.) where is she from? 
(inaudible) ((although inaudible, it doesn't sound Asian, so I infer 
the following)) 
Mm hm. (.) So you have to speak English (.) with her 
o o 
yep 
And um, so you have new friends Tina (.) at Taylor? 
No 
You stay with your old ESL group 
Ah all my friends (.) they come from Newnham so (.) I knew them 
akeady 
Yeah, OK. Have you met any Australian students at Taylor 
No 
R: In sport, when you play tennis (.) are there Australian kids there 
too? 
No (Int. 23.2.97) 
The 'new Nora' was an ESL smdent from former Yugoslavia, and as Tina indicated, the 
girls drew all their friends from the ESL pool at this stage. Tennis, it emerged, was also 
a refuge for ESL and former ESL smdents, predominantiy Chinese and Vietnamese. In 
four of my tums (lines 1, 12, 17 & 19), I ask the girls if they have established new 
friendships with (Australian) students. The three instances of the resounding "No" in 
hues 13, 18, and 21 to the questions about new Australian friends were unequivocal. 
Five months later, this had not really changed, although the girls were now in 
some mainstream subjects. Asked if she now had Australian friends, Nora commented 
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"Sure, have some friends, but no good friends." The Chinese interviewer picked up 
this point again later. 
F: Do you have any difficulty to make friends with your Aussie classmates? 
From what you've said, you did not mention the Aussies. 
N: Good friends? Yeah. If I say something, then definitely it is very clear if it 
is in Chinese, but in Enghsh, it is not so clear. Sometimes, when I say 
something in English, I myself don't know what I am saying. 
F: So you mean that when you say a sentence, you are not quite sure if you've 
expressed what you want to mean. 
N: Yes. So, it is bit troublesome to talk with foreigners. 
Nora's primary point here is that clear communication is needed to make friends, and 
this is not yet possible for her in English. To make friends, you need a shared 
language, to be sure that your intended meanings are conveyed to your listener, that you 
are heard as you wish to be heard. It is significant here that when asked about 
friendships with Australians, Nora talks about language, and the need the speak clearly. 
Speaking clearly implies being heard clearly. Her comment that her meaning was "very 
clear if it is in Chinese" helped explain why her best friends were Chinese speakers and 
hearers. In a similar vein, Alicia had said, "Usually we who speak Mandarin are 
together." Later in the same Chinese interview she tied language use to friendship 
groups, as shown below. 
F: Some kids who came to Australia from other countries feel after a while they 
start to speak English, and to lose their first language, what do you think? 
A Probably not, because I also have so many friends. 
F: You mean Chinese speakers? 
A Yeah, we use Chinese so often, we won't forget it. Sometimes, I will write 
letters. 
(M.Int. p. 5) 
The languages of friendship were Chinese — Cantonese and Mandarin. Friendships 
established at Newnham had proven particularly durable for these giris. They continued 
into the ESL unit and beyond. 
However, friendships from Alicia's life in China were becoming more precarious. 
She wrote in her diary, 
/ may write a litter soon for my best friend in China. Sometime I miss her 1 
haven't write to her a long time. Sometime I don't know what to write. 1 don't 
think I will write later, because I don't know what to write. 
(Diary, 16.6.97) 
There is a sense here that she had less and less to share with her friends from the past. 
It may be that time has eroded her understanding of how to represent herself and her 
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present experiences to her former friend. She has nothing to say, nothing to write. 
They spoke the same language, but their lives had seriously diverged. By contrast, her 
friendship with Nora was intensely lived on a daily basis, a friendship which included 
time spent travelling to and from school, time in class, time at lunch, outings, along 
with the bickering and fights that teenage girls are sometimes renowned for. This 
friendship became a focus in Nora's diary. 
6.7.1 "These week Alicia and me always quarreled" 
Nora depicted in her diary the vagaries of her friendships (particularly that with Alicia) 
and family life in great detail, often with precision and poignancy. One of several of 
disagreements with Alicia is described below, including a blow-by-blow description of 
who said what, and Nora's analysis of the incident. It is interesting that this 
representation of the conflict is in English, with me in mind as reader, whereas the 
actual dispute took place in Mandarin. Some of the anomahes arising in the text, it will 
be seen, arise from Nora's translation from Mandarin. 
1 16-7-97 
2 These week Alicia and me always quarreled. I don't know why! 
3 In Monday we have two times to quarreled, and yesterday, 
4 too. I'm not angry. And this moming in the train, we talked about 
5 money (last times Alicia borrowed from me $3.) She asked change: 
6 / said, "I don't have change, " and I told her, "Why you every time 
7 let the people to feel awkward? " Then Alicia started to unhappy. In 
8 this times I found the five dollars change, she said: "Who eles said I 
9 always let the people to feel awkward? See, you got the change." I 
10 said: "If I'm not have any change?" "I can think about other idea, 
11 but know you had change!" Her face like very angry. I said: "Ijust 
12 told you, if you can, don't let the people to feel awkward!" "I'm 
13 not, that very easy things to do!" That means I'm stupid people. 
14 I'm just think that this things to change the money is a unconvenient 
15 things. Then I said something back to her. Afier that, we don't 
16 speak to each other. But Alicia had an advantageous position. She 
17 can use her first language to speak to Hong Kong people! 1 can't. 
18 So I didn't said any thing today. 
Here is a written text about spoken interaction. From Nora's description, we see and 
hear this argument very clearly. With very few changes, it could be a soap opera 
script. The direct speech, introduced in all but two cases by versions of 'I said' or 'she 
said,' breathes life into the argument, which could be arranged, script-like, as it most 
likely occurred, as follows: 
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((Alicia asks for change)) 
Nora: I don't have change. Why you every time let the people to feel 
awkward? 
((Alicia looks unhappy; Nora finds $5 change)) 
Ahcia: Who eles said I always let the people to feel awkward? See, you got the 
change. 
Nora: If I'm not have any change? 
Ahcia: I can think about other idea, but know you had change! 
Nora: I just told you, if you can, don't let the people to feel awkward! 
Ahcia: I'm not, that very easy things to do! 
This arrangement of the text shows the amount of reported speech used in this one 
entry, and also Nora's sense of the drama in everyday interactions. Hutchby & 
Wooffitt (1998) suggest that reported speech is often used to convey revelation, 
response and resolution, and to explicate the participant's orientation to the unfolding of 
the interaction. They also refer to reported speech as 'active voicing,' which is 
sometimes used "to warrant the facmal stams of claims and undermine the possibihty of 
sceptical responses" (p. 226). In this sense, Nora's formulation of the utterances as 
reported talk could be seen as her appeal to the reader to see things her way, or to 
protect her stake (see Hutchby & Wooffitt, p. 219). 
Nora begins the diary entry with the abstract or theme, "This week Alicia and me 
always quarreled." She then exemplifies this by reference to arguments on Monday, 
and the day before. In line 4 she then adds that she was not angry. Emotions continue 
to figure quite strongly throughout the piece. She intersperses the reported speech both 
with the emotional reactions of Alicia to the talk (lines 8, 12), and with commentary on 
her own actions, such as finding the change (lines 8-9). These appear almost like stage 
directions supporting the script, as shown in the dialogue version above. She provides 
a rationale to Alicia for her irritation, namely that it makes 'people feel awkward.' In 
line 19, the reported speech concludes with Alicia's 'final word' — 'that very easy 
things to do.' It is likely that by 'that' she is referring to the action of changing money. 
That is, her original request is in her view a simple matter. In line 14, Nora responds to 
this in terms of feeling stupid — if it's so easy, and she finds it so 'awkward,' she must 
be stupid. She then provides another rationale, an aside to the reader, saying that giving 
change is 'unconvenient,' and has another unspecified tum in the argument (line 16), 
before they lapse into silence. 
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However it is not an equitable silence, as Nora explains in the last three lines of 
the paragraph. She defines Alicia's 'advantageous position' (line 17) in terms of 
having access to her (Alicia's) first language, an altemative which effectively disbars 
Nora from the talk. Here we have an instance of the precarious interdependence of 
membership and language use, and language used as a weapon. Being from 
Guangzhou, Alicia's first language was Cantonese, which she was able to use 
expressly to exclude Nora from conversation and also from membership of the Hong 
Kong group - an effective silencing device, as shown by Nora's final comment (line 
19). Her conoment that she did not say anything must be interpreted as 'not anything in 
Chinese,' for at die end of this day's entry, Nora writes that in fact she temporarily 
became a member of another group, using English. 
... today I with some people they from another country, we all 
talking English. I think I will with they all the times, because, if I 
with Alicia, maybe we wil quarrel again, and I with them I can 
have more time to leam English. 
It is worth noting that the group she found to speak English with were not mainstream 
Australian students, but other ESL peers, 'from another country.' 
The three elements of Gee's (1996) notion of enacting identity are there: non-
Chinese or European NESB context, English language, membership of the European 
NESB group. In addition she sees a linguistic advantage in maintaining her 
membership of this group. In fact, she does not choose to do so. As with virtually all 
girlhood squabbles, Nora and Alicia's fight did not last long. A week later, Nora 
wrote (her electronic dictionary firmly in hand), "Eve(ry) day, Ahcia and I had a littie 
bit mitigated." The lesson was a salutary one however - demonstrating the use of 
language as an exclusionary practice, in this instance by a Chinese friend bilingual in 
Cantonese and Mandarin. An intriguing thing for me is that although this argument 
was enacted exclusively in Mandarin, Nora has chosen to reflect on it in her English 
diary. Several items of vocabulary in this full diary text stand out as dictionary 
translations from the Chinese, including 'awkward,' advantageous,' and 
'unconvenient,' to which Nora appears to have contributed the feasible but 
ungrammatical morphology. 
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Once again, I am reminded that such a text has no currency within the official 
discourse of school English. So what kind of voice is represented in a diary? I feel I 
know Nora well from these many anecdotes, yet I am the only hearer as she constmcts 
her identity on the page. Privy to her thoughts, her feelings, her identity, her life story 
in English, I am able to access her representation of self. Her teachers would not have 
these insights, nor is it their job to do so. Her fellow students would not know the 
characteristics and stories which Nora represents in writing, but would have great 
difficulty in conveying orally, as writes more fluently than she speaks. For the same 
reason, this diary has been a valuable resource for me as researcher. 
For both Nora and Ahcia, friendships played a vital role in their daily lives. After 
nine months at Taylor, Ahcia wrote in her diary of her sadness at leaving her school 
friends behind, as she left for Karfeld High. 
I was sad to lave Taylor. I miss my friends. I really miss my friend. At the last 
leson, I was hope the time can be a little slow, because I don't want to lave so 
fast. I want to stay a bit more time with my friend. After today, we all don't 
know when we can see each others again. 
(Diary, 19.9.97) 
Luckily, Alicia was in fact leaving with Nora, whom she had once described as "her 
best friend in Australia." 
6.8 SUMMARY 
Although Alicia arrived in Australia 18 months before Nora and had spent time in 
primary school, they had followed very similar 'ESL student' trajectories across three 
schools — from the intensive reception cenh-e, to Taylor High's ESL unit and then 
mainstream Year 8 at Karfeld High, which also had an ESL support teacher. Although 
the convenient 'ESL' label was attached to these giris in each of these sites, we have 
seen that Alicia was leaming English as a third language, and Nora was leaming it as a 
fourth language, if we count her social acquisition of Cantonese. Both Norton (1997) 
and Gibbons (1991) draw attention to the inappropriateness of attaching labels such as 
ESL or NESB to students, labels which reinforce notions of English language 
deficiency and undervalue the linguistic capital of these students. Labelling Nora and 
her language as Chinese, for example, dissembles the fact that she speaks the dialect of 
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Shanghai, as well as Mandarin and also has a good aural understanding of Cantonese. 
Reified ethnicities and institutional labellmg also do littie to help us understand the 
dynamic interplay of language and social identity (Leung, Harris & Rampton, 1997; 
Thesen, 1997). 
Alicia and Nora are examples of smdents expanding their speakmg fields over 
time and in different sites, gradually developing thek repertoke of discourses, enabling 
them to move across sites. This applies equally to Nora's incipient understanding of 
Cantonese as to the incorporation of English into the repertokes of both girls. In the 
cases of Alicia and Nora, it is important to recognise within this process the competing 
influences of the ethnic Chinese/language groups and the demands of the official 
discourses of school English. The Chinese speaking students exhibited what Rampton 
(1995) would call an extremely strong in-group affiliation. The cohesion of this group, 
in which identity was visibly and aurally enacted as Chinese, and in which powerful 
social relations were established, hinged on the use of Mandarin and Cantonese as 
shared languages. Using Rampton's reconcepmalised terminology for 'native speaker' 
competence, I would suggest that in the case of Alicia and Nora (and indeed their 
Chinese peer groups) there was an extraordinary synchronicity, or overlap, between 
their language expertise, language affiliation and language inheritance. 
The power of such a combination of expertise, affiliation and inheritance meant 
that becoming audible in English was an ongoing challenge for Alicia and Nora, which 
they had to meet in particular contexts. Both were inveterate shoppers, but Nora also 
had the contexts of the noodle bar and social occasions with English speaking family 
friends in which to use and practise her English. This accounted in part for what I saw 
as her development of increasing confidence and agency in communicating in English. 
Tmeba (1989) suggests that for NESB leamers, "Communicative abihty ... is critical in 
the process of self-redefinition and adjustment" (p. 26). I see becoming audible to 
majority language speakers as a vital part of communicative ability and of this process. 
Nora pointed out that at Newnham, speaking English in class was made easier by 
the fact that everyone was in the learning-English boat, and she was unafraid to speak 
there. Newnham therefore provided its smdents with a "risk-free and stress-free 
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environment" for language leaming (Tmeba, 1989, p. 21). The ESL class at Taylor 
contained a predominance of ethnic Chinese, which meant that in ESL lessons, the 
predominant languages used by smdents were Mandarin and Cantonese. On moving 
into mainstream classes, smdents were asked to do sustained formal oral presentations 
in English on a range of topic areas. The orals raised a number of issues for Alicia and 
Nora. Fkst, they were very anxious about them. As Chinese speakers, they were 
basically inaudible to mainstream hearers in the school. Suddenly they were highly 
visible, at the front of the room, expected to speak so that all could hear, and in a highly 
stmcmred way. Nora described this as "the critical moment," which was not only 
linguistically and emotionally demanding, but also officially assessable. It was a 
moment in which their (in)audibility was on display, particularly for Alice, whose oral 
no-one could hear. It was a small crisis of self-representation in a mainstream context, 
in which they were visibly and 'audibly' inaudible. Finally, the so-called 'oral' had to 
be written first, and so was subject to all the exigencies of formal written English. 
As the gkls progressed into the mainstream at Karfeld, "leaming what Aussies 
normally leam," it became increasingly apparent that the demands of school English 
would prove immensely difficult. The mainstream is all about marks, alluded to by two 
of the Karfeld teachers in their statements on the girls' writing — "Oh my god where do 
I start" and "it's all back to front and twisted, I don't know how to mark that stuff." 
Nora's phone call for help on what was for her an utterly incomprehensible worksheet 
on govemment instmmentalities was another case in point — the test was the next day. 
The representation of these smdents as language deficient is both wrong and a serious 
risk. Such a representation by teachers is based on a misconception of the correlation 
between basic communicative skills and academic work, and a failure to appreciate the 
time needed to master cognitively demanding genres (Collier, 1989; Cummins & Swain, 
1986). In addition, it seriously undervalues the cultural and linguistic capital of these 
students, not to mention their achievements in English language acquisition so far. 
Another dimension of this chapter has been the use of language as an inclusionary 
and exclusionary device. Numerous examples of the latter emerged in the data. For 
example, I was excluded from interactions between the giris or in class which were in 
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Mandarin; Nora was excluded socially when Alicia switched to Cantonese with the 
Hong Kong students; many of die ESL students were excluded from the broader school 
community by the ethnic divisions evident in the seating arrangements at lunch time; 
Nora and Alicia's written English was excluded by teachers from the range of possible, 
markable discourses; and Nora's diary in particular may be seen as an inadmissible 
genre in school. Giroux (1992) reminds us of the imperative to work towards leaming 
that goes beyond knowledge acquisition to an appreciation of cultural practices "that 
offer smdents a sense of identity, place, and hope" (p. 205). His proposal of border 
pedagogy seems a fitting conclusion for the story of Nora and Alicia, a conclusion 
which offers a pathway to a sense of place, hope and identity. 
...border pedagogy suggests not simply opening diverse cultural histories and 
spaces to students, it also means understanding how fragile identity is as it moves 
into borderlands crisscrossed with a variety of languages, experiences, and 
voices. There are no unified subjects here, only smdents whose voices and 
experiences intermingle with the weight of particular histories that will not fit into 
the master narrative of a monolithic culture, (p. 209) 
This chapter has provided some insights into the complexities of identity and 
representational work behind the two quiet gkls glimpsed first in the ESL lesson of the 
chapter's opening section. We have seen that the classroom is only one place in many 
where "languages, experiences and voices" mingle, albeit the only one where teachers 
usually see and hear thek smdents. Asking who is (in)audible within the class, who 
speaks, and how they are heard — these questions are an important prerequisite to 
opening to students the diverse spaces suggested by Giroux. Read in this light, the 
classroom becomes a context where particular forms of language use need not be 
conskucted as 'the problem,' but as intrinsic to a more diverse heteroglossic approach to 
language and literacy. The classroom thus becomes a public sphere in which linguistic 
minority students can begin to acquire the saying-doing-being-valuing-believing 
combinations, which will allow them to become legitimate and valued members of 
dominant mainstream groups (Gee, 1996). 
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CHAPTER 7 
MILENA 
7.0 OVERVIEW 
Milena spoke to me in fluent Enghsh when I first met her. She had been in Auskalia 
less than three months. In my mind there was already a dissonance. How was it 
possible that her level of communicative competence was so advanced? What difference 
did it make for her self-representation in a range of sites? What was immediately clear 
was that she had a lot to say — and I had a lot to analyse. 
This study frames language use and acquisition against the backdrop of everyday 
social and institutional practices. It focuses on migrant students' accounts of everyday 
lived experiences of leaming and using English. Interviews, ethnographic observation 
and a degree of participation in various microcontexts of the school provided important 
insights into the institutional settings and contexts of the students' experiences (see 
Watson-Gegeo, 1988). For the researcher of course, some schools are more 
welcoming and accessible than others. In this chapter I begin by describing in some 
detail the characteristics of Milena's school, in which I felt both welcome and free to 
apprehend certain practices and its particular ethos. I then briefly describe one of 
Milena's mainstream lessons, showing how Milena represented herself and was 
represented in this context, and then connect this to four thematic skands which I see as 
cenkal to Milena's language and identity work. These are agency, language 
competence, social networking and confidence. In the final section I explore each of 
these four themes in more depth, and draw some conclusions. 
7.1 MARKWELL HIGH: THE MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE 
Markwell High is a large city school of over 1800 students which prides itself on being 
a school of 51 nations, that is, with students from 51 countries and a vast range of 
ethnic and language backgrounds. The principal told me that over 30% of the students 
were from non-English speaking backgrounds. The school had an ESL unit attended by 
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students who had exited Newnham, but many other NESB students were actually bom 
in Auskalia or had arrived when very young. The school is in what the principal 
described as a solid middle class area, is well resourced in terms of sporting and cultural 
facilities, materials and technology, and also features a centre for artistic development in 
dance and the performing arts. Some of the more predominant ethnic groups in the 
school include Bosnians and Serbs, Vietnamese, Chinese, Taiwanese and smdents from 
Hong Kong, Filipinos, Koreans, Indians and Pakistanis, Polynesians and Greeks. The 
principal described this diversity as "a fantastic resource" but skessed that it also placed 
exka demands on teachers, particularly in terms of language and cultural issues. He 
added that staff numbers of 108 mainskeam teachers and five ESL staff were not really 
adequate to cope with these problems. It has been calculated diat the school receives 
funding for 115 ESL students, but 227 students urgently needing support have been 
identified (Robertson, 1997). 
An overwhelming impression while walking around the school at recess was of the 
proverbial melting pot, an ethnic diversity in no way diminished by the universal wearing 
of the school's colourful and distinctive uniform sat around talking, playing cards and 
eating. I photographed a number of groups at random during one lunch break and was 
stmck by the heterogeneity of groups, most of which included a mixture of white Anglo 
students, dark skinned Indian or African students and others from Asian countries. I had 
observed in some schools what seemed a clear unofficial playground segregation on 
ethnic lines^ This did not seem to be the case at Markwell High, or certainly not on the 
surface. The school represents itself as ethnically and culturally diverse. This is well 
known by the community and even at the Newnham reception centre, where some 
recentiy arrived students jockey for a place at the school, by pressuring Newnham's 
guidance officer and placement personnel. Signs and photos in Markwell High's 
adminiskation foyer draw attention to its visibly and culturally diverse population. The 
principal was the only one of five in the main study who responded to the research outiine 
I sent with a personal fax, expressing interest in the insights offered and inviting further 
discussion. Chinese, Japanese, German and Russian were taught at die school, and 
numerous practices reinforced the school as a bastion of multiculturalism. Alkiough 
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starting to wane in political and academic circles (see 1.4.3), the term "multicultural" was 
very much alive at Markwell. 
7.1.1 Texts and images of multiculturalism 
Every student at the school is issued with its primary instimtional and symbolic text, the 
Red Book, which contains policy, the timetable, a homework diary, assessment guides, 
reports (later filled in by each teacher), the prospecms, tips on studying and other 
information. Students must carry the Red Book at all times. Page seven of the book is 
devoted to "Multiculturalism," and begins "Markwell is proud of the diverse 
background of its students from Australia and from many overseas countries. This 
blend of cultures gives Markwell a unique opportunity to leam from others." It 
continues with an outhne and hsting of Chinese, Muslim, Jewish, Greek Orthodox, 
Hindu and Christian rehgious festivals which are noted in the school's Year Planner. 
Other official documents in the school also draw attention to its ethnic diversity and 
specific minority groups. For example, form notices (issued daily) included 
announcements for Muslim students of a weekly Jummah Salah or prayer meeting, led 
by a community member. 
In May, a Multicultural Week was celebrated at the school, which featured a 
multicultural food fest, a multicultural writing competition (translations required when not 
written in English), poster and badge design competition and an extraordinary concert in 
school time for the entire school community of 1800 students, 108 teachers and a number 
of parents. Form notices in the week prior to the Multicultural Week concert urged 
students to "Enter the spirit of multicultural MarkweU", and contained specific reminders 
to the Filipino, Anglo, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean and Lebanese groups who were 
performing in the concert. I attended the concert, which comprised 18 items, showcasing 
the singing and dancing talents of ten different ethnic groups to a highly enthusiastic 
audience. Multicultural week activities were followed up by a Newsletter which reported 
on the activities and congratulated participants. The items of the concert were listed on the 
program as follows. 
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MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM 
1. National Anthem and welcome 
2. Riverdance 
3. Filipino Mazurka 
4. Anglo DM 
5. Viemamese traditional dance 
6. Greek dancers 
7. Russian songsters 
8. Polish mazurka 
9. Welcome to Kentaro High Japanese exchangee 
10. Indian dance 
11. Korean martial arts display 
12. Chinese song 
13. Polynesian Haka 
14. Our world today (choral item) 
15. Chinese dance 
16. Highland fling 
17. Auskalian singers 
18. Finale — We are the world (lyrics on program) 
These kinds of multiculmral activities have been described by some as tokenistic 
and a devaluation of cultural forms (Dooley, Herschell & Singh, 1997; Welch, 1996). I 
could only smile at the multicultural food fest menu, which listed "Chinese Chow, 
German Gmb, Aussie Tucker and Afro-Caribbean Fare" (this last item specified as 
Chicken Mexicana!). On further analysis, almost half of the concert program consisted 
of items by predominantly Anglo smdents — an impressive recreation of a 'Riverdance' 
excerpt by 45 dancers, the highland fling, impersonation of TV characters from the 
British program 'The Young Ones" together with a song about Doc Marten boots, and 
other choral items. A lookalike Neil, the hippy character from "The Young Ones" said, 
"The thing about being Anglo Saxon right, is, uh, you know ah, cause we're not like a 
minority culture, you know, people think we don't have a culmre, but, ah, we do. Just 
cause we're Anglos right, doesn't mean we can't get along with everyone else." As a 
discourse, this statement effectively separates the "we" (Anglos) from "everyone else". 
Followed by the Doc Marten song, it drew attention to contrast and othemess, and 
highhghted 'Anglo' as the dominant (as opposed to minority) culture. Although the vast 
majority of the audience were too young to have seen "The Young Ones" on television 
when it screened in the mid-eighties, the line "people think we don't have a culture" 
drew a laugh. I laughed along with them, at the same time recognising that Anglo 
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culttire, while not as visible and instantiy recognisable as a traditional Viemamese 
costume, the Polynesian Haka, or Indian dance, somehow reigns supreme. Its 
representation is not easily identifiable or legitimated through cosmme or dance, but 
through the dominance of the English language. 
In the 'non-Anglo' items there was a tendency towards representations of 
recognisable ethnic stereotypes, such as the Haka by Polynesian smdents, die Zorba the 
Greek dance and Korean martial arts. A group of Russian language students sang 
Waltzing Matilda in Russian. By stereotypes, I mean images which Anglo-Australians 
identify and associate with a particular ethnic group. These are generahy predictable and 
unchallenging images of national traditions which reflect die values of the prevaihng 
society, such as the view that other cultures are about dressing up, singing and dancing. 
The items of the concert helped to sustain such representations of culture, in this case to 
an audience of almost 2000, mostiy students. 
The MC, a teacher, offered lucky number prizes throughout the show (the prize a 
Multicultural Cookbook), and told jokes about his inadequacy in a number of 
languages. He constmcted the conceit whereby he claimed to have asked NESB 
students to give him, say, the Greek for "I need to make a phone call" and he was given 
instead the Greek for "Your Grandma wears army boots," which he then delivered with 
tortuous accent and intonation (laughs all round). He claimed that mirth and 
constemation resulted when he tried these formulations on other speakers of Greek. 
Judging from their response, the students found the conceit funny but not hilarious. 
MCs need humour to keep a program flowing, fill in gaps and maintain momenmm and 
attention. This MC also had the mark of a popular teacher. However it occurred to me 
that these jokes amounted to an emptying of meaning, and a devaluation of other 
languages. The representation of languages and edmic groups via the filter of this male 
Anglo teacher was entertaining at times but nevertheless a distortion of linguistic facts. 
Apart from the Chinese choir, the haka, and Waltzing Matilda in Russian, no other 
language but English was used in this concert. That is, only English was spoken. 
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7.1 .2 Only one ESL kid in the whole concert 
The Chinese choir consisted of 24 Chinese students, dressed formally in black kousers, 
white shirts and ties. They sang a modem-sounding ballad very typical of its genre, a 
kind of Chinese country and westem, in Mandarin. The song was introduced in 
English by one of the giris, who took the microphone and spoke confidentiy in a lightly 
accented voice to the vast but attentive audience, as the keyboard played softly in the 
background. 
Our fate govems how we meet and what we become. We are friends because we 
were destined to be friends. Our song celebrates friendship. The tide of this 
song represents our joumey to fulfil our destiny. We would like to perform this 
song to symbolise the joy we have as your friends and our appreciation to the 
population of Markwell High. 
She was not the first student to introduce an item, and I was stmck again with the 
authority which underlies a clear amplified voice. Here was a Chinese smdent who 
could be heard, who waited for her cue, grasped the microphone firmly, and spoke to 
2000 people. 
Then came the comment from the ESL teacher sitting beside me, that there were 
no ESL students performing at all in the concert, apart from one Bosnian boy in the 
Russian choir. She was referring to the 117 students who were either in the ESL unit or 
still receiving parallel English courses from the ESL teachers. During the Chinese choir 
item, in my mind I had been watching NESB students, freed at last to use their first 
language in a public arena, legitimate performers in the multicultural concert. Here was 
their opportunity. Why had the recently arrived Chinese-speaking students in the ESL 
unit not opted to join this choir, in which they would sing in their first language. 
Mandarin? 
Several factors could explain their absence, and they relate in part to my own 
categorisations of the students. First, the representation I had constmcted of the 
Chinese performers as NESB students was a misleading one. They were indeed from 
Chinese speaking backgrounds, but most it seemed had either been bom here, been here 
for a number of years, or been accelerated very quickly through the ESL unit due to 
their advanced proficiency in English. The Chinese choir students, unhke their recently 
arrived counterparts, were both bilingual and fully integrated into die mainskeam within 
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the school. They therefore represented the successful hybridity of the diasporic 
Chinese, singing on the stage in Mandarin, but elsewhere in the school acknowledged 
as users of English. 
Second, die ESL coordinator later explained to me that it was the first time that 
Chinese students had participated in any school performance. She claimed that activities 
involving competitive sport, 'school spirit,' or school culture are not generally embraced 
by the Chinese students, who equate school with academic work. She saw the Chinese 
choir as both a change and an achievement. In one sense, they had overcome her 
representation of them as performing only in the academic domain. This was anodier 
border crossing, into the territory where confident students are asked to take the stage 
and 'do their thing.' Recentiy arrived smdents would not have identified with the notion 
of performing in this way. They would not be ready, and indeed one teacher told me 
the ESL students were too afraid and embarrassed to perform. Third, the Chinese 
singers were mostly older students from Years 11 and 12, and in such a large school, 
smdents do not generally mix across year levels. There are, after all, 350 students in 
their own cohort to get to know. Younger new arrivals would not be members of this 
group. Finally, just getting on a stage in front of 1800 peers and 150 adults requires a 
particular sense of legitimacy within an instimtion. 
I took this up with the ESL teacher beside me, who claimed it was not just the 
Chinese students who were accomplished users of English, but all the performers. It 
occurred to me that the culmral identities represented drew on the smdents' ethnicity, but 
did not necessarily represent either their social or linguistic identities. Participants were 
fully fledged members of the school community, and speakers of the dominant 
discourse, with proven exotic competences to display. Language was not on show, but 
neither were the 100 or so other representatives of the concert's theme, those who had 
recentiy arrived in the country and who were still acquiring English. The ESL teacher 
stressed that students in the unit had felt embarrassed and too anxious about performing. 
With hindsight, it was not difficult to understand why. The concert was more than just 
pubhc performance, involving an accomplished level of self-representation which drew 
on previously legitimated identities within the institution. 
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7 . 1 . 3 The concert as a multicultural text 
The risk in an undertaking such as the multicultural concert is of cultural 
representations, in which other cultures are acknowledged, but the dominant English-
speaking culture is legitimated in a number of ways. I have drawn attention above to 
some aspects of the concert which seemed to marginalise certain ethnic groups — the 
absence of students not yet proficient in English, the predominance of English and 
indeed Anglo students, the jokey representation of other languages and predictable 
images of kaditional culmres. The question as to whether the concert was a 
multicultural text which delivered a powerful message of diversity to the students, or a 
contained and limited representation of other cultures is a complex one, to which there is 
no easy answer. My position on the question underwent a number of shifts, as I will 
now explain briefly. 
As part of the audience of 20001 had at first felt part of what seemed a significant, 
impressive and positive cultural experience. The 1800 students were seated on the 
floor, packed like hot sardines into a cormgated iron hall with poor ventilation. As a 
former teacher I was very attuned to their attentiveness, respect and support en masse 
for their performing fellow students. After analysing the video, the program and my 
notes further, I felt that what we had witnessed was perhaps multicultural 'mushfake' 
(see Gee, 1996, p. 146), a make-do or mocked up version of predictable cultural 
representations, along with curious hybrids such as the Chinese story ballet, the 
classical ballet Polish mazurka or the Russian Matilda. It was a way of representing and 
containing culmres in a way that did not threaten the dominant hegemonic frame of 
reference of the institution. It was the all-singing, all-dancing version of Vietnamese, 
Chinese, Greek, and Indian cultures. Yet further reflection brought into sharper focus 
my understandings from two decades in schools, in particular that getting such a concert 
together is a logistical feat of gargantuan proportions. 
This concert had 176 student performers in 18 items. It is understandable that 
issues I have raised and cultural 'authenticity' were not always uppermost in the mind of 
the full time teacher who coordinated the event. Who, in any case, is to arbitrate on 
authenticity, and does it even matter? The concert was by definition an institutional 
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representation of diverse cultural identities. Such experiences are always of benefit to 
the performers and the appreciation of the audience, who sat happily even into the first 
15 minutes of their lunch hour as the concert ran overtime, was tangible. This was the 
third year diat the students of Markwell had presented a multiculmral concert. There 
were undeniably elements of stereotyped representations within it, but its promotion, 
scale and spirit seemed to kanscend these, to become part of Markwell's multicultural 
experience. To speculate for a moment on what the members of the audience took away 
with them from this concert, I would suggest it was an exotic and performed artifice of 
what they lived every day at Markwell, die clamour and blending of multiple culmres, 
ethnicities and languages, the inescapable reahty of diverse origins now located in an 
apparently unified space. 
7.1 .4 ESL at Markwell High 
On arrival from the intensive reception program, students are placed initially in 
Markwell High's ESL unit, in which there are up to 40 students, five female teachers 
(four Anglo-Australians and one Greek Australian) and a Chinese aide. In addition to 
the classes mn entirely within the unit, the teachers mn parallel English classes, where 
they teach the mainstream curriculum with intensive language support. Another 100 
students may be supported in this way. This also means there is cooperation and 
coordination between the ESL staff and mainskeam staff. The ESL staff have their own 
staffroom, where I found the atmosphere warm and welcoming. Relief teachers and 
parents were invited to come in and have coffee, as I was. Their staffroom and even 
classrooms were amongst the few places in a high school that I had ever seen fresh 
flowers. On repeated visits I found that moming tea was a time for talk, good food, 
which was brought and shared, and laughter. It was a highly cohesive group, who 
shared resources and ideas, and discussed individual students and language issues at 
moming tea. Before or after the lessons I observed, the teachers talked to me, 
explaining and contextualising the work being done. 
Given the numbers of NESB students in the school, these teachers played a 
valued role which often extended beyond the immediate teaching of English. 'ESL 
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News' was often included in the weekly school newsletters, with advice to parents on 
school matters, govemment agencies and kanslation services. One teacher explained 
her campaign to teach classroom assertiveness to the Chinese and Viemamese girls, a 
kind of cultural reprogramming aimed at smoothing their way into mainstream 
classrooms. In the same classroom I observed a Bosnian boy for whom the 
enculturation process into aspects of Austrahan culmre seemed complete. Without any 
prompting, he raised his hand to inform his teacher and the class at the start of the 
lesson that for the first time in 25 years an Australian had won the US Open tennis 
toumament. I also observed a series of oral presentations, in which students tackled the 
issue of racism in the Hanson phenomenon in Auskaha^. For the students, the ESL 
teachers also acted as a resource in the case of any problems, even after they had left the 
unit and were fully integrated in the mainskeam. It was to these teachers that some 
students reported perceived discriminatory keatment by smdents or other teachers. The 
ESL staff, and particularly the coordinator, therefore took on a welfare and social justice 
role, haising with the administration and representing the smdents on these matters. 
Representations of multiculmralism seemed a fact of life at Markwell High. In 
simple terms, having almost one third of its population from non-Anglo Auskalian 
backgrounds meant that the school presented a rich fabric of visible and audible 
differences. Walking around the school, the most casual observer could not fail to 
notice ethnic diversity, and to hear different languages in the corridors and grounds, 
particularly Mandarin and Bosnian. In addition, institutional practices in the school 
consohdated and validated the presence of diverse ethnicities, as epitomised by the 
Multiculmral Week activities. Finally the ESL staff were a skong presence within 
the school, closely involved in the linguistic and cultural adaptation of the NESB 
students. 
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7.2 MILENA 
Sixteen year old Milena arrived in Australia with her mother, father and twelve year 
old sister, Tanya on 21 September, 1996. The family, along with her aunt, two 
cousins and grandmother, had left Bosnia to escape the war, moving from Sarajevo to 
Belgrade in 1991, when Milena was 11 years old. Both of her parents were 
professionals, working in Bosnia as economists. In 1994, the famihes fled to 
Denmark as refugees, leaving Milena's father behind to fight in the war. For two 
years he could often not be contacted. They stayed for almost three years in 
Copenhagen, during which time Milena attended high school, leamed Danish and 
acquired close friends. She continued her music studies in piano, and also started to 
leam English at school in Denmark. After two years, to the family's immense rehef, 
the father joined them in Copenhagen. Milena said her family moved to Auskaha "to 
start a new hfe," and specifically because of the possibihties of citizenship and work in 
Australia. Permanent residency status is almost impossible to achieve in Denmark, 
whereas this is granted to all approved migrants and refugees in Australia. Milena's 
mother spoke four languages, including English, and her father three. Milena, on 
arrival, was bilingual in Bosnian and Danish, and had some knowledge of English. 
Within three weeks of arriving in Auskaha, Milena and Tanya enrolled in the 
intensive Newnham reception program, on 8 October. Her aunt and cousins had 
arrived one month prior, and helped Milena's family to settie in. The cousins akeady 
attended Newnham. Both famihes lived outside of the city, and initially the children had 
to travel for well over an hour each way by kain to Newnham. In Milena's class at 
Newnham, 9 of the 17 students were from Bosnia. Milena exited the program after 
just ten weeks, her teachers satisfied that in terms of Enghsh proficiency, she was ready 
for the move to the high school ESL unit. Milena, her sister and cousins wanted to go 
to Markwell High, although they had heard it was hard to get into, due to large student 
numbers. They knew that many migrant students, including many Bosnians, attended 
Markwell High. Milena's only concem, apart from not getting in, was that she would 
have to wear a uniform. She was used to wearing short skirts, heeled shoes and make-
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up. She told me that she found all uniforms ugly, but that Markwell's at least was "the 
nicest you can find." One of Milena's outside interests was fashion design. She was 
also a prohfic letter writer (to her friends in Bosnia and Denmark), loved drawing, 
listening to music, being with her friends, and talking. 
7 .2 .1 Milena's drama class 
Prior to my arrival at Milena's Year 11 mainstream drama class, she had seen the teacher 
and requested that I be inkoduced as an interested observer of the class (rather than 
someone interested in Milena). This was to ensure she was not singled out or 
embarrassed in front of her peers, that her membership of the group was not 
compromised. She told the teacher that she did not want to be 'looked at'. The teacher 
complied, and I noted Milena's initiative in taking charge of a simation she might 
otherwise have been uncomfortable with. She knew that my gaze was directed at NESB 
students, and I shall show that this was not how she perceived or represented herself. 
The task for the lesson was to work in groups on improvising a scene in which a 
group of teenage boys goes into a cafe, and one of them touches a waikess in an 
unsohcited and unwelcome way. The students had only 7-8 minutes to devise their 
improvisation, and then were to present it to the class. During the preparation time I 
talked a littie to the teacher and observed groups working. Milena was talking 
comfortably to her group, which comprised one boy and seven girls, as they 
constmcted the scene. A member of this class for four months, Milena seemed well 
integrated and accepted, and although not a major protagonist in this improvisation, took 
her part as one of the sexist youths confidentiy. It was almost unnerving to watch the 
degree of authenticity with which some of the girls portrayed young sexist male 
behaviour. The improvisations were full of youth language and slang. Through the 
process of their enactments, the students constmcted and reflected on the prevailing 
attitudes, values, actions and responses of young people, in the face of issues such as 
sexual harassment, gender conflict, rights and resistance. 
Milena's teacher told me that she was a very good drama student, who had also 
elected to take the extension drama subject, Theake Arts. She said Milena was excellent 
in discussion, had very good ideas and had fitted in well with the group. She made no 
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mention of Milena's English proficiency, but skessed that Milena had been helped in the 
class by a Bosnian boy, Milenko, who was an extrovert, popular and exkemely 
confident. The teacher commented on the physical attractiveness of both students, 
adding that they always did pair work together, often discussing the concepts in 
Bosnian, as well as in English. 
After the lesson, I went up to Milena when most others had left. I said it seemed a 
nice class, and she agreed, adding "everyone was friendly, everyone talked, there is no 
hate", before hurrying off to her next lesson. Later she told me that by "no hate" she 
did not mean racial hatred, but the mundane tension and bitchiness which sometimes 
characterise interaction in adolescent groups. I reflected that the drama class was 
possibly a very positive environment to facilitate the integration of an NESB student. It 
must be skessed that by this stage Milena spoke very fluent but accented English. The 
atmosphere of this drama room was accepting, 'talky,' interactive and seemed very non-
threatening. The lesson addressed contemporary youth issues in contemporary youth 
language. Yet there was another aspect arising from this observation, one which 
concemed me as researcher and Milena, as a subject I had categorised as an NESB 
student. I was aware of a certain tension between my representation of her, and the way 
she projected herself as a mainstream student. Although she had started out as in my 
cohort from Newnham as part of the category 'ESL students,' this was now contested 
through her self-representation and identity choices. As she hurried off to rejoin her 
next mainskeam class I felt left behind in more ways than one. 
The drama lesson also provided evidence of four thematic skands which I 
identified as cenkal to Milena's language and identity work. These are as follows: 
THEME EXAMPLE 
agency Milena's initiative in setting up my inkoduction. 
language competence Her participation in the improvisation, and bilingual 
discussions with Milenko. 
Social networking Her link widi Milenko and friendly acknowledgment 
of other members. 
Confidence Her group participation and performance in front of 
the class, and her ability to talk to the teacher 
privately. 
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In the next section I will examine these more closely, using data from Milena's own 
accounts. 
7.3 FOUR ANALYTIC STRANDS IN LANGUAGE USE AND 
IDENTITY 
Underlying the themes of agency, language competence, social networking and 
confidence, is the understanding that these themes are not discrete, but closely 
interrelated. That is, for example, agency is broadly to do with legitimacy in Gee's 
(1996) terms, but also with sociolinguistic and skategic language competence in 
Canale's (1983) terms, along with having the confidence to initiate and participate in 
social interactions. All four thematic skands are related to discourse, discursive 
resources, and to the constmction of identity and its use as a resource, and all four are 
related to the notion of power. 
7.3.1 Agency 
Giroux (1992) argues that radical theories of subjectivities have erased any notion of 
viable human agency, failing to provide a sense of: 
how people actually take up particular subject positions, what individuals and 
groups are privileged in having access to particular positions, and what 
conditions are that make it possible for some groups to take up, live, and speak 
particular discourses, (p. 207) 
Extrapolating from Gkoux's statement, we can say that agency is a social circumstance 
which refers to ways in which some people are able to take a standpoint, to show 
initiative even where there may be an asymmetry of power relations, and to use 
discursive resources to represent themselves and to influence situations to their own 
advantage. It is about access to discourses and all this represents. In this section I will 
provide examples of Milena's agency in these terms, along with insights into how she 
did these things and some of the conditions which made it possible. 
On leaving Newnham, sixteen year old Milena was bound for a Year 10 grouping 
in her new high school. Although most mainskeam Year 10s are 15 years old, both the 
Newnham and Markwell High teachers felt that given her level of Enghsh, she would 
need to start at Year 10. She was still an ESL kid after all. When I arrived at the school 
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just two weeks into the new school year, Milena was neither in the ESL unit nor in Year 
10. I asked her how she had come to be placed in mainstream Year 11. 
Um, I should actually be in (.) Year 10. But because of my age, er, I asked Mrs 
Parditch (the ESL coordinator) if I may, er (.) move to Year 11. Because I really 
think (1.0) this Year 10 is easy for me. And er many of my friends are Year 11, 
many Bosnians (inaudible). So it's like, easier to be with them (.) they can help 
me finding something, an', Ijust, and my parents think that, er, it's, 11, grade 
11, no that grade 10 is too easy for me, so, I'm (.) I'm (.) I choose Enghsh, 
Maths B, Theatre Arts, Drama, Music and Biology. And (.) it's not hard, at all. 
Just sometimes in Music (.) I find a bit difficult because I don't know, do all, all 
the words, but I know them in Bosnian, so they just bit different. 
(Interview 2, p. 1) 
In this excerpt, Milena reveals an analytic standpoint, enunciating five grounds which 
constituted her case for a change of year level, presumably all of which she used with 
Mrs Parditch. These included her age (objectively a very minor one year difference), 
the 'easiness' of the work in Year 10, the presence of her friends in Year 11 (former 
Newnham students), the fact that her Bosnian friends could help her with the work, and 
parental support for the move. Mrs Parditch commented briefly on the change when I 
raised it with her later, saying she was not entirely happy with it, that she didn't think 
Milena was ready and that a lot of Bosnian students think they are better than they 
actually are. She gave me that resigned-when-students-get-their-own-way look. What 
can you do? A new NESB smdent had tackled the ESL coordinator in her new high 
school on a previously taken decision, and prevailed. 
On the one hand, Mrs Parditch was working with the same framework of 
categories I had started with — Milena as an ESL smdent, specifically of the Bosnian 
variety. On the odier hand, anecdotal evidence among teachers was that although 
Bosnian students were often highly verbal and confident, their skengths in spoken 
communicative competence were often not reflected in academic work which demanded 
a high level of written skills. Milena's English, both spoken and written, was deemed 
good enough for her to go skaight to the mainskeam, except for the subject English 
itself, which she did in the ESL unit, but she had self-selected her year level, promoting 
herself by one year. 
Milena extended her account later in the interview, as shown in the following 
interchange. (R = researcher; M = Milena) 
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R; Do you , do you feel as if you belong (.) to the mainskeam bunch of kids 
or do you feel different? 
M Erm, I feel as if I belong, but when I was in grade ten, first week, oh all 
the kids, they were only kids. I came first day into my form meeting? , 
and some small guys and girls, and I, and I said to myself 'I'm out of 
here. I can't be in grade 10'. Then I went to Mrs Parditch and said 
'Please please please please' and she talked to my Mum 'please please 
please' (1-0) and I moved (laughs). 
R: Lucky it worked. (Interview 2, p. 4) 
This is an account about Milena's identity work, but at the same time, is identity work in 
action, as she constmcts for me the process of getting your own way with teachers, and 
displays her own competence. It was as if she had recreated the mse, inviting my 
complicity. I did not disappoint, rounding off her anecdote with "Lucky it worked." In 
fact, I felt that luck was not really a factor. In this account, she had spent one week in 
Year 10, greeting with disdain and virtual disbelief the notion that she could ever belong 
to this group of "small guys and girls" who were "only kids." Her response was 
summed up in her use of the youth vemacular "I'm out of here." 
Students dislike some of their classes every day of the week — but not many go 
to the authorities to effect a change. Milena went skaight to the coordinator, then 
brought in reinforcements in the form of her mother, an apparentiy irresistible 
combination. What conditions made the initiative possible? First, it is hard to ignore 
her communicative and skategic competence in English, epitomised by her use of 
persuasive devices and skill in argumentation. Her arguments to me were succinct and 
aptiy phrased, and clearly she had used more than 'please, please, please' to convince 
Mrs Parditch. Second, her parent had called the school and supported the move. 
Milena's mother spoke four languages fluently, and the appeal was made in fluent 
English. Milena and her mother were therefore heard by the instimtional representative, 
using the dominant discourse to argue their case. This was a bearable representation, 
acknowledged as such by the school. 
In addition to the above example of agency, I observed an instance in which 
Mlena challenged her English teacher during one lesson. In the weeks preceding 
Multicultural Week, many smdents were meeting to rehearse their items. Milena's 
English teacher was also responsible for the 'former Yugoslav' groups. At the start of 
the lesson, Milena raised her hand (this was to be a public statement) and asked if the 
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Bosnian and Serbian groups were supposed to practise together, because she didn't 
think this was right. She was in fact hinting at tensions which were emerging in the 
school between Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Muslims. The teacher reassured her that 
the groups would rehearse separately, but added, "It's supposed to be a Multiculmral 
Day, not a war!" Milena had made her point, and in a very public way. As it happened, 
neither the Bosnian nor the Serb group persisted with their rehearsals, and so neither 
was represented in the concert. Milena claimed she made a habit of participating actively 
in class, as shown in this interview fragment, 
I'm getting better, and I try to talk in class as much as I can. I mean the teacher 
asks I try to answer as much as I can and sometimes I can't, but then I just shut 
up, and that's (another thing). (Interview 3, p.3) 
So she consciously contributed, and was heard by both her teachers and her peers. 
Once again, answering class questions is a pubhc display of language and social 
competence. Unlike Milena, many migrant students often find it exkemely difficult to 
do this. 
As stated in the first interview excerpt in this section, Milena had also completed 
her Year 11 subject selection, normally done at the end of Year 10. Her subjects were 
(parallel) English, Maths B, Theatre Arts, Drama, Music and Biology. She had leamed 
piano for many years, and studied music and drama in Denmark, where the family had 
lived for three years after leaving Bosnia as refugees, before migrating to Auskalia. She 
told me of her love for these subjects and added, 
I wanted to choose art, but I have biology because I want to have (.) some 
education of (.) of hfe, you know. I want to know something about life. And I 
(.) my Mum can teach me to draw if I don't know something, so it's not, not, I 
mean, yeah. (Interview 2, p. 3) 
Knowing something of Milena's background, it occurred to me that Milena had seen 
more of life than most 16 year olds. She had lived in three countries and spoke three 
languages. But she had a skong sense of what she wanted, and the resources to achieve 
whatever this might be. As she put it on one occasion, "if I need some help I just ask." 
She had done just this on several occasions in our talks, when I used vocabulary 
she didn't know. Two examples were as follows: 
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Example A 
R: And what about the size of this place? Do you find that (.) daunting? 
M (2.0) What's'daunting'? 
R: Daunting um, it bothers you, puts you off, it worries you 
M Oh (.) I don't know. I been in a big school in Bosnia, really big school and 
then in in, in a small school in Denmark. So I'm in a big school again. 
((soft laugh)) (Interview 2, p. 3) 
Example B 
M My sister panics but she's just grade 8. She wants to have best marks in 
class 
R: She's competitive 
M Pardon? 
R: She's competitive 
M What's that? 
R: Oh (.) she wants to compete with the others 
M Yeah! She wants to have best marks, she wants to be like the greatest 
(Interview 3, p. 4) 
These examples of asking for meaning look like textbook language leaming strategies, 
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. However they also reveal a 
competent agent able to successfully maintain the flow of conversation by asking for 
meaning, apprehending a given meaning and incorporating it smoothly into her next tum 
by using paraphrase. While I may be overattributing the category of 'conscious 
language leamer' to Milena here, I also saw these moves in conversation as part of the 
way she represented herself in speaking, part of how she 'did' conversation. 
In her interactions with me, Milena was unfailingly polite and cooperative, yet at 
the same time assertive and independent. To negotiate and confirm times that I would 
visit her at school, I phoned her, and then checked with the ESL coordinator. Milena 
was able to negotiate a time which would suit her best. For example, on one occasion, 
she asked very politely if she might consult her timetable when I suggested Period 1. 
She fetched it and then explained she was preparing a Drama exam in that period with a 
partner. She said Period 3 would suit her best as it was Maths, and her teacher was 
going to be absent. She apologised if this was not suitable and asked if it would be 
alright. This was a high level of strategic discourse, in which she communicated and 
justified her preferences, establishing through her competence a symmetry of power 
relations. During this visit, we spoke about the diary I was asking students to write and 
I stressed she could staple shut any private sections (see guidehnes in Appendix F). 
Milena countered that she might instead write personal sections in Danish, which she 
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knew I was not able to read. She had specific reasons for wanting to write in Danish, 
which I will outline in the following section on language. Her ultimate expression of 
agency was in fact to choose not to write in the diary at all. She explained in her only 
page of writing: 
The real reason why 1 really don 'tfeel like writing into this diary is because I 
know it is going to be published and a "Diary " is just to private, for me, to be 
published. I see my diary as alive person, and I would never let anybody but my 
2-3 closest friends which are like sisters to me, read it. 
I had never said my study would be published, yet rather than explain the concept of a 
doctoral thesis, I had initially told students I was studying and writing a kind of book. I 
was aware that Milena was not writing for some time after receiving the diary. She told 
me on the phone that she had a friend from Denmark visiting, and was extremely busy. 
She then had exams and assignments and was even busier. The reasons why she chose 
not to write interested me less than the decision per se. Here was a smdent who felt she 
was her own agent, able to represent to teachers (and researchers) her own needs, 
priorities and interests. She was also resisting my categorisation of her as research 
subject, NESB student, or indeed compliant pupil in the face of teacher pressure. She 
was too busy being herself to write a diary for somebody else. 
The final example in this section on agency occurred during an interview about 
half way through the school year. Milena was concemed about being legitimately 
absent from class to talk to me, as shown in the following excerpt. 
M Are you going to write any note and see at the office? 
R: We'll make a note for your next lesson. What's your next lesson? 
M Mm biology. I don't need a note for next lesson. Justif, there's one thing 
(.) I think you need to go to office, or ring them and say that I've been 
here, because they probably mark me away. And I might get in kouble. 
R: When is the roll marked, every lesson? 
M Yeah 
R: OK we'll ring up the office. (Interview 3, p. 5) 
Her opening use of the interrogative and her injunction for me to act in "I think you need 
to go to office" placed me in a particular position. I did not view these exchanges as a 
student telling me what to do, but felt a clear obligation to respond. The coordinator 
was well aware of our talk, as we were using her office, but Milena was a mainskeam 
student who had to obey mainskeam attendance protocols. Her explanation of the 
procedure and consequences if it was not followed were very clear. She negotiated in 
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this excerpt that I take some responsibihty for following the procedure. And I 
responded to the degree of authority she was able to convey. 
In this section I have outiined ways in which Milena was able to take up particular 
positions and represent her own interests. She did this from the start of the year when 
she literally upgraded herself. Similarly, by taking a stand on separate rehearsals for 
Bosnians and Serbs, participating actively in class discussions in English and Drama, 
negotiating with me over suitable times for visiting the school and ways she would write 
(and then not write) her diary, Milena was able to assert her own position and identity 
within the school, as well as in relation to me. It is simply unthinkable that a student 
with limited Enghsh proficiency could have made these particular moves. I have 
suggested that an important condition that made such a realisation possible was her 
competence in English, which is evident in the interview excerpts, in the examples 
where she sought and responded to new meanings, and in the ease of the conversational 
flow. In what follows, I explore the domain of language competence and language 
acquisition in more depth. 
7.3.2 Language competence and language learning strategies 
In section 2.1.2 of the first chapter, I outlined Canale's (1983) model of communicative 
competence, and its general validation by Celce-Murcia, Domyei and Thurrell (1995). 
At diis point it is worth briefly revisiting die categories refined by Canale, which still 
stand as the defining model of communicative competence. They are as follows: 
1. Grammatical competence 
Mastery of the language code—vocabulary, word formation, sentence formation, 
pronunciation, spelling and hnguistic semantics. 
2. Sociolinguistic competence 
Appropriate language use in specific sociocultural contexts, taking into account 
the status of participants, and purposes and norms of the interaction. Use of 
appropriate meanings and forms, understanding of tum-taking and an awareness 
of social roles and the pragmatics of any communicative situation. 
3. Discourse competence 
A knowledge of "how to combine grammatical forms and meanings to achieve a 
unified spoken or written text in different genres" (Canale, p.9). Use of 
cohesive devices (form), and coherence (meaning), as well as sociocultural 
understandings. 
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4. Strategic competence 
Mastery of verbal and non-verbal skategies to repair and enhance the 
effectiveness of communication, e.g paraphrase, gestures and eye contact. 
Skategic competence may be affected by speaker confidence. 
These categories ehminate any notion of language acquisition as the leaming of overt 
linguistic pattems, focusing instead, in Fine's (1988) terms, on "the acquisition of the 
relation between social uses of language and the discourse pattems that result from those 
uses in the specific language context" (p. 12). 
Clearly all leamers do not have access to the same resources in this process. Nor 
do they approach language leaming in the same way. In addition to Canale's valuable 
concepmalisation of communicative competence, O'Malley and Chamot (1990) and 
Cook (1993) have outiined cognitive and metacognitive strategies used by effective 
language leamers. This work is from an individualist and cognitivist standpoint rather 
than a sociocultural perspective, focusing on an idealised 'good language leamer,' rather 
than on the ways in which language use is socially defined and determined. However 
Cook's checklist of leaming skategies provides a key to disceming and understanding 
particular discursive resources, and is therefore useful for analysing some aspects of 
spoken and written discourse. Furthermore, cognitive strategies such as independent 
use of reference sources, note-taking skills, deductive application of L2 mles, using key 
words, contexmalisation and inferencing are vitally hnked to the acquisition of school 
English, and success on academic tasks. 
With these basic theoretical understandings in mind, I now tum to Milena's 
accounts of acquiring English and using it at school. Recall that she had mastered 
spoken and written Danish in her three years in Denmark, where she had also started 
leaming English at school. Having outhned types of language competence, I begin with 
an area in which Milena perceived she was less than competent. It should be added that 
as interpretive categories, notions of competence are generally attributed to die language 
user, radier than being consciously understood or acknowledged by him/her. 
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7 find my grammar big problem' 
After Milena had completed one semester in high school, I asked her if she had any 
particular problems. 
M Yeah, I have, OK, I put love problems aside. I have, I have problems 
with school? about my subjects and language. There's a big language 
problem but I just try not think about it at all. I just take dictionary, find a 
wordT and try to leam it. And I talk to my parents (.) they help me but, I 
have such problems. 
R: You're saying a big language problem, ((having spoken at length with 
Milena on many occasions, I was disbelieving.)) 
M Not huge, but in biology we do so many things and I can't understand 
sometimes and sometimes I really can't be bothered taking dictionary and 
all that. Same in music. But I just do the best I can. 
(Interview 3, p. 6) 
Despite the tantalising opening tum, the focus here was on difficulties Milena perceived 
and was experiencing in English. Her 'big language problem,' which she mitigated to 
'not huge' in her second tum, seemed to amount to a question of lexis in her view, 
further evidenced by her idea that a dictionary was the solution. She was also able to 
use her parents as a resource. Even at the start of the year, she had made a similar 
comment relating to vocabulary, saying, "Just sometimes in Music (.) I find a bit 
difficult because I don't know, do all, all the words, but I know them in Bosnian, so 
they just bit different." She clearly perceived that "all the words" were the problem, but 
was also aware that the Bosnian (and presumably some Danish) equivalents were a key 
to meanings, since Bosnian and Danish, unlike many Asian languages, share many 
cognate words with English. It is significant that Milena found vocabulary a problem in 
Music and Biology, both of which contain specialised technical terminologies, that is, 
vocabulary that people would not readily encounter in everyday life. 
When I asked her further about the language problem, Milena raised something 
quite different from the question of unfamiliar lexis, as shown in the following 
exchange. 
R: Is it understanding what you hear or is it writing English that's hard, or 
bodi? 
M Both. Sometimes sometimes talking sometimes writing (.) it depends. 
It's when we need to write, like assignment, report and then sometimes 
it's really hardt But I just look at the books and try to copy (.) try to put 
sentences in different way. I don't want teacher to know that, like I copy 
from the book but everybody does it, you know. And sometimes it's 
really hard, I don't know, I can't explain that. 
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R: Talking doesn't seem to be a problem, when you say talking's the 
problem: 
M It's not a big problem but my grammar is. I find my grammar big 
problem. 
R: That's more for writing though isn't it [than 
M [And for talking as well I think, is it? 
R: Well have people said you talk with [terrible grammar? 
M [No. hhhh No. 
R: 'Cause the grammar of speaking's very different, from the grammar of 
writing. 
M Oh OK 
R: You know, cos we go OK and we say things, you know an' repeat 
ourselves, I'm not talking like I write, you know what I mean? 
M Yeah (Interview 3, p. 6) 
Although I had suggested listening ('what you hear') and writing as potential problems 
in my opening tum, Milena mentioned talking and then focused particularly on writing 
as an area of concem. Her comments on assignments and reports, and the need to read 
and paraphrase reference texts in the writing process, threw light on what was perhaps 
her major preoccupation. She identified what students are told to do and what she knew 
to be necessary for her assignments, namely writing sentences 'in different way,' or 
paraphrasing. She understood that copying from books, even though 'everybody does 
it,' was not ideal and needed to be concealed. She then identified grammar as "the big 
problem." I recalled that even at Newnham, she had told me that 'grammar and verb 
tenses' were what she still really had to leam. At this point I was unable to resist 
reverting to my teacher identity, drawing her attention to the difference between 
speaking and writing, and trying to illuskate this with my last tum. 
There are three main points to be made in regard to the excerpts above. First, 
from Milena's own account, vocabulary and grammar (specifically sentence 
constmction) were her major difficulties in English. In Canale's model these belong 
fkmly in the domain of grammatical and discourse competence, encompassing mastery 
of the language code in terms of vocabulary, word and sentence formation, spelling, 
semantics and cohesion. Second, in the writing of reports and assignments, these 
grammatical skills are the primary resources which students must be able to draw on, as 
Milena realised. To me, her comment "sometimes it's really hard, I don't know, I can't 
explain that" needed no furdier explanation. Writing any form of institutional genre 
(from Science report to thesis) is indeed "really hard." Her evaluation of the writing 
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process was both succinct and eloquent. In these terms, Milena did not have a language 
problem, but a school language problem, with grammatical competence being the 
language competence most valued and rewarded on the school hnguistic market. 
Ironically, at the end of Year 11, Milena failed Maths and Biology, whereas she 
received Cs for English, Music and Drama, subjects which require extended, cohesive, 
written text as a part of their assessment. The Maths teacher commented that she was 
trying hard, and that language was 'the problem.' 
The third point relates merely to highhghting the fact that Milena was not 
consciously aware of the very high levels of language competence she displayed in other 
areas, or rather she did not acknowledge them. For example, the sociolinguistic and 
strategic aspects of her discourse, as evidenced in our spoken interactions, and in the 
episode where she convinced the school to change her year level, were very competently 
realised. As her interlocutor, I perceived only minor grammatical anomahes in Milena's 
talk, yet was often stmck with her very accomplished use of a number of discursive 
strategies and resources, as well as her understanding of how to go about acquiring 
another language. Whereas for Milena, language was ostensibly about grammar and 
vocabulary, for me it was about discourses. 
'That's how I learned Danish, so I'm using that way to learn English.' 
Milena was trihngual. She spoke Bosnian at home, mostly Bosnian and English with 
her friends, Danish occasionally with her sister and other friends, and used English in 
class and for assignments. She also wrote a personal diary in Danish, and letters up to 
twenty pages long in Bosnian and Danish to her friends overseas. She switched 
languages depending on social context and the first language of her interlocutors or 
readers, but also consciously used certain strategies to leam and maintain her second 
and third languages. Some of the language leaming skategies mentioned by Cook 
(1993) include self-management of the conditions for leaming, using resources such as 
dictionaries and textbooks independently, kanslation, transfer from previous language 
knowledge, inferencing and asking for clarification. I have already shown examples 
where Mlena sought clarification of the meanings for "daunted" and "competitive." 
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From my first interactions with Milena I realised that she did many of the things 
suggested by Cook. 
To begin this section, I present three kanscript excerpts: one from a focus group at 
Newnham; one from early in the high school year; and one five months later. They 
focus primarily on Milena's maintenance of Danish, her second language, but provide 
insights into her language practices generally and also her metalinguistic awareness. 
Excerpt 1: Focus group lA (after 10 weeks in Australia) 
Me: What are some good ways to leam a language? 
A Read books. 
S: Speak with Auskalian friends 
M That's how I leamed Danish, so I'm using that way to leam English. I 
speak a lot in Enghsh (1.0) just read something and translate, take a 
book and a dictionary. 
Excerpt 2: Interview 2 (after 5 months) 
R: And what about socially, on the weekends, and.. 
M Oh: half half. I'm hke sometimes with (.) er Bosnians sometimes with 
Danish, sometimes with Auskalians I mean, I speak like mostly English 
and Bosnian, it depends 
R: Are you still speaking Danish sometimes? 
M Yeah, with my sister. And I write my diary in Danish because I don't 
want to forget Danish and I want my friends to read it when they come, 
because one (.) one of my friends coming here to visit me about (.) 
maybe about fifteen months or something 
R: Um, we wondered last time why you speak Danish with your sister. 
M Eridon' t want to forget Danish. It's, erm it's very important forme to 
speak Danish (.) because (.) I have my best friends in Denmark? (2.0) 
and er I love them I really do, so.. 
Excerpt 3: Interview 3 (after 10 months) 
M OK. First of all I have my own diary, and it is in Danish and the reason 
why I write in Danish is because (.) first of all I don't want anyone to 
read it, except my parents and my sister can speak Danish but, they 
never check it and, uh, second of all I want one of my friends from 
Denmark (.) to be able to read itT And my friend from Denmark will 
come the eighteenth of June so I want her to (.) to be able to read (.) it's 
easier for her to read in Danish than in English and um, third thing is I 
didn't wanta forget Danish. It's a good opportunity to remember it (.) 
forever! hhh Yeah. 
In the first excerpt, Milena explains that she kansfers strategies which were clearly 
successful in leaming Danish, to English — namely, speaking with others, reading, 
kanslating and using a dictionary. She told me that she did these last three quite 
independentiy of school work, in her own time. In the second excerpt, she provides the 
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contexts of her use of the three languages, first in speaking, then in writing, contexts in 
which her language practices are shaped primarily by her social relationships. 
She gives two reasons for writing her diary in Danish. These are her desire to 
remember the language, and so that her diary is accessible to her Danish friends, one of 
whom is to visit Auskalia. At this point, Danish is the language of her "best friends," 
and so maintenance of it provides a concrete link and a symbohc attachment to these 
friends. 
My question as to why she would use Danish with her sister was a reference to an 
earher discussion, in which Milena and other Newnham smdents had dismissed as a 
nonsense the suggestion that they practise speaking English with each other, that is with 
friends from the same language group, or family members, so as to leam more quickly. 
Myriad ESL teachers, including myself, have exhorted students to speak English 
'amongst themselves.' Milena had said, 'Here it's just so weird you know (.) to speak 
other languages with your family.' From the students, I understood it was limiting and 
embarrassing to attempt to communicate using the artifice of a still shaky second 
language with members of your first language group. Beardsmore (1993) reminds us 
that it is unrealistic to expect homogenous LI speaking peers to engage in self-initiated 
interaction in L2 outside the formal classroom. Although Milena had labelled it 'weird,' 
she used Danish with her sister mainly to retain her fluency — an example where a 
conscious language strategy overrode the norms of a sociocultural context. She spoke 
Danish, and she did not want to forget it. 
In the final excerpt, five months later, she expands further on her maintenance of 
Danish. This is presented as a formal argument in which she enunciates three reasons 
for writing her diary in Danish, inkoduced by the formal markers, 'first of all,' 'second 
of all,' and 'third thing.' The first reason is to do with excluding anyone but her best 
friends from reading it. Recall that Milena chose not to write in the joumal I gave her, 
because for her, a diary is like a hve person, and the content is far too intimate to be 
revealed to outsiders. Second, her diary was written with a specific reader in mind, 
namely her close Danish friend, and third, she reiterates the importance of not forgetting 
Danish. In my view, this reason is tantamount to a conscious cognitive skategy 
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regarding language use. It is tied to social practices and specific social goals, but it is at 
the same time a knowing and instmmental act. 
We can note several things from these diree excerpts. The first is a simple but 
significant linguistic point, and is to do with the length and complexity of tum. Note 
that as the months progress, Milena's tums are progressively longer and also more 
syntactically complex. In addition, she has acquired certain sociocultural norms such as 
the ubiquitous adolescent 'like' and uses 'wanta' rather than 'want to' by the third 
excerpt. Her reiteration and paraphrase show increasing strategic competence, and the 
cohesive elements noticeably missing from the first excerpt are there in the other two. 
The second point to note is that Milena understands that languages can be used to 
include and to exclude others, as with her diary. Finally, in terms of language practices 
and use, for Milena languages are primarily about establishing and maintaining social 
relationships. These brief excerpts contain seven dkect references to "friends" and three 
to her family. She adopts particular skategies which accelerate and enrich her language 
acquisition and use, but her language use is tied to friendships. This are discussed in 
more depth in the following section on social networks. 
7 .3 .3 Language, social networking and self 
Talk is social action: people achieve identities, realities, social order and social 
relationships through talk. (Baker, 1997, p. 132) 
Before looking at how Milena integrated language use and acquisition with socialisation, 
it is pertinent to consider briefly the role of her trilinguahsm in her relationships and in 
her sense of identity. In his book on modemity and self-identity, Giddens (1991) 
suggests that all human experience is mediated through socialisation, and particularly 
through the acquisition of language, although he is not of course writing with SLA in 
mind. He writes of the "reflexive project of self," which is enacted against a 
background of multiple choices, and consists in sustaining "coherent, yet continually 
revised, biographical narratives" (p. 5). A vital element of the multiple choices available 
to Milena in her biographical narrative was language, as may be seen in the following 
summary of the life contexts she had experienced. 
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COUNTRY 
Bosnia 
Denmark 
Australia 
AT HOME 
Bosnian 
Bosnian 
Bosnian, Danish 
SCHOOL (in class) 
Bosnian, German 
Danish, English 
English 
SOCIALLY 
Bosnian 
Danish 
English 
Bosnian, Enghsh, 
Danish 
What does her multilingualism in a variety of social contexts say about the reflexive 
project of the self? Since the boundaries within which we produce identity are 
communicatively produced and constantiy shifting (Gumperz, 1982), are we to infer 
multiple identities based on differential contexts and language use? 
Giddens (1991) prefers to view self-identity as a trajectory across different 
institutional settings, categorically resisting the simphstic notion of multiple identities in 
changing contexts, and suggesting instead that the individual "incorporates elements 
from different settings into an integrated narrative" (p. 190). In Milena's case, an 
"integration of self," a self operating routinely and being realised in three language 
domains, underlies the diversity of her social interactions, experiences and friendships, 
and the choices she had about these. Her narrative lay in the spaces between her and 
those around her, established through her interactions and her language use. Wexler 
(1992) concluded that all of his studies on identity revealed "how much in fact all of 
school hfe, for the students, centers around the daily project of establishing a social 
identity" (p. 128). An obvious focus for Wexler, and also here, is the peer group. As 
with many teenage girls, Milena's friends meant perhaps more than anything else to her, 
yet her friendship groups changed over time. According to Ryan (1997), successful 
friendship groups enable adolescents to "affirm themselves in ways that other social 
groupings do not" (p. 8). For these reasons, it is worthwhile to look more closely at the 
changes in Milena's friendship groups, their hnks with language use and identity, and 
the ways in which Milena wished to be represented. 
A trajectory across peer groups 
Adolescent peer groups have been described as havens of emotional support (Wexler, 
1992). He writes, "The peer network isn't just the place where you reinforce your 
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image or where you communicate. It is a social stmcture which is integral to self 
constmction" (p. 134). For NESB students, these networks often take on a particular 
significance, as shown in Ryan's (1997) study of pattems of peer association in 
culturally diverse schools. Although many students I observed in this study tended to 
associate according to what Ryan terms "the basis of heritage" (p. 40), others were able 
to take advantage of much more fluid peer groups. It is commonly understood that peer 
groups are tied to social identity, in which "repertoires of language, speech and action" 
play key roles (Wexler, 1992, p. 9). In this light, it is pertinent to look at how Milena 
used these repertoires to move across peer boundaries. 
In her first months in Auskaha, Milena told me on several occasions that her best 
friends were in Denmark, where she had spent three and a half critical years, between 
12 and 15 years of age. They were emotionally difficult times, with her father absent 
and often uncontactable in the war in Bosnia for two of these years. The bonds between 
Milena and her Danish friends were great, surviving Milena's migration to Austraha. It 
is worth noting that such skong and intimate relationships were dependent on the use of 
a common language, in this case Danish, which Milena acquired quickly. In the on-
arrival program at Newnham, Milena encountered other Bosnian students, but did not 
establish firm friendships with them. On moving to Markwell High, she met many 
more, as shown in the following interview excerpt. 
M I'm mostly with Bosnians? Oh, I have never been with Bosnians so 
much since I left Bosnia. But there's a girl from my country, from 
Sarajevo, that our fathers worked together before, so we're like, very 
close to each other because of that, and our fathers know from a long 
long time ago, so, an' it's just (.) we tmst each other, and (.) we're very 
close to each other. 
R: You told me when you're with Bosnians it would be smpid to speak 
Enghsh, so you're speaking a lot of Bosnian now? 
M Yeah. Yes, some, sometimes we do say something in Enghsh, but (.) 
erm like, I speak Bosnian a lot, and when I came to Auskalia and start (.) 
started to have Bosnian friends, I found out that I forget some of the 
Bosnian words, and I forget my own language, because in Denmark I 
spoke Bosnian only with my family, and so (1.0) sometimes I really like 
to speak Bosnian a little bit but sometimes I would rather speak another 
language much more. (Interview 2, p. 2) 
Milena seemed almost surprised as she told me that she had never been with so 
many Bosnians since she had left Bosnia. The concentration of Bosnian students in 
Markwell High was of course not coincidental, but had to do with Australia's migration 
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policy on refugees during the war in former Yugoslavia, and with the effective social 
networks often established by refugee groups, whereby a school is identified as 
desirable and actively sought out by a particular group. The link to the Bosnian girl 
whose father had worked with Milena was a historical one, characterised, in Milena's 
account, by a sense of closeness and tmst. They went back a long way, in time, and to 
their home town, Sarajevo. 
The second half of the excerpt deals with her predominant use at this time of the 
Bosnian language at school. Her comment that she had discovered "I forget my own 
language" after three years in Denmark was telling. There is a price to be paid by 
language minorities in the integration process in a new country, and the price is often the 
attrition of the first language, known in the literature as language shift or language loss, 
due to subkactive bilinguahsm (Clyne, 1998). Giddens (1991) offers us the insight that 
"In general, whether in personal life or in broader social milieux, processes of 
reappropriation and empowerment intertwine with expropriation and loss" (p. 7). For 
Milena, moving to Markwell High provided a temporary reprieve in her partial loss of 
Bosnian. School provided a ready-made peer group, which provided links both to her 
past and to her first language, as well as a measure of security in a time of kansition. 
But Milena had made it clear that she was not bound exclusively to this group. She had 
social and linguistic skills which allowed her to move more fluidly between groups than 
many others. 
Markwell High had almost 1800 students. In the face of such a vast institution, 
some newly arrived NESB students understandably retreat to the relative safety of the 
ESL unit or first language group. After only two weeks in this school, Milena looked 
happy and unfazed by the size or complexity of the school. I wondered how she went 
about meeting people in a school of this size, and I asked her. She replied, 
M How do I meet them? Oh, first erm (.) my friend she's half Danish and half 
New Zealand, er, I met her when I came to Auskalia and she wasn't in this 
school. She was in another Cathohc school. And then erm (.) we came 
together? and she knew some people and I knew some people. So we 
inkoduced our, our friends to each other and stuff, to like meet. And then 
the ones that I know they introduced me to other, then I talked to everyone 
and if I need some help Ijust ask, and they ask for me, and (.) just like that. 
(Interview 2, p.l) 
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She made it sound simple. I felt instinctively that it was not so easy for many NESB 
students to establish social networks in a new school, and over the years had observed 
students who experienced difficulty in feeling accepted, and being integrated. Tien and 
Antonio who were included in the preliminary study reported in Chapter 4 were cases in 
point. What conditions made it seem so easy for Milena? First, her New Zealand friend 
spoke Enghsh (and very little Danish), which meant Milena effectively had a native 
Enghsh speaker with whom she could interact and meet other natives. Second, as a 
confident speaker of English, Milena was unafraid to ask for help. She could ask, be 
heard, be understood, and would understand the response. That is, her social skills, 
together with her language skills, enabled her to move across hnguistic and ethnic 
boundaries. And these areas were mutually reinforcing. 
To further illuskate this point, here is another interchange from the third 
interview, in which Milena hints that her friendship groups are evolving, and certainly 
less bound to the "best friends" in Denmark. 
R: So (1.0) it's not just the leaming English but it's all the other things you 
can be involved in because you speak English. 
M Yeah that's the key (.) of it, is just be friends with everyone. Not just for 
me, not just for people from Bosnia? but everyone, with Asian, all the 
Europeans, and Americans everyone, Aussies. That's what I do. My 
really close friends, one of them is half Danish half New Zealand, half 
Maori and I speak English with her? because she can't really speak 
Danish. And other friends are from, like India, and all Asians and um, I 
have Bosnian friends, a lot of them as well, but I don't spend much time 
with them? once a week or something? 
R: Mmhm 
M Yeah so that's how I leam. (Interview 3, p. 2) 
In my first tum, I was trying to draw attention to what interested me specifically about 
Milena's ability to use English so fluentiy. This is not what Milena picked up on in her 
response. Rather than "all the other things you can be involved in," she talked about all 
the other people she was involved with. The coda in her last tum, "So that's how I 
leam," may partially have been for my benefit as researcher and teacher, but also 
seemed a statement of fact in light of what I knew about her. This excerpt, several 
months after the one about being primarily with Bosnians, reveals a shift towards a 
much broader group of friends, encompassing a range of ethnic, language and cultural 
backgrounds. Apart from the Bosnians she saw "once a week or something," she 
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clearly used English with the six other categories mentioned — Asians, Europeans, 
Americans, Aussies, the Danish Maori, and Indians. The continuing kajectory reflected 
the sequential changes in her self-representation, and the shifts in her sense of identity 
that these representations may indicate. 
Just be friends with everyone 
Milena's skategy revealed in "just be friends with everyone," stmck me in some ways 
as a very tall order. How is this achieved, and what conditions make it possible? She 
had reiterated on several occasions what worked for her. In the following interview 
excerpt, I open with a 'hypothetical' question. 
R: Imagine if a new kid came to Markwell from Newnham, and they said 
"Milena look after this kid' and you had to give them advice about how to 
fit in quickly, how to um, you know be a good student (.) how to fit into 
Markwell. What would you say to them? 
M I would just say, try to be friends with everyone? and smile all the time 
(.) be happy and talk to everyone, and I don't know (.) just a person just 
needs to be nice to everyone and then people are nice to them. 
R: Yeah 
M and er, and everybody needs to make friends of their own? like I make 
friends myself, and er I find friends that are the same as I am, they have 
same interests in music, in clothes, in guys and all that? So just to find 
somebody who looks like them, not looks like them but could have same 
interests as them, and, just to be nice to everyone. 
(Interview 3, p. 8.) 
Being friends, smihng, being happy, talking, being nice — Mlena had indisputably 
experienced success with this formula. Yet I found this an ideahsed and somewhat 
naive version of how people get on. Milena was beautiful (even the female drama 
teacher had mentioned this). She had a beautiful smile, a solid grasp of a range of 
discourses in English and a great deal of confidence, all of which allowed her to find 
and attract others who shared her interests in music, clothes and guys. She had never 
personally experienced, for example, the kind of racist incident she recounted to me 
about one of her friends, a Pakistani, to whom a white Australian student had said, 
"Why don't you go and wash your face? It's all black. And all your hair is so oily." 
She had also heard about but not seen incidents involving racially motivated fights in the 
school, as shown in the following excerpt. 
But sometimes I've heard that there were some fights against Chinese and 
Vietnamese, but I don't know it's just something small it's not really important. I 
don't, my friends they don't really care because we're all black and white and we 
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don't care about people who are racist, we just don't think about them. Cos we 
don't wanna worry ourselves because of other people, you know what I mean? 
(Interview 3, p. 7) 
This was a positive view, and underscored Milena's sense of equity and tolerance. 
Racial distinctions were simply not made in her group, she asserted. However, clearly 
for some students who were black or Asian, the option of 'just being nice to everyone' 
was not always available. Milena's evaluation that the issue was 'just something small 
it's not really important' was a product of her own very positive experiences in a variety 
of cultural and linguistic settings. As Rampton (1995) reminds us, "People's social 
evaluations and classifications are shaped through experiences of interaction" (p. 16). 
The resources of smiling, talking, being happy and being nice were available to Milena, 
who looked hke the dominant white majority, as well as being beautiful, and who spoke 
die dominant language fluently, with a light European accent. 
Five girls, walking, having fun 
Schumann's (1986) Acculturation Model of language acquisition suggests that 
acquisition depends on the degree to which the speaker acculturates to the target group. 
While it is not possible to argue directly from this model to a multicultural, multilingual 
environment such as Markwell High, Milena's identification and constant interaction 
with Enghsh speaking groups played a powerful role in her leaming and use of English, 
as she herself acknowledged. It was a reciprocal relationship in which language use and 
social networking were mutually facihtated and developed. It must also be added that 
Milena's best friends were what she described as "very much multicultural." Her three 
best friends at school came from Pakistan, Iran and Venezuela, and English was their 
linguafranca. 
In social terms, it is significant that the Enghsh speaking friendships Milena 
established at school were not contained or limited to within the school site, but 
extended to weekends and other time outside of school. She explained that she and her 
friends went to the city, swimming, ice-skating, or stayed at home, sewing or doing 
homework together. Milena, it should be added, had taught herself to sew and was 
helping friends to make garments at her house, which I saw as another area of her 
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expertise perceived to be of value by others. Furthermore, in this way, English became 
a 'home language,' as well as Bosnian. We get a sense of this in one descriptive 
writing task Milena wrote in her parallel English class. In this piece, she described an 
outing with her friends. 
A Friday night. Streets full of happy people. No free seats in restaurants or on 
the street chairs. Few bottles broken on the ground. People singing. Stars are 
shinning. Five girls, walking, having fun. I remember good laughs that we had. 
We were in such a good moods, happy, as if we so ((saw)) Mr Bean doing some 
of his dumb things. I remember plenty of food that we ate at Sizzlers. We were 
so full that our stomachs were big and hard as watermelons. I remember all the 
hot guys walking down the streets and holding their gorgous girlfriends by 
hands. 
Milena has clearly incorporated aspects of the genre suggested by her teacher, including 
sensory imagery, similes and descriptive detail which creates an almost film-like quality. 
The teacher had corrected grammatical elements of the text such as 'shinning,' 'so,' 'a 
good moods' and 'gorgous.' The tone of the piece is confident. We see 'girl power,' 
gkls in conkol, comphcit in the project of 'having fun' — the shaping of an image of 
identity so important to self-constmction (Wexler, 1992). In other words, in addition to 
being an occasion where the majority language was in use, Milena's description 
provides insight into the 'reflexive project of self (Giddens, 1991). 
It is also worth recalhng the suggestion that who you are, who you want to be, 
and who you want to go out with is "an ongoing and reflexive social process" 
(McRobbie, 1996, p. 43). Milena was able to engage with this process in Enghsh, her 
third language. 'Going out' in English was for her a fact of life. Milena also had a 
series of English-speaking boyfriends, with whom she talked constantly. Just as the 
school represents a formal linguistic market in Bourdieu's terms, in which there are 
symbolic benefits for those whose primary discourse approximates school English, we 
can see that effective social networks provide another linguistic field or market, in which 
one of the symbolic benefits is a developing confidence and sense of self, as well as 
enhanced acquisition of the primary discourse. A knowledge of discourses and genres 
were the linguistic resources which allowed Milena to take up a range of subject 
positions, in a confident and empowering way (Kress, 1985). In the final section of 
this chapter, I explore further the notion of confidence. 
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7 .3 .4 Confidence and collaboration 
"/ mean everything is new and everything is normal." (Int. 2, p. 4) 
On arrival in high school, Milena had enacted agency in a number of ways, including 
negotiating her own year level, and through her social networking and relationships, she 
had continued to develop confidence and to expand her network. After plans for the 
Bosnian singing group at the Multicultural Concert had fallen through, Milena told me 
that she was hoping to do the lambada with a group of South Americans instead! Here 
was the antithesis of a shrinking violet, and I secretly marvelled at her secure sense of 
self. For most people, switching from singing in our first language to doing the 
lambada would not be an obvious move. In this section I elaborate on the notions of 
confidence and collaboration in discourse, themes which are clearly related to all of the 
issues discussed above in this chapter. 
The changes involved in moving from the reception program to high school were 
described in some depth in the preliminary smdy in Chapter 4. Milena summarised 
some of these changes quite succinctiy on my first visit to Markwell High. 
R: So, compared with Newnham? how have things changed? 
M They changed a lot. New friends, new school (.) erm, new teachers?, 
new(.) erm, I mean everything is new (.) and everything is (.) normal. 
Because in Newnham we were, it wasn't hke a normal class we were like, 
some people 20 years old and 14 years old in the same class. But here 
we're like 15 and 16 in one in one grade, so it's more normal. I mean it's a 
real school. (Int. 1, p. 4) 
In addition to drawing attention to the homogeneity of age groups in year levels at 
Markwell High, which she saw as a function of normality, and 'real school,' Milena 
here draws an interesting and unusual parallel between what is new and what is normal. 
She has new friends, a new school and new teachers, and whereas we might expect a 
period of adjustment and reticence, for any student, her repetition in "everything is new 
(.) and everything is (.) normal" reveals a remarkably self-possessed and confident 
position in the face of multiple transformations in the new environment. 
It is worth noting that although it was a new environment, it was not an unfamiliar 
environment — she had been in big schools before. Furthermore, in Bourdieu's terms, 
she had arrived with sufficient cultural and linguistic capital to assert herself, and to 
negotiate any boundaries she wished. Confidence was a critical part of this process. 
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Very quickly, she had positioned herself as a mainstream student, rather than an ESL 
student. She had gone after only two weeks in the ESL unit, directiy into mainskeam 
Year 11 classes, with the exception of parallel Enghsh. 
She conkasted this situation wiki the experience of her cousin Alex who had 
arrived at the same time at Markwell High. Alex, aged 15, was one year younger than 
Milena. 
R: ... And what about Alex? He's.. 
M Oh: poor Alex, he's in grade nine. 
R: Alex doesn't seem as happy as you 
M No, um he's in grade nine (.) and he's in ESL I think most of his time. And 
I think diat he wants to move to grade ten because (.) I know that year nine's 
(.) too easy for him. I know because he's really clever, he's my cousin and 
I know him. And um (2.0), I think Mrs Parditch said that she needs to (.) 
see his English, how is it and stuff, but (.) he's good, I think he'll go, so I 
hope (.) he moves to grade ten. 
R: He doesn't look like a grade nine 
M No! He's too oM to be grade [nine 
R: [He's mature 
M [Yeah (Int. 2, p. 4) 
Here Milena positions herself as a mainskeam student and commentator on those just 
behind her. Alex was "in ESL ... most of his time," whereas she was outside in the 
mainstream. He was still subject to Mrs Parditch's decision on his proficiency, whereas 
she had brought weight to bear to change one of Mrs. Parditch's decisions. As Alex's 
cousin, she suggests that she knows him better, and that he is "clever" and also too old 
to be in Year 9. Here Milena uses the discourse of expressing opinions, using the verbs 
"I think", and "I know" three times each. Note also the conversational collaboration in 
the last four lines. She agrees with me that Alex doesn't look like a Year 9 student, and 
adds further evidence as to why he doesn't look the part. The overlaps in the last three 
lines reinforce the collaborative nature of this part of the talk. 
Some months later, we were again talking about Alex. In this talk, I perceived a 
continuing refinement of her conversational competence, and her ability to collaborate in 
talk. In notes related to the 'feel' of this later interview, I wrote, 
Milena was very relaxed and happy, smiling a great deal, and speaking fluently 
and namrally. Apart from her light Bosnian accent, and omission of the odd 
article, she spoke like a very competent bilingual ... I was not aware of 
modifying my own talk in any way during this interview. 
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It was a situation of complete comfort for me as both speaker and hearer. I could not 
avoid the conkast between her communicative competence and openness as we talked, 
and the lack of these when I spoke to Alex. The interview had been in fact a long 
rambling chat, ranging over numerous topics and with some very extended mms by 
Milena. In the following excerpt I tell her that I am having difflculty relating as 
comfortably to Alex, and also attempt to ascribe this to a gender difference. This rather 
rash assumption is less important than the way the topic was taken up in the 
conversation. 
R: (Alex) doesn't talk to me as much as you do but then, that's boys. 
M Yeah hhhhh I don't know (.) I always talk so much ? (laughs) I always 
talk a lot. 
R: I think girls talk more than guys do you think? 
M Probably, maybe cause they're more open. 
R: Yeah. The girls are? ((confirming the reference for 'they')) 
M Yeah 
R: Boys don't hke to reveal too much 
M Feehngs and all that 
R: Yeah, they like to keep their distance sometimes 
M Yeah. Sometimes I keep it in myself, all feehngs and all that? There is 
always, I need to talk to my friends, so that's why I keep diary, so that I can 
write everything in it. (Int. 3, p. 10) 
Although we orientate slightly differently to the topic, there are five examples of 'yeah' 
in this excerpt, showing a high degree of collaboration in the talk. In her first tum she 
agrees with my opening, but uses the mitigating 'I don't know,' and switches the focus 
from the general to her own case. In my next tum I retum to the generalisation about 
gender differences in conversation, which Milena conditionally agrees with, as shown 
by her use of 'probably.' She then ascribes a possible cause to the difference, the fact 
that girls are more 'open.' In my next tum, I generalise the problem in terms of 'Boys 
don't like to reveal too much,' to which Milena adds 'Feehngs and all that.' This was 
smooth conversational work. 
Although later appalled at my own consistentiy gender biased position in this talk, 
and the relentiess way I sought agreement with this position, I was impressed with 
Mlena's competence in seeming to agree, while providing the counterpoint of her own 
experience. In both her first and final tums, she deflects my generahsations with 
personal accounts. For example, having said that boys tend to withhold feelings, and 
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listening to my suggestion diat this was about establishing distance, she stated in her 
final tum that she also chose to keep feelings "in herself sometimes. 
Milena's confidence was something I could hear and observe. It was her 
confidence in language use, as revealed in the cadence of our conversation, and it was in 
the comfort of our social interactions. I did not have to do my 'ESL teacher identity' in 
any overt way in these interactions. That is, although I asked questions and made 
comments, I was under no pressure to come up with another question because the 
participant's tums were minimal, stilted or simply dried up. At the end of Milena's fkst 
year at Markwell high, we had a long involved phone conversation, in which I heard her 
as a bilingual speaker, a fellow speaker of English, and accomplished user of the 
primary discourse. At one point she said, "Just a second, my Mum wants me. Can you 
hold on a second please?" This simple statement and request reflects much of what I 
have discussed in this chapter. I perceived once again her initiative in taking conkol of 
the discourse, the competence of her language use, the careful managing of her social 
relationships, and confidence in interaction. 
7.4 SUMMARY 
In this chapter I have described the ethos of Milena's school, and then drawn on one lesson 
to extrapolate four thematic skands relating to language use, identity and representation. I 
have argued that Markwell High made available to its smdents images of multiculturalism, 
not merely through its diverse population, but through its social, pedagogical, cultural and 
institutional practices. The organised shaping of such images are cenkal to establishing a 
social identity (Wexler, 1992). Wexler also reminds us of the subjective value placed on 
some personal resources within institutions, while other resources are ignored, reinforcing 
the individual's sense of identity. Through the themes of agency, language competence, 
social networking and confidence and collaboration, I have suggested that Mlena 
possessed resources which were acknowledged and valued within this and other fields. 
Through the notion of agency we get a sense of how Milena took up particular 
subject positions, and the conditions which made this possible. She had sufficient 
confidence, symbolic capital and mastery of the dominant discourse to influence people and 
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events around her, and to allow her fluidity of movement across sites. She was able to 
seek help, to negotiate changes and outcomes and to take initiatives in class, with the 
adminiskation, with her friends and with me. She was able to use a discourse of 
justification and collaboration which involved high levels of strategic and sociolinguistic 
competence. Being heard, being audible, being accepted — these were key elements in her 
identity work. Although she perceived and indeed experienced certain difficulties in the 
grammar and lexical demands of school English, her metalinguistic awareness of language 
acquisition led her to use a number of specific language leaming strategies. These included 
asking for help, answering in class, speaking in a range of social contexts, using textbooks 
and dictionaries independentiy and actively maintaining her first and second languages. 
Socially Milena was in a skong position to acquire as well as leam English, her 
third language. Gee (1996) makes the distinction clearly between acquisition and 
leaming, emphasising that acquisition through enculmration is a more powerful process 
than overt leaming (see also Schumann, 1986). Milena's social networks provided ample 
opportunity to use English in natural settings and in numerous face to face interactions. 
As she moved across ethnic and linguistic boundaries, her language and social 
development were mutually reinforcing. In other words, her repertoires of speech, 
language and action continually fed in to her developing confidence and a skonger sense 
of her membership and identity. In a number of instances she resisted the category of 
NESB or ESL smdent, aligning herself with mainskeam students in general. 
Successfully enacting a range of subject positions through discourse is an 
empowering phenomenon. Not only was Mlena able to represent herself through 
speaking Enghsh, she was able to be heard as a legitimate mainskeam student and user 
of the primary discourse. Returning finally to the notion of speaking as representation, 
we hear her — we hear who she is. And we gain insight into the means she has at her 
disposal to make herself heard and to define herself as an active participant in the world 
(McLaren, 1994), both within and beyond school. 
1. Welch (1996) cites a number of studies that confirm "the virtual segregation of 
certain schools according to class/ethnic background" (p. 116). 
2. Pauline Hanson, independent Member of Parliament for Oxley, was elected on a 
platform of cutting migration, overseas aid and welfare to Aborigines. 
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CHAPTER 8 
TINA AND JOHN 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter I continue to explore the themes of identity and representation with 
reference to two students, whose stories have some elements in common, although it 
wiU be shown there are also significant areas of conkast. Tina, a 15 year old Taiwanese 
girl, and John, a 16 year old boy from Hong Kong, arrived in Auskalia within two 
months of each other. They both attended the Newnham intensive on-arrival program, 
and exited at the end of 1996 to enter ESL units at two different high schools. Their 
family circumstances were similar, as were some of their experiences at high school. In 
Part 1 of this chapter I look at Tina, and then in Part 2 the focus shifts to John. In the 
concluding summary to the chapter, I consider points of similarity and conkast between 
these two students. 
8.1 PART 1: TINA 
Tina, aged 15, arrived in Auskalia from Taiwan on 7 July, 1996. She came with her 
mother and 16 year old brother, her father remaining in Taiwan to work. She and her 
brother were immediately enrolled in the Newnham intensive reception program, where 
they remained until December. Although they had leamed English at school in Taiwan 
for three years, their spoken English was minimal. The family lived in a high rise unit 
in an exclusive inner city suburb. On weekends, Tina regularly visited Chinatown in 
the city, or kavelled twenty kilomekes across town to another suburb, renowned for its 
strong Chinese community, its Chinese businesses, shops, restaurants, karaoke clubs, 
and cinema. When asked why the family had chosen to live so far from the Chinese 
community, Tina said that her mother thought there were too many Taiwanese in that 
area, and that it was "crowded." A Taiwanese acquaintance later informed me that 
some absentee Taiwanese businessmen choose to locate thek families away from 
"unwanted influences" such as "a range of Taiwanese people, in particular other men, 
from all walks of life." In the family apartment, Tina's family was isolated from friends 
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or other speakers of Chinese, hence her weekend outings to more familiar territory. 
Tina remained at Newnham for twenty weeks, and then after a family holiday in 
Taiwan, she started at Taylor High's ESL unit at the start of the 1997 school year, along 
with Nora and Alicia (Chapter 6). Approximately 30% of Taylor High's 800 sttidents 
were NESB students, including large numbers of Chinese and Vietnamese (8.4%). 
In this part of the chapter there are four interrelated sections. First, I look at 
Tina's constmction of her identity as Taiwanese across a range of sites. Next I relate 
this to language use, and specifically to Tina's use of spoken Enghsh. In the third 
section the notions of identity and language use are integrated in what I see as Tina's 
consttiiction of the self as different. Finally I look at the contribution of Tina's 
academic work, which entails extensive use of spoken and written English, to Tina's 
developing sense of self. I mentioned above Tina's weekend journeys to Chinatown 
and its suburban equivalent. This was tied to her sense of 'Taiwaneseness,' which is 
where I now begin. 
8.2 "NO MATTER WHERE I GO, STILL TAIWANESE" 
In the course of the interview conducted in Mandarin, Tina stressed her skong 
identification with Taiwan, its hfestyle, her friends there, and Taiwanese friends here. 
When asked to say more about this feeling, she said 
Because everyone around me is still Taiwanese, no matter where I go, still 
Taiwanese. What I feel here is the same as what I feel in Taiwan. (M. Int. p.5) 
There are two ways to read this, namely that wherever she goes, she still feels 
Taiwanese in her head, or altematively wherever she goes, people around her are 
Taiwanese. Both readings are supported by the text and the context of its occurrence in 
the interview. This sense of being and being surrounded by 'still Taiwanese' seemed in 
part a powerful mental and social constmction, and in part an identification with 
particular people and spaces both at school and across other sites. I now look at some 
of these in more detail. 
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8.2 .1 The sense of being Taiwanese 
In a banal but important way, our names reflect who we are, how we know ourselves, 
and how we are known. The name Tina was chosen by one of Tina's Enghsh teachers 
in Taiwan, because it sounded quite similar to her Chinese name. Like many smdents 
from China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, Tina used an Enghsh name at school in Australia. 
In my view, this is in part a concession to the incompetence of Enghsh speakers in 
understanding and saying 'non-Enghsh' names, and in part a conscious decision to do 
with integration into and acceptance by the Enghsh-speaking community. Tina was 
asked about her name in the Chinese interview. 
F 
T 
F 
T: 
F 
T 
F 
T 
What do your parents call you at home? 
My name. 
Which name? 
The Chinese name. 
How about the Enghsh name? 
No. 
Who would call you your English name? Is it at school? 
Some of them call me Tina, some would still call me my Chinese name. 
They would call me my Chinese name. (M.Int. p. 1) 
It is perhaps a small point that Tina first equates 'my name' with her Chinese name. She 
goes on to agree that she has two names ('my name' and 'my English name'), saying 
that both names were used at school. She then self-corrects this, implying that at school 
she was also known by her Chinese name. "They" in the last sentence of Tina's last 
tum were her Chinese speaking friends. However, her teachers (and I) used the name 
Tina. The claim on her Chinese name was part of her self-representation as Taiwanese, 
something she'd hung on to, whereas much of what she had loved in Taiwan was now 
lost to her. 
I first spoke to Tina at the end of her twenty weeks in Newnham, just prior to the 
school holidays in which she was retuming to Taiwan. She said she missed her 
Taiwanese friends, her school and her teachers. In Taiwan she had played basketball, 
but commented that "here no girls play, only boy." On many occasions during 
Newnham lunch hours, I had observed that the boys colonised the basketball courts, 
outnumbering the girls by about twenty to one. Tina had also left her piano in Taiwan, 
and so was unable to play music in her new home. She missed the crowds of Taipei 
and the shops open late every day of the week. Her new city seemed quiet and boring 
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by comparison. She had lost a neighbourhood of friends, now finding herself in a 
forbidding landscape of silent empty skeets and luxury high rise apartments where she 
knew no-one. Her newfound school friends were also from Taiwan, but lived far 
away. Together they bridged the gap between themselves and those they had left 
behind, through talk in Taiwanese and outings to 'Taiwanese' places. When asked what 
she and her friends talked about, she said. 
T: What we talk about? What, what, we always, (2.0) gossip about someone. 
No, we often talk about the things happening in Taiwan, the big events 
happening in Taiwan, we write, the friends in Taiwan write to us and tell us 
about them. So, we often talk about this. 
F: Do you often write to your friends and classmates in Taiwan? 
T: Yeah. 
(M. Int. p. 6) 
Such talk was an evocation of hfe in Taiwan, but also evidence of the girls' solidarity 
and identification with Taiwanese events, people and language. 
My skong intuition was that Taiwan's 'big events' were a greater focus of 
attention for these students than any events in Auskalia. Giddens (1991) reminds us 
that in new personal and social domains, processes of reappropriation and 
empowerment gradually take place, but these are frequentiy accompanied by a sense of 
expropriation and loss. The appropriation of English discourses was occurring, but 
slowly for these smdents. Tina and her friends were reappropriating aspects of their 
Taiwanese identities and memberships in the new social envkonment, through the 
medium of their first language. They were contesting the sense of loss of their home 
country on a daily basis, as they represented themselves as Taiwanese, both within the 
context of school and on weekend outings. I now look more closely at this identity 
work in the context of school. 
8.2 .2 At school — 'my friends are all from the same place' 
When Tina remmed from the 1996-7 end of year holidays in Taiwan, she started at 
Taylor High School, where she was placed in the ESL unit (along with Nora and 
Ahcia), but was also integrated into Year 9 mainstream Mathematics and Geography. 
Early in the school year, she had stressed that she hadn't made any new friends at 
Taylor High, saying 'all my friends, they come from Newnham so, I knew them 
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already.' At the time of the Mandarin interview, Tina had been at Taylor High for six 
months. The following brief interchange is from this interview. 
F: If a new student came, say from Taiwan, and she wanted to know 
something about Taylor High, what do you think you would tell her? 
T: Lots of Taiwanese are here, so don't worry. (M. Int. p.3) 
This response offered some insight into Tina's own coping mechanism (in both social 
and linguistic terms) in the high school, a school where 30% of students were from 
non-English speaking backgrounds. Other Taiwanese students provided for Tina the 
haven of her first language, and skong hnks to Taiwan. As a Mandarin speaker, her 
group of friends also included students from China. Her answer 'Lots of Taiwanese 
here, so don't worry,' also provides a clue to her position on language use at the 
school. Just after she started at Taylor High, she had told me that she didn't need to 
speak English at school. Several months later, the Mandarin interviewer prompted the 
following exchange. 
F: You once said to Miss Miller that at Taylor High you didn't need to speak 
Enghsh. What is it like now? 
T: The same. 
F: Why? 
T: Because (2.0) the friends of mine speak the same language, the same, they 
are all from the same place, all come from Taiwan, China or Hong Kong. 
So it is not necessary to use English. 
(M. Int. p.2) 
By Tina's own account, these students were clearly not from the same place — but for 
Tina, speaking the "same language" made it seem so. The same place was 'the land of 
Chinese speakers'. It should be added that most of the students from Hong Kong did 
not speak Tina's language at all, but Cantonese. However some of them were 
bilingual, and so were able to speak to the students from Taiwan and China in 
Mandarin. This set apart these students as having a particular membership, that of 
Mandarin and Cantonese speakers, who stayed visible as a skongly cohesive group 
within the school, often within mainskeam classes, but particularly at moming tea and 
lunch times. 
I put it to Tina early in the year that it was very noticeable that at lunch time the 
Chinese speaking students sat together, to which she commented, "All Taiwanese, or 
Vietnamese, or some overseas students are under C Block. And other blocks are 
Auskalian." The Chinese and Vietnamese students, both boys and girls, sat on die 
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ground in small friendship groups, under the lengdi of the building. Was there a kind 
of lunch-time segregation at Taylor High based on language or racial lines — Chinese 
speakers under C Block and English speakers under other blocks? In fact, it was more 
complicated than this. As Tina mentioned, some of the groups were Viemamese, and I 
observed there was also a physical separation of the Chinese and Vietnamese areas 
under C Block, with the Vietnamese groups clustered more to one end. Furthermore, 
Mandarin and Cantonese are not mutually intelligible, so the Cantonese speaking 
students tended to be together. However, a number of students were bilingual in these 
languages, or had some comprehension of the second language. Some European ESL 
students also congregated under C Block. This location was therefore held by students 
affiliated to a range of languages, who belonged in general to the category 'ESL 
students.' It should be added that the students under C Block were overwhelmingly of 
Asian origin, and so their visible ethnic difference was possibly also a factor in the 
apparent ethnic segregation of smdents at Taylor High. Tina had noted that the other 
blocks in the school belonged to the category 'Auskahans.' 
I had seen similar lunch-time seating arrangements at John's school. In both 
cases, the students congregated under the building which contained the ESL unit, their 
first point of contact with the school. Such arrangements tend to be self-perpetuating, 
as new students arriving in the school join what is a pre-existing and highly visible 
group. In doing so, they position themselves, and are positioned, as ethnically and 
hnguistically 'other.' Tina emphasised that even students who had been in Auskalia for 
four or five years, and spoke 'good English,' remained in the Chinese speaking groups 
at lunch. I had in fact heard broadly Australian accented English from some students in 
some groups, and surmised that for these students, being under C Block was a matter 
of personal choice. I asked Tina directly on one occasion why she thought the 
Taiwanese students hked to stay together, to which she replied, 'I stay with them 
because language is not pretty good and I can't talk to Austrahan very much (1.0) so I 
stay with them.' For Tina, who lacked confidence in using English, staying in the 
Chinese speaking groups was therefore in part a matter of pragmatic necessity. The 
language field where had she bodi a command of the language and knowledge of its 
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pattems of use was Chinese (see Hymes, 1996), and she was not yet able to move 
freely across language fields. 
For her first six months at Taylor, Tina remained primarily in the ESL class, but 
was integrated into Year 9 mainskeam Maths and Geography. In the ESL classroom, 
over half the class spoke Mandarin or Cantonese, as described in the ESL lesson in 
Chapter 6. Tina rarely used English in this context, except to answer a question from 
die teacher. Her experience of using English in the mainskeam context is taken up later 
in the section on her academic work. Overall, the school context for Tina was entirely 
compatible with her notion that everywhere she went was Taiwanese, although there 
were 800 students in the school, over 90% of whom were not Taiwanese. Her sense 
that all her friends spoke the same language and came from the same place was a 
generalisation. Yet it highlighted the degree of Chinese language affihation felt and 
enacted daily by these students, as well as the powerful hnks between language, social 
affiliation and representation. School was one site where Tina and others were able to 
'enact identity in Taiwanese,' as part of a Chinese speech community. Hymes (1996) 
suggests that the boundary and internal organisation of a speech community is not "a 
question solely of degree of interaction among persons ... but a question equally of 
attributed and achieved membership, of identity and identification" (p. 32). Through 
her language use, membership, identification and identity work, Tina represented 
herself as Taiwanese at Taylor High School. By the same token, these smdents were 
attributed a Chinese identity by other smdents. I now explore some of the ways in 
which her home and out of school environments were contiguous with her school one. 
8.2 .3 Tina out of school 
So far in this chapter, I have framed Tina's sense of identity in terms of her sense of 
being Taiwanese, mixing with Taiwanese friends, and moving in a Taiwanese world. 
For her, wherever she went, places and people were "still Taiwanese." At school, as 
we have seen, this did not entail moving very far. For six months, most of her lessons 
were in the ESL unit in C Block. Eight of the fourteen students in this class spoke 
Mandarin. She had only to descend the stairs each moming tea and lunch time to remain 
in a Taiwanese worid. By conkast, in the inkoduction to this chapter, I mentioned 
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Tina's outings on weekends to a Chinese community twenty kilometres from her home. 
Early in the year when I asked her about her long trips to the Chinese suburb, she said, 
T: Uh (2.0) my friend says uh, hhh, you know there are many Chinese food 
and very delicious so I ((go to)) tiy. 
R: Is it tme? 
T: Yup (Int. 28.2.97) 
Several months later in the Mandarin interview, the topic cropped up again. 
F: Do you go out with your classmates or friends after school? 
T: Rarely in weekdays, but at weekend, I would. ((Tina used the English term 
'weekend' here, ie. code-mixing)) 
F: Where do you normally go? 
T: Ehh, most often, go to city, then (suburb) 
F: Why (suburb)? 
T: Because there is Karaoke over there, and then more Orientals, more friends. 
((category 'Orientals'= Asians)) 
F: So, your friends live in (suburb)? 
T: Not all of them, but some hve there. (M. Int. p. 4) 
The word "Orientals" was a kanslation from the Mandarin, and referred specifically to 
Asian people, as opposed to Asian friends. 
In the time elapsing between the two statements, she has altered her instmmental 
motivation of obtaining food (perhaps a pretext) to a more integrative interest in doing 
things there with Taiwanese friends. My mental image of Tina singing her lungs out in 
a Chinese Karaoke club jarred seriously with the reserved, reticent and minimally 
responsive (in English) student I had come to know, a girl who was quiet almost to the 
point of inaudibility. Did she lead a double life? Did she really sing out loud on the 
weekend in public venues? 
When at home in the apartment with her mother and brother, Tina was immersed 
in her first language. Mandarin was spoken at all times, and her family had no 
Austrahan friends. Tina said they had 'foreign friends,' from China and Taiwan. The 
family's only Auskalian acquaintance was a private tutor Tina's modier had hired for 
one hour per week to help with the children's English. Tina also mentioned that she had 
never heard her brother, who attended the same high school, speak any English. Nor, 
of course, had he heard her using English. In one interview, Tina said she had stopped 
watching TV, a medium often advocated by ESL teachers for leaming English. When 
asked why this was, she explained that they now had a video player, and hired four or 
five videos a week in Chinatown, either in Mandarin or with Chinese subtities. This 
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meant that apart from some mealtimes, when the TV was occasionally on, Tina was 
effectively cut off from this influential source of English, as well as the social and 
cultural knowledge it provides, particularly for youth cultures. It stmck me as somehow 
sad that the only person who ever spoke to Tina in English outside of school was paid to 
do so, namely the tutor. 
In addition to the family practices and routines mentioned above, the family 
retumed to Taiwan regularly for holidays. As mentioned previously, between finishing 
at Newnham and starting at high school, Tina retumed for six weeks over the Australian 
summer break, with her mother and brother. She told me before leaving that there 
would be no chance to speak English for these weeks. She was very happy to be going 
back. In June of the following year, her mother retumed to Taiwan, leaving the two 
children for three weeks. During this time, Tina was at school for one week, but for the 
two vacation weeks, she mostly stayed at home in the apartment. In the September 
holidays, she also remained at home. At the start of these holidays, she wrote in her 
diary. 
Ya! The holiday is beginning from today. I love holidays! Don't need to do any 
homework. Don't need to get up at 8.30 a.m. ... However, most of my friends 
went back to Taiwan. No-one could go shopping with me. I may stay at home the 
whole holiday! 
I am so lonely! 
(Diary: 20.9.97) 
Her next entry was eight days later. She wrote, 
/ can't endure anymore. This holiday is too boring. Until now, Ijust went out 
one time— went to the library and retum two books. 
The weather begins hotter: my heart falls deeper. I start to hate holidays. But I 
still don't want to go to school! I want to ... want to ...go back TAIWAN. 
(D: 28.9.97) 
Tina's one outing had been to a place of silence, the library. Her repetition of 'want to' 
and choice of upper case for 'Taiwan' reveal her skong feelings at this time. She was 
relieved to get back to school after these holidays, noting in her diary that at least there 
she would have 'someone to talk to.' 
At the end of the 1997 school year, she retumed once again with her mother to 
Taiwan. When she came back after one month, she joined Nora, Alicia and me on an 
outing to a shopping cenke, to look around and have lunch. We met at my home, and 
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when she arrived, she barely greeted me, and dien chatted in Mandarin to the others. I 
was aware that she had not spoken in English for several weeks. We shared our holiday 
experiences, Ahcia recounting her holiday trip to Hong Kong and China and showing 
dozens of photos. I asked what Tina had done in Taiwan. "Eating, sleeping and 
shopping," came the reply. I joked that she could have done that here, but it fell rather 
flat. However, bit by bit (and the going was extremely tough, a veritable 'blood-out-of-
a-stone' effort so famihar to teachers at times), she revealed the story of her 17 year old 
brother, who had remained in the apartment by himself for the month. 
When she said her brother had stayed here, I asked if he could cook. No, was the 
reply. I then asked what he had done about food. Tina said, "Nothing." It emerged 
that he had eaten very little, not gone shopping for food, and had lost a lot of weight. I 
asked why he didn't order pizza. She said he did not know how to do this, on the 
phone, or in person, and claimed she had never heard him do anything like this using 
English. In one month, he did not go anywhere, or do anything, except play on the 
Internet. My ears pricked up — surely he had to use English for this. No, again. He 
had a Chinese computer and keyboard and was chatting with others in Taiwan. I felt 
uncomfortable about prying any further. Tina did not volunteer any of this, but gave 
short answers to my questions. I was frankly amazed as I imagined her brother, 
starving in his luxury high rise apartment, in an affluent suburb, because he did not feel 
able to communicate in Enghsh. Tina also mentioned that although he knew how to get 
a bus into the city, he did not know how to go the local shopping cenke using pubhc 
transport. For the entire month of December, 1997, he was a prisoner in dieir 
apartment, and he was hungry. 
I tell this story, not because Tina would have been the same as her brother, but 
because it helps build the picture of her home environment, and the deep isolation of her 
family, surrounded yet seemingly untouched by the majority language and social 
practices associated with it. And I was confounded by the story, and the conditions 
which could explain how someone is unable to order a pizza after hving in a country for 
a year and a half. To explore this further, it is necessary to focus now on the issue of 
language use, and specifically of speaking English. 
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8 .3 CHOOSING NOT TO SPEAK ENGLISH 
Moving from one country and culmre to another poses many challenges to one's sense 
of identity and identification (Guiora, Brannon & Dull, 1972; Tmeba, 1989). Our 
primary mode of self-representation, speaking, must undergo complete 
kansformation. Guiora, Brannon and Dull suggest that of all language skills, 
speaking is psychologically the most demanding, necessitating fundamental changes to 
"one of the basic modes of identification by the self and others, the way we sound" (p. 
112). The theory of ethnohnguistic identity (Giles & Johnson, 1981;1987; Heller, 
1987,1988) also provides insight into language as a salient marker of social identity 
and membership. According to this theory, language signals membership of particular 
ethnic groups, where backgrounds, behaviours, lifestyles and values are shared. 
Members may compare their social group to out-groups, emphasising in various ways 
their positive distincmess as a group. The notion assumes the primacy of language in 
what Gee (1996) has called our 'identity kit ' 
I have already described the groups under C Block at Taylor High, who chose to 
speak their first and sometimes second languages rather than English. For these 
students, "the way we sound" was Chinese or Vietnamese. Tina acknowledged that 
her Maths and Geography lessons in the mainskeam provided virtually her only 
opportunity to talk in English to Auskalian students. There are two aspects to consider 
in regard to Tina's use of English. The first concems the perspective I obtained in 
talking to her over a period of 15 months, in terms of her developing communicative 
competence in English. The second relates more to her accounts of speaking English, 
and what this meant to her. 
I begin with an exkact from an interview with Tina a month after she had started at 
Taylor High's ESL unit. Previously, she had completed 20 weeks at Newnham, but 
then retumed to Taiwan for almost six weeks. This group interview also included Nora 
and Alicia. 
1 R: and is it all in that building (.) all in ESL rooms or do you go to other 
2 classes. Tina? 
3 (4.0) 
4 A: Same class 
5 T: no () Year 9 (inaudible) (mastree?) 
6 R: Bit louder? 
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7 T: Yeah? 
8 R: Yeah. Speak louder 
9 (2.0) 
10 R: Cos I 
11 ((Tina giggles, looks exasperated)) 
12 T: Say (.) Year 9 smdents wih go to (maskee) in mathematics 
13 R: to which one and maths? 
14 T: Sorry? 
15 R: Year 9 wih go to: 
16 T: (manstree) (2.0) uh high school 
17 N: mainskeam 
18 R: Mainskeam (1.0) high school (.) OK (1.0) Year 9 go to mainstream 
19 maths. Are you in Year 9? 
20 T: Yes (Int. 28.2.97) 
This excerpt contains elements which were in fact pattems in Tina's spoken English. 
First of all, in my first tum, I call on her by name. Only once in this interview, which 
mns to nine pages, did she ever speak without being called on. Second, her first tum 
is inaudible, and I ask her to speak louder. Her question in line 7, "Yeah?" reveals her 
virtual disbelief that more volume was needed, followed by her exasperated expression 
on realising that she still needed to speak louder. Third, she uses a word I can't under-
stand, the word "mastree" or "manstree." She uses it three times (lines 5, 12, 16), 
finally paraphrasing it with "high school," but still I don't get it. Nora then enters the 
talk, pronouncing the word clearly in hne 17 — "mainskeam." In my relief at finally 
understanding the word, and simultaneously making sense of Tina's paraphrase of high 
school, I use a series of four affirmations of the connection made: "Mainstream, high 
school, OK, Year 9 go to mainskeam maths" (lines 18-19). For me, it was almost a 
celebratory moment. However Tina revealed later that such episodes helped account 
for why she avoided speaking English. 
The following is an excerpt from her interview in Mandarin, four months after the 
talk above. The interviewer refers at die start to the mainskeam Maths and Geography 
classes which Tina attended. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
F: 
T: 
F: 
T: 
F: 
T: 
F: 
T: 
Do you have any difficulties in the class? 
No. 
Why? 
Because I can understand all of what they say, just I do not like to 
speak. 
You don't like to speak. Is that because you don't want to talk, or 
you have difficulty in speaking? 
Both. Because sometimes when I said something, they did not 
understand, so I don't want to speak. 
You feel diat they don't understand? 
Sometimes, perhaps because of my accent, different accent, so 
sometimes they don't understand. Then I don't want to speak any 
more. (M. Int. p.2) 
Having observed Tina in the geography class, and seen her work, I was aware that she 
followed the lessons with ease, and I was aware of her silence. The silence, as she 
indicated, was caused by the fmskation of knowing that while she understood, she could 
not make herself understood. Her use of the pronoun 'they' in lines 4, 8, and 12 
groups the Australian students, those whom she could understand but who did not 
understand her, in one oppositional category. It was not the first time she had said she 
did not like to speak. In the focus group at Newnham six months before, she said of her 
Enghsh lessons in Taiwan, "My teacher wants us to speak English but we don't like." 
This reticence, together with experiences where she could not make herself understood, 
such as in the 'maskee' episode above, meant that over time she simply chose not to 
speak English (lines 9, 12). In line 12, she attributes the non-comprehension of her 
interlocutors to her accent, "different accent." Not being understood meant not only that 
she went unheard, but that she was effectively silenced. However her own agency in 
abandoning attempts to speak English must not be discounted. 
At the same time she was aware that not speaking English meant her proficiency in the 
language was limited, as shown in this interview excerpt. The kanslation from 
Mandarin is by the Chinese interviewer. 
F 
T: 
F 
T 
F 
T: 
F 
T 
F 
What do you diink about your English improvement? 
A httie bit 
A little bit? Not big? 
No 
Why is that? 
Because I don't talk often 
If there was a chance, would you be willing to talk, or not? 
A little bit not 
How is that? Because they are not willing to talk to you, or: 
Yeah (M. Int. p.6) 
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While one could argue Tina was 'fed' the last reply by die interviewer, odier data 
showed she felt the Auskalian students were indeed unwilling to speak to her. 
Ironically, she had spoken more English on arrival in Auskaha, while at the intensive 
ESL reception program, because in Newnham, Enghsh, however halting, was the 
linguafranca. Moving to high school meant she lost her non-Taiwanese NESB 
friends with whom she could experiment and practise in English, but she hadn't of 
course lost Nora and Alicia. In her words, 
T: After I came to this school, I seldom talk (1.0) speak Enghsh. 
Before, when in Newnham, there were some friends from, not 
Australian - there was a chance, sometimes to speak English, but 
now, here, no. 
F: Is that because there are so many Taiwanese students or: 
T: Yeah, and the Australian classmates won't actively talk to me, so I 
won't go to talk to them. (M. Int. p.5) 
"Now, here, no" — I found the juxtaposition of these three small words quite 
powerful: a time, a place, a rejection. There is not a littie kony in the fact that in 
moving to a mainskeam 'Auskalian' context, you may lose the chance to speak 
English which exists with friends who are "not Auskahan." Tina had moved into an 
Auskalian high school in which she countered the prospect of speaking English with 
"now, here, no." There is a stand off here — she feels the Auskalians won't talk to 
her, and she won't "go to talk to them." As we have seen from the physical 
organisation of students at lunch time at Taylor High, that is, outside of the classroom, 
to talk to Australian students would indeed mean going somewhere, since none are 
generally available in the space taken up by the Asian students. It is a move that Tina, 
along with many others, was unprepared to make. At this time, in the ongoing 
renegotiation and transformation of their social identities, Chinese ethnohnguistic 
identity played a powerful role for these students. 
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8.4 THE SELF AS DIFFERENT 
At this point I would like to consider further Tina's view that speaking to Auskalians 
was difficult, and particularly her feeling that they wouldn't talk to her. It is worth 
recalling Neta from the preliminary study in Chapter 3, who said. 
Because if you don't, you just don't feel confident, like to talk to them, to be 
with them, you know you think they don't hke you, or something like that. 
I previously made the comment that the absence of any comprehensible interaction may 
lead us to assume the worst, namely, that we are not liked. Tina said that Auskalians 
were unwilling to talk to her, and in the following excerpt, she offers an account of this. 
T: Seems that they don't like the 'black hairs'. Because I have a classmate from 
Bosnia now in my class. If we go to (a mainskeam) class together, they, 
they know that she is not Austrahan, don't speak much Enghsh, but go to 
talk to her not me. 
F: Why? 
T: Don't know. 
F: Where is she from? 
T: Bosnia. Blondy hair. (M. Int. p. 5) 
In each case, "they" refers to the Australian students. By 'black hairs' she was 
referring to Asian students. She makes the point here that the act of speaking to one 
student and not another in fact constimtes a racialising practice on the part of Auskalian 
students, a differentiation made on the basis of whether someone looks Anglo or Asian. 
I had asked where the smdent was from, to which she answered not just the country, 
Bosnia, but what was for her a critically defining physical characteristic, 'blondy hair.' 
She had used the expression 'black hairs' and made a similar point to me at other times. 
She had also conveyed this theory to Nora, who mentioned it in her diary. For 
example, Nora wrote after one incident with a teacher. 
Before the Tina told me some thing about the teachers likes the foreigners. I 
don't believe she, now I realize that. Ijust don't know why the teachers always 
likes fomiger, they always like white skin, gold hairs? (Nora's diary, 18.6.97) 
Tina's 'visible difference,' racial interpretation of who talks to whom, also extended on 
one occasion to what she perceived as certain discriminatory practices of teachers in 
regard to Asian students. She recounted the following anecdote to me during one 
school visit. 
On Wednesday has, ah, sports and some people think that's () it's not important 
and want to go home and they will just walk through the fence and go to station. 
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If Auskalian walk through that, the teacher will (.) not stop them and we will 
walk through that and they stop us and call parents and send letter to home so our 
parents go mad. (Int. 18.9.97, p. 3) 
Once again, 'they' and 'them' refers to the Auskahan smdents, the second 'they' 
meaning the teachers. This is opposed to 'we' and 'our parents,' referring to the Asian 
students. Curious, my teacher background got the better of me at this point and I could 
not help conducting a kind of cross-examination. 
R: So you think they discriminate. Are you sure they just let the Australian 
students go? 
T: Yeah we saw that. We follow them. 
R: And you were all Taiwanese students. 
T: All Taiwanese and Chinese. 
R: What about in class? Do they differentiate between Asian smdents and 
others? 
T: No. (Int. 18.9.97, p. 3) 
To me, Tina was depicting an extraordinary scenario, a gateway to escape through 
which only Australian students could pass, and where Asian students were arrested and 
reported. There was no way of knowing whether Tina's assessments were warranted, 
or if there were other quite reasonable explanations for the phenomena she was 
describing. What was indisputable was that this was how she reported these incidents, 
and that her categories of 'black hairs' (Asian NESB students), 'blondies' (European 
NESB or Australian students) and Australians (mostly Anglo mainskeam students) were 
parts of her own sense of identity and inclusion in the first group, and exclusion from 
the other two groups. The pronomial we and they signal Tina's awareness of in-group 
and out-group memberships within the school. Tina was representing herself as a 
member of the 'black hairs,' an out-group, the name itself a reference to visible physical 
difference. I recalled two other occasions where she had viewed her appearance in a 
negative light. On the first occasion I offered copies of individual photos I had taken to 
Tina and other students. She refused her copy out of hand, saying she looked terrible. 
Another time she wrote in her diary of the unwelcome prospect of having to wear 
glasses. 
After school, I went to the a opthalmologist to check my eyes, and the results was 
— my eyes were inflammation so I can't wear contact lenses. It was a pretty bad 
news for me! 1 can't wear the contact lenses any more! Oh! my God! 
(Diary, 15.8.97) 
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It is hardly unusual for adolescents to be concemed about dieir appearance. Yet I 
wondered if Tina saw wearing glasses as a problem to be added the distinctiveness of 
her being Asian, and having black hair. But this is of course conjecmre, but seems 
plausible in the light of her categories about visible difference. 
Hall (1996) skesses that identities are "the product of the marking of difference 
and exclusion" (p. 4), a point also made in Gmndy's (1994) smdy of Auskalian 
identities in primary school discourse. Gmndy suggests that rather than taking as its 
point of departure the individual or unique self, the shaping of identity draws on "the 
estabhshment and maintenance of categories of likeness and difference" (p. 21). Tina 
represented herself as different, and the Australian smdents as different from her. We 
can infer this from a simple incident during a school excursion to a Chinese restaurant. 
She noted later in her diary, "I was so surprised most of the Australian could use the 
chopsticks. I thought they might use the folks (forks) and spoon before." In this 
instance, she had to shift her perception of Auskalians as wielders of forks and spoons. 
The visit to the restaurant evoked a point of similarity, rather than difference. 
However, as another layer in the identity process, we saw above that Tina attributed 
to one category certain racialising practices. In regard to the Auskalian students, she 
perceived that their failure to talk to her was because she was Asian, not a 'blondy hair' 
like her friend from Bosnia. In the case of the teachers in the sports day incident above, 
she believed that the 'visibly different' Asian smdents were the ones singled out for 
punishment. Luke and Luke (1998) frame such perceptions as part of the 'them and us' 
divide which indeed relates to what is commonly a silenced racial difference. These 
perceptions are also assessments derived from comparisons between in-groups and out-
groups. Tina's story exemplifies the notion of identity established within and across 
differences, and an understanding of self in relation to other groups. Identifying herself as 
a "black hair" showed her sense of identification, belonging and allegiance to the Asian 
students at the school, but also conveyed her exclusion from the dominant mainskeam 
groups. She was thus an insider to the group from Taiwan, China and Hong Kong, 
seeing ethnic origin as of critical defining importance, but saw herself as an outsider to the 
Australian groups and also the European NESB group, members of whom she perceived 
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were 'heard' and 'spoken to' by the Anglo Australians. Unlike her blond Bosnian peer, 
she felt she had not yet been spoken to or heard as a speaker of English. 
8.5 THE ACADEMIC CONTEXT 
It would be very misleading to depict Tina as someone who simply refused to speak 
English, saw the world divided into 'black hairs' and their more favoured white 
counterparts, and whose identity was anchored to her ethnicity. We know that identity 
is not fixed, solid and immutable, but is constantly enacted as a web of intersecting 
practices in a variety of contexts. Moerman (1993) refers to "epiphanies of identity," 
which are "occasioned, accomphshed, transitory, and locally organised" (p. 96). Tina's 
reahsation diat Australians could eat with chopsticks in a Chinese restaurant was one of 
these small epiphanies. Over a period of twelve months, I observed her moving 
towards a more confident level of self-representation in the mainstream context at 
school. For six months, she remained in the ESL unit, apart from Maths and 
Geography. She had been academically quite strong in Taiwan, and found Year 9 
Maths exkemely easy. In Geography, I had seen her impeccable and well-organised 
notes, peppered with Chinese characters, good results on assignments and her teacher's 
comments of "Clear, neat, accurate work" on one test. Tina had commented to me that 
there was little demand to speak during these lessons, and that most of the time was 
spent "writing, taking notes." She was good at this. 
At the end of the semester, she was fully mainskeamed into Year 9, doing the 
subjects Maths, English, Geography, Science, Health and Physical Education, Chinese, 
Home Economics and Computer Studies. Just before this happened, she wrote in her 
diary, "I am a bit scare. I wiU go to mainskeam and there are all Auskalians." This of 
course was only partly tme. 
The mainstream classes at Taylor High were very ethnically diverse, with 30% of 
the school classified as NESB. On at least three occasions I was embarrassed by 
assuming individuals were ESL students, only to find they had been here all or most of 
their lives. I had approached them in mainskeam classes, because they looked Chinese 
for example, and then asked how long they had been here. I should have known better, 
and was in fact operating on Tina's premise of visible difference. One Filipino boy told 
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me he had come to Austraha aged two. Some students looked Chinese, but sounded 
like broad Auskalians, and were sitting with Anglo Auskalian friends. At die same 
time, as I looked around one class for 'NESB kids,' I missed the Croatian boy who had 
arrived a week before, a Serbian girl and a light-skinned Salvadorean girl. This is all 
painfully obvious, but it stmck home to me on these occasions that the category of 
visible difference was utterly useless as an index of language background, affiliation or 
competence, equally unhelpful as an indicator of membership or social identity, and 
gave no indication as to academic participation or success. Why did Tina place so much 
store by visible difference? The mainskeam smdents may have been "all Auskalians" 
but they looked like every colour under the sun. 
Tina's fear of mainskeam integration dissipated after her first day in the mainskeam 
classes. She wrote in her diary. 
Today is the flrst day at school. I was so nervous. My first lesson was 
computer, I have some friends there, Ifelt better. Then, 1 had Science, 
English, finally Maths. 1 have friends in all of those lessons. I think I'll be 
good in mainstream. (Diary, 8.76.97) 
Her last sentence here was one of the most positive things she had ever written or said. 
I was aware that the friends she referred to were originally from the ESL unit, and 
mostiy Chinese speaking, but nevertheless here was a new context she felt she could 
succeed in. A particular challenge in this context over the next term was a number of 
oral presentations in class. 
8.5 .1 "Doing something with Australians" 
In Geography, the teacher randomly selected groups of three to do research on Africa 
and present the findings orally. Tina wrote. 
My group decided to do the Zulus of Africa. And I am doing the "Art" of Zulus. 
This is my first time doing something with Australians. I hope I could do as well 
as them. (Diary, 25.8.97) 
Although the Australians are still "them," the ones she wants do as well as, it is her 
group, and she has a specific role in it. Tina had arrived in Australia thirteen months 
earlier, and been at Taylor High for seven months. Her account of this oral project as 
the first time she had done something with Auskalians is even more significant in this 
light. To her, it was worthy of noting in her diary, and it signalled a new range of 
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practices, both socially and hnguisticahy. Later in the diary, she writes of the project's 
outcome. 
Today is the due day of our geography assinment and oral. I was the second 
speaker of our group. I was so nervous and my voice was shaking. My group 
used fourteen minutes to discribed the culture of Zulus. When we finished the 
class, we went to ask Mr L what result did we get. It's a A-. We thought it's a 
pretty good result. 
(Diary, 15.9.97) 
In this excerpt, there is no mention of 'they' or 'them.' The cohesion of the group is 
expressed by the use of first person pronouns, as in the examples: 'our geography 
assinment', 'our group', 'my group', 'we finished', 'we went', 'we get', and 'we 
thought.' 
Around this time she also wrote about two other orals in English. 
Today we had a English Role Play. I was working with Sarah, a Australian girl. 
We are doing a girl and a boy are fight for a dog. We just prepared for ten 
minutes. I was so scared when I was in front of the class. We finished it about 1 
minutes, and Ms Ball said 1 was doing very well. I was glad and I know 1 was 
doing my utmost. (Diary, 5.9.97). 
Tina again mentions the fact that her partner Sarah is Australian. But from this excerpt 
and the one above, we start to see Tina writing herself as a legitimate mainstream class 
member, joining her voice to those of others, focussing on the time factor, as all 
smdents are wont to do, and feeling she has done her best and been acknowledged. The 
teacher's comment that she'd done well clearly reverberated for her in a positive way, as 
shown by her concluding sentence, "I was glad and I know I was doing my utmost." 
The final excerpt below shows further evidence of these shifting representations. 
Today we had an English Oral... 7 was working with Sarah and David. We are 
doing a TV interview of two girls —Lara and Pearl who just save their sister from 
afire accident. I was the interviewer. Because we had three members in our 
group, so we need to speak for three minutes. However, we just speak for two 
minutes and forty-seven seconds. So we didn't got a very high mark. I got a B-. 
(Diary, 18.9.97) 
The obsession with time continues, fed by the set parameters of the talk, and in practice, 
often by an overzealous peer doing die job of timing. Although Tina imphes in this 
excerpt that David had to play one of the girls, I noted that the activity now sounded 
routine; nationalities are not mentioned, and nor are the elements of nervousness or fear. 
In the excerpts above, Tina represents herself not as a 'black hair' or as different 
in any way from the other students. Within the mainstream context, she had begun to 
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shift from the positioning of herself as an ESL student, and as different. This was to 
some extent reflected in her end of year report. It contained a creditable list of results (A 
for Maths and Chinese; B for Geography, Science, Home Economics and Computing 
and C for English and Health and Phys. Ed.), and a series of computer-generated 
comments selected by teachers. Tina had told me rather smugly that she did nothing in 
Chinese but chat to her friends and still got an A. Her teacher of Chinese commented on 
the report that she "could participate more in class," but was then obliged to select the 
rather inane stock comments that Tina could understand listening passages in Chinese, 
had good pronunciation and knew most of the vocabulary taught. Her English teacher 
commented that Tina had "difficulty with diction and pronunciation" and wrote "with 
some lack of fluency." By way of contrast, the Maths comment was that Tina 
"communicates clearly in the language of mathematics." 
Ambiguity, van Maanen (1988) claims, "is an accurate characterisation of lived 
cultural experience" (p. 127). So far, we have seen that while Tina chose to represent 
herself as Taiwanese through her membership of particular groups and language 
affiliation, on moving into full mainstream classroom integration, she encountered new 
social memberships and contexts which began to affect her language use. Her tentative 
initiation into mainstream school tasks brought her a degree of recognition, some sense 
of success and identification with those she had labelled the 'Auskalians.' I had some 
insight into her productive participation in group activities in English and other 
mainskeam subjects. At the same time, I had observed her ambivalent attitudes to 
speaking Enghsh and to English speakers. At the end of a one year at Taylor, six 
months of which had been in the mainskeam, she had a better than average academic 
report, but in terms of her social practices and language practices outside of the 
classroom, she was still an outsider to the mainskeam groups, remaining firmly within 
the Chinese speaking community. She ended the year by once more retuming to 
Taiwan. For Part 2 of this chapter, I now tum to another student, John, whose 
experiences offer some parallels and some contrasts with those of Tina. 
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8.6 PART 2: JOHN 
Sixteen year old John arrived in Auskalia with his mother and three younger sisters in 
late September, 1996. His father remained in Hong Kong for business reasons, and the 
family settled in to Sandford (pseudonym), one of several suburbs adjacent to each other 
in the mekopolitan area, all of which are renowned for their large ethnic Chinese 
communities. John's two younger sisters went to a primary school and a preschool. 
John told me that his neighbours were from Hong Kong, and several other friends from 
Taiwan and Hong Kong lived close by. Around 40% of Sandford's population speak a 
Chinese language at home. After nine weeks at Newnham, John and his 13 year old 
sister moved to the ESL unit of Sandford High School. Overall, 35% of Sandford 
High's students were bom overseas. Of the 1070 students, 14% were from Asian 
countries, 8.5% from Europe (excluding the UK) and 1.2% were from the Middle East. 
There were five ESL teachers and approximately 90 smdents in the ESL unit. More than 
twice this number needed ESL support, but funding did not allow it (Robertson, 1997). 
John's family spoke Cantonese at home, and John also stated in the Chinese 
interview, "No-one can speak English in my family except my younger sister." John 
also said the family had "several cars," but emphasised that they did not go anywhere, 
as his mother didn't drive. Both the cars and his father were to play critical roles in 
John's experiences in Austraha. When I asked if his mother was happy here, he said, "I 
don't think so. She is not always happy because in here nothing with her to do." 
In what follows, I begin by discussing John's use of spoken English, and then 
explore the language and social practices in three sites at Sandford High, namely an ESL 
class, the mainstream, and the lunch time context. I then tum to other facets of identity 
representation, before summarising what I have understood from both John and Tina. 
8.7 SPEAKING ENGLISH 
My first talk with John was in December, 1996, about ten weeks after he had arrived in 
Auskalia. Two months later at his high school, we spoke again and I noted on the 
kanscript the difficulties of diese talks. 
John speaks in a very jerky staccato way, with long pauses. Because 
John's answers are often brief, or reflect that he didn't understand my 
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question, I am constantiy searching for something to keep the talk going, or 
to paraphrase the question; lots of negotiation needed. Spoke briefly to one 
of his teachers. John had been away for a week in the first three weeks of 
school (Chinese New Year?), and apart from that, the teacher said he had 
not said five words. (Int. 14.2.97) 
At times, we were able to keep the conversation flowing. This is an excerpt from our 
first talk, just before John left Newnham. 
R: Tell us about why you came to Auskalia. 
J: Because they think (1.0) we (.) we (.) come to Australia (.) we study level 
will be better. In Australia is easy to study in university. 
R: And in Hong Kong: 
J: Is (.) is (.) difficult to go to university 
R: Why? 
J: because the university the (4.0) the (3.0) I donnow how to say the word 
R: Selection? (2.0) exams? 
J: No 
R: What is it about? 
J: It's about if the university (.) can study about 200 people in one class (.) but 
Hong Kong have more high school and then have more smden() (1.0) and 
then another (.) more another (.) can't go to university (.) they need to 
another (Int. 10.12.96) 
John is trying to convey quite complex information here, but finding it heavy going. 
However he is using my tums to build his responses. For example, my 'Why' 
prompted his 'because' and my 'What is it about?' prompted his 'It's about.' I was 
stmck by the length of his last tum. He did not recognise the word 'selection,' although 
his own account of the difficulty of getting to university in Hong Kong basically 
revolves around competitive selection. 
There were certainly several examples from this talk where he simply did not 
understand words or questions I used, where we had difficulty understanding each 
other. The following shows one of my tums, in which I asked a question, then 
paraphrased it four times, before John responded. 
R: When you arrived here were you very surprised? (2.0) Or: surprised at 
anything about Brisbane? (2.0) Or found things very different? (1.0) Your 
first impressions (1.0) What did you notice in Brisbane when you came 
first? 
J: Australia is very large country. If you go to buy something you need to buy 
a car. (3.0) It's not the same as Hong Kong. (Int. 10.12.96) 
Those first four questions, which seemed to drag interminably, drew a blank, until John 
finally chipped in after the fifth reformulation. There were also several examples of 
miscommunication in the interview, one of which now follows. I had just asked him if 
there were Chinese people living in his area. 
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J: My (inaudible) is widi me to coming here 
R: Sorry? 
J: My (labour), my house labour, they are all come from Hong Kong. 
R: You mean the workers in your house, your house labour 
J: Yeah 
R: What do you mean by labour? 
J: They hve in (.) near my house 
R: And what do they do in your house? (2.0) ((the penny drops)) Oh your 
neighbours. Sorry, I heard labour, I heard wrongly. 
(Int. 10.12.96) 
John's mispronunciation, and my wrong assumption meant that we were on different 
wave lengths throughout these tums. Phonemically, he was only one consonant out — 
neighbour and labour are very close. But the semantic difference dismpted the meaning 
completely. Sometimes it seemed that the burden for John as speaker and the burden for 
me as listener were very great. The reverse was also tme. The work needed on both 
sides, and in both directions, must be taken into account as we consider why some 
smdents evenmally give up even trying to speak Enghsh, and also why many English 
speakers are unprepared to do such work. A second example of the intense negotiation, 
and pitfalls evident above, is taken from the first interview at Sandford High. 
1 R: And you, how much time are you in the ESL unit, and how much 
2 time are you outside? 
3 J: Outside is (1.0) in (.) in the formu ((sounds like 'formal')) class? 
4 R: Yeah, in the mainstream classes 
5 J: Uh, one day have seven period, and three (.) three period, three 
6 period in ESL, and no, sorry, three period in form(u) class and and 
7 all is in ESL classroom. 
8 R: So, (2.0) OK, and what subjects are you doing in the mainstream? 
9 J: Mainstreaml ((John does not seem to be familiar with this term. He uses 
10 rather'form(u)'class)) 
11 R: Are you doing any subjects, like, not in the ESL unit, or are you in 
12 die ESL unit all day? 
13 J: (inaudible) 
14 R: Sorry I misunderstood. Tell me again about your day. Are you in 
15 the ESL unit? 
16 J: Yes 
17 R: All day? 
18 J: It's not ah day. 
19 R: So.. 
20 J: Uh, three period is outsi(de) ESL. 
21 R: Which subjects? 
22 J: Uh, woo(d) work, and (2.0) science, and maths. 
(Int. 14.2.97) 
We have here an instance of where my question in line 1 is answered in lines 20 and 22, 
and it took 14 tums to get there. Among other things, we had to encounter and steer 
around words I didn't recognise ('formu') and words John didn't know ('mainstream'); 
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negotiate inaudible responses (line 13); initiate backkacking (line 14), agree (line 16); 
disagree/clarify (line 18); and reformulate (hne 20). We were both labouring here under 
what Lippi-Green (1996) calls the "communicative burden," but we got there in the end. 
During our first talk, the topic of Newnham came up, and John made the point that 
with students from so many countries, he needed to use English to "talk to another 
people," that diis was easy to do, and that his Enghsh was getting better as a result. 
However it was clear that while he talked at times to other sttadents, his friends were 
from his own language group, or from Taiwan, as Jack spoke both Cantonese and what 
he termed 'Chinese' (Mandarin). These friendships within his own language group 
continued at Sandford High, and by May, my question as to whether he thought his 
English was improving was greeted with a very emphatic 'No.' I noted in kanscripts of 
our talks after he moved to high school, there was no tum in English as long as the one 
from Newnham, in which he'd explained the problem of getting into university in Hong 
Kong. In June, John was interviewed in Cantonese, and he expressed concem about 
retaining his level of English. 
D: You have no confidence in keeping your level of English. 
J: Not much confidence 
D: In what ways do you think that you can improve your Enghsh? 
J: No ways. (C. Int. p. 6) 
To see John's concem and his comment in perspective, it is important to understand the 
contexts in which he used and did not use English. He made this clear on several 
occasions, as in this excerpt from the Cantonese interview. 
D: Then, is there any time that you speak English in school? 
J: When I talk to teachers. 
D: That means you will only speak English in the classroom and speak no 
English outside the classroom. 
J: No, I will not. 
D: Do you have any Auskalian or English speaking friends? 
J: (pause) Greeting only. There is little communication between us. 
(C. Int. p. 6) 
As a brief aside here, I was stmck with the skong AB pattem of the interview in 
Cantonese, consisting of numerous questions and brief responses from John. It 
sounded a little like an interrogation (and looked not unlike the pattem of talks we had 
had in English), but according to the interviewer, it was amiable enough. He 
commented however that John seemed quite depressed. John's claim that he only spoke 
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English to teachers or in class was reiterated on other occasions. To gain insight into his 
use of English in this context, I observed several of his classes. I felt that interaction in 
Enghsh was more likely to be maximised in an ESL class than in a mainskeam context, 
and the following description is of one of John's ESL lessons from April, 1997, about 
three months after he had started at high school. 
8.8 AN ESL LESSON: THE SHORT STORY 
When asked about Enghsh classes during the Cantonese interview, John had said, "I 
have no English class. There is only ESL class. ESL is my English lesson." The 
interviewer, a university student from Hong Kong was unfamiliar with the term 'ESL.' 
D: What is ESL? 
J: It's just like your mtorial class in University. 
D: Tutorial. 
J: Yes. Those students who have no lesson will attend this ESL as an Enghsh 
class. 
D: Then, what do you do in this class? 
J: We have got some work to do. The teacher in this class speaks much slower 
and uses more simple English. She also assists us in completing the tasks. 
(C. Int. p. 4) 
John seemed to represent ESL as a substitute for 'real English,' but it occurred to me 
later that there was a chance he had no idea what ESL stood for. He invokes the ESL 
students as "those students who have no lesson," that is, no mainstream lesson. In this 
representation, ESL is what you do when you are not doing 'real subjects.' I now 
describe one of John's ESL lessons, in which the focus was a short story, chosen by 
the ESL teacher from a unit often done by Year 10 students in mainskeam English. 
There were only four boys in this ESL class, which was taught by Lee, a former 
ESL colleague. The boys were all in Year 10. John, Leo and Keith were from Hong 
Kong, and Ivan was from former Yugoslavia. As we walked to the library where Lee 
had booked a small withdrawal room, she explained to me that due to ESL timetabling, 
she saw John only twice a week, which meant he had not finished reading the short 
story "Precious Pet," which was to be used in the lesson, whereas the other boys had 
completed the reading. The story was three pages long, and had a sheet of questions 
attached. These had been set for homework. In the library, Lee and the four boys sat 
around a large table, while I positioned myself a table away, at the back of the small 
room. The seating plan looked like this. 
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I noted the alignment of the Hong Kong boys together at one end of the table, and the 
distance they put between themselves and the teacher and Ivan. John, Keith and Leo 
chatted in Cantonese while I spoke briefly with Lee. She then started the lesson by 
asking questions about the story, aiming specifically to bring John up to speed on the 
plot and characters of the story. John read one sentence, stmggling (Keith and Leo 
were speaking in Cantonese again and did not appear to be listening). The teacher then 
explained what John had read, adding that the owner of the dog Silky was always 
described in the story as a 'great galumphing creature.' Noticing that Keith seemed 
distracted, she asked "Is that right, Keith? The owner is always described as 'a great 
galumphing creature' ?" Keith's answer to this was 'Yeh.' 
The boys switched constantly to Cantonese, using every stumbhng of another 
student as a window of opportunity for chat. The story was not particularly easy, but 
they had been reading it for several lessons, and had been set the worksheet. I was 
aware of how hard the teacher was working, trying to get the boys to listen to her and to 
each other, and to talk. Lee then ran through the plot, doing what seemed like 98% of 
the talking, acmally narrating the story, with the odd oral cloze question. "Sometimes 
Zondra let Silky out into the ?" Where she asked questions, the boys' 
answers were usually one-word in length. For example, 
Lee: She hasn't got the key. What's she going to do? 
Keith: Find. 
John then read from the last two paragraphs of the story, which he found very 
heavy-going. I include an excerpt here to indicate the level of difficulty he faced. 
But Zondra, that great galumphing creature with the warm, lolly-sticky hands, 
cheered up considerably when on Ahen Day (which celebrates the colonisation of 
Earth) she was given another pet — one that looked almost like Silky. 
Zondra wrapped her great scaly green arms around her new precious pet and 
vowed to be exka careful in future. This cute httle human would never escape. 
Never. 
(from "Precious Pet" by Margaret Wild) 
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I felt the lexical density of the text was a major smmbling block for the smdents. Had I 
drawn up a list of words likely to be unfamiliar to these smdents, it would have included 
galumphing, lolly-sticky, cheered up, considerably, celebrates, colonisation, wrapped, 
scaly, precious, vowed and escape — that is, 11 words in 7 lines, an impossibly dense 
text to be read with any ease or enjoyment (Nation, 1997). Lee asked the meaning of 
the word 'alien' and insisted John look it up in his eleckonic dictionary. He did this, 
then Lee asked the group, "Where could aliens come from?" "ET" from John; "UFO" 
from Keith, not very audible. Keith then took over the reading. It was slow, and 
unclear. He changed words and omitted final consonants. Lee asked him to repeat 
some of these. As Keith continued reading, John made a comment in Cantonese, which 
amused both Keith and Leo. As Ivan read, the boys talked quite volubly in Cantonese, 
not listening to the reader or the teacher, who continued to ask the odd question. 
The boys were having a lot of kouble with this story, set in the future when die 
earth has been colonised by aliens, with humans made into domestic pets. While the 
level of the story seemed to me to be quite 'normal' for Year 10, it was utterly beyond 
this group. For the teacher, there was the added complication that John had not read all 
the story and the others had, although this wasn't really in evidence in the boys' 
answers. They all seemed hesitant and unsure, and often did not understand the 
questions. Only Keith had a finished worksheet of answers, and tried on several 
occasions to give this to Leo and John to copy. Lee finally confiscated his sheet. In the 
last segment of the lesson, I^e asked if they'd found the ending a surprise. She 
repeated and paraphrased her question. After much hesitation, Leo said, "Little." John 
was given some work to do from the sheet, and told not to copy Keith's, whose sheet 
was now retumed to him. 
Even around this one table, the boys had spoken far more Cantonese than English. 
Ivan had been virtually silenced. As the boys left, I spoke briefly with Lee, who said 
that Keith had just arrived from Newnham, but perhaps had the best understanding. 
She described the boys as "reluctant to talk," "an extremely weak class," and "unable to 
retain anything." We speculated that it might be difficult for them to cope with Years 11 
and 12. I reflected on John's participation in this class. Was this an example of 
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speaking Enghsh 'only in class?' His attention and allegiance in this lesson had clearly 
been to the other two boys, one of them newly arrived, rather than to the work, the class 
or the teacher. The lesson allowed for answering questions in English, but the presence 
of Chinese speaking peers, and possibly the difficulty of the text, overrode any potential 
interaction. I wondered if John might speak more English in mainstream classes, if say, 
he were not with Chinese speaking friends. To be honest, I doubted it. 
8.9 WOODWORK, SCIENCE AND MATHS 
As stated in an earlier interview excerpt, John's three mainskeam subjects, on starting at 
Sandford, were Woodwork, Science and Maths. For several other periods each day, he 
was in the ESL unit. After a few months, he also started mainstream Geography. Early 
in the year, he told me that the Maths, which he'd akeady done in Hong Kong, was not 
too difficult. However, he had not done Woodwork, and found it hard, and the Science 
topics were also new and difficult. There was another problem in the mainskeam 
classes. He said, "Science, mm, the form(u) class teacher is speak too fast. I'm 
difficult to understand." He reiterated this point four months later during the Cantonese 
interview. 
D: Can you tell me more about these subjects? Are they difficult beside not 
understanding the English. 
J: I filled nothing in the examination paper of Geography and Mathematics. 
D: Can you tell me why? 
J: I don't even understand the questions in the paper. 
D: What about in classroom? Do you understand what the teachers teach? 
J: I can't understand because they speak too fast. 
D: Is language the main barrier to your leaming? 
J: Yes, they speak too fast. When I understand the first sentence, the second 
sentence is passed already. So I can't understand in the class. 
(C. Int. p. 4) 
There are two points to note in John's account. On the one hand, his mainstream 
teachers provided a critical conkast to die ESL teachers, whom he'd told us spoke 
"much slower and use simple English." Mainskeam teachers simply spoke too fast for 
him to follow. On the other hand, he was unable to read and understand written text on 
exam papers, even in a subject he did not find difficult, such as Maths. Combined, 
these two problems represented formidable barriers to John's academic success in the 
mainskeam. 
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What was it like, to sit for months in classes, for hours each day, not 
understanding what was being said, what was going on, what was required to be done? 
At the start of the year, he had told me about another school site which was a mystery to 
him, where teachers spoke too fast. This was the school assembly. He had no idea 
what they were talking about. "Ijust boring sit down," he said. This, it occurred to 
me, could apply to 90% of the student body during any assembly, but John was an 
outsider to the ritual, excluded not by boredom, but by language. It seemed, as the 
months went by, that this did not change very much. 
One mainstream lesson I observed was a Year 10 Woodwork lesson. There were 
14 boys and one girl in the class. They stood around six work benches, each student 
working on making a coffee table. I sat at the back of the room. There were three 
NESB smdents in the class. One, an Iraqi boy, Ranid, whom I recognised as a former 
Newnham student, worked alongside an Anglo Auskalian and an Auskalian-bom 
Lebanese smdent. They chatted and helped each other occasionally. The other two 
NESB students were John, and a boy called Danny from Taiwan. John and Danny had 
a work table to themselves. They worked quietiy and did not communicate at all. After 
the lesson, I asked the teacher about John, and his participation in class. He said that 
both John and Danny kept to themselves, didn't integrate at all, and didn't ask 
questions. He added that it was very hard to talk to them, and that what they produced 
was often "a variation on what was required" because they hadn't really understood the 
instmctions. The teacher confided to me that the Iraqi student Ranid also had a language 
problem — he didn't listen. I had observed but did not say that several other students 
seemed to have the same language problem. 
As a postscript to this lesson, in an excerpt from the Cantonese interview, John 
said that Woodwork was possibly his favourite subject. He could pass the practical 
work, but added, "If it is in the form of a written exam, I must be failed." The 
interviewer queried this. 
D: Why do you think you must be failed? 
J: It's because he doesn't teach in the class. 
D: What does he do if he doesn't teach in class? 
J: Just doing the wood work. 
D: But what can he test in the exam. He can only test what he has taught. 
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J: We have workbooks. He didn't teach but we need to finish the workbook 
by ourselves. Usually, I copy from others. 
D: Do you think it's the teacher's fault if you fail in the exam? 
J: In fact, I don't understand the whole workbook. 
(C. Int. p. 8) 
Having students complete theory workbooks by themselves entails a critical set of 
assumptions on the part of the teacher. It assumes a high level of literate practice and 
motivation from the students involved. It also assumes a command of the language used 
in the text. It leaves students such as John very little option but to "copy from others." 
Not understanding "the whole workbook" was yet another instance where John was an 
outsider to the discourse. He did not blame the teacher, although I secretly did. 
I had observed John closely in both ESL and mainskeam contexts. In the ESL 
lesson, the Hong Kong boys had set up a littie Chinese comer of resistance, remaining 
detached from the content and purpose of the lesson, bamboozled by the language of the 
text, and often engaged in presumably humorous asides to each other in Cantonese. 
Whether the teacher was working with inaccessible material, or whether the boys found 
her unintimidating and so ignored her requests to listen and respond, the outcome was 
that the English used was minimal. In the Woodwork lesson I observed, he neither 
used, nor was called on to use, any English at all, apart from listening to the teacher. 
And in the mainskeam classes, by John's own account, the English spoken was largely 
unintelhgible. Classroom contexts are one thing at school. During breaks between 
lessons, a different range of social and linguistic practices may be played out. I now 
tum to some of these. 
8.10 WHERE THE BOYS ARE 
As mentioned earlier, Sandford and its neighbouring suburbs had substantial ethnic 
Chinese communities, and these students had previously kavelled a long way to get to 
Newnham. On entering the high school ESL unit, they retumed to their 'own patch,' 
and a high school with a large visible group of Chinese speaking students. John had 
already told me he was looking forward to starting at high school, because "Sandford 
have more ESL teacher can speak Chinese and Cantonese. It's very easy to know what 
they say." My first thought was that he was still very dependent on and expecting first 
language support. Later, I thought more about his second statement, "It's very easy to 
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know what they say." I thought that knowing what people are saying is indeed a very 
basic need, tied to symmetries of power within any interactional context, and to 
memberships and a sense of self. We know that as John moved beyond the boundaries 
of the ESL class, his expectations were not met, and that in fact, he often did not know 
what people were saying. He was able to set up a counter-script as it were, which 
operated both within the ESL and lunch time contexts. 
I first visited John soon after he started at Sandford High. Although it was early 
days, I asked him about friends. 
J: Friends, mm, many Newnham student in, come here. At lunch time we 
with them to have lunch, to talk, something. 
R: And what nationalities are these students? 
J: I (can't) understood 
R: Um, do they come from, these people who speak, friends who speak 
Chinese? 
J: Yeah, they speak Chinese, Chinese 
R: So lunch time is speaking Cantonese? 
J; Chinese 
R: Chinese 
J; Yeah 
R: And, um moming tea? 
J: Moming tea ((unsure)) 
R: Same? 
J: Same 
R: So there are many smdents who speak Chinese 
J: Yeah, in there, yeah, many many can speak Cantonese or Chinese 
R: And you speak Cantonese and Mandarin 
J: No, Chinese and Cantonese (Int. 14.2.97) 
At this point John's membership in the lunch time context was understandably an 
extension of the group of friends and acquaintances he'd established at Newnham. The 
Newnham program continued to act as a small flag around which ex-students rallied. 
However, the group John is referring to was also defined by its use of one of two 
Chinese languages. He was bilingual in these languages, and explained the difference to 
me. 
R: What, what is the difference between Chinese and [Cantonese 
J: [Different. Er, Cantonese is (1.0) just use in Hong Kong but Chinese is use 
in (2.0) Taiwan, China, (2.0) er is not same the language.(Int. 14.2.97) 
This was the only overlap in any of our talks. He knew about this, and jumped in. He 
later told the Cantonese interviewer that there were many more Mandarin (Chinese) 
speakers than Cantonese speakers, which meant for much of the time he was operating 
in his second language. 
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D: I can see many Chinese smdents here. You said to Mss Miller last time that 
you speak to Cantonese smdents only. Is it the same now? 
J: And Taiwanese. There are much more Taiwanese than Cantonese here. 
There are only three or four Cantonese. 
D: Do you also speak to Taiwanese or just to those Cantonese smdents? 
J: Both. (C.Int. p. 8) 
This was four months on, and the phenomenon of male Chinese friendship groups 
and language use described by John was, on my visits to the school, an inescapable 
feature of the lunch time scene. He had not mentioned gender, but, as with many 
Anglo-Auskalian groups, gender segregation seemed the norm. Under Block 2 on one 
occasion I counted 24 Chinese speaking boys, sitting around, playing cards, eating and 
talking. The card players had several onlookers. I hovered, and eavesdropped. They 
looked like older students, around Years 10-12. There were no girls, no Anglo-
Auskalians or other ESL students in the area. Younger Asian students, predominantiy 
boys, were playing handball on courts between buildings nearby. I went for a walk, 
looking for Chinese speaking girls. I found about 20 of them in the hbrary, along with 
another 13 Asian background boys, sitting together in small groups. There were also 20 
Anglo-Auskahan students, mostly boys, working on networked computers. No 
Chinese students were on the computers. Walking around the playground, I also heard 
several groups of Chinese girls using English. When I retumed later to Block 2, there 
were still 20 Chinese boys, but a group of four Anglo boys were now in one comer of 
the area. 
To some extent, the grounds and buildings of Sandford seemed mapped out in 
pattems of language use and ethnic groupings. I was not there every day over an 
extended period, and my impressions may have been just that. But on every visit the 
older Chinese boys were under Block 2, which incidentally contained the ESL 
coordinator's office. By contrast, in the case of a younger student also in my smdy at 
Sandford, a Cambodian boy, I observed quite different pattems of membership and 
language use at lunch time. He was one of the young handballers, who were 
predominantiy Asian boys, but from very heterogeneous ethnic and linguistic 
backgrounds. I recognised students from Vietnam, Cambodia, Taiwan and the 
Philippines. As a matter of pragmatic necessity, their linguafranca was English (and 
handball). 
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John was older, and he was totally surrounded by speakers of his LI and L2. He 
often looked unhappy and tacimm. The Cantonese interviewer also commented to me 
on this, and wrote on the transcript that he seemed "lonely and withdrawn from others." 
If this was the case, he was not alone. At one Sandford ESL staff meeting I attended, 
the issue was raised of one Year 10 Taiwanese boy who came very late every day to 
school. He lived with his older sister, his parents remaining in Taiwan, and wanted the 
Chinese teacher aide to call him every moming. He had told her he didn't want to be in 
Auskalia, or at the school. Tmanting amongst the Taiwanese boys was also a serious 
problem according to the ESL coordinator, taking large amounts of teacher and teacher 
aide time. By chance, this problem also emerged in the Cantonese interview with John, 
in the following way. 
D: I find that there are also some Chinese teachers here. 
J: Two only. 
D: Do they teach you? 
J: They don't teach. 
D: They don't teach? Who are they? 
J: They don't teach. They work in the ESL classroom. 
D: What do they do? 
J: They take records, contact our parents by telephone, keep an eye on those 
who mn away from school. (C. Int. p. 4) 
The Chinese aide's role in John's perception was more about surveillance than liaison 
— keeping records, contacting parents (always bad news), and kacking "those who mn 
away from school." John never did this, but he maintained a social distance between 
himself and other non-Chinese speaking students of the school. 
8.10.1 Staying separate, wanting to leave. 
In the course of the Cantonese interview, the interviewer, David, tried to constmct John 
as a student who was lucky to have so much access to English speakers, and who was 
well on the way to successful integration at Sandford. John set up a counter 
representation almost skaight away, as shown in this excerpt from the start of the 
interview, where David raises the issue of getting used to life in Australia. 
D: It's maybe easier for you to get used to it because you have talked to 
Auskalians here every day for eight months. In fact, I am still not really 
used to the life here although I have been here for more dian one year. My 
English may be poorer than you. 
J: No, it win not. I don't speak Enghsh. ((answers in soft voice)) 
D: You don't speak English? Is it because there are many Chinese students 
here? 
J: There are many Chinese here. (C.Int. p. 1) 
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John's claim that he doesn't speak Enghsh is ambiguous. It may refer to his self-
evaluation of his proficiency in English, to his preferred practice not to speak English, 
or both. John continued to resist David's discourse of integration, maintaining his sense 
of othemess and social distance. 
D: If you had a chance to speak to the students in Newnham as an old smdent, 
what would you say to introduce this school to them, so that they can also 
integrate into this school as you have? 
J: I would not go in for giving such an introduction. 
D: You wouldn't? Don't you want to help them? 
J: Choose someone else but not me. 
D: ((laughs)) What about if there are some Newnham smdents who had come 
here akeady? 
J: Such students are many here. 
D: As an older student, would you encourage them to integrate into the school? 
I found that you are not alone. I saw your friends in the playground. So 
what can you suggest to the new Newnham students in this school? 
J: We have our own groups. Taiwanese will group together. The same to 
those who come from Hong Kong and other countries. We play with our 
group members. Usually, the Chinese hke to sit in the canteen during lunch 
and recess. 
D: Mm., and you go into your group. 
J: Yes, I do 
D: Will you join the Auskalian groups. 
J: I still cannot integrate into their groups. 
If we look just at John's tums, we see a systematic rejection of David's propositions. 
Five cases in point are underlined in the text. Read together, they constitute a powerful 
rejection of the interviewer's standpoint. John is not being what David wants him to be, 
is not saying what David is leading him to say. In terms of his word-deed-value 
combinations, John is enacting his identity here in a way that establishes distance from 
certain groups (ex-Newnham students as a blanket category; and Auskalian groups), 
and proximity to others ("our own groups," with Taiwan and Hong Kong mentioned 
specifically.). 
David did not give up on this, but retumed later to the topic of friends and 
language use. John had just been reiterating that he never spoke English outside of a 
classroom. 
D: Can you tell me more about your friends? Who are they? 
J: Taiwanese. 
D: Do they face the same problem as you have? I mean do they also have a 
language problem in communicating with other Auskalians? So that you go 
together. 
J: Just like foreign people when they go to Hong Kong, they will also group 
themselves widi the same race and language. 
D: Mm. But do you want to break the ice between you and the Auskahans. 
J: Whatever's natural. 
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D: Will you actively approach them or just wait for them. 
J: I will do it if it is necessary. 
D: But at least you are prepared to do that. 
J: No. Only when there is something I don't understand, I have to ask them. 
Otherwise, I don't think it is necessary to communicate with them. 
(C.Int. p. 8) 
The same pattem of opposing discourses shown in the last excerpt is evident here. It is 
noteworthy that in answer to the first question, he does not name or describe any 
friends, but provides a category — Taiwanese. Note that John is constmcted here as 
someone with a language problem. However John's analogy of foreigners in Hong 
Kong, whom he claims also segregate themselves from the dominant groups, is 
revealing. He attributes the grouping, and the distance, to "race and language." And he 
minimises David's proposal of "breaking the ice with Auskahans" to bare functional 
necessities, outside of which there is no need to speak English. Overall, he represents 
communication with English speakers as unwarranted. He later specifies that, in fact, 
he does not want to stay in Australia, and longs to retum to Hong Kong. This is not, as 
David suggests later, because Hong Kong is more attractive, but, as John puts it, "there 
is nothing atkactive here." Towards the end of the interview, he confided to David that 
the one "exciting thing" here was driving the family's cars, which had been bought "for 
fumre use." This was of course illegal, as he was under age and had no licence. John 
claimed that driving illegaUy was the only positive aspect of his life here. 
8.11 TINA AND JOHN — DEPARTURES 
In 1998, Tina's father accepted a position with his company in Beijing. At the time of 
writing, Tina is still at Taylor High, and will remain in Auskalia with her mother and 
sister until September. She told me that in Beijing she will attend an English speaking 
intemational school. Ever the teacher, I suggested that maybe she should watch more 
American programs on TV, as American English is usually standard at such schools. 
And I was ever so gently rebuffed with her comment that she had already smdied that 
accent in Taiwan. 
In September, 1997,1 spoke with Sandford's ESL coordinator, who informed me 
that John had left the country with his mother and sisters very suddenly. On 
discovering that her husband had a miskess in Hong Kong, she had "packed up the four 
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children and left at very short notice." This was in August, and the mother had sent a 
simple note to the school, saying they were retuming to Hong Kong. The coordinator 
added that there was anecdotal evidence of high divorce rates in Hong Kong and Taiwan 
as a result of the common practice of separated families such as John's. Ironically, she 
also said that in the stress of the moment, John was reluctant to retum. He was very 
close to his friends here, and that they "derived skength from each other." She felt that 
when the cmnch came, John started to reahse what he might lose, and didn't want to go. 
She heard nothing more from the family. 
8.12 SUMMARY 
The issues I have raised in relation to these two smdents have much to do with the issue 
of social identity as it is enacted through particular contexts, memberships, discursive 
practices and language use. They also present us with the reality of schools as sites of 
competing constmctions of identity and also of competing discourses. The stories of 
Tina and John have much in common, yet there are some important differences. I now 
outline some of the more obvious similarities and differences, relating these where 
possible to language and identity issues. 
Tina and John were of similar ages and backgrounds. Their families were 
business migrants and in both cases the fathers were absentees, remaining in the home 
country to maintain their business interests. Both smdents expressed the desire to remm 
to their countries, and identified skongly, socially and linguistically, with their first 
language groups, although John was bilingual in Cantonese and Mandarin. Both had 
established themselves as part of these groups at Newnham, and then attended ESL 
units and high schools where there were large numbers of the LI group. Although their 
schools were on different sides of town, the Chinese students in both sites congregated 
under the ESL block, physically separate, and visibly and audibly different from other 
mainstream groups who spoke English and other languages. I regularly observed Tina 
and John 'doing identity in Chinese,' a visible physical representation of Tina's sense 
that all her friends were from the same place, and that everywhere she went was 
Taiwanese. It is also worthy of note that both resisted certain discourses of integration, 
John in a very overt way during the Cantonese interview. 
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In tandem with these representations, went some resistance to using English, to 
the point where both smdents claimed it was unnecessary to use Enghsh outside of the 
classroom. The understanding that our identities are shaped by and through our use of 
language makes the issue of which language is in use a highly pertinent one. There are 
several ways to understand these students' choices to remain largely within their own 
language groups, and to resist speaking English. First, they both had limited 
proficiency in Enghsh, which meant that on occasions when they had spoken, they had 
frequently been misunderstood. Over many months, they found this discouraging, and 
perceived only slight or no improvement. It is widely understood that practice in a 
language is critical to language acquisition, so Tina and John's very limited use of 
English outside (and indeed within) the classroom prolonged thek limited proficiency, 
and slowed their jM-ogress. It occurred to me that my interactions with these students 
possibly represented their most sustained interactions with an English speaker in the 
time I knew them. 
Second, even in contexts of so-called namral language acquisition, people often 
are ambivalent in thek deske to leam and practice the target language (Norton Peirce, 
1995). I would add that the term 'target language' assumes that the L2 or L3 is in fact a 
target, which may not always be the case. Peirce suggests the notion of investment in 
using the target language signals the socially constmcted relationship of language users 
to the new language, and implicates the power relationships tied to its use. In what 
ways does the speaker benefit or draw dividends from his/her investment in the 
language? What conditions of dominance or subordination obtain when the second 
language is in use? In these terms, we could say that Tina and John did not have a 
skong investment in using English, although this began to change for Tina after she was 
fully mainskeamed into normal Year 9 classes. Further, rather than be subordinated or 
disempowered by Enghsh, the majority language of the school, they remained within a 
substantial linguistic minority, where their first (and for John, second) language was 
dominant. Outsiders to the majority discourse, they positioned themselves as insiders to 
Chinese discourses, and in both schools they had the numbers to do it. 
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This raises a third issue, namely the reality of the notion of natural language 
acquisition. Where students are acquiring Enghsh in an Enghsh-speaking country, this 
is commonly understood as a namral acquisition context (Spolsky, 1989). However, in 
schools where substantial linguistic minorities exist, such 'namral' acquisition may be 
subverted by sheer weight of numbers. It is unnamral to expect large homogenous 
groups of speakers to interact spontaneously in the L2 outside of formal classrooms 
(Beardsmore, 1993) Although Beardsmore's study was in the context of Canadian 
immersion programs, the same conditions obtain in some schools here, where 
classroom use of the language is effectively the only use of the language. In the case of 
John, I increasingly felt that the simation most analogous to his experience was that of 
the EFL (English as a foreign language) student. He leamed the content of particular 
subjects in and through English, but outside of the classroom, he had virtually no 
interaction in English, no communication with native speakers, at school or in the 
community. Leaming English in Hong Kong or in Auskalia was effectively the same for 
him, with httle to no use of spoken English outside of the classroom. This was more an 
EFL than an ESL simation. 
We might also question whether the use of Chinese and avoidance of English 
represents a choice at all, or if the conditions presented by the fait accompli of an 
instantiy recognisable group of first language speakers, meant that subverting the social 
and linguistic norms of either of these high schools would have required an 
extraordinary effort of will. In other words, on arriving at Sandford for example, John 
immediately recognised his group — Taiwanese and a few students from Hong Kong, 
all congregating under Block 2. This was a preexisting site in which members shared 
ethnic backgrounds, cultural understandings and language. What is more, many were 
former students of Newnham, which meant that recognition of former friends and 
acquaintances was commonplace. To bypass this highly visible and recognisable group 
would have meant entering unknown sites, establishing new memberships and using 
another language. For some students, this must seem an insurmountable prospect, and 
we can surmise that being 15 or 16 makes it even more difficult. Bourdieu (1993) 
reminds us that the essence of communication lies more in the social conditions of 
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possibility of communication than in the communication per se. The conditions 
obtaining at Sandford and Taylor meant that the prevailing form of hnguistic capital most 
readily available to and usable by these students was Chinese. 
A fourth dimension may be added to this consideration of language and 
representations of identity by Schumann's (1986) Acculturation Model of language 
acquisition. This too assumes the notion of a target language, but sets up conditions 
whereby social distance between the speakers of the target language and those who are 
acquiring that language represents the degree and ease of acquisition. Factors in the 
Acculturaltion Model include pattems of social dominance, cohesiveness and size of the 
leamer group, degree of enclosure, intended length of residence, integration skategies, 
attitudes, as well as psychological attributes such as motivation, language shock and 
ego-permeability. Although these are mostiy abskactions, they do throw some light on 
die specific circumstances of Tina and John. 
Both Tina and John positioned themselves within a 'dominant' minority, which 
was socially and hnguistically very cohesive and showed a 'degree of enclosure' by 
close physical association within the institution. Tina always felt that her father and 
then the family would 'move on' from Auskalia, so there were limits to her intended 
length of residence. John had no idea his stay in Australia would end so abmptiy, but 
spoke of going back to Hong Kong. According to Schumann's model therefore, these 
students maintained through their memberships, social practices and use of language a 
considerable social distance between themselves and Enghsh speakers at school and 
within the community. This model ties in with the notion of identity established across 
categories of likeness and difference, identification with some, and differentiation from 
others. It is also redolent of Wexler's (1992) notion that the processes of identity may 
represent elements of defensive compensation, created as a response to a lack of viable 
social relations (see also McNamara, 1997). In this case, I am suggesting that the lack 
of viable communicative interactions with Enghsh-speaking students meant that the 
only chance these students had of 'being somebody,' to use Wexler's term, was to be 
somebody in the Chinese group. 
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We should perhaps not forget diat there is "a micro-economics and a macro-
economics of linguistic products" (Bourdieu, 1993, p. 68). While the Chinese 
students in the micro-contexts under Block 2 and under C Block are therefore 
defending their own value and their own capital, in the macro context of the schools 
overall, their hnguistic products are valued quite differently. For example, while 
Chinese is valued highly in the Chinese language classes (Tina got an A), it is 
elsewhere represented as a problem and a barrier to leaming. It is also not viable on 
the wider social linguistic market of the school. 
The obvious differences between Tina and John were several. First, because she 
lived a long way from her Chinese friends, she went out a lot, to the city, to 
Chinatown, and in fact to the Chinese suburbs where John lived. This meant she had 
a broader perspective on the city and its people than did John, who said he never went 
anywhere. Second, unlike John, she had represented herself as 'other' in very explicit 
ways, but although she was still with Chinese-speaking friends in her out-of-class 
time, as the months passed there was evidence that she placed a decreasing emphasis 
on her othemess. The third and most significant difference in my view, concems her 
more successful integration into the mainskeam, in terms of her participation in groups 
('doing things with Australians'), and academic success on assignments and exams. 
This was a gradual and processual emergence into mainskeam roles, accompanied by 
an increasing awareness that using English to achieve these roles was both 'normal' 
and possible. In her diary, she expressed increasing confidence as a result. 
The periods of data collection used in this chapter, 14 months and 7 months 
respectively, represent only brief fragments of time in the lives of these students, 
especially in terms of language acquisition and representations of identity. Tina and 
John's cases have much in common, and yet clearly diverge. Hall (1996) suggests 
that identity is about processes of "becoming rather than being: not 'who we are' or 
'where we came from', so much as what we might become, how we have been 
represented and how that bears on how we might represent ourselves" (p.4). 
Conceptualisations and manifestations of identity for Tina and John were for some 
months firmly fixed on 'where they had come from,' but in the case of Tina, there 
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were insights into the changes wrought by her movement into the mainskeam, and 
a sense of her becoming something and someone other than the person she had 
defined as a 'black hair.' The oral group tasks, for example, provided a common 
goal, for her and her Auskalian counterparts to negotiate and achieve. This was a 
shared and validating experience. For John, I have less evidence of identity as a 
process of becoming, in terms of changing representations. In Hall's terms, I 
perceived John as someone who drew constantly on the resource of "who we are" 
and "where we come fi^om." The most striking shift is perhaps that reported by 
the coordinator, who said that on the point of leaving Australia, John did not want 
to go. 
Students who find themselves in a new country, but surrounded by speakers 
of thek first language, must actively meet the challenge to move beyond the sites 
and memberships of first language use. It is this movement which enables the 
project of becoming, the realisation of success in mainstream academic contexts, 
and the possibility of discovering that in spite of language differences, people share 
many things. In staking out and inhabiting particular linguistic territory, for some 
students there is little chance of estabhshing such common ground. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CHALLENGING INSTITUTIONAL DEAFNESS 
9.0 INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the data chapters I died to illuminate some of die shifting linguistic, social 
and institutional processes through which language use and social identity are related. 
And I have been concemed throughout with the links between identity and its discursive 
representation, reflecting what Widdicombe and Wooffitt (1995) have termed "the 
linguistic tum in the smdy of identity," in which language data becomes the topic and 
not merely the tool of research (p. 30). The topic here was speaking — how these 
students speak, how they sound, how they are heard or not heard. The notions of 
audibility and audible difference framed and emphasised the challenges faced by the 
students in this smdy, and to highlight the significance of the 'reception' side of 
language use, imphcating those who hear or fail to hear. 
Case studies are primarily descriptive, and can not generally be neatly summarised 
or distilled into an essence, the findings cogentiy represented in a trim table in the final 
chapter. However it is important to synthesise, problematise and retheorise some of the 
issues raised in the case studies. The cases offer understandings and insights into the 
ways in which some migrant students hve out their experiences in social and linguistic 
terms, and also provide the material for revisiting theory. 
In broad terms, this study aimed to explore the relationships between social 
identity and language use, and to locate English language acquisition and use within 
sociocultural contexts. It was focused by two main research questions: 
1. What conditions at school facihtate or constrain the acquisition of spoken English 
by recentiy arrived NESB sttidents? 
2. How is the acquisition and use of spoken English related to self-representation 
and social identity? 
In this chapter I work deductively back from the second question, which concems the 
theoretical issues of speaking, audibility, identity and representation to a consideration 
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of the first question about instimtional conditions. I begin by using insights from the 
students' accounts of their lived experiences to talk about language acquisition, speaking 
and representation, along with the ways in which identities are experienced and 
theorised. In the second section, I suggest ways in which difference is constmcted 
through discourse and discursive categories. Finally I retum to the first research 
question, where I look at the specific practices of schools in the representation and 
marginalisation of linguistic minority students. I attempt to critique and reconfigure 
some of the institutional practices of schooling which most affect linguistic minority 
speakers, and suggest some useful ways of rethinking the problem. 
It should be added that the data chapters of this thesis present divergent stories and 
accounts which provide different images and representations of language use and 
identity. We see through the chapters that there are diverse modalities of displacement, 
difference, inclusion and exclusion, and that the homogeneity of NESB or ESL smdents 
as a category is as misplaced as that applied to any group of smdents. Rather than 
claiming generalisable tmths, the following discussion is aimed at tying theoretical 
concems to acmal encounters with the mostly subordinated voices of these students, and 
at a retheorisation of their conditions of representation. 
9.1 SPEAKING, AUDIBILITY AND REPRESENTATION 
A reading of the cases in this smdy shows that the complex practical activity of speaking 
is a critical tool of self-representation. Speaking constmcts aspects of our identities, but 
requires the collaboration of the hstener, who must not only hear, but as Bourdieu 
points out, must also beheve. Bourdieu (1991) suggests that authority and power derive 
from the differential uptake of the hnguistic habitus in different social fields or sites of 
exchange. It seems clear that we cannot view the competence of the speaker in isolation 
from the linguistic market, language in isolation from social practices, speaking in 
isolation from hearing. Mey (1985) once suggested that "one's highest priority in 
speaking a foreign language should be to make oneself understood; sounding right is 
definitely a subordinate goal" (p. 240). If he was referring only to speaking a foreign 
language on holidays, he may well have been right. However, for migrant students 
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stmggling to speak English in Auskalia, sounding right is what it's all about. A Year 11 
Taiwanese student recently summed this up in the following way: 
If your English is as fluent as Auskalian students, the Australian students 
do not really see you that much differently. I saw them talking to those 
Asian smdents whose Enghsh is good in the same way as they would to 
other Australian students. 
My findings here support the student's suggestion that if you sound ahke, you are not 
seen as different. 'Good Enghsh' frames you as someone worth talking to, as capable 
of being talked with, and as a member of the group. Some minority speakers 
understand very well that how you sound affects how you are seen and heard, where 
you can go, whom you can speak or be with, how you are treated, and how you can 
influence events and those around you. My point is that discrimination by majority 
language speakers may be on the basis of audible rather than visible differences, without 
in any way discounting the realities of racialisation on the basis of visible difference^ a 
topic not addressed in this thesis. 
9.1.1 Ways of speaking, ways of hearing 
Hymes (1996) claims that there is something primary about speaking, in that it shapes the 
speaker, and is a surrogate for all communicative modes. He writes, "Diversity and 
inequality are not manifest in matters of representation alone: they are manifest in what it 
means to speak, to write (or hear or read), at all" (p. 36, emphasis added). Hymes 
concem is with 'ways of speaking,' which "comprise speech styles, on the one hand, and 
contexts of discourse, on the other, together with relations of appropriateness obtaining 
between styles and contexts" (p. 33). But unhke Gee (1996), Hymes does not build 
social memberships and identities into the equation, nor does he provide any insight that 
the conditions or production and reception are also part of the text. This seems essential 
since speech is a social activity in a sense that writing is not (Spolsky, 1998). In a social 
account of language use we have to allow for the roles of contexts, memberships, 
speakers and hearers. From much of the evidence in this study, we can posit that there 
are ways of hearing, and that ESL teachers, mainskeam teachers, Anglo peers, NESB 
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peers and LI peers all hear differently. Some are more willing, and perhaps able, to 
assume what Lippi-Green (1996) calls "the communicative burden" (p. 71). 
The question of who is heard, who is acknowledged and thereby legitimated as a 
speaker of English is an important one throughout this study. The practical activity of 
speaking English is a move towards recognition in mainskeam contexts; it enables the 
Greek poet komninos to shout 'Hey Aus ka li ! look at me! whether you like it or not i 
am one of you.' In Bourdieu's terms speaking Enghsh moves the speaker into a 
dominant linguistic market, where value can be accmed and a set of discursive practices 
which comprise the linguistic habitus developed; and it unveils the social conditions of 
the possibihty of communication. In Gee's (1996) terms it imphcates new memberships 
in new contexts, memberships which themselves become new symbohc resources. In 
regard to second language acquisition and use, Norton Peirce (1995) uses Bourdieu's 
metaphor of 'capital' to replace the kaditional idea of individual motivation with that of 
investment. She writes, "if leamers invest in a second language, they do so with the 
understanding that they will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, 
which will in tum increase the value of their cultural capital" (p. 17). She adds that the 
notion of investment "presupposes that when leamers speak, they are not only 
exchanging information with target language speakers but they are constantly organising 
and reorganising a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world" 
(p. 18). This metaphor highlights the cumulative effects of language acquisition and its 
spin-offs in terms of identity representation. 
Gee's (1996) notion that enacting identity is a three-way process entaihng 
language use, social contexts and memberships is very useful for understanding not just 
how identity is represented, but also how speaking and hearing are done. Several 
students skessed that within the context of Newnham's on-arrival program there were 
real opportunities to speak English. Their speaking partners were classmates from any 
one of thirty or more countries. It would be naive to suggest that issues of power, 
access and discrimination did not exist at Newnham, yet here at least was a space where 
the commonalities between students seemed greater than their differences, and where 
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any discord between the relational processes of social memberships, contexts and ESL 
use was minimal. Recall Tina's comment that, 'Before, when in Newnham, there were 
some friends from, not Auskahan, there was a chance, sometimes to speak English, but 
now, here, no.' John also remarked that you needed English at Newnham to talk to the 
other students. 
To understand why John didn't perceive a need to talk English to the Anglo 
Australian or other non-Chinese-speaking NESB students at Sandford High, we can 
again look to Gee's concept of enacting identity. At high school, the context of the 
ESL class and the social demographic character of the school threw him into 
membership within the numerically skong ethnic Chinese group, in which the 
speaking of Cantonese and Mandarin was not only obvious and easy, but de rigueur. 
Many bilingual leamers consttiict their own pattems of language use, ethnicity and 
identity (Leung, Harris & Rampton, 1997), which in tum exclude speakers of the 
dominant language. Furthermore, for students like John, one way of adjusting to the 
power relations inherent in discourse is to avoid entering face-to-face relations with 
majority language speakers. This, in a sense, is what he, Alicia, Nora, Tien, and 
Tina did. 
Some students expressed their feelings of inadequacy in English. John was 
relieved to have access to Chinese teacher aides, so he could understand what was 
being said. Nora stated that if she spoke in Mandarin, she spoke clearly, but was 
unsure what she was saying when she spoke English. Not interacting with mainstream 
students meant they did not have to appear incompetent in public. However Nora took 
a much more affirmative position in her view that "you're here. You have to speak 
((Enghsh))." Similarly, Carlos, the young Salvadorean student in the focus group, 
was the one to point out that if you speak your first language, "nobody can hear." 
Unlike the Chinese speakers, he did not have access to a large group of first language 
peers. He also knew that to be heard, you needed to use the dominant language in 
particular ways. 
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9 .1 .2 Moving across boundaries 
Through an analysis of the data in case studies, I have tried to show that the 
development of communicative competence in another language is extremely complex, 
entailing conkol over the mechanics of production, a knowledge of discourses, and a 
sense of the relation between the social uses of language and discourse pattems in 
particular spoken contexts. A degree of communicative competence was needed to enact 
a range of subject positions through discourse, in itself an empowering phenomenon. 
Milena typified this process, and was able to represent herself through speaking 
Enghsh, to be heard as a legitimate mainskeam smdent and user of the primary 
discourse, to move across linguistic, social and ethnic boundaries. Speaking Enghsh 
enabled Neta 'to be with anyone,' and opened up new possibilities for estabhshing 
friendships. 
All students in this smdy mentioned the importance of friendships. For Milena, 
one of the prime purposes of language use was to establish and maintain a range of 
social relations. She consciously used Danish in her diary so as not to forget her second 
language, but also to forge links with her Danish friends. She also applied techniques 
that had worked for her in Denmark to leaming English in Auskalia. She was socially 
outgoing, which in tum facihtated her communicative competence. Other students had 
also succeeded in crossing linguistic and social boundaries, to varying degrees. Nora 
had crossed over into a new area of language use and interaction through her work at the 
noodle bar; Sam moved comfortably and vocally from Cantonese to English in the ESL 
lesson; Tina was just beginning to become a mainskeam member through group work. 
Some of these were small moves, but essential in the process of language acquisition 
and identity work which allowed the students to be heard and acknowledged by majority 
language speakers. Soft spoken Alicia, who delivered the inaudible oral in her English 
class, had some way to go to achieve this. 
For the linguistic minority student, audibility and using English to cross 
boundaries are cmcially related, for none of the above can happen if the student's 
English cannot be heard or understood. Discourse access, van Dijk (1996) reminds us. 
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cmcially implies access to an audience. This is no less tme of one-to-one interactions 
than of discourse in large public fomms. Furthermore, for these students, this is a 
question not simply of acquiring English, but of appropriating English, the sound of a 
speaker of English, or what Bourdieu (1997b) refers to as embodied competence. He 
writes, "language leaming is one dimension of the leaming of a total body schema 
which is itself adjusted to a system of objective chances of acceptability" (p. 660). This 
raises certain ideological questions surrounding the values which attach to particular 
discourses. It is not an even playing field, a notion explored further in 9.3 below. 
Before moving to the constmction of difference in discourse and to the relative values 
assigned by schools to particular forms of language use, I would like to retum briefly to 
the idea of speaking as representation. 
9.1 .3 Speaking as self-representation 
In Chapter 2,1 linked the notion of speaking as representation to ideological concems, a 
knowledge of discourses, and questions of silencing and subordination. There are 
several orders of representation inherent in language use. First, there is a direct 
referential level, whereby Nora, for example, recounted to me on the phone how a 
teacher had upset Ahcia by saying in class that she (Alicia) did not understand Enghsh; 
or whereby Milena told me of the incident with the ESL coordinator after which she had 
her year level changed. In recounting, they represent 'what happened.' 
Second, there is an order of representation which hinges on the naming and use of 
categories, such as "foreigners," "black hairs," "Australians," or "Taiwanese," those 
Tina labelled as "all from die same place." In moving from Year 10 to Year 11, Milena 
escaped those she described as "only kids." These categories do discursive and 
representational work, because in using such categories speakers claim membership on 
socwl maps they have drawn. Third, since the talk is directed at a listener, there is a 
level of representation which seeks not merely to recount events but to commentate on 
them as witness to the events. In both instances mentioned, this demanded considerable 
resources of communicative competence, incorporating particular strategic, 
sociolinguistic and other competences. In Nora's phone call and Milena's story, the 
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narrative was enlivened with aspects of the girls' "agentive and epistemic selves," 
becoming "a resource for the display of self and identity" (Schiffrin, 1996, p. 167). 
The giris' roles in these events, how they felt about them, and their positioning within 
the social context were thus conveyed. 
A fourth level of representation is also related to the notion of representation as 
self-advocacy, the self as agent, able to speak and act in die interests of self. Milena's 
orcheskated campaign to change from Year 10 to Year 11 involved talking with her 
parents and having her mother come up to the school, talking with other students, and 
representing her case to the ESL coordinator. That is, she was able to take up a 
particular subject position, one of the conditions making this possible being her 
competence in spoken English, the symbolic capital she had accmed to invest in her own 
representation. Although in written form, Nora's letter to the teacher asking 'to be 
looked at again' after her low test result was another instance of self-representation, 
once again to those in authority and power. I suspect that had she been able to do this 
through speaking, the impact would have been even more powerful. Unlike Mlena, 
who got value from her investment, Nora was shortchanged. She was told her marks, 
and her concem about them, were not important. 
It seems that smdents are increasingly able to draw on and accumulate 
representational resources as they expand their communicative competence, and 
symbolic capital. This entails moving beyond referential levels of language use to more 
skategic and agentive levels, in which their identities become flexible resources 
displayed and used within the talk (Antaki, 1996). Practice is critical to the development 
of speaking as a representational resource, but the necessary conditions of audibility and 
legitimisation by the hearer must also be met. Legitimisation involves being 
acknowledged as having the right to speak, and having value assigned to what is 
spoken. For linguistic minority speakers, the move towards self-representation through 
speaking English is a potentially empowering one. In Figure 9.1 below, I have died to 
convey what I see as the critical aspects of this process, and to summarise what I have 
said so far. 
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Figure 9.1 The move towards self-representation 
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Figure 9.1 shows that the move towards representation begins with the acquisition of 
communicative competence in speaking, incorporating grammatical, phonological, 
discourse and sociocultural knowledge. On the right-hand side of the diagram, the 
elements comprising audibility and legitimacy focus on the hearer, and comphcity 
needed between speakers and hearers in interaction. However within audibility, there is 
also the power of the speaker to impose reception. Aligned with audibility is legitimacy, 
or having value assigned to the spoken discourse. Audibility and legitimacy are the 
conditions which open up the possibility of self-representation. 
I mentioned before that the students in this study were at different stages in this 
move towards representation, and the powerful positionings it conferred. They spoke 
differently; they were heard differently by me and by others; their spoken discourse in 
English was assigned differential values at school. Before moving to the school as an 
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instittitional site of representation, I retum briefly to how difference is constmcted 
through discourse, to what speakers do, and hearers do. 
9.2 HOW DIFFERENCE IS CONSTRUCTED THROUGH 
DISCOURSE 
In the discussion above, I have focused particularly on the joint participation of speaker 
and hearer in die discourse, and how the hearer may constmct the speaker as different. 
The students themselves were of course hearers of other speakers, and in some 
instances, were comphcit in constmcting these speakers, or themselves, as different. In 
speaking and listening to them, I was also party to this process of identification with 
some, and differentiation from others. 
The students in the prehminary and main smdies were from linguistically and 
culmrally diverse groups, but with few exceptions, provide evidence of what Giroux 
(1992) has called borderland discourses. Of the eight smdents, five were of Asian 
origin. To recap, the students were as follows (* = main study): 
NAME -
Milena* 
Antonio 
Neta 
Ahcia* 
Tina* 
Nora* 
John* 
Tien 
Discourse is often used to mark social allegiances or distance (Lippi-Green, 
1996). For example, both Neta and Milena constmcted themselves through their talk as 
mainskeam students, differentiating themselves from ESL students. Neta spoke of 
students who were "up in ESL," contrasting her own freedom of movement and 
association to be with whomever she chose, thanks to her competence in English. 
Milena orcheskated her own agendas (and mine) through the medium of English, 
avoiding participation in the overt practices of the research, which she understood was 
about 'ESL students.' Both girls spoke of their confidence and participation in what 
they saw as socially normal, positioning themselves inside some categories and outside 
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AGE 
16 
21 
20 
13 
15 
14 
16 
16 
DOA 
21.9.96 
18.8.94 
24.12.93 
5.12.94 
10.7.96 
5.5.96 
29.9.96 
14.10.92 
NATIONALITY 
Bosnian 
Salvadorean 
Bosnian 
Chinese 
Taiwanese 
Chinese 
from Hong Kong 
Viemamese 
of others. As hearer, I found it increasingly difficult to think of and talk with these girls 
as ESL students, as this wasn't how they represented themselves. In conkast, Antonio 
and others articulated a sense of alienation from mainskeam students, and a sense of 
their own limitations in speaking English. 
All of the Asian students had difficulty in being seen and heard as competent 
speakers of English, and in moving beyond their first language groups within and 
outside of school. It is tempting to say that for the Asian students, visible difference 
was indeed a factor in their 'othering' at school. But added to the physical difference of 
Asianness was dieir silence, and silencing in Enghsh. Riggins (1997) reminds us that 
"discourses of Othemess are articulated by both dominant majorities and subordinate 
minorities" (p. 6). In what ways did these smdents themselves constmct themselves as 
different? And how were they seen and heard as different by others? 
In Nora's diary there are several discursive categories, in which she sets herself 
apart from others, but there is also evidence that she is excluded by and through 
discourse in a number of ways. In the first instance, she includes herself in the ESL 
group, and specifically the Asian group, the one that is not "white skin, blond hairs," or 
"foreigner." Rightly or wrongly, at one point she perceives that the teacher 
discriminates on this basis also, favouring the blond hairs, seeing, hearing and 
evaluating them differently from her and her friends. The original suggestion that "black 
hairs" were treated differently came from Tina. It was Tina also who skessed her 
Taiwaneseness, emphasising that her memberships, contexts and language use all 
cenked around being Taiwanese. She had been discouraged by the lack of 
understanding when she tried to speak English, and like John, had virtually given up 
trying. It was through the discourses and practices of mainskeam English and 
Geography classes that she came to work in English-speaking groups, and to see herself 
for the first time as part of a team not referenced by her ethnicity or first language. 
It has been suggested that the ways members of an ethnic group speak among each 
other are "related to their position in society, and how they are spoken to and spoken 
about by dominant group members" (van Dijk et al., 1997). Categorisation and 
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representation of the Other are therefore subtly shaped by others' representations. The 
constmction of discrimination on the basis of visible difference by Tina and Nora is a 
case in point. This is how they thought they were seen. 
Nora offered the example of how she was once excluded from social interaction 
by Alicia's use of Cantonese, at which point Nora really had nowhere to go. Nora's 
linguistic exclusion by her friend was an instance of what clearly happens to ESL 
students every day on a much larger scale — namely thek exclusion, intentional or 
otherwise, from social interactions involving groups of mainstream speakers of English. 
Several of the students claimed that Anglo-Auskalian students simply didn't talk to 
them, which was one way they represented the social order of the school. Antonio, 
Neta, John and Tina all stated that Auskalian smdents were not available to them as 
partners in talk or social interaction, or as friends. For Neta of course, this changed as 
her competence and confidence in speaking English developed. At the time of writing, 
Nora and Alicia still don't have any Enghsh speaking friends. In these ways language 
use may function as an exclusionary practice, defining a speaker as insider or outsider to 
the discourse, and contributing to the attribution of both memberships and identities. 
The exclusion of Tina, John, Alicia, Nora and Tien from mainstream groups was 
very socially and linguistically consequential for them. The ESL lesson reported in 
Chapter 6, and the lack of outside opportunities to use English meant that these smdents 
were operating in what was basically a modified EFL or foreign language environment. 
Savignon (1991) is unequivocal in her claim that language leaming results from 
participation in communicative events. How are smdents to acquke the majority 
language if they cannot participate in personal interactions with its speakers at school? I 
am reminded of work by Gumperz (1996), who claims that for most South Asian 
migrants in the UK there are few opportunities for direct interaction with native speakers 
of English, or "in-depth conversational involvement in the conditions of equality most 
conducive to leaming" (p. 378). This was also the case at several high schools I visited. 
What is difficult to resolve is whether the Chinese students in this study stayed 
together through choice or as a response to an imposed marginalisation. Often unable to 
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represent themselves through the use of Enghsh, their Chinese identities and language 
seemed an obvious resource for them needed to maintain social memberships and to 
represent their identities. As Chinese language users, their distance from dominant 
group members was further established. It should be added that in social and cultural 
terms, the dominant discourses of the school did not value these students as Chinese, or 
as speakers of Mandarin. And access to the dominant discourses and communicative 
events is tied to issues of power and dominance, as well as to racialising practices (van 
Dijk, 1996). At this point I wish to retum to the first research question, that is, to a 
consideration of the practices and conditions at school which facihtate or conskain the 
acquisition and use of spoken English by recently arrived migrant students. 
9.3 INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES IN THE REPRESENTATION 
AND MARGINALISATION OF LINGUISTIC MINORITY 
STUDENTS 
Ideology entails a set of representations, views and practices which are associated with 
particular symbohc values, and with differential positions of power within society or 
any institution. To determine if discourse does ideological work, it is not enough to 
analyse texts — we also need to look at how texts are interpreted and received 
(Fairclough & Wodak, 1997). This largely has to do with what Bourdieu (1993) has 
specified as the combined effects of linguistic competence, status, power and values 
assigned to particular types of texts on the hnguistic market. In Bourdieu's terms, "One 
of the political effects of the dominant language is this: 'He says it so well it must be 
hue'" (p. 66). The manner of discourse thus determines the acceptability of the 
discourse. As a consequence of this understanding, many discourse analysts posit a 
hierarchy of meaning, whereby any voice from the dominant group appears to speak 
tme, whereas subordinated voices are heard as partial or distorted accounts (Riggins, 
1997). How are high schools implicated in this process? 
For several students in this study, the move to high school from the Newnham 
reception program was characterised as difficult. For these students, high schools were 
not places where you met new friends as Nora had so fervently hoped, but places where 
you were physically and socially isolated within the ESL unit; realised you didn't speak 
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properly; had to catch up with the others; felt lost; didn't understand the tests, the texts, 
or the assemblies; and had to rely on LI friends for all social interaction. As ESL 
students within the high school, the smdents encountered a range of microcontexts, and 
systems of values and practices subtly different from those at Newnham, a school 
purpose-built to cater to the needs of NESB students. Where these students were at the 
cenke of the social field of Newnham, they found themselves in many ways at the 
margins of the mainskeam high schools. 
To better understand this, it is useful to look at some of the representations of such 
students occurring within high schools, representations which are not ideology-free, but 
impose specific positionings on linguistic minority speakers. In what follows, I address 
three themes related to these positionings. They are: 1) die assumed assimilation to an 
abstract standard of school English; 2) the practice of devaluing the linguistic resources 
of NESB students; and 3) the need to move beyond inadequate labels to describe such 
students. 
9.3.1 Competing with Actional norms 
In Gee's (1996) analysis of children's oral narratives, he draws strong conkasts between 
what is deemed appropriate and successful in terms of school language and what is not. 
There is considerable evidence in the literature that texts valued by school encompass 
discourses which require students to reproduce "particular forms of cultural logic and 
social identity under the guise of the kansmission of neutral skills and techniques of 
authorship" (Luke, 1995-6, p. 33; see also Heller, 1994). Central to these neutral skills 
and techniques are expository genres and grammatical accuracy, although as Bourdieu 
(1993) skesses, grammar determines meaning only partially. The example of Nora's 
diary text in Chapter 6 is neither 'admissible' nor valued in this sense. In fact at high 
school, there is little call for the type of text which Nora does best, namely the dramatic 
and creative narratives which fill her joumal, everyday stories which as Gee suggests 
"often make 'deep sense' in quite literary ways" (p. 103). Instead, she finds at school 
what Rampton (1995) has described as the institutionalisation of "a fictional norm of 
perfect monolingual competence against which the abilities of bilinguals are measured" 
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(p. 338). For linguistic minority students, such competence may be both liberator and 
weapon. 
Rampton (1987) has wamed of the problems associated with remaining focussed 
on the space between a speaker and his/her grammar, yet this focus seems intrinsic to 
the experience of ESL students at school, as evidenced by numerous students in the 
study. Alicia, Tina, Milena and Tien all stated diat 'words' were their main problem, 
widi Milena adding that her grammar was also a big problem. Grammar was certainly 
the underlying concem of Milena's teacher who said Milena "wasn't as good as she 
thought she was," and of the teachers of Nora and Ahcia, who found their writing "all 
back to front, twisted and unmarkable." "Oh my god where do I start?" bemoaned 
another teacher, "If I fix it and make it perfect it's no longer theirs." The mournful 
threnodic tone adopted by teachers to tahc about NESB students' writing seemed quite 
misplaced as I reread Nora's diary, or Milena's essays. Furthermore, on oral tasks the 
primary model was invariably the grammar of written English, as found by Carter and 
McCarthy (1995), in which the spontaneous, interactive and informal elements of 
speaking were actively discouraged by the insistence on a complete written draft of the 
talk. Within the formal perspective on language widely attended to in SLA research, 
Kelly Hall (1995) suggests that "genres are perceived as ideal models or fixed types of 
language use, while performances are keated as mere, and usually flawed, instantiations 
of these idealized models" (p. 210). This was a problem for all students in this study. 
Some teachers of these students seemed to be operating from a position of firm 
belief in a standard English and its forms, unaware that for these students, who in some 
cases had been in Auskaha less than a year, they were raising the linguistic high jump 
bar to a level the students could never clear. At the same time, some smdents received 
inadequate support from mainstream teachers to complete tasks that were set. John was 
given tests he could not read and workbooks he could not work in. Nora was given no 
help from the teacher on her govemment instmmentalities worksheet which was set for 
homework as a prelude to an in-class test. It has been argued that schools have a moral 
responsibility to provide conditions which challenge the marginalisation of minority 
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groups (Auerbach, 1995). From a curriculum standpoint, this entails embedding 
English activities in activities which connect die smdents to their own linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds wherever possible. 
I have tried to provide some insight into the types of texts valued by teachers and 
schools, and the problems this poses for NESB smdents. Ongoing language support is 
one condition needed to redress these problems. But schools also need to validate what 
smdents already know and bring to leaming. Valuing and validating this knowledge and 
competence is also a priority. 
9.3 .2 English 1, other languages 0 
From Bourdieu it is clear that authority and power derive from the linguistic habims, and 
that particular types of symbolic capital are rewarded in schools. Alongside the 
asymmetries of value assigned to various discourses within instimtions, in a practical 
sense, different languages are valued differently. In Queensland there remains the 
anomalous simation whereby policy in foreign language education lays enormous skess 
on the study of Asian languages by mostly Anglo Auskalian students, without 
mentioning the resources, potential and value of the already present speakers of these 
languages. In other words, on a rhetorical level, Asian languages are a priority. On the 
level of practice, thousands of speakers of Asian languages seemingly accme no 
symbolic capital. Native speakers of our so-called 'priority languages' remain unheard 
in the official discourses of schools, a practice which imphcitiy equates educational 
opportunity with English language proficiency, and places the full burden on the migrant 
student to adjust to the conditions present in schools. 
In Chapter 6 it was suggested that Nora and Alicia were not valued as speakers of 
Mandarin by the high school. Although taught in some schools. Mandarin was not part 
of their foreign language curriculum. They were instead put into a Japanese class 
(shades of Kan and Hank — So are ya Chinese or Japanese?). It seemed an utter 
irrelevance to the school that these girls were already multilingual. Nora spoke 
Mandarin, Shanghainese, and Enghsh, and also understood some Cantonese. Alicia 
spoke Cantonese, Mandarin and English. In other cases, Milena spoke Bosnian, Danish 
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and English. John spoke Cantonese, Mandarin and some English. In fact, many 
students in this study were already competent bilinguals before they leamed English. In 
all schools, a degree of lip service was paid to die value of multiculturalism, but at the 
Markwell High concert, no language but Enghsh was used in presenting and 
representing the diverse body of smdents. Norton (1997) suggests educators need to 
take the relation between language and identity very seriously. They need also to 
understand that language use is not neukal but implicated in unequal sets of social 
relations. 
A key ideological issue here concems how the smdents were read and heard by 
others. Nora's letter was not viewed as out-of-the-ordinary by the teacher, who merely 
told her not to be concemed about her bad mark, that the test didn't count for much 
(secret teacher knowledge?). And texts such as those in Nora's diary are not normally 
affiliated with cultural capital, particularly in the context of school. The denigration of 
smdents' writing is implicated in namralising the exclusion of such texts from school 
discourses. Yet the power of Nora's narratives provides insight into her experience of 
leaming and using Enghsh, her experience of school, and her positioning in what she 
perceives as the social order around her. These deserve to be more widely read and 
understood, as such autobiographical narratives convey an understanding of the 
representational resources and contexts of minority students. Yet these texts and the 
students' own languages are minority discourses, which are and remain outside of the 
official discourses of school. For that reason alone they are worthy objects of on-going 
analysis and research. 
There is a substantial literature using discourse analysis to reveal how certain texts 
marginalise minority groups, and how discourse is implicated in the production and 
reproduction of racism (van Dijk et al., 1997). Less often reported are the ways in 
which the texts of minorities simply lack representation within dominant discourses. 
When a language is either stigmatised or ignored, this amounts to what Mey (1985) 
suggests is "hnguistic oppression," which takes place whenever people are "denied the 
right to language" (p. 351). There seems a dual denial which operates in some schools 
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and for some students, in that the first languages of the students have no value or 
legitimacy, and there is inadequate support in academic work for them to leam 'school 
English,' along with inadequate opportunity for interpersonal social relations for them to 
improve their communicative and social competencies. Instead they are confronted with 
'preferred models' of communication, to which they do not have access. Hymes (1996) 
points out that such preferred forms are shaped by cultural values and social hierarchies, 
and are inconsistent from one institution to the next. We tolerate, for example, 
anomalous language forms in certain domains, such as phonetic spelhng in advertising, 
or song lyrics with non-standard grammars. On the linguistic market of schools, such 
forms have no legitimacy. It is not just Enghsh which is privileged, but specific forms 
and genres of English. 
Tmeba (1989) makes it clear that schools need to value what linguistic minority 
students bring with them. He writes. 
Psychological adjustment, cultural integration into the school, acquisition of 
communicative skills, and academic achievement are critically hnked to 
opportunities given to students for using their previous socioculmral 
experiences and knowledge. (p. 183) 
This includes their language knowledge, which is critically tied to identity work. As 
Cummins and Swain (1986) point out, where the first language of the student goes 
unrecognised, untapped and undeveloped, and where proficiency in English is or 
remains very limited, identity work in the public arena is at risk. Cummins (1996) 
continues to strenuously argue the link between bilingual development and continued 
development in the LI. While this may not be feasible in many schools, due to the 
diversity of languages spoken, it is vital to understand that presently within institutions, 
students are often positioned in ways that recast and undercut their intellectual and 
linguistic resources. The institutional deafness to these students alluded to in the title of 
this chapter therefore needs to be challenged. 
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9 .3 .3 Beyond the limitations of labels 
Although schools and those within them routinely label linguistic minority smdents as 
ESL students, it is clear that for many immigrant smdents, Enghsh is in fact their third 
or fourth language. The term NESB student (non-English speaking background) is also 
a definition of the student in terms of what they are not, diminishing their hnguistic and 
cultural backgrounds. While these terms are at times useful in a practical sense, neither 
does justice to the knowledge and social and culmral competences of these students. 
Gibbons (1991) suggestion that emergent bilingual is a more appropriate term than ESL 
or NESB student amounts to a recognition of this problem. At least this term ascribes 
the competence of bilinguahsm radier dian pinpointing what the smdents may currentiy 
be lacking. Recent definitions of bilingualism stress simply some functional ability in a 
second language (Spolsky, 1998), without trying to pin down the degree of 
bilingualism. The term emergent bilingual also allows us to envision many Auskalian 
smdents as 'emergent monolinguals,' tuming the tables a bit, and signalling in a new 
way the problem of hegemony. 
It has also been suggested that labels signal an institutional discourse which is 
implicated in special pathways or language development courses which "simultaneously 
enable and stigmatise leamers" (Thesen, 1997, p. 490). To rename these students as 
bilingual may be productive in bringing about a shift in perception which assigns new 
symbolic capital to these students. That is, diere is a need to reinscribe hnguistic 
minority students as competent in a variety of ways, and to place a positive value on 
these competences. The image of Sam in the lesson at Taylor High springs to mind — 
calhng out answers in broad Auskalian English, having a quick chat to his neighbour in 
Cantonese, and diving into his Chinese eleckonic dictionary in a totally seamless 
fashion. Or Alicia and Nora, laughing as their occasional errors emerged in the shift 
between Mandarin and Cantonese. These were in my view exkaordinary displays of 
linguistic competence, deserving of wider acknowledgment, and indeed pertinent to their 
ongoing educational achievement. 
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Within the instimtion of school as a social field, the conditions of reception often 
work against a hearing for minority speakers. Schools must be aware that where 
English speaking students do not talk, or even try to talk to linguistic minority students, 
discriminatory and racialising practices are implicated. It is a case where silence speaks 
volumes to the acceptance of segregated school communities, and the denial to one 
group of the right to participate fully in their education. While students cannot be forced 
to mix (Ryan, 1997), there are sound reasons for drawing to all smdents' attention the 
consequences of certain groups remaining socially and linguistically unheard and 
separate. 
This is first because even small and apparentiy inconsequential interactions help 
trace how the world is socially constmcted, and are an index to cultural understandings; 
everyday interactions are part of the doing of social identity (Moerman, 1993). These 
interactions are essential for the acquisition of discourse and sociocultural mles, and the 
building of what Kelly Hall (1995) describes as "interactive resources" (p. 208). This 
applies equally to Anglo Australian students as it does to migrant students, but linguistic 
minority speakers need the chance to acquire the subset of dispositions used in English, 
which are needed to succeed in school. Second, access to a range of communicative and 
social roles is access to social power (van Dijk, 1996), its converse being equally tme. 
The effective marginahsation of linguistic minority students poses a risk to all members 
of the school community, which Cummins (1996) has suggested can only be challenged 
by the affirmation not of difference, but of diversity, in which the negotiation of identity 
is a key. This entails a shift in perception in relation to the identity of linguistic minority 
students. Instead of viewing students who have lived on two continents and speak three 
languages as having a language problem. Cummins' proposed affirmation of diversity 
reframes these smdents as competent and productive members of the school community, 
which can only benefit from their inclusion as members. Ironically, v/ithin foreign 
language pohcy and rhetoric in Australia, monolingual students are the problem. But 
there is a world of difference between rhetoric and practice. Perhaps it is schools as 
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instittitions which have the language problem, an inability to listen to or hear varieties of 
English which lie outside that defined as the valued norm. 
9.4 CONCLUSION 
While writing this final chapter, I took time out to attend an assembly at Newnham High 
to mark the exit of two classes moving to high school, and to acknowledge their 
achievements in the reception program. The exiting students were to perform some kind 
of presentation to their teachers and 160 peers, many of whom had just arrived in 
Australia and at Newnham. The assembly began with a short performance by an 
Aboriginal community member, who played the didgeridoo and then donated the hand-
painted instmment to the school. At Newnham, reconciliation and the smdy of 
indigenous peoples are a skong focus in the curriculum. The exiting smdents then 
performed, presenting posters of their 'life images' in small groups and pairs, outiining 
their dreams and aspirations, their problems and strengths. They performed in English, 
using a microphone, and then summarised the talk in their first languages. I was part of 
an audience which sat in rapt attention, listening to English, Bosnian, Vietnamese, 
Mandarin, Tagalog, Indonesian, Samoan and Somali. I was part of an audience which 
saw and heard this as utterly unremarkable in terms of its linguistic plurality. Here was 
a performance, and a hearing in marked contrast to Markwell's multiculmral concert. 
The Newnham assembly finished with a large group of former Yugoslavian students, a 
united group of Bosnians, Serbs and Croatian students, singing Twist and Shout in 
Bosnian. The audience clapped along. 
Social identity, and die integration of language leamer with language leaming 
contexts have seldom been on the agenda of researchers working within SLA (Norton 
Peirce, 1995). Norton Peirce suggests further that even when a heterogeneity of 
contexts is acknowledged, it is "framed uncritically" (p. 12). I began this chapter 
talking about acquisition, communicative competence, audibility, identity and 
representation. This signified an initial move beyond kaditional SLA perspectives. I 
then talked about institutional conditions surrounding the acquisition and use of English, 
and the hearing of this and other languages. The discussion of these conditions 
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constimtes in effect a changed vision of what the problem is, and a move into new 
terrain, marked by the empkical and epistemological understanding that to talk about 
SLA without talking about identity and representation, is to miss aspects of the utmost 
salience to the acquisition of discourses in a new language, and to ignore the power of 
conditions of reception over spoken production. 
Norton Peirce, Rampton, Kelly Hall, Heller and others have akeady moved into 
this terrain. I have attempted in this thesis to relate spoken language acquisition and use 
to specific social fields and practices, and to represent some of the complexities of this 
interrelationship through the cases of these linguistic minority students. The study has 
been in one sense an attempt to bridge the gap between macro theoretical analyses of 
language and power, and the micro realisation of some of these theories in interactions 
with and of migrant students. Further, I have tried to frame the interrelationship of 
language user and social field critically, highlighting what could be described as the 
pohtics of speaking and hearing. Just as there are ways of speaking, there are ways of 
hearing. 
Where SLA has been focused on the conditions surrounding production, 
particularly for individual leamers, the theoretical contribution of this study is that an 
economy of reception within any social field impacts powerfully on the conditions of 
production for linguistic minority students. The accounts by and phenomena 
surrounding the students makes it clear that to be a social user of language is to take part 
in the shadowy game of dominance and submission, the mles of which are rarely 
consciously acknowledged or even understood. While some maintain that positions of 
subordination and dominance for linguistic minority students are not final, and an 
understanding of identity as an ever evolving and kansforming resource would seem to 
support this, educators need to be cognisant of the fact that diminishing or ignoring the 
voices of hnguistic minority students is essentially a racialising act which denies 
valuable experiences to all students. 
It is important to understand and to acknowledge that speakers are heard 
differentiy across a range of social fields. But institutional practices which are comphcit 
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in the silencing or inaudibilility of migrant speakers as they acquire and use English 
deny these students their simple right to be heard. Hearing and acknowledging these 
speakers opens up for them the possibilities of self-representation and ongoing identity 
work in their new country. For the hearers, the focus on reception opens up a terrain 
where diversity may be heard as normal and valuable. Finally, such a focus is also 
implicated in a broader, more heteroglossic approach to understanding language 
acquisition and use as social phenomena. This remains worthy of our most serious 
attention. 
1. For powerful descriptions of the childhood experience of discrimination based on 
visible difference, see Tyagi (1996) and Johnson-Powell (1996). 
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APPENDIX A Department of Education Approval 
Department 
of Education 
Education House 
30 Mary Street, Brisbane Refer to: 
Queensland, Australia Telephone: 
Ourref: 115/96 
Ms Jenny Miller 
d- A/Professor Carolyn Baker 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Queensland Q 4072 
Dear Ms Miller 
I refer to your application seeking approval to conduct a research study in Queensland state 
schools. 
Approval Is granted for the principals of the selected state schools to be approached with a 
view to securing their cooperation in the proposed research project. The attached outline of 
the research lists the schools selected, describes briefly the nature and requirements of the 
study and specifies any conditions which we wish to Impose. 
A memorandum to principals advising them of this approval is attached. You should provide 
copies of this memorandum and the attached outline to each principal approached. Although 
approval has been granted by this department, it should be noted that the schools are under 
no obligation to participate in the study. 
This approval is subject to the condition that, on completion of your study, a copy of your 
research report be fonwarded to the department. This should be accompanied by an abstract 
and summary of the study where appropriate. 
Should you have any queries relating to this study please contacted Shiriey O'Neill on 
telephone (07) 3237 0967. 
Yours sincerely 
• . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ V ^ 
JAN GILLIES 
Director 
Quality Assurance and 
School Review Directorate 
39 SEP 1996 
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Department 
of Education 
Education House 
30 Mary Street, Brisbane 
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should be noted, however, that although approval has been granted by the department, your school is 
under no obligation to participate in the study. 
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Director 
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APPENDIX C Parental permission form: preliminary study 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Queensland 
St. Lucia 4072 
26 July, 1996 
Dear 
As part of a pilot study for my doctoral research at the University of Queensland, I wish 
to interview your son/daughter at 
State High School. I am interested in the experience of moving to a new 
country and acquiring a new language and culture. I will ask 
about his/her experiences leaming English at 
(Newnham) and at high school. The Principal of High has agreed that I 
interview students for about half an hour, at an agreed time. The interview will be 
audiotaped, but students' real names will not be used in my study. Could you please 
sign below to give permission for me to talk to your son/daughter. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 
Yours sincerely. 
Jenny Miller 
B.A. (Hons), B. Ed. Stud., Dip. Ed., M.A. 
I give permission for my son/daughter 
to be interviewed by Jenny 
Miller at High School. 
(paren t/guardi an) 
APPENDIX D Interview guide and student profile 
Interview Guide Jenny Miller, Uni. of Qld. 
In the interview next week we will talk about your experiences of settling into a new 
country and leaming English. The questions below are just a guide, so that you can 
think about your 'story' beforehand if you want to. 
1. Did you leam English in your own country before coming to Australia? Tell me 
about that. 
2. Tell me about why you came to Australia, and what it was like at first. 
3. Can you describe some of your experiences at Milpera? 
What kinds of English skills did you develop there, and how? (listening, speaking, 
reading, writing, grammar) 
4. What sorts of things at Milpera helped you to settle into being in a new country? 
5. Tell me about the shift to Yeronga High's ESL support unit. 
6. What is it like being in mainstream subjects now? 
7. Do you feel a part of Yeronga High - can you talk about that? 
8. When you look back over your experiences now, what kinds of things help you 
most in leaming English? 
Pilot Interview Student profile 
Name: 
Nationality: 
Language spoken: 
Age: 
Date of arrival in Australia: 
Length of time in school in Australia: 
Milpera (dates): 
Yeronga High ESL Support unit (dates) 
Yeronga High mainstream: date: Year level: 
Family: 
APPENDIX E Focus group questions 
FOCUS GROUPS - VIDEO 
These questions are a guide only. 
1. How did you study English in your country? 
2. Has Milpera helped you leam English? 
What do you do in class that helps you leam? 
3. At first your teachers don't know very much about you. 
How do they leam more about you? 
4. What are some good ways to leam a language? 
5. Are there things you still need to leam? 
6. When do you use English? (lunch/in class etc) 
7. By now you've all visited your high schools. What were 
your first impressions? 
You all told me some good points and some bad points 
about Milpera. Can you begin to compare Milpera and 
your new high schools? 
8. Holidays??? (Who will use English?) 
Jenny Miller 
APPENDIX F Diary guidelines 
WHAT DO I WRITE IN THE DIARY?? 
Dear 
As promised, a diary - for you to write in regularly over the next three months. 
Rememl)er the diary belongs to you, and although I will read it and may photocopy it, 
you will get it back to keep! Writing in a diary is a great way to think about your 
experiences. And sometimes describing something helps us understand it better. 
Here are some ideas to help if you get stuck wondering what to write. Be as creative as 
you like - write, draw pictures, ask questions, make it yours. 
What do you write about - anything at all! 
* your experiences at school (friends, tests, assignments, teachers, lunch 
time, sport, things that happen) 
* work, play and weekends 
* family life 
* thoughts of your home country 
* thoughts about living in Australia 
* problems and successes 
* feelings and friendships 
* your ideas about leaming English 
Write regularly, about two or three times a 
week (more if you want). Sometimes you 
might want to write a lot, other times just a 
little. 
If there are pages you don't want me to read, 
staple them shut 
Don't worry about your grammar, or 
getting things perfect The ideas, feelings 
and experiences arc more important 
Talk to the diary. Have fun! 
&)/CAV - SCJAM /WOUND 8oax, A E . SUEPZ 
hfOM- SLUflMAgOOKfDBCuJL. ATE. SLEPT 
TDE5D/V- Sjje^mxjNDecux^P^.ei£pr 
ihmcAf' 5uyviAftDOi4oeoai.AE.a£pr 
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP, YOUR 
THOUGHTS, AND YOUR WORK! 
Jenny Miller 
Diary Of a Fish 
APPENDIX G Excerpt from interview with Alex 3.6.97 
((I suggest some advantages from writing in a diary)) 
A: OK, yeah Miss, I never wrote a diary in my whole Hfe. 
R: That's why a good opportunity to try this as an experiment 
A But, I don't wanna write a diary in my Hfe. 
R: I want you to say more about that. Just, the final thing I want to say is, you 
write, I'm asking the students to write a couple of times a week, to have the 
diary and then, you keep it till September, for three months till the September 
holidays 
A Oh Miss that's three months 
R Yeah but you don't write in it every [day 
A What if I forget about it 
R: You, you might. What happens in September is I come back and I take it 
A (nothing in it) 
R: um, I photocopy it, and I give it back to you to keep, so it's yours, you write 
anything you Hke in it, you make it Alan's life, and then you keep it. 
((I then explain how I'd just given my own Year 11 diary to my 16 year old Year 11 
daughter, and she'd laughed and thought I was very boring. I recounted what my diary 
was about and how funny we'd found it later. 1 suggested he could do the same.)) 
R: That's the nice thing, in 20 years time Alan, you can give this to your kid, and 
say this is what happened to me in my first year in Austraha, this is what I was 
living. 
A Yeah I know but, but I got a, some kind of diary. It's not a diary I don't writing 
about my life or anything, I just wrote like, I didn't wrote, I drew some pictures 
or something 
R: Mmhm 
A And I lost that, I lose everything Miss, so, if I write this now, I'll lose it 
probably until next month or something 
R: You leave it at home, you never take it to school 
A: Yeah but I just lose it 
R: How, how messy is your room? I mean, it just stays in your room. It doesn't 
go anywhere. It doesn't go [on Httle holidays 
A But it's weird Miss, things I'm missing from my room, all the time 
R: Are they? 
A Yeah 
R: Well I'd like you to really try and look after this 
((This whole conversation somewhat tongue in cheek. We both knew what Alan was 
doing, and that I wasn't buying it. We were smiling and enjoying the game.)) 
R: It's because it's something for you too, it's obviously.. 
A OK OK ((Id wom him down)) If I remember I write some for you, and then I 
don't have to write any more. I write it in, you want me to write this for three 
months 
R: Little bits for [three months 
A" [I write my future? then I give you next time you're coming. I can see my 
future, whew! 
APPENDIX H Ethical Approval, University of Queensland 
'.. OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND POSTGRADUATE STUDIES 
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RESEARCH ROAD 
Ref: ETHICS/JH:ML 
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6 January, 1997 
THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
Brisbane Qld 4072 Australia 
Telephone (07) 3365 3560. 3365 4584 
International +61 7 3365 3560. 3365 4584 
Facsimile (07) 3365 4455 
Ms Jennifer Miller 
Graduate School of Education 
Dear Ms Miller 
Re: Ethical Approval (Ref No: B/163/Ed/96/PhD) 
Your project has been approved by the Behavioural and Stxial Sciences Ethical Review Committee. 
Please note that 
(i) The clearance number should be quoted on the protocol coversheet when applying to a granting 
agency and in any cor-espondence relating to ethical clearance; 
(ii) Clearance will nomfialty be for the duration of the project unless otherwise stated in the 
institutional clearance; 
(iii) Adverse reaction to treatment by subjects, injury or any other incident affecting the welfare 
and/(X health of subjects attributable to the research should be promptly reported to the Head or 
Department and the Behavioural and Social Sciences Ethical Review Committee. 
(iv) Advisers on "Integrity in Research' 
As part of the University's commitment to the institutional statement, "Code of Conduct for the 
Ethical Practice of Research" (1990). and the NH&MRC's "Statement on Scientific Practice", 
designated positions have been appointed as advisers on integrity in research. The Chairperson 
of each ethics committee acts in an advisory capacity to provide confidential advice on such 
matters as misconduct in research, the rights and duties of postgraduate supervisors, and 
prtxedures for dealing with allegations on research misconduct within the University. The 
contact numt)er for the Chairperson of each ethics committee can t>e obtained from the Ethics 
Officer. Staff and students are also encouraged to contact either the Ethics Officer (365-3924) or 
Chairperson on other issues concerning the conduct of experimentation/research (e.g. 
involvement of children, informed consent) prior to commencement of the project and throughout 
the course of the study. 
Yours sincerely 
^S\m Holt 
Ethics Officer 
Or C Baiter. Graduate School of Education 
M5 Pauline Mar, Postgraduate Studies 
JH 
APPENDIX I Ethical clearance 
THE UNIVERSITY O F QUEENSU»LND 
INSTITUTIONAL APPROVAL FORM FOR EXPERIMENTS ON 
HUMANS INCLUDING BEHAVIOURAL RESEARCH 
Please complete in BLACK type or ink only 
Department: Graduate Sch(X)l of Education 
Chief Investigator: Jennifer M Miller 
(Rrst named in appAcation or studenfj name) 
Other Chief lnvestigator(s): Carolyn Baker 
Department(s): Graduate School of Education 
(Or student's supervisof) 
Project Title: Second language acquisition and social identity 
Granting agency or degree enrolled: 
Ethics Committee Use: Clearance No: B/163/Ed/96/PhD 
Is it your opinion that this project complies with the provisions contained in the CounciFs document 'Statement on 
Human Experimentation and Supplementary Notes7 
(^P «B 
is it your opinion that this project complies with the regulations governing experimentatwn on humans within your 
institution? 
Comments: 
Name of responsible Ethics Committee: 
BEHAVIOURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES ETHICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
/ A/Pr 
Name of Ethics Committee representative (Block letters): 
ofessor C Peterson Chairperson 
Sj^ature ETHfr<! P f p / C f f f — 
APPENDIX J Research information sheet 
Jenny Miller 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Queensland 
RESEARCH INFORMATION SHEET 
It is commonly assumed that there are strong links between language and social identity. 
Access to a culture therefore depends on being able to share meanings with other 
speakers in that culture. For non-English speaking background students, leaming 
English is especially important for integration into high school, and for adaptation to the 
new culture. The purpose of this study, which is the basis of a doctoral thesis, is to 
investigate the relationship between the language leaming experiences of newly arrived 
migrant students and their constmction of a new social/cultural identity. 
This research is a small scale investigation, involving eight case studies. Students who 
agree to participate will be tracked from (Newnham) into high school, over a period of 
twelve months. Contextual factors which impact on their language leaming and cultural 
integration will be identified and explored. The data collection involves interviews with 
the students, their teachers and families, joumal writing, student work, some classroom 
observation and group discussion where possible. The central source of information 
will be the students' own accounts. The researcher will be in regular contact with 
students and schools, but as unobtmsively as possible. Students' wishes will be 
respected at all times. 
All data will be confidential, and the real names of students and schools will not be 
used. The researcher is an experienced ESL and language teacher, who understands the 
challenges faced by non-English speaking students as they leam English and begin 
smdy in mainstream high school. Students participating in this study should find it 
interesting, and will obtain feedback on their participation. 
Jenny Miller B.A. (Hons), Dip. Ed., B.Ed.Stud., M.A. 
Ph: 33656509 (W) 38701890 (H) 
e-mail: J.Miller@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
APPENDIX K Letter to Principals 
Jenny Miller 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Queensland 
St. Lucia 4072 
16 July, 1996 
The Principal 
State High School 
Dear Mr T, 
I am writing to request your permission to interview two NESB leamers at 
High School, as part of a pilot study I am conducting into the pathways of NESB 
leamers from (Newnham) to mainstream integration. This pilot study will form part of 
my doctoral research at the Graduate School of Education at the University of 
Queensland. The study will focus on both the linguistic and culmral adaptations which 
ESL smdents make to integrate into the high school situation. 
I would like to speak to two students who are virtually or almost fully integrated into 
mainstream subjects, but who have followed the path from (Newnham), through 
's ESL support unit, and into integration. I would be guided in 
selecting students by Mr T and his staff. It may well also be appropriate to 
seek permission from the students' parents/guardians for the interview. The interview 
would be of approximately 30 minutes duration for each student, and would be taped. 
The purpose of the interview is to have students narrate their stories to some extent, their 
perceptions of leaming ESL both at (Newnham) and at high school, and perhaps to 
relate the factors they see as important in regard to mainstream integration. The 
interviews would be confidential, and anonymity for participants is assured. 
I would be happy to discuss the project further should you so wish. I can be contacted 
on 3365 6509 (W) or 3870 1890 (H). I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours sincerely. 
APPENDIX L Parental permission: main study 
Jenny Miller 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Queensland 
St. Lucia 4072 
November, 1996 
Dear 
I am a teacher and postgraduate student at the University of Queensland. I am very 
interested in migrant students, and the ways they leam English, and gain a social identity 
in a new school, and within a new culture. 
As part of my doctoral research, I am planning to do a number of case studies of migrant 
students, following them from (Newnham) into their high schools. The information 
sheet will tell you more about my project. The study will continue for 12 months, and I 
would very much like to include your son/daughter in 
the group of eight students. 
If you agree to your son/daughter participating, I would like to interview them before 
they leave (Newnham), and look at some of their class work. The interviews will be 
tape recorded, and they will also take part in a discussion group which will be 
videotaped. 
Next year, I will visit the students regularly in their high school, to talk to them and to 
their teachers. They will be asked to write a joumal or diary of their experiences at high 
school for part of the year. 
This study is authorised by the Department of Education, and at (Newnham) by the 
Principal Ms P. The real name of your son/daughter (and of their school) will not be 
used, and he/she may withdraw from the study at any time if they so wish. I am also 
happy to talk with you at any time about the study, and what I am leaming. 
I am looking forward to finding out more about the experiences of migrant students in 
our high schools, and hope that you give permission for your son/daughter to 
participate. Please sign and retum the form below as soon as possible. 
Yours sincerely. 
Jenny Miller 
Graduate student, U. Q. 
Phone: 3365 6509 (W); 3870 1890 (H) 
PLEASE TICK ONE, AND SIGN BELOW 
Name of student: 
I give permission for my son/daughter to take part in the study described above. 
I do not give permission for my son/daughter to take part in the study described above. 
(Signed) (parent/guardian) 

